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EDITORIAL

The peace of God, which surpasses all understanding,
should preside in the hearts of all who have grasped the
glories and grandeurs of our God, especially those who
acknowledge Him as the only Creator and Keconciler of
the universe. He commenced all and He can bring it to
its consummation. But, more than this, all is not only
out of Him and for Him, but it is also through Him. Not
only the past and the future, but the present is His con
cern. He is not unmindful of the stress and strain, the
sorrow and the sighing, the confusion and the conflict
which surrounds us now. Let us not be moved by these
things, as though the reins had dropped from His hands,
or His heart felt no concern in the tiny tribulations of
this nether scene.
We have our trials in common with the world, from
which we hear, above the din of the daily grind, above
the hullaballoo of the medicine men who have remedies
for all of earth's varied ills, above the roar of the cannon
on the fighting lines, a despairing but persistent cry of
''Peace! Peace!" when there is no peace. We need not
deceive ourselves as to this peace, or accept the marvel
ous fable that the pacific dove can only live and thrive in
the iron hulls of dreadnaughts and tanks, and in air
perfumed with powder and poison and flame.
Arma

ments are not a sure antidote against warfare. We know
that the world can wish for peace, but it must prepare
for war, for that is soon to appear on God's program.
This is not our peace. Indeed, our peace depends, in
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Unrest Assails

measure, upon the world's lack of it, for it rests on God's

Word, which predicts the opposite.
We have our trials in fellowship with those whom
God has called out of the world. In godless Russia many
thousands have lost all, and at last their very lives,
merely because they belonged to Him. Thousands have
escaped and are scattered in various parts of the world,
seeking to gain a livelihood. Many a believer in other
lands has had to suffer for his faith. Even in so-called
Christian lands the strife in the nominal churches, or
between the church and state, has led to much unrest.
Catholics are thrust out of Mexico. A part of the Pro
testant clergy in Germany is seeking to repudiate the
Hebrew Scriptures and some denounce even the epistles
of Paul.
Beyond all this there is a special danger to the peace
of those whose privilege it is to learn a little of the
deeper things of God. Their own fellow sufferers for
Christ and for His Word are disturbed when we present
for their faith truth long lost, and now not only unknown
but despised. They remind us that these things disturb
the peace of the saints and, therefore, cannot be of God.
They exhort us not to make His glories known, lest we
divide His own, and bring further strife into the house
hold of the saints. They want no disturbance, for they
fear that God cannot work in the midst of confusion.
How contrary is this to fact and truth? When has
the greatest progress been made in the things of God?
In times of stagnation, or in times of stress? In the up
heavals of a reformation or in the stale sessions of an
established church? Let us not be disturbed when God's
glorious truth brings trouble in its train. So it has ever
been. It should not disturb us. Nay, it should be our
delight to see God's spirit at work convicting, troubling
sinners, and convincing, distressing saints.
These are
but the pangs of progress, the precursory pains which
must ever be the prelude to light and peace. Just as evil

Ere Peace Prevails
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as a whole will,eventuate in good, so also will these tem
porary and local ills leads to a knowledge of God, which
is the only sure foundation of lasting peace.
We are reminded of the sons of Israel in Egypt,
when Moses and Aaron came to lead them out. What
was the first effect ? Because they demanded that the
people leave Egypt to worship Jehovah in the wilderness,
Pharaoh increased their burdens, and they had to rake
together their own straw for the bricks they made. Their
superintendents were smitten, and they went to Pharaoh,
without avail. Then they encounter Moses and say to
him, "Jehovah will see to you! And He will judge him
who makes the smell of us stink in the eyes of Pharaoh
..." Poor Moses, he was a trouble maker. Most of us
can sympathize with him. So he goes to Jehovah and
says, "Jehovah, why dost Thou bring evil to this people?
Why this? Thou didst send me!"
At first; the message of light and deliverance often
makes matters far worse, and God does not step in to hin
der it, for this evil is a necessary part of His purpose.
But, in due time, God dealt with Pharaoh, and the people
were delivered with a great deliverance. Let us take
this to heart. We have a marvelous message for God's
dear people. In most cases it brings with it effects the
very opposite of those which it promises.

Our message

brings unsurpassed peace—but it usually starts by stir
ring up strife. We have the true basis of unity—yet, at
first, it may cause division. It displays and evokes in us
the utmost grace and love. But its appearance may pro
voke exhibitions more nearly allied with detestation and
hate. However, as in the case of Moses, God is only pre
paring for the display of His own glory by provoking
its opposite at the start.
Let us not follow the example of Israel and berate
God's servants when their message seems to bear contra
dictory fruits at first. Nor let us be like Moses, and
actually take God to task for not fulfilling His promises.
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God Creates Evil

God sent Moses to deliver Israel from Egypt, and who
will deny that He did it? We usually forget the first
disappointment. So let us not be disturbed by the effect
of our endeavors to make known God's glorious grace to
sinner and to saint. Salvation through the blood is
worth all the inconvenience it may cost. So also no
amount of persecution or persuasion should keep us from
proclaiming the grander glories of our God.
Just as, in the midst of the world's unrest, we may
be at perfect peace, so also, in the midst of the whirlpool
of theological distress, we may rest serene and unafraid,
confident that God's hand is at the helm of our frail
craft, and no current is too strong for Him to stem, no
waves too violent for Him to pacify. He may seem to
sleep, and have no care lest we perish, but how can He
calm the storm if it does not arise? Let men rant and
rage and roar! That is their part, and they must play

it. All will subside when God's time comes to calm the
commotion. Some of His saints seek to keep the storm
from coming. Others fill their lungs with air and blow
with all their puny might against it.
Let us sit by,
unafraid, and see the salvation of the Lord. Let us at
least come up to the standard of Job, and bless His

name for the evil we receive at His hands.

The preciousness of our peace springs from the sur
rounding turmoil. Let us look upon the trials and the
tumults, the opposition and the persecution, the strife
and the hatred as all from God. Let us not seek to keep
Him out of it by lamely alleging that He allows it. It is,
indeed, contrary to His will, but necessary for His pur
pose. Let us value it accordingly. "We should not merely
endure it, but thank God for it. Then, instead of disturb
ing and destroying our peace, it will contribute to it.
Peace is to be found only in God. He is the only
stable and immovable point in the universe. Yet it is
possible for all to be at peace in Him. As sinners we
received peace with God through the blood of Christ.

and Makes Peace
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As saints it is our privilege to go far beyond this, and
to enjoy the peace of God. God is not worried as to the
outcome of His eonian travail with His creatures. He
knows all beforehand. But that is because every single
detail of the present is not only within His control, but
it fulfills its microscopic mission in preparing for and
bringing about the grand consummation He has in view.
That will be a time of perfect peace, but it could never
be enjoyed or appreciated without the preceding panic
of the present. Israel must suffer in Egypt before she
can sing on the shores of the Red Sea. And God could
dwell among them only as among a redeemed race.
May the peace of God preside in our hearts, not in
spite of the unrest in the world and the strife among
the saints, but because of it! The God out of Whom all is,
and into Whom all tends, now operates all, and especially
the evil, so that, in the consummation, His creatures will
know good because of their experience of evil and will be
able to praise and adore Him in a degree worthy of His
Name and satisfying to His heart. Let us live in the
realization that all is through Him now. Only thus may
we really share God's own peace—the peace of God.
A. E. K.
TREATED

LIKE

A

DOG

To My Dear Friends:

As it has been impossible for me to write to you all about
my personal affairs I will take a page or two of the magazine
and so save myself much time, and escape the charge of ignor
ing your kindness and solicitude.
Lest my heading has already created a false impression, I
must hasten to explain that the dogs in Germany seem to have

by far the best time, particularly those I have seen here. They
have no cares (even politics does not worry them), they get
too much to eat, and they have every comfort. You see I can't
say I am treated like a prince, for the nobility is under a cloud
for a while, nor, in fact, like any human beings, for almost all
are in some sort of distress, so I have to fall back on the dogs
for my simile.

6 Since the very start of my journey I have had an over

powering sense of the presence and direction of God, and of
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A Personal Word

my own inability to foresee or plan for the future. It is most
blessed to feel yourself in the will of God, even though you
do not rely on your feelings. So it has come about that,

though I had refused to promise many that I would return to
Germany, I am now located here for the time, in surround

ings which are ideal for my work.
We live in Marienfliess Stift, near the village of Stepenitz,
in Eastern Prignitz, in Brandenburg, northwest of Berlin,
Germany. The "Stift" was established by the noble Putlitz
family as a residence for their unmarried ladies, yet those
of other noble families are now admitted. There are eight
here now. Each one has her own house, or part of one, her
own maid, and her own garden, and a small pension. The
overseer and the caretaker also live inside the Stift park.
The village church is in its center. Our house is special. As
the Baroness von Bissing's sister is in the Stift, she and the
Countess von Kanitz leased this house for life in order to be
near her. It has been enlarged and many modern improve

ments have been installed.

My room is on the second floor

(another attic!) with a fine eastern exposure.
This is our usual daily routine, after bath and breakfast:
While I am at my best, I work on the Logology. By means of a
card index, I sort out the vocabulary of Scripture into a thou
sand different classifications, as the basis for a book on the
synonyms and antonyms of Scripture, especially for use in
translation in foreign languages. If there is mail, I attend to
that.
Last year by this time my wife was ready for work and
we translated a portion of the Scriptures into German, after
we had made the standards, but they still needed constant
revision and refinement. Now I usually work on the Hebrew
translation while she works on the German Keyword Con
cordance.
As I cannot exercise after eating, we take a walk in the
woods from eleven o'clock until time for dinner. For an hour
or two we roam over the fields and through the woods. In
season there are mushrooms in great variety and enormous
quantity. We often brought back a load. A few days ago
the weather was not pleasant so we omitted the daily tramp,
but I found myself considerably below par as a result. The
continuous mental strain must be counterbalanced by fresh
air and exercise. For this we are ideally located. If the
weather is not suitable, I work at my carpenter's bench, bor
ing out short lengths of tree trunk for bird houses, for my
wife is exceedingly fond of our feathered friends. She has
some food hung before her window, so that the birds come,
there, especially in icy weather, and feed before our eyes.
After dinner I must rest awhile, and then return to transla
tion work, as a rule, until time for tea. Our secretary, Brother
Schulz, is usually with us at tea, which gives an opportunity

from the Editor
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to consult with him over the day's work and satisfy a little
of his craving for more light on the Scriptures.
After tea we take up lighter work. I usually have a go
at the Hebrew translation until supper, after which there is
a little time for reading. At one time my wife read to me
all the pamphlets and books we could find against universal
reconciliation, upon which we have based the pamphlet,
"What are the Facts—Eternal Torment or Universal Recon
ciliation?" This was largely composed (and partly written)
during the night. Of course, there is still a lot of time left
for writing the articles in Unsearchable Riches, and for
answering letters, especially the attacks which are now begin
ning to appear in Germany!
Occasionally we break away to see a wedding procession,
or go to the harvest-thanksgiving in the church. The Luth
eran service, with its robed minister (who turns has back
to you a good part of the time), its burning candles, its altar,
its intoned responses, and especially the continued use of the
sign of the cross (which the gowned "priest" makes with his
left hand), seems to me to be more Catholic than Protestant,
so I don't often go. They hardly have a dozen at the usual
service, though this church serves for other villages around.
At the festivals it is filled.
The village folk are very kindly, but I have hardly any
time left for them. In summer they are mostly overworked,
getting in their rye, barley, oats, and potatoes, and sowing
their winter grain.
I do not dread the cold weather. We have a cozy house—
hot water heating, double windows—and I have warm cloth
ing when I venture out. All that loving care can do is done
to make me comfortable and to keep me in condition for
effective work: Food and shelter, the appreciation of friends
and the hot antagonism of enemies—what more do I need.to
spur me on in my efforts to bring men nearer God through
the medium of His Word?
I am beginning to realize how much there is still to be
done and that my own time and strength are not adequate.
Hence, I am building up a corps of helpers, with whose aid
I hope to accomplish much more than ever. Apart from the

foreign translations, there are four working on the Hebrew,

ten have been busy on the Concordance, three are now started
on the Keyword Concordance, one is working on Figures of
Speech, and I hope to have others on special problems. In
Germany we have five or more at work on the version and
concordances. To keep up with all these, and to keep them
going is a fair load, so the magazine and literature will have
to suffer. I have so much I would like to write, but it is not

nearly so important to convey my thoughts about God's Word
as to build a bridge to it for others.
For the greater part of one year my health seemed to fail
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Brother and Sister Heidal

utterly, and for some months I had to give up working. But
I have so far recovered that I can work, although like Tim
othy, my digestion is ruined beyond repair, and there is con
stant weakness as the result. But I am content to have it
thus, so long as it does not seriously interfere with my work.
For many years I bolted down my dinner and used most of
my noon hour on the work. For this lawlessness I am now
paying by resting after eating. This seems to be the only
remedy. But there is still enough time left to use up all my

strength, so it is not a very great hindrance. I am contin
ually reminded of the great truth, "My grace is sufficient for
you, for My power is perfected in infirmity".—A. E. K.

GREETINGS FROM KAOYIH!

Dear Friends:

Kaoyih, Hopei, North China
October 17, 1934

"For the mountains may depart, and the hills be removed;

but my loving-kindness shall not depart from thee, neither
shall my covenant of peace be removed, saith Jehovah that
hath mercy on thee."
It is with great joy and thankful hearts that we send you
this report of our safe arrival in China. We had a fair voyage

across the Pacific Ocean, but we felt to a certain, extent the
severe storms and typhoons, that seemed to be sweeping over
the western part of the Pacific at that time.
One of these
typhoons hit Japan very severely on September the 21st, but

this kind of news was withheld from the passengers while on

board the ship, but when we reached Yokohama, we heard of
the terrible disaster that had befallen Japan, and when we
reached Kobe we saw some of the damage the s.torm had done.
Our hearts go out in deep sympathy for all the sufferers who
in a short time, were made homeless and bereaved of their
dear ones. Across the Yellow Sea we had smooth and pleasant
sailing, and as we drew near to the port of Tientsin, we felt
the joy of God coming into our hearts in a great measure. It
was the joy that comes when one is obedient to the Master's
calling. This is now the fourth time we come to China, with
this blessed message of love, the message of how that, in
Christ, God was conciliating the world to Himself, not reckon
ing their offenses to them. And God is now recommending this
love of His to us, seeing that, when we are still sinners, Christ
died for our sakes.
After our arrival in Tientsin, we went to the home of our
friends, Brothers Creamer and Schwartz, where we received a
warm and hearty welcome. Because we arrived on a Saturday
we did not get our baggage cleared in the customs, and we
stayed over Sunday and had an opportunity to attend two
services, one in the forenoon, in the Chinese independent

church, and one in the afternoon, in Brother Creamer's mis-

Arrive in North China
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sion. We enjoyed both services very much, and we thank God
for the progress of the gospel work in Tientsin. From Tientsin
we separated, and Mrs. Heidal went by train via Peking to

Kaoyih. We had already sent word home, and Mrs. Berg and
a number of our Chinese Christian friends were here to meet

her and welcome her home, and the following day they had a

welcome meeting for her. At that time I was only twenty
miles east of here, in Ningtsin city. We arrived there on Sat
urday but it had rained considerably, and we had quite a time
coming down with the car, so Brother Schwartz, who had come
with me from Tientsin, went to Kaoyih on a cart, and I decided
to stay over Sunday with Brother Gruver, of the Church of
Christ Mission, and I came home on Monday after the roads
had dried some. Brother G. asked me to speak in the meetings

on Sunday, and I felt right at home again with the Chinese,
and it was a treat to me to speak in the Chinese language
again. Only three years ago this work was started and now
there are quite a number of believers in the city. We left
Tientsin with the car on Thursday noon, and the first fifty
miles of the road was good, the soldiers had repaired the roads,
but.to keep the mule carts off the highway, they had dug deep
holes in the road about two feet apart across the highway, and
every hundred yards or so had these holes, so a person had to
be slow and careful so as to miss the holes. In Tsangchow,
about one hundred miles from Tientsin, we crossed a river on
a ferry, made of two boats tied together. Two men pushed us
across. We stayed overnight in Tsangchow in the Congrega
tional Mission, and left next morning. After fifty miles drive
we came to a city called Hsiao Fan and we asked a man for
the road and he told us the road, but warned us of bandits
down the line. He said "they have caught one hundred here,
and yesterday three were beheaded and today fifteen more will
be executed". We drove on. The roads were bad and we had
a flat tire and a gas pipe broke, and we forgot all about the
bandits till it got dark, and we decided to stop in an Inn, in
Hsin Chi about one hundred and fifty miles from Tsangchow.
We had some Chinese tea and refreshments, and after supper
the Chief of Police came over, and he wanted to see our pass
ports, and he said, "we shall do our best to protect you while
in our city". After he left, the innkeeper showed us our bed
room, and we got some boards to sleep on. We had little bed
ding along, and I decided to sleep with my clothes on. We got
no pillows and I used my brief case for a pillow. It rained
during the night, and the next day we had very bad mud roads,
but we managed to make thirty-five miles to Ningtsin. We
were stuck in the mud several times, and once we had to get
a farmer to pull us out with a cow. I thought of our nice paved
and graveled roads in America, but then this is China. Some
day though, China will be a different country, great changes
are taking place everywhere.

We are glad to be back in the work, and we trust that by
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A Cheering Report

the grace of God and with the cooperation of the friends at
home, we shall be able to continue as a mission that stands
true to the Word of God, and also to be able to extend the work
to the glory of our heavenly Father. We wish to thank all the
friends that sent us the cheerful bon-voyage letters, and may
the Lord richly bless all our dear friends everywhere.
Yours in His glad service,
Lavinia and Abraham Heidal
CONCORDANT EVANGELIST

Greetings of love to all the saints!
Words are inadequate to express the gratitude of our hearts
to our heavenly Father for His grace upon our ministry dur
ing the year of 1934. Doors were opened in the states of South
Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa and
Minnesota and thirty-seven weeks were joyfully devoted to
sounding forth the evangel of the unsearchable riches of
Christ. An increasing interest and response to the truth was
noted in every place to which we ministered during the year.
Especially was this true in my old home community at Blpuntville, Tennessee, and of most of the cities visited in the Middle
West. Out of the meetings held in Blountville during the sum
mer, a Bible study class was spontaneously started with ninety
enrolled, and I am informed that the attendance has seldom
been less than a hundred, and a few times they have had as
many as a hundred fifteen present. We had a most gratifying
interest and response to the teaching in Detroit, Kewanee,
Rock Island, Cedar Rapids, and Minneapolis, and most of the
ecclesias are blessed with able teachers capable of leading the
saints into the realization of God with full assurance in all
His will.
The needs of the saints called forth quite a wide range of
instruction, from the most elementary and primary to the ad
vanced and deep truths of God's Word, e. g., the inspiration,
translation, and how to scripturally study the Scriptures;
God's purpose in creation, and His purpose in a lost creation;
redemption, reconciliation, and ransom; the eons and adminis
trations; prophecy; deportment; adjudication; the on-coming
eons of glory, and the consummation. Saints already rejoicing
in concordant teaching of the Scriptures were further enriched
in their spirits, while many new ones received the teaching for
their readjusting, firming,, and founding with the riches of the
assurance of understanding never before enjoyed.
On the
other hand, we met with the most astonishing apostasy, error,
and seductive teaching we have ever seen or considered. With

all grace, patience, and teaching we exposed and corrected the
errors as far as it was possible. Brother Knoch's articles in
the September and November, 1934, issues of Unsearchable
Riches on "Reasoning", and especially on the "Apostasy", are

most timely.

I urgently request all our readers to give them

from Evangelist Loudy

'
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prayerful study until they are thoroughly assured, with a clear
understanding, of the sound, scriptural teaching which they
set forth, in order to be fortified against the rising tide of "the
teaching of demons, in the hypocrisy of false expressions",
which is sweeping multitudes away from the faith.
While the year was laden with blessing on blessing far be
yond anything we dared expect or request, it also had its
adversities, trials, and testings, its cares, perplexities, and
anxieties. But we are exceedingly thankful to our heavenly
Father for every experience, realizing that all was designed
in His gracious provision, that we should have some little fel
lowship in the afflictions and sufferings for conforming us to
the image of His dear Son.

Our plans for the New Year are before Him in prayer.
They are, briefly: the month of January to be spent at home
for study and preparation of some messages for publication;
visiting the ecclesias in Washington, Richmond, Danville and
Roanoke, Virginia, East Tennessee and South Carolina during
the months of February, March, and April; then returning to
St. Paul and Minneapolis and other cities in the Middle West
for the dispensing of the Word during the spring and sum
mer. I ask the saints to join me in prayer for the ministry
this year, that strength, wisdom and spiritual understanding
may be supplied, and ways and means provided that we may
go and serve the fields where doors are open for gathering
fruit, and readjusting, edifying, and enriching the saints in
"the unity of faith, and the realization of a son of God, to
mature manhood, to the adult stature of Christ's complement,
that we should by no means still be minors, surging hither
and thither and being carried about by every wind of teaching,
by human caprice, by craftiness with a view to the systema
tizing of the deception".
"Now may the Lord cause you to increase and superabound
in love for one another and for all, even according as we also
for you, to establish your hearts unblamable in holiness in
front of our God and Father, in the presence of our Lord
Jesus with all His saints," is our prayer for all the saints in
every place.
Faithfully yours in His blessed service,
Me. and Mrs. Adlai Loudy
Johnson City, Tennessee

BROTHER LOUDY'S MEETINGS AT KEWANEE, ILL.
Sunday afternoon, October 7, Brother Loudy opened a two
weeks' series of meetings in the Majestic Theatre, Kewanee,
Illinois. They have resulted in spiritual gain for all concerned.
The attendance was good; friends came from Moline, Rock
Island, Marseilles, Normal, Williamsfield, Toulon, and Galva.

Brother and Sister Rochat, en route to California, made a stop
over, sharing fellowship and meetings.
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News from Florida
We had been anticipating Brother Loudy's return for a long

time, knowing that God had in store for us great blessings
from His Word, through our beloved brother. We rejoice in
spirit as we meditate on all these truths and riches of grace,
which he so vividly brought to our attention.
His preaching from start to finish is motivated out of love,
with the purpose to glorify God and exalt His Christ, to mag
nify His Word, and to help the saints to come to a heart real

ization of God's love and grace. Our hearts were thrilled, our
appreciation enlarged, as he unfolded to us God's Word in its
concordant purity and fullness of expression. Many saints have
been liberated from the teachings of man and rejoice in the
comprehension of God's revelation through these glorious mes
sages.

We thank and praise God for it all. We pray the Father's
choicest blessings for Brother and Sister Loudy as they go
from place to place sharing with people, spiritual grace and
gladsome songs, as they superabound in the work of the Lord.
VIRGIL CURTIS' REPORT
Our petition for a transfer to a warmer climate and for an
opportunity to proceed anew with the work of the Italian Con
cordant Version, which has been interrupted because of illness
and adversities seems to have been heard and answered by His
loving kindness.
After an uneventful trip by auto, with stops at Washington,
D. C., Richmond, Virginia, and Jacksonville, Florida, for a
brief visit with the dear ones, our Lord guided us (Sister Cur
tis and myself) to Brother and Sister R. Riedel's door in Kissimmee, Florida, where we were welcomed with tender love
and affection, for which we pray that our Lord may reward
them abundantly in that glorious day.
To all appearances I am bound to fill my predecessor's posi
tion. (Brother M. Sturgeon having gone north owing to ill
ness.) While endeavoring to reestablish myself, working at my
profession for a living, by God's grace, in unison with the
ones who love our Lord in incorruption, I expect to try to

again revive the interest of those who for lack of leadership

went back to their own.

Sunday, October 28, we held our first meeting, absorbing
Paul's precise definition of love, as in 1 Corinthians 3:4-8, and
have continued every Sunday thereafter till today, at 10 a. m,
The opening of our little church at 415 Brack Street is
being advertised through our local paper and that of Orlando.
We pray and trust our Lord for opportunities in His service.
The dear friends adjacent to Kissimmee may take notice and
if disposed may arrange meetings for evangelistic work.
With Christian love,
Yours in His service,
Vibgil Curtis, Concordant Evangelist

Awaiting Our Lord
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BROTHER SMORTHWAITE REPOSES

Our dear brother in Christ, James Smorthwaite, of Brigh
ton, England, has fallen asleep. We who have loved him well
deeply feel our loss. His daughter writes: "My father was
born on the fourteenth of October, 1850, and he died on the
second of October, 1934, aged eighty-three. He had been living
in retirement in Brighton for nearly twenty years and was
blessed with very good health, having been able to conduct his
own business affairs up to the time he took to his bed a fort
night before he passed to his rest. Will you please advise the
editor of Unsearchable Riches."
May one add, our dear brother was fearless in the cause of
truth; also, being a very gracious character, he by his noble
example taught us to speak the truth in love. He would refer
to one and another as "a very provoking person" by which
expression he referred to Hebrews 10:24, "provoking [incite,

C.V.] to love and good works." Thank God for such a character

with his tender forgiving spirit which he had occasion to man
ifest toward us.—L. H.
The following poem, written by our brother, gives an in
sight into this loving spirit which he always manifested.

O'ER PAID THE RANSOM PRICE
Oh, Saviour, Thou did'st bear the rod,
Thy stroke hath healed me:
Sore stricken, smitten of thy God
To set Thy people free;
Propitiation for our sins,
And not for ours alone,
The situation saves—and wins
Creation for Thy throne.
He tasted death for every man,
O'er paid the ransom price—
There's naught in heav'n or earth that can
Make void that sacrifice.
One died for all in wondrous grace,
To put away our sin;
The Saviour now of all the race,
For all have died in Him.
"Ambassadors for Christ,"we say,
"Be reconciled to God."
There is for us no other way
Than trusting in the blood.
And when we yield to this request
What joy doth this afford,
With Christ's own life and grace possessed

We'll learn to call Him Lord.

James Smorthwaite
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From Near and Far
NEW ZEALAND

A steady growth of interest is noted in New Zealand. Breth
ren Green and Gates are thinking of having some special intro
ductory matter printed there, to aid in the work of reaching
those who are prejudiced. The latter spoke over the radio
every Sunday morning for some time. Brother Twyford, lately
with Jehovah's Witnesses, is teaching a class. There are now
two classes in western Auckland. Much literature is being

loaned, and new subscribers have been secured. A letter from
Brother Oegood, tells us that Sister Garden has had a serious
accident, but is now well along the road to recovery. Canon
Williams has had some of his sermons published in the daily

papers of Wanganui.—A. E. K.

THE CLASS AT LOS ANGELES
While no material change has taken place in the conditions
attending the life and work of the class since our last report,
we are grateful to say that the interest and attendance are
maintained with an ever deepening sense of the glories of the
gospel so faithfully and clearly taught by our devoted pastor
and those who occasionally assist him in the pulpit.
The
"riches" of the gospel seem, indeed, not only "unsearchable",
but unlimited, and the old, old truths are presented in ever
new and attractive form', giving to the blessed Word a radiance
that both enlightens the mind and energizes the spirit of the
hearer.

Probably no fact could more definitely testify to the claim
that this is indeed the Word of God. Believing that a wider
scope should be given to the truths he so forcefully presents,
the pastor has organized a class that meets every Sunday at
3:30 p. m. at the Hollywood Conservatory of Music and Arts,

from which enterprise we expect blessed results.
Our beloved and gifted brother Taber occasionally relieves
Pastor Rogers in the morning service; and, in his own direct
and forceful manner, present some truth of Scripture in a

new and attractive dress that gives evidence of prolonged and
careful study. He could well fill a wider field for the exercise
of his God-given talent.
Brother Kirk, in his quiet and zealous way, continues to
preach the Living Word, with fidelity, to his classes at several

points in the vicinity. His zeal is equaled only by his humility.
We regret to report that our honored and beloved brother
Breckenridge is still confined to his home by a persistent and
lingering disability. His faith, however, remains steadfast, for
which we thank God.

A recent letter from Brother Knoch and one from his noble
wife indicate a constant and strenuous application to the great
work of translation to which their talents and efforts are
dedicated. May God crown this endeavor with success.
Melville Dozier

Digging Up the Evidence
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1' THE BIBLE IS TRUE''

A book with the above title was sent to me by one of my
very good friends, and a few days' illness has given me
an opportunity to read it through. It is concerned with
the latest results in archaeology, and was written by Sir
Charles Marston. Except the Bible, I have never read a
book which so thoroughly unmasks the pretensions of socalled "Higher Criticism'7, and makes folly of the wis
dom of the higher critics. The book was particularly
interesting to me as I had personally inspected some of
the excavations mentioned, in Kish, and in Babylon, and
especially in Jericho, on which much in the book is based.
I have examined the finds for a year at some of the dig
gings, and have seen some specimens just as they first
saw the light again after thousands of years hidden in
the dust.
Great changes are going on in the world of science
today. The "assured results" of a few decades ago are
now "assured mistakes". And nothing solid has taken
their place. Scientists are now walking on water, even
while they are actually accomplishing more than ever.
Theories are no longer taken to be granite foundations,
as once they were. The best proof of this is found in the
words of the President of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science.
He said: "The theoretical
scientist must admit that his own department looks like
nothing so much as a building which has been brought
down in ruins by a succession of earthquake shocks. The
earthquake shocks were new facts of observation, and the
building fell because it was not built on the solid rock of
ascertained fact, but on the ever-shifting sands of con
jecture and speculation."
But if this is true of physical science, which has
largely left theory for experiment, and, as a result, has
produced by far the greatest and most valuable practical
profits of any of the "sciences", what shall be said of
others which are almost all theory and produce little or
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An Adventure in

less than no results of value?
Take the "higher criti
cism ", the most destructive of all sciences, and the most
unscientific. Like a hyena, it feeds only on the carcase
of a dead faith. Up to the present it has sought to use
the evidence of archaeology against the Bible, but now,
in some quarters at least, the tide has turned, and the
critics are shown to be criminals, who prostitute their
rational powers so as to rob men of the greatest of all
realities, God's Book and its living and loving Author.
I have had a little experience in archaeology myself,
which has helped to keep me from the wild guesses that
characterize this so-called " criticism".
Perhaps the
story will interest and help others. At that time I was
much interested in the various "skulls", which are sup
posed to be millions of years old, and in their bearing on
the supposed evolution of mankind from the lower ani
mals ; otherwise I would not have acted so foolishly., It
happened that I was building a home on the edge of
civilization, not far from an Indian reservation in Cali
fornia. We were digging the cellar, and had arrived at
a depth of four or five feet when suddenly we struck
some queer-shaped stones and a lot of ashes. The man I
had working for me became very excited, and shouted,
"No can build house here! No good! Dead indian!"
Sure enough it was the grave of an indian. The super
stitious settlers of that country would never build a
house on such a spot, for it would be haunted by the
spirit of the departed brave.
Being, at that time, still quite a "scientist", I took it
very differently. Here were interesting and valuable

relics, a stone for grinding meal which was a valuable
curiosity, and other things. Perhaps I might be able to
find the skull. Should it turn out to be one of those
"missing links", such as the Neanderthal man, who is
supposed to have lived millions of years ago, I might
become quite notorious, as the discoverer of the famous,
let us say, "San Jacinto skull," for it was found in the

Archaeology
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mountain valley of that name. The story of our find
spread.
Only a few days later I was at the "Casa
Loma", the home of the old Spanish family in whose
possession all that country had been in earlier times,
and they inquired about the matter. Finally the aged
senora, who was the head of the family, remarked, " Yes,
I knew that indian." Imagine my disappointment! I
thought I had discovered a prehistoric grave, and it was
not even decently old! I stopped talking about it, and I
have been wary ever since.
This is one reason why I am inclined to be skeptical.
At other times I have lost genuine antiquities, and
hoped no one would find them, for they would be sure
to form false conclusions. But it seems that, since the
great war, the archaeologists have been working along
somewhat safer lines. They noticed that the styles in
pottery had changed from time to time, and they have
taken for granted that all the pottery of any given time
is alike. This, of course, is not science. It is guesswork,
but it seems that scientists are better at guessing than
theorizing. In short, it seems to be possible to date the
various layers of a ruined city according to the broken
pottery, of which there is usually a large supply present.
But, with ''scientific" disregard for the rieal basis of this
chronology, they do not call it by the name of the pot
tery, but divide 1300 years into three "Bronze Ages",
the early (2500-2000 B.C.), the middle (2000-1600 B.C.),
and the late (1600-1200 B.C.).
By means of certain seals, or "scarabs", which have
the name of a Pharaoh inscribed on them, the period for
each kind of pottery was determined, as the dates of
these kings w^re known. As a result there has been a
readjustment of dates all along the line, especially in
excavations which came under the influence of Egypt.
Now the most striking feature about it is that these are
all in accord with the Bible account, not in conflict with
it, as heretofore assumed. The book in question says that
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Good Guesswork

"The Bible is True", on this account. This is a mistake.
It is the guesswork that is shown to be good, because it
agrees with the Bible. If sites are found which do not
agree with it, the Bible will not suffer, but this theory
will. It is not a fact that, at stated intervals, all the pot
tery was destroyed and a new design introduced all over
the east. It is a clever guess, which may, in the future,
find more .exceptions to prove it than examples.
Iron was known before the flood. The first artificer
in copper and iron was Tubal-eain (Gen. 4:22). How
do I know this? Someone Who was there told me! How
do the critics know that iron was not known, even in the
"bronze age"? Because, they say, none has come down
to us! Such is the childish credulity of these sages! As
if iron could last more than a few years where there is
the least moisture. I have lived where it did not pay to
put in ordinary wire screens, as the moisture in the
wind soon turned them to dust. But copper seemed ever
lasting. Let these men bury a piece of iron (ungalvanlzed) and a piece of copper wire for a few months in
moist earth and they will know why it is foolish to look
for iron in excavations. Yet, in the dry air of Egypt,
iron was found in the bronze age, in Tutankhamen's
tomb. There never was a "bronze age", or even a cop
per age. The use of such terms is highly unscientific.
They are offensive to anyone who believes God's Word.
Nevertheless, it is most interesting to learn that al
most all of the critical books about the Bible are now out
of date, because of the following revolutionary changes:
Evolution is nowhere evident in the excavations. The
earliest remains are not primitive, but show a high cul
ture. Reasoning along this line must be reversed. There
has been deterioration.
Monotheism is the earliest form of religion.

Begin

ning with one Gfod, the tendency is to increase their
number, even as it is in Christianity today.
The art of writing existed before the flood, and was

Agrees with God's Word
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not introduced long after the time of Moses, as the crit
ics alleged.
The account of the creation, the sin of Adam, the
death of Abel, the men before the flood, were well known
in the days of Abraham, and not myths written down at
a later date.
The deluge and the dispersion of mankind can be
traced back to the region where Noah landed in the ark.
The geography of Genesis and Joshua, and their
chronology, are correct, and are not subject to change
by the critics.
The excavations of Jericho, in particular, substan
tiate the Biblical account, as the walls seem to have
fallen flat outwards, and the city to have burned, as
devoted, not plundered, since foodstuffs were found un
touched. Everything agrees with the Biblical account.
There seems to have been only one gate.
Some of the conclusions which will interest Bible
readers concern the characters who appear on its pages,
especially in Egypt at the time of Israel's deliverance.
The daughter of Pharaoh who adopted Moses was the
princess Hatshepsut, the only surviving daughter of
Thotmes I, whose mother was a daughter of Amenhetep I, so was of royal blood by both parents. Because
she was descended from the old Theban princes, who had
expelled the Shepherd Kings (under whom Israel had
entered Egypt), she was considered by many as entitled
to the throne, and she seems to have taken a prominent
part in the government while her father reigned. She
apparently died at about the time Moses fled from
Egypt.
It seems also, according to this chronology, that both
before and after the exodus, Egypt was almost continu
ally at war with the inhabitants of • Canaan.
The
Pharaoh of the oppression is now said to be Thotmes III,
one of whose monuments is "Cleopatra's Needle" on the
Thames Embankment. Amenhetep II, who came after
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this king, is said to be the Pharaoh of the exodus, for us
by far the most interesting of them all.
Again I say, these excavations do not prove that
"The Bible is True", but the Bible indicates that the
deductions made from finds, and the pottery theory,
may have elements of truth in them. At any rate, one of
these pieces of pottery, properly aimed, is enough to
burst the bubble of higher criticism with its insolent
assumption of knowledge superior to the Word of the
living God.
A. B. K.
AMBASSADOR FOR CHRIST
Johnson City, Tennessee

In answer to your question concerning the Concordant Ver
sion, permit me to say that it has brought me more satisfac
tion than any other translation I have been privileged to
consider, and I have eighteen before me on my desk. I would
that every student of God's Word might have a copy of this
wonderful translation.
Adlai Loudy
ADVENT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Jacksonville, Florida

March 6, 1934
To whom it may concern:

Having spent some time in the past few months going over
parts of the Concordant Version of the Bible, I have just pur
chased a copy from J. E. Shakespeare. I believe it to be an
exceptional book for the minister in his study and would rec
ommend it to others.
Sincerely,
Clarence L. Kirby, Pastor
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Nov. 15, 1934
Having carefully examined the Concordant Version of the
Holy Scriptures, I have no hesitancy in commending it most
highly. It is a monument of painstaking scholarship and must
prove a boon to students of the Scriptures and to preachers of
the Word.
May it prosper in its great mission of illuminating the
sacred text.
Charles F. Edwards, Rector

the Concordant Version
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MISSIONARY EVANGELIST TO AFRICA
It gives me pleasure to most heartily endorse the Concord
ant Version. For one who is not a Greek student, the literal
translation, presented so clearly, and the other helps found in
this volume, are invaluable to a Christian worker, and in the
private study of the Word of God.
(Mrs.) Lulu T. Leader

CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF MENNONITES
Normal, Illinois

In looking into the Concordant Version of the Sacred Scrip
tures, I find that it is a very fine work, and very valuable for
teacher or preacher.
Very sincerely,
E. Troyer,

Pastor of the Normal Mennonite Church
GOSPEL TRUMPET COMPANY
PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS
BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Editorial Offices
Anderson, Ind.
Charles Ewing Brown,
Oct. 8, 1931
Editor in Chief
To whom it may concern:
I am of the opinion that an intelligent use of the lexicon
and other helps in the Concordant Version will enrich any
one's teaching or preaching.
Anna E. Koglin, Professor of Greek
METHODIST EPISCOPAL PARSONAGE
Glennville, Georgia
Feb. 21,1934
Dear Mr. Shakespeare:
The Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures, which
you showed me today, is the most stupendous piece of scholar
ship I have ever had the pleasure of examining.
C. L. Lawhome
P. S.—I hope you will be able to place a number of them in
our town.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 10, 1934
This is to add my testimony to a long list of recommenda
tions in favor of the Concordant New Testament. In my humble
opinion it is by far the best in the market for pastors whose
Greek has somewhat paled, who cannot afford large and costly

libraries, but who are ambitious to be informed. Especially do

I value the new scholarly version of the English text and the

exceptionally valuable lexicon.
Sincerely yours,
C. J. SODERGREN
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Word from Friends
I MORGONVAKTEN

The November-December issue is combined into a double
number. The Editor, Brother Aug. Lundborg, continues to
cover the southern half of Sweden in his itineraries. Brother
Mealand's "The Highest Good" is followed by "The Veil of
Unbelief", and Pastor Rogers' Romans, "Vivification of Spirit
and Body" and a part of "Obligation and Necessity".
Our
Swedish friends keep right on Brother Rogers' heels. There
is also a continuation of the series on "The Divine Mysteries".
Then there is another of Brother Mealand's gems, and the arti
cle on "Responsibility". That ought to be enough to last even
a Scandinavian winter!—A. E. K.

"THE BIBLE FEOM THE BEGINNING''
Rev. P. Marion Simms, Ph. D., in a book with the above
title, has given the Concordant Version a brief, but
fair, review, for which we thank him. It was published
by the Macmillan Company in 1929, so deals with the
version without the concordance and other apparatus.
A. E. K.
"FREEDOM"

The third number of this magazine is well calculated to
fulfill its mission. The series on "The Gift of God",
"Galatians," and the departments are continued. Be
sides the Editorial, there are articles on "Resurrection",
"Life," "The Model Christian," and "Expectation".
The fifth number contains an appeal for the preach
ing of the conciliation to unbelievers, which we gladly
second. We have an evangel well worthy of its name.
Besides the continued articles, a new series is commenced
on "Reconciliation", which seeks to simplify the subject
for beginners. There is. also a short article on "Resur
rection", and the Children's Corner, Questions and
Answers, Correspondence, Reviews, etc. Monthly, 2/6
per year. 59, Whippendell Road, Watford, Herts., Eng
land.—A. E. K.

In Defence

EXPOSING APOSTASY

For some time a conviction has grown upon me th^it the
cause of truth could be served better if I should expose
the methods of those who oppose, and rebuke them, bas
ing my action on the scripture: "Proclaim the word,
stand by it, opportunely, inopportunely, expose, rebuke,

entreat, with all patience and teaching. For the era will
be when they will not tolerate sound teaching . . ."
(2 Tim. 4:2). There can be no doubt that this passage
is most applicable in the present era, for nothing is more
evident than the lack of tolerance for sound doctrine.
Never was there a crisis when there was more need of
proclaiming the Word, or of standing by it after it had
been made known. And all will agree that we should
entreat, with all patience and teaching. I cannot help
believing that God would have us expose and rebuke as
well. There seems to be great need of exposing the im
moral methods used against the truth, but how can it be
done without giving offense? And those who withstand
God's revelation ought to be rebuked, but who is qualified
to do it, and how can personalities be avoided?
All of our readers are acquainted in some measure
with the need of conforming our conduct to the adminis
tration in which we live. But we can go even further
tHan that. Conduct may vary to some extent within the
same economy. We should also distinguish between our
general conduct and that particular phase which deals
with the defense of God's truth.
For this there are
special directions. We should not fail to make a differ-
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Proclaim the Word!

ence between the "eras" within the present administra
tion. All this is usually overlooked.
But it is vitally
important in this connection. -What we need is to get the
passage, written on this subject for this present time.
The second epistle to Timothy is. especially written
for those in the Lord's service, and there are two special
passages which particularly bear on the question of
opposition to the truth. We will place them side by side,
the better to compare them:
"S Timothy 2:23-26

2 Timothy 4:2-4

Now stupid and crude questionings refuse, being aware

Proclaim the word, stand by
it, opportunely, inopportunely,

ings.
Now the Lord's slave
must not be fighting, but be
gentle to all, apt to teach,
bearing with evil, in meekness
training those who are antagonizing, if perchance in time
God may give them repentance
to come into a realization of
the truth, and they should be
sobering up out of the Slanderer's
trap,
having
been
caught alive by him for that
one's will.

all patience and teaching. For
the era will be when they
will not tolerate sound teaching, but, their hearing being
tickled, they will heap up for
themselves teachers in accord
with their own desires, and,
indeed, they will be turning
their hearing away from the
truth and will be turned aside
to myths,

that they are generating fight-

expose, rebuke, entreat, with

Once we see that one is especially for the time before
the "last days" (3:1), and the other particularly for
later eras (4:3), the two passages begin to come into
clear focus. In the first an individual antagonizes, in the
second masses heap up teachers. In the first there is hope
of repentance, in the second there is no such prospect
presented, at least for the teachers. In the first the antag
onism begins with stupid and crude questionings on the
part of an individual, in the second sound teaching is
not tolerated by one who instructs others. The more we
compare these passages the more we will see that there is
much room for spiritual discrimination on the part of
the Lord's servant who wishes to guide his own footsteps
by them.

Stand by It!
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Would it not be wise, even in these last days, to dis

tinguish between one who opposes with a crude question,
and an intolerant teacher? The former we should not
expose or rebuke, but refuse his questions. There is noth
ing to stand by, for positive truth has not been attacked.
Only a stupid question has been raised. Crudeness and
stupidity are at the root of the matter, and these demand
sympathetic treatment. They call for teaching and train
ing. Such a one needs to be taught the truth. With a
firm but gentle hand he needs to be led away from things
that lead to fighting, until he awakes to the fact that he
was a tool of the Slanderer. The object of the Lord's
slave is to induce repentance, to change his mind.
How different are the conditions in the second pas
sage! Just preceding it we read, "All Scripture is in
spired by God, and is beneficial for teaching, for expos
ure, for correction, for discipline in righteousness, that
the man of God may be equipped, fitted out for every
good act." Then comes the positive charge: "I am con
juring you before God and Christ Jesus, Who is about to
be judging the living and the dead, in accord with His
advent and His kingdom: Proclaim the word . . ." This
w^ consider our chief task, and God has blessed it and
will bless it. A few'of our friends would have us stop
here. They tell us that God will look after it if we only
proclaim it. But this is only the first item of the charge.

Do not these words enjoin us to defend the Word,
after we have proclaimed it ? It is a most practical ques
tion. Few of us, it seems, realize that even that Word
itself is partly defensive. Galatians adds little to the sum
of truth, but it enforces it by means of a background of
error. This injunction implies that the proclamation of
the truth will be followed by attacks upon it. We have
had enough examples to illustrate this fact. Just now,
for instance, we are seeking to uphold the Word against
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Our Attitude Toward

attacks in four regions of the earth, almost as far apart
as the poles. Does not this injunction impose such a duty
upon us? How shall we stand by the Word?
"expose, rebuke"

Now we have come to the crucial words. Is it not our
duty to expose and rebuke those \yho oppose the procla
mation of the Word? If we have failed we may be sure
that this failure has not come from the doing but from
the faulty manner in which this has been done. I confess
that there have been times when my blood has boiled with
indignation, and I pity anyone who would feel otherwise

when immoral means are used to destroy the truth, by
those who profess to defend it. To be tepid at such a time

would be traitorous. But it is easy to fail here. However
much one may try to be just, it appears to those not
fully in sympathy nor deeply stirred, as if we were un
duly harsh. This applies especially to rebuke. It seems
almost impossible to be impersonal, or to avoid giving
offense, especially in the eyes of those not acquainted
with the details. It seems best, therefore, not to take
much space for such matters in the magazine, but to leave
them to local brethren, when that is possible.
The following will illustrate the point. A magazine
published an article against the Version, with little else
but misrepresentations, and several direct falsehoods.
The whole case against the Concordant Greek text was
based upon the assertion that it re-inserts the words
about the Trinity in 1 John 5: 7, which it does not do.
Several loyal friends wrote protesting letters, one of
them asserting that this falsehood, if an error, was inex
cusable, and if intentional, was damnable. I tried to con
trol my feelings and make my protest mild and cour
teous. In reply I was thanked because my letter was not
"unchristlike", as those some of my friends had written.
I felt condemned, for Christ did not treat such sins with
either mildness or courtesy. I had not been "Christlike"

Those Who Oppose
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under the circumstances. To religious leaders who hired
false witness against Him His words were scathing in
the extreme.
I am not claiming that we should copy Christ's sever
ity in this regard. But I am sure that many have a false
idea of what is "Christlike". He was not always gentle
or submissive. The place and the person made all the
difference. He was intensely zealous of all that pertained
to God, and cast out those who defiled the temple. He
was especially plain spoken with those who displaced the

Word of God by their tradition, calling them hypocrites.
If we wished to be "Christlike" in the case before us
there would be no mincing matters. I feel certain that
the most severe letter written by my friends was the most
"Christlike", and mine was the least. It produced un
comfortable conviction, but I gave the impression that I
thought lightly of their sins, though I considered them
the most flagrant, in God's sight, that can be committed.
"entreat, with all patience and teaching"

In connection with the case already mentioned, about
a year was allowed to go by without any public exposure
or rebuke. There were repeated entreaties, and much
correspondence. A large amount of actual evidence was
presented, and several thoughtful discussions were sent.
To me it seems that we have fully obeyed this Scripture.
There has been much entreaty and teaching and patience.
But this has had very little effect. It has only confirmed
the statement that they will not tolerate sound teaching.
In this case I have appealed to the local class for
such action as they deem best. The time has come when
teachers will not endure sound doctrine. That they will
not endure the great truths which we seek to proclaim
is no mean evidence of their truth. That this is so wide
spread is another good symptom. Surely the spirit of
God is not alluding to a few saints in this passage, but
to the general, prevailing character of this era. May the
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Expose, Rebuke, Entreat!

Lord exercise our hearts in this matter, so that we may
not be lukewarm or really un-Christlike, in standing by
His proclaimed Word.
This article, so far, was written a long time ago, but
it was not published for fear that it might lead to lawless
excesses and unworthy strife. Only those properly qual
ified to teach should attempt it. But now I have before
me an actual experience in which God has used it for
blessing, so I send it forth. The case was something like
this: The Fundamentalists and Modernists were attack
ing each other in the daily papers.
A brother wrote,
showing them that their phraseology was not scriptural,
and stating that he was ready to debate the matter pub
licly with any of them, especially the doctrine of the
Trinity. Only one minister took him up, but demanded a
statement of belief from the brother as to "the Person,
Nature and Deity of Christ". Of course, there is no
"belief" possible on these themes, as they are false ex
pressions, unknown to the Scriptures. The minister with
drew from the debate oil this account!
But the matter came up again and again in the local
paper.
Several preachers made public statements or
preached on the theme. Some of them acknowledged that
it was not directly stated in the Bible. The result was
that public interest in the Scriptures was aroused and
openings w^re found for God's Word. The exposure led
to some rather violent scenes, but it is difficult to see how
they could be avoided and still fulfill the Scriptures, for
defenders of orthodoxy may become very violent when
exposed. The matter is being followed up by teaching.
A pamphlet was prepared on the subject. Such a course,
it seems to us, is indicated by this passage. We are to
stand by the word we proclaim, opportunely or inoppor
tunely, and not to shrink at exposing and rebuking. But
this should be followed by entreating, with patience and
teaching, even though we know that sound teaching will
not be tolerated.
«
A. E. K.

Qonttibuteb

NEW THOUGHT AND HINDOOISM

The following helpful article was found among the papers left
by our beloved brother F. H. Robison, and seems to have been
written for insertion in the Watchtower. Since it was penned
the evils of which it speaks have grown apace. God is being
pushed back more and more, and, even among His own saints,
self has often become the center of life. Selfishness is the great

ruling principle of the world and is bearing an appalling har
vest of misery and despair.
The normal and "successful"
career in such a world is humiliation and suffering with
Christ, for this glorifies God and will lead to eonian glory. To
reign now, to enjoy what is so contrary to His heart, will only

lead to eonian loss when He is revealed. A memorial volume,

which will be duly announced when ready, is about to be
issued, containing further writings of our brother.—A. E. K.

Question: Are the teachings of New Thought and
Christian Science new, or are they traceable to older
religions conceptions?
Answer: We cannot as a rule attempt to give the
lineage of all the un-scriptural teachings in the world.
To do so would be to take our time and attention away
from the positive and edifying things of God's Word.
But this question is worthy of a brief answer, because it
proves that the Adversary merely plays from one hand
into the other, and that these modern movements are
modern in name only.
New Thought is identifiable with Hindooism on the
broad basis of the fact that all heathen religions contain
an esoteric (inner circle) philosophy, the knowledge of
which was anciently confined to the priesthood and
was sedulously concealed from the multitude of ignorant
and superstitious worshipers. In India this once entirely

esoteric philosophy first appears to have become popular-
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Hindoo Philosophy

ized to some extent and to have spread among the masses.
From India it was carried in recent years to western
lands and adapted to occidental habits of thought as New
Thought. There seems to be no room for doubt that both
Theosophy and Christian Science are derived directly
from Hindoo sources.
The Hindoo philosophy of existence is based on the
Upanishads, which are classified into six Sastras, and
variously interpreted by three schools of thought: the
Sarikhya, the Vedanta, and the Nyaya.
The Nyaya
teaches that the chief end of man is deliverance from
pain. This is attained by total cessation from all action,
good or bad. Perfectly simple.
The Sankhya school declares that matter is self-exist
ent and eternal — which our Western scientists also
taught as an axiom until recent studies of radio-activity
convinced them that the elements are not immutable and
that there is a leakage of energy which cannot be ac
counted for. This Indian theory further teaches that
the soul is distinct from matter, and is also eternal.
(Practically all heathen creeds embody Satan's first lie.)
When the soul attains true knowledge it is liberated from
matter and from pain.
(This smacks strongly of
"Science and Health", with its "development of spirit
ual understanding" and the self cure of disease.) The
same Sankhya school declares the existence of God un
proved. How strongly this agrees with the average opin
ion of scientific man!
The philosophy of the Vedanta school is embodied in
the "Vedanta Sara" treatise, which maintains that "the
whole universe is God". (This is the "God mind" of
Mrs. Eddy.) "God is existence, knowledge, and joy."
Ignorance makes the soul imagine that it is different
from God, that it is a distinct entity. To show how close
ly these oriental ideas are copied in modern healing cults
we quote from page 184 of "Christian Healing":
"The purpose of this lesson is therefore to take as a
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workable principle the proposition that any ideal for the
body or mind or the spiritual life, may be firmly held
and steadily insisted upon, until it becomes a reality in
the realm of things. To do this, we must first attain to
the state of consciousness with the Absolute life. Let us
accept fully and without question, the corollary that
whatever belongs to the Divine nature is inherently in
us, ready to move up to full expression just as soon as
we attain Divine consciousness."
Ignorance, say the Vedantists, "projects the appear

ance of an external world". (Or, as Mrs. Eddy would
say, "lack of spiritual understanding" and "wrong
thinking" cause the soul to accept the "false testimony
of matter".) Everything except God has only a seeming
existence. (Mrs. Eddy again with her spiritual "oneness
with God" and the "illusion" of the "carnal senses".)

When he who is the First and the Last is discerned one's
own acts are annihilated. Meditation without distinction
of subject and object is the highest attainment of
thought. (Concentration or semi-trance for the admission
of spirit control.) It is considered a high attainment to
say, "I am God," but the consummation is reached when
thought exists without object — when you allow some
thing else to use you as a medium for its thoughts!
Indeed that seems to be the ultimate purpose of New
Thought: spirit control.
Christ's teachings alone among religions inculcate
real unselfishness. Buddhism ostensibly teaches it, but
so exaggerates and perverts the meaning of it that it
becomes preposterous. Hindooism incarnates selfishness
as the rule of life, and New Thought tacitly accepts this
rule. The Atman, or doctrine of self, teaches that there

is one great pan-self present in all human minds, and
that man, if he be awake to his supposed privileges, dis
covers his unity with this real or supreme self. In so
doing he can justify his selfishness by reflecting that
whatever he wills to do must be right, since he is part of
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God's will. This is a very subtile deception, containing
a powerful appeal to certain instinctive human desires.
Most human beings retain a latent sense of duty toward
fellow creatures, a certain realization that the law,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," is just and
proper. But Buddhism explains benevolence as confer
ring benefits on dissociated fragments of one's self. So
it justifies selfishness, calling altruism enlightened self
ishness. This is Mrs. Eddy almost verbatim; and all New
Thought justifies selfishness and declares the unity of
our selfhood with that of God.
The denominations of Christendom today teach Hin
dooism rather than the gospel of Christ; though in so
doing they ought to include unexpurgated studies of
Hindoo mythology, art, ceremonial and social customs,
and laws.
Most heathen religions have their "holy trinities";
Babylon had its Anu, Ea, and Bel; Egypt its Osiris,
Isis, and Horus; so the Vedic triad was Agni, Vayu, and
Surya—fire, air, and sun; and later Hindooism had its
Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, or the Creator, Preserver,
and Destroyer.
In the Paranas sacred books Vishnu is the most im
portant deity of one sect. According to the doctrine of
Avatara, Vishnu from time to time, through the ages,
descends to earth and is incarnated in a human life.
Krishna was one of these Avatars. He came to live on
earth for the '' preservation of righteousness and destruc
tion of wickedness". Buddha, on the contrary, say the
Hindoos, lives to promote the overthrow of religion and
to lead humanity to destruction. Krishna's life was one
of unmitigated lasciviousness, which his worshipers have
thought well to emulate, according to his example; and
they have commemorated these things in obscene pic
tures. Yet this is the god whose latest Avatar certain
Theosophists pretended to discover in a Hindoo boy
whom they brought to the United States a few years
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ago to be educated for his mission of the new Messiah!
Not only in the Krishna myth but throughout, Hindooism is polluted with unspeakable depravity. Indeed
the Hindoo's moral sense appears to be atrophied; for,
arguing that God is the source of every sin, he feels no
sense of personal guilt, except in the case of ceremonial
defilement, or in the infraction of some one of the myriad
religious rites.
The Hindoo really worships self, and considers him
self to be a detached part of God. In so doing he is, of
course, bowing before Satan's master idea. That person
age became puffed up with pride and considered himself
worthy to determine his own course because he failed to
give his due place to God. Like Mrs. Eddy, the Hindoo
believes that matter is a reflection of thought, and he
says: "Where there is faith there is God." So if you
have faith in a stone it becomes God, veritably. So, hav
ing a superabundance of faith, he lavishes it upon three
hundred and thirty million gods. His religion inspires
and sanctions the most cruel and revolting customs. It is
saturated with snake worship and all that that implies.
Its keynote is despair. Yet from this, and its offshoot
Buddhism, springs that pernicious system of error, New
Thought, which, in one form or another, is virtually the
religion of the present day.
The modern European applications of these ideas
lead on toward spiritism. The celebrated Maeterlinck has
published a lot of profound flummery about od, the
"liquid of life", that magnetic vital fluid that is said to
emanate from men and mice in uninterrupted waves; and
not from animals only, but from vegetables and minerals.
According to this theory, "holy water" is efficacious be
cause it is water mesmerized by a priest possessed of
psychic powers, who charges the water with curative sug
gestions. It is obvious where this twaddle leads to—
even though there may be the weakest shimmer of truth
in the odyllic theory.
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These theories gently pave the way for spiritism; for
it is alleged that the seven hundred authentic appari
tions recorded by the Society for Psychical Research are
merely "odyllic manifestations from beyond the grave".
This is the Maeterlinck philosophy.
New Thought prepares the mind for spiritism. It
also, by encouraging intense selfishness and "incarnat
ing" the human will (that is, by letting the desires of
the flesh be the determining factor in the life), leads to
universal jealousy, suspicion, hatred, and eventual anar
chy. Myriads of people are shortsighted and never count
the cost, but consult only the temporary and immediate
gain. Flamboyant promises of "success", of "get what
you want", of "power of will", and all the rest of their
bespangled but morbid companions, are made to a curi
ous, ambitious, and befuddled world, which does not real
ize that the greatest power on earth among men is not the
power of the will but the power of reality.
Absolute
frankness of purpose and life is more potent than all
the false psychology and semi-voodooism which could be
crammed into a lifetime.
But to those who think differently New Thought ap
peals. They do not realize that in nature there are cer
tain well defined laws which keep the world in order,
standing as walls to separate the things of intrinsically
different functions, and if these are broken down the
result is chaos. This latter-day world is undermining its
own mentality. Divine law limits man's activities accord
ing to a just appreciation of his capacities and welfare.
It appreciates the fact that his meddling with certain
occult mysteries will prove disastrous to him; but, dis
regarding this law, man is being permitted willfully to
break down those walls which might protect him. It
seems alluring to be admitted to the fellowship of those
superhuman intelligences that urgently invite it. But
they admit man not once as a guest of honor, but always
as a victim. In former times these powers to work mis-
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chief were limited, but now they are being allowed to
entangle themselves in a net of their own weaving, from
which they cannot extricate themselves, or be extricated,
save by divine power. Surely, in spite of all its boasted
inventions, in spite of all its scientific wonders, the world
of today is a terrible place to live in—not an unsafe place
for the Lord's people in view of divine power, but an
undesirable place from the standpoint of human happi
ness. It has become too complicated and too fantastic.
The insidious enemy has bewildered human understand
ing with subtile sophistries and ingenious delusions. He
has undermined the human will, while persuading
humanity that its own will is God. As for the Lord's
people in the midst of this hubbub, they should properly
take heed to the command: '' Stand ye in the ways, and
see, and ask for the old paths, where is the good way,
and walk therein, and ye shall find rest to your souls"
(Jeremiah 6:16).

Blessed hope! That we shall enjoy rest and peace and
purity and sanity and honest brotherly love not only now
in the midst of this turmoil, but fully when our glorious
Master and King assumes His great power and reigns.
This rest and peace and understanding will then come
to fill all the earth. Where else is there any hope ? What
has Science, or New Thought, or Theosophy, or Hindooism in any form, to offer to those who have no hope—the
vice-wrecked, the crippled, the blind, the incurably dis
eased, the spawn of the fetid slums, the bereaved parent
or child? How can anyone reject the reasonable terms of
the gospel to pin a faith in the vague and nightmare
uncertainties of spiritism, with its proven lies and im
positions, its weird and preposterous shadow world, its
malicious and spiteful influences, its shuddery possibili
ties? On the one hand is the vision of a sane, decorous
world, wherein exists justice, peace, and safety. On the
other an Omorka abyss, peopled with irrational dreams
and monstrosities. Should not anyone fear death, if it
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meant a plunge into this frightful unknown, populated
with gibing, unrepentant evil spirits, and distinguished

even more by conscious pains and terrors?
New Thought and Spiritism promise nothing really
tangible in the way of hope and consolation. Only the
message of present truth does that.
F. H. Eobison.

THE EXHAUSTIVE CONCORDANCE
Perhaps this would be better named the exhausting con
cordance, it has cost so much patient toil on the part of
a goodly group of loyal workers. It is now nearly com
plete in its tentative form, and is proving the best possi
ble tool for controlling and revising the version, in prep
aration for the new Keyword edition. There is, of course,
much more to be done to perfect it. All of the special
readings need checking and recording, a great task for
a specialist.
No more severe test could be given any version than
such a concordance, for the slightest inconsistency is im
mediately apparent. So far, no vital discrepancies have
been discovered, but occasional changes, such as would
not come in question in the usual version, have been
made in order to bring in still more uniformity when
possible. It is this sort of work which God can use to
restore His Word to us in its pristine purity.
Just as the government demands that manufacturers
of food be compelled to give an analysis of their prod
ucts in order to guard the physical health of the nation,
so all true believers in God's Word should demand that
all translations give a complete analysis of their work
that all may know the nature of the contents, and so
guard their far more vital spiritual health. To a large
extent the Keyword Concordance will suffice for this,
especially as we hope to add the renderings of the
Authorized Version to each word, for the information of
those who use that translation.—A. E. K.

problems! of T3*anslatton

PREMONITION

In choosing a word for a divine vocabulary it is a trans
lator's earnest wish to find one, in each case, which
exactly covers the original for which it stands. But,
alas, this is not always to be had. The next best thing
is to make one. In a concordant version, if there are
several occurrences, all that is necessary is to choose the
nearest available word and use it consistently. The con
texts will react upon the word and mold it into a faithful
equivalent of the original in the course of time. Critics
will object and find fault, but they do not remedy mat
ters by proposing a better one, so fulfill no useful end.
Yet there are some words which occur but seldom,
either in the Scriptures or outside, so that the exact
signification is not easily discovered. And even when we
find it, no word covers the case. The word apokaradokia,
from-skull-seem, is one of the most baffling examples.
We have rendered it premonition, but not without a pre
sentiment that our choice would be criticized. But no
critic, so far, has suggested a better word, so the criti
cism has not resulted in any advance.
The usual explanation offered is taken from the ele
ments from-head, and pictures a stretched-out head as
a sign of ardent expectation. But the idiomatic meaning
of a word can hardly be determined in this way, espe
cially as the element seem seems to be entirely left out
of the explanation. Besides, the thought of expectation
cannot come from the prefix from- because the word
without this prefix, karadokia, already means this.
A safer source of information is the Septuagint One
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of its later translators, Aquila, uses the word once in
Psalm 36:7 as a translation of the Hebrew causative of
chul, travail, where the other translators have suppli
cate. He probably read the Hebrew as ichl, wait. To
take the word without from- and reason from this is not
at all satisfactory because the Greek apo-, from-, has a
great variety of effects in combination. The lexicons say
that it "strengthens" the word, but from-step means to
step off, from-cover, to imcover, from-sail, sail away
from, etc. It is better to deal only with the compound.
Aquila used the shorter word in Psalm 130:7 (Heb.
129:5), for the Hebrew icM, wait, and Psalm 39:5
(Heb. 38:7), (mine age, A.V.) for the Hebrew chid,
transience. So even his work lacks the accuracy and
uniformity which we need in our investigations.
As we have two divine contexts, we can do better by
examining them microscopically than by bringing in
much conflicting human evidence. The following are the
two passages as they now stand in the Concordant Ver
sion :

apokaradokia, from-skull-seem, premonition
Rom. 8:19
Phil.

1:20

For the premonition of the creation is awaiting
the unveiling of the sons of God.
in accord with my premonition and expectation,
that in naught shall I be put to shame

Let us classify it as I have done in my Logology. It
has to do with the intellect, the formation of ideas, and
extends thought into the future, and is closely related to
expectation. But it is, in some way, inferior to expectatipn, or we would have an anticlimax in Philippians, just
as if we had said "expectation and hope". It is not
usual to add a weaker word.
The most important point to observe is the fact that
the lower creation shares this with man. In Romans we
would hardly expect to find that the creation has expec
tation, because that is intelligent, not instinctive. Are
we not warranted in making it some natural longing
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common to all animate creation? We know so little of

animals, that we are safer in following the Scriptures
as to this rather than our own experience. But do you
think we can say that the animals are eager or ardent in
their thoughts of the future? They certainly never give
any indication of this so far as I am aware. Besides, this
is more than expectation, and would spoil Philippians.
It seems much more likely that we have to do with an
intuitive, unintelligent, subconscious attitude toward the
future.

The question is, What shall we call it ? If evil were in
store for the creation, we have three good words to ex
press the thought, presentiment, foreboding, and premonition. This is most significant. Men are much more
concerned about escaping evil than enjoying good. That
is why their vocabulary is so rich in one direction and
lacking in the other.
But there is a law of language which should come to
our help here. Where there are several synonyms with
out clear distinctions, they soon tend to separate in
usage, if not in sense. One is used for the good, the other
for the evil. If Shakespeare had translated the Concord
ant Version, then premonition would be used in a good
sense today. English needs such a word. It need not bor
row it from some other language as it usually does, for
it has too many words of the same meaning already. The
central meaning of premonition is correct, only it-has
fallen into bad company. I hoped to redeem it by put
ting it in the best society, where no one can possibly
charge it with being bad. But it is not easy to regain a
lost character. We must give it time.
We hope that this account will help our friends to
sympathize intelligently with our efforts, and bear with
what may seem to be defects in our work.
Always,
there's a reason. The curse of Babel still hangs over us.

It cannot be set aside. But conformity to law and time,
will do marvels.
The vocabulary of the Concordant
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Version, where it now comes short, is planned so as to
automatically correct itself. Indeed, it is a process, akin
to the purification of the Greek and Hebrew by its use
in the Scriptures, which we hope to accomplish. In a few
hundred years such a version will be just as venerable as
any other and unbelievably more accurate. It is more
important, at present, that this word should be rendered
uniformly, than that it should be absolutely correct in
usage. It can be converted to the good if we will give it
time.
But if anyone knows a better, I will be most
pleased to place it in the version.
A. E. K.
LENDING LIBEARY

A brother in Berlin, who wishes to do his utmost to
spread the truth, but is limited by his occupation, has
started a lending library. He has the German literature
and seizes every occasion of lending it to such as may
become interested. Many others who are in a similar
situation may make this a means of finding fellowship as
well as having the satisfaction of helping others. We
will cooperate in such an effort.—A. E. K.
<' THE MESSENGER OF GRACE "
The latest addition to the growing list of publications
along concordant lines bears the above attractive title.
It is sent out to promote fellowship in and propagate the
free, sovereign grace of God. The first issue deals with
the Psychology of Grace, and contains a new song, en
titled "Confidence". It is published by our friend, Wm.
C. Rebman, 3115 Emmaus Avenue, Zion, Illinois; 25
cents a year.

The second number shows the agreement between
psychology and Scripture, in that the love and example
of God are shown to be the greatest powers in the world
for promoting ideal conduct and in transforming lives.
The only true basis of service is love, not law.—A. E.K.

Clag* dtubte*

THE SUFFERINGS OF THIS ERA
Komans 8:18-19

Union with Christ involves His members in His suffer
ings, and this fellowship in suffering is in order to par
ticipation in His glory also. Because we are baptized
into Christ Jesus we are together with Him in the experi
ences through which He passes, even to the sharing of
His glory. We were entombed with Him, planted to
gether in the likeness of His death and resurrection, our
old humanity was crucified with Him, and as we died
with Him so we shall live with Him (6: 4, 5, 6, 8). In
8:17 we are united with Him as joint-allottees, and if
we suffer, as we must, even this is with a view to our
being glorified together with Him. In the earlier part
of the epistle no mention was made of union with Christ.
We are not said to be together with Him in His blood
shedding.
Glory is the climax of salvation. It climaxes both the
grand divisions of Paul's evangel—the gospel and the
secret of the gospel. Justification and peace toward God
assure us of the glory of God, and cannot stop short of
it (5:1-2). Immediately after Paul spoke of the expec
tation of the glory of God he turned to refer briefly to
the present afflictions and their effect on that expectation,
showing that they do not shake but rather confirm it
(5:3-11). Now again in our present chapter he returns
to the subject of sufferings and glory. He shows that
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glory is the sequel of suffering, and again he reaches a
climax, for salvation is consummated in the glory. But
there is a difference in the causes of the sufferings. In
the earlier passage the afflictions seem to proceed from
the wicked acts of men. Here, in accord with all that
is said from 5:12, the sufferings are caused by Adam's
disobedience and the consequent results to the race and
to creation. Creation was cursed for his sake, our mor
tality is passed down from him, and our infirmity is that
which is incident to racial sin. From these disabilities
the power of God has not yet saved us. These present
sufferings which cause us to groan while we eagerly await
our glorification are those which we cannot now avoid.
They are the lot of all the saints.
The sufferings are not purposeless, but are eloquent
preachers of the abnormality of sin, and are a pledge
and prophecy of glorification with Christ. Think of this,
suffering saints, who are cramped and thwarted in a
creation subject to vanity! Creation itself awaits your
revealing when you will enjoy the full enfranchisement
of sons of God. Your erstwhile aspirations will at length
be realized. Crippled powers will give place to perfected
faculties and abilities. Baffled endeavors and frustrated
affections will blossom into unimagined beauty and com
pleteness. The slave of corruption will emerge from his
prison house into the liberty of the new creation. Your
toil is not for nought. However dreary and uninviting,
however paltry and unworthy in its outward seeming is
your life work, it will fructify in glory. The seeds of
heavenly glory are those daily sorrows, bafflings, frustra
tions, and failures in the pursuit of elusive good in the
present era. Suffering witnesses to the fact that our sal
vation cannot be complete till we are conformed to the
image of God's Son in His glory. Suffering seems to be
incompatible with the privilege and dignity that belong
to the children and allottees of God, and inconsistent
with His fatherly love. Yet by God's will a career of
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suffering is our appointed path to glory, as it was for
the Son of God Himself.
Two themes were introduced in verse seventeen. These
are the sufferings of this current era, and the glory
about to be revealed. These are interwoven in verses
18-30. Then a hymn of praise unites the two parts of the
epistle, and fittingly brings the doctrinal exposition to
a conclusion.
Contemplating the sufferings now pres
ent, Paul reckons there is no comparison between them

and the future revelation of glory, 18; if the revelation
of the sons of God is so magnificent an event that even
the irrational creation eagerly awaits it, then it must
far outweigh our present sufferings, 19; the reason that
creation awaits together with the saints their coming
glorification is that creation suffered with its sinning
master and was subjected to vanity, yet this subjection
was accompanied by an expectation of deliverance from
corruption into glory, 20-21; the proof that the subjec
tion of creation is not hopeless lies in the fact that its
sufferings are not those of dissolution, but are prolonged
birth pangs that will bring forth a new creation, 22. .
18. For I am reckoning, after carefully trying to
balance the sufferings and the glory, that the sufferings
of this current era, which I have experienced in greater
measure than others, do not deserve the glory about to he
revealed for us. A similar reckoning is found in 2 Corin
thians 4:17-18, which again shows the result of Paul's
spiritual accountancy. Of the sufferings he speaks most
fully in the second epistle to the Corinthians, which has
been well called "the epistle of the broken heart". In
these verses, however, our sufferings arise out of the
fact that we are still intimately related to the old, suffer
ing creation. We share its groans and travail, because,
as to present experience and environment, we are not
yet in the new creation. We now belong to both creations
and are members both of the old and of the new human
ities. Our mortal bodies belong to the old creation, and
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we suffer pain, diminishing vitality and mental energy.

We long for the "land of pure delight, where saints
immortal reign". And we suffer from spiritual infirmity
in ourselves and in our fellow saints. A few sentences
summarize the causes of a suffering too vast to record
except in the volume of universal human experience, to
none of which a sympathetic Saviour can be indifferent.
If saints not only suffer personally but by sympathy,

how much more does Christ suffer with the members of
His body and with the humanity He loves!
Suffering is a necessity in a disordered universe. It
witnesses to a moral catastrophe. Pain is nature's protest
against disorder, a cry for healing ministry. It is foolish
to resent the teaching that man is now sub-normal. To
deny it is to deny our essential dignity as the creatures
of God. Scripture and suffering witness to the fact that
we men are not at our best, we are not ourselves. Tell a
broken, disabled, and pain-racked soldier that he is a
noble specimen of manhood, and he will resent your
compliment as insincere or sarcastic. He will ask, Do
you think I always looked like this ? Once I was a hand
some youth, and knew no pain. He indignantly protests
that he is not the man he once was. So does suffering
protest that man and his estate are not "very good", as
God made them.
Suffering, like death, is a great
preacher of sin. It says, You are sick, you need salva
tion. It points to the need for a Saviour. It is an alien
in God's creation, and can never be naturalized.
Suffering instructs the ignorant and prepares the
saints for their glorification. Suffering disciplines us
and provokes thought. Great thinking and great books
are born in great crises and epochs of suffering. Suffer
ing is a great educator because it gives a knowledge and
wisdom not to be learned in the schools. The best edu
cated person is the one who learns what suffering is
designed to teach him. Such a person desires the fel
lowship of Christ's suffering. Pioneers and heralds of
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truth must "buy the truth and sell it not". The price
is suffering. There is always a martyrdom for lightbringers, because even the true church continues to kill

its prophets and refuses to recognize its saviours. Elect
souls often attest truth by dying for it, and lovers of
truth, are willing to make the sacrifice. Heroic heralds
spread the evangel and seem "greedy of suffering and
afraid of praise ". They see the present benefit of suffer
ing and the overwhelming disproportionate glory to
which it leads.
No matter how great the suffering, it
deserves no comparison with the coming glory.
The glory about to be revealed for us is not yet a mat
ter of experience, nor is it described so as to help us to
foreimagine it. Because we now know less about the
glory than the sufferings, we are assured that it far out
weighs them. Glory may be esteem of a person expressed
in the ascription of praise, in honor and adoration. Or
it may be the manifested glory of one's person, his char
acter, and achievements. The glory of God is the per
fection, the grandeur, splendor, dignity, and magnifi
cence manifest in His revealed character, His creative
achievements, His sovereign rule, and His saving grace.
Moses was shown the glory of God in answer to his
prayer (Ex. 33:18-19). God and His Son are glorious
and are to be glorified, but why should man seek glori
fication as he does? Why does God promise glory to
man ? And why is our glorification together with Christ
an essential part of our salvation? Could we not be
saved without glorification? Why must we participate
in the glory that God gives to the Second Man? Why
are we taught confidently to expect the glory of God
and to long for the glory about to be revealed for us6*.
The mere asking of such questions goes a long way
toward the answer.
God's creation is glorious, and it glorifies Him. The
first Adam was the crowning glory of the first creation.
The last Adam is the crowning glory of both creations.
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Man was made in the image and likeness of God. Though
depraved, he is still the image and glory of God (1 Cor.
11:7). If the rest of the creation, subjected to vanity
as it is, proclaims the glory of God, how much more
does man! Man is akin to God and is most intimately
related to Him (Acts 17: 28-29). All that is essential in
humanity is Godlike; it is the accidentals, the usurpers
sin and death, that make man unlike his Creator. While
these accidentals doom man they do not completely oblit
erate the image of God.
When man sinned and came under the reign of death
he lost much of his original glory. While all other ani
mals were suitably clothed, man suddenly found himself
naked, divested of the outward as well as the inward
glory proper to him. Though evidences of his kinship
with Deity remain, man now lacks the glory of God
which he once had. The glory has departed, but the
desire for what is proper to man as God's appointed lord
of creation remains in him. He longs for what he was
created to be and to enjoy—for life and finds death, for
knowledge and is cramped by ignorance, for beauty and
is marked by the ugliness of deformity, for love and
encounters hate and is himself hateful, for power and
realizes weakness, for dominion and becomes a slave, for
glory and is covered with shame and dishonor. Yet these
noble aspirations are never entirely quenched by the
disillusioning experiences of this life, for they are not
the outcome of sin. Their existence proclaims man's
divine kinship, while their bafflement declares his dis
order. Man as God's creature is to be honored (1 Pet.
2:17). To dishonor any man is to reflect on the Creator.
God loves His creatures and even when punishing man
does not utterly dishonor him. Humility is consistent
with dignity. Self respect is a virtue, while pride is a
foolish vice. The meek and lowly One was always digni
fied and self-respecting.
Men are largely governed by an instinctive passion

Yet He Ever Seeks It
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for power and glory, yet they are not seeking the glory
which comes from God alone (John 5:44). Hence what
they find is kenodoxia, empty glory. Each of us should
come to realize "that this world's empty glory is costing
me too dear". With what false halos do we glorify our
selves, our achievements, and our loved ones!
How
diligently do we by all means seek to enhance our own
reputation! If vices are perverted virtues, the proper
desire for glory may degenerate to a vainglorious con
ceit. Vainglory explains much of our hero worship, our
subservience to religious and political leaders to whom
we falsely ascribe all the ideal perfections we desire for
ourselves. We do so because we want to believe in some
superman to whom we impute our lost greatness. We

make him the realized ideal of ourselves, the thing we

would fain be, could we ignore our weakness and incom
petence. The hero is our representative, infallible, glori. ous, ideal as we desire to be. The ugly truth must not be
told about him because in him we are glorious by proxy,
hence criticism robs not only the idol but ourselves of
the halo of glory we have assumed.
1'No man is a hero to his valet." Close scrutiny dis
covers the base, the false, the unheroic. Only .One will
bear the closest scrutiny. Though the majority saw in
Him no beauty that they should desire Him, yet those
who scrutinized Him most closely gazed at His glory,
glory as of an only begotten from the Father, full of
grace and truth. This divine arid spiritual grandeur was
all the glory He had after emptying Himself. All the
glory we may seek now comes as we view the Lord's
glory as in a mirror and are transformed into the same
image, from glory to glory. To seek any other glory
from any other source is wicked and injurious. We are
suffering dishonor while we are awaiting the advent of
the glory, and we must not receive glory from one
another (John 5:44). Faith steadfastly waits till He
shall appear and cover us with His saving glory. Only
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The Full Glory of God's Creation

glorification together with Him can satisfy our instinc
tive desires and reveal the fullness of God's salvation,

the glory of the new creation.
We look for no mere recovery of our lost glory. The
glory of the last Adam and His humanity far transcends
that of the first man. "That will be glory for Him," but
not for Him alone. Whatever glory shall be given to the
Head shall adorn the members. The second Man will
share His grandeur with His members, and the sons of
God shall each be conformed to the image of God's Son.
Glorification consummates salvation. The new creation
will display the glory of God as the first never could.
Short of a glorious new creation the purpose of God in
Christ and the triumph of His saving grace cannot be
achieved. Without glory man's God-implanted desires
would continue to be baffled, and man would never come
into his own. Glory alone can satisfy both God and His
creatures.

Glory becomes the sons of God. Those who are freed
from the presence of sin and are victorious over death
will be able to "bear the burning bliss". As the supreme
achievement of sovereign grace they wili be placed in an
environment and possess an estate suitable to their high
station. Man will not only walk with dignity and with
out fear, but his heart will be satisfied. All those noble
aspirations which spring from hi& kinship to God will
become attainments.
All those intimations of glory
which the earnest of the spirit gives to the saints will
become experienced realities. The sons of God will bear
such resemblance to their glorious Father as will make
manifest their filial relationship to Him.
God loves and saves individual men and gives each a
distinctive personal glory. Each man is His particular
creation, a distinct word of God, uttered in a unique
personality. No one person is just the same as any other,
for the Infinite creates with infinite variety. He makes
no two creatures after the same pattern. It is said that

will be Seen in the New Creation
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when God makes a great man he breaks the mould; but
this is true concerning all. God imposes greatness on all
whom He makes in His image; His handiwork glorifies
Him. Sin has obscured and defaced, has almost obliter
ated, every trace of man's natural greatness; yet at his
unworthiest every man feels he was made to be great.
The glory will save and enhance the greatness of each
personality. Each will have his unique glory, just as
each now has his own singular experience of suffering
and special apprehension of truth. God never loses the
individual in the mass; He deals specially with each.
Each will have a story to tell for the glory of God's
grace that all will wish to hear. Every fragment of
truth that one has learned, every segmentary apprehen
sion of God in Christ, will be pieced together into a com
plete justification of the ways of God to men. The chorus
which chants God's praise would be imperfect if one
single voice were hushed. So particularly does God save
each man, and so particularly will He glorify each. The
majesty of personality will not fully appear till the sons
of God are revealed in glory.
19. For the premonition of the creation is awaiting the
unveiling of the sons of God, These words introduce the
subject of the suffering and expectation of the creation.
The repeated for in verses 19-22 links these verses
together, verse nineteen stating creation's attitude to
man's glorification, and the other verses showing why
it has an expectation depending for its realization on
the advent of the glory. This expectation witnesses to
the certainty of the glory amid the sufferings of this era.
The connection with the preceding verse, indicated in the
word for, is that creation confirms the fact that our sal
vation is incomplete because it, like ourselves, has not
reached its goal. While we are saved in spirit because
we are in Christ Jesus, and so are new creatures, we are
not saved outwardly because in many ways we are yet
closely related to the old creation. Physically we are of
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the soil, and in death we return to it. Chemists inform
us just how much we belong to this old order, of how
many elements we are physically constituted, and the
exact proportions of each.
Just as long as we have a
relation to the first man we shall belong to this creation
and the old humanity (Gen. 3:19; 1 Cor. 15:47-49).
The strange discord between our experience and our
expectation finds a parallel in the creation that not only
environs us but so largely conditions the kind of life we
now live.
What is meant by the creation*! Augustine taught
that it means unsaved man. We shall see that such an
explanation is impossible.
Some Arminians think it
refers to those who are created in Christ Jesus. But the
new creation in Him cannot be subjected to vanity, nor
does it groan and travail in pain. Our sufferings arise
from our participation with the doom of the old order.
Neither unsaved nor saved men are in the apostle's mind
in these verses. What is meant is the irrational creation
over which man was placed as its lord and which because
of his sin was subjected to vanity. The word creation is
sometimes used to include all creation animate and inani
mate, and sometimes it is used of the saint, and again of
the new, or young, humanity (Col. 1:15-16; 2 Cor. 5:17;
Gal. 6:15; Eph. 2:10; Col. 3: 9-10). Paul is the prophet
of the new humanity, and when he refers to it as a new
creation he relates it to the final dispensation and to the
new heavens and new earth. The creation of our text
includes all the inanimate and animate creation, possibly
the whole universe, man and other intelligences excepted.
There is a real affinity and sympathy between creation
and its fallen lord. It is responsive to his falling and

rising again, sharing his fortunes. Poets interpret the

language of nature in helpful and illuminating words,
but in this poetic passage Paul surpasses them all, for he
apprehends the agony and deliverance of creation as
part of a divine movement. He almost personifies nature

Yet Expectant of Glory
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as in closest sympathy with the sufferings of Christ and
the glory that follows.
Creation's expectant attitude to the glory is expressed
in vivid terms throughout this passage. It is like the
anticipation of a travailing woman. Two Greek words,
the noun apokaradokia, premonition, and the verb apekdechomai, await, together describe the intent attitude of
suffering creation. The noun is compounded of three
elements., It seems difficult to find one English word, as
used in current speech and literature, that gives the full
meaning. Karadokia, used in classic Greek and in some
versions of the Septuagint, is translated to watch
eagerly, or to watch with outstretched head, because kara
means skull or head. To this is prefixed the preposition
apOj from.
The following samples of renderings and
paraphrases may interest the reader: "to watch with
outstretched head/' "to gaze eagerly with outstretched
neck," "to wait like spectators straining forward over
the ropes to catch the first glimpse of some triumphal
pageant". While scholars see this picture in the elements
of the word and its ancient usage they would not render
it so in a sober translation. They give "earnest expecta
tion ", "eager longing," "eager outlook," "absorbed,
persistent longing," "attentive observation," "longing
desire," "waiting expectation," and other renderings.
Then the verb apekdechotnai, from-out-receive, which is
compounded of dechomai, receive, and two prepositions,
ek, out of and apo, from, is said to mean "to receive
something from one who extends it from afar". But in
some compound words, more than in others, there is a
gradual fusion .of the force of the separate elements.
With reference to the text it is probably sufficient to say
that creation has received intimation of a deliverance,
and expects it from one source alone—the complete sal
vation by glorification which is to be brought at the
unveiling of the Lord Jesus Christ and the sons of God

as the new lords of creation.
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The Unveiling is Not an Event

The unveiling of the sons of God will exhibit to all
spectators the wonder of a completed salvation. The sons
are now veiled, as was the only begotten Son Himself
when He was veiled in the tabernacle of human flesh.
Although the saints are now sons of God aiid have the
spirit of confidence that will be theirs when they are
placed as sons and manifested in glory, they have not
yet actually attained that son-placing and glory, so that
now they walk this world incognito. The image they
wear is evidently not that of the heavenly Man, and the
salvation they have received is far from fulfilling all
their expectations. Outwardly they manifest a wintry
bareness that resembles death, because they are dying,
while their life is hid with Christ in God. Inwardly they
are dwelling places of Deity and participants in a life
that shall burst forth in the beauty of spring and envel
op them in an unfading summer glory.
This unveiling should not be thought of as if it were
a single event. The veiling of the sons of God has lasted
long, but the unveiling will give a permanently standing
revelation. The absence of Christ has lasted about nine
teen centuries, but His parousia, presence, will never be
taken from the saints after they once meet Him in glory.
Even that book which is "the unveiling of Jesus Christ
which God gives to Him" spreads over part of this age
and the two ages to come. It takes us beyond the day of
wrath, beyond the millennium into a new heaven and a
new earth. Once Christ and His saints have been un
veiled they can never be hidden again, nor shall their
glory be dimmed. No Scripture limits the duration of
the unveiling; it is the veiling and the sufferings that
are temporary. Creation's attention is foeussed on no
single event. The snatching away of the church to meet
the Lord in the air is not that for which creation longs.
Students of prophecy know that the removal of the

church will be followed by great convulsions of the cos

mos. The church expects no glory while on earth, and is

but a Permanent Revelation
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not the appointed channel of deliverance to this portion
of creation. While here, however, it shares the disaster
wrought by our first parent for whose sake the ground
was cursed when he " brought death into the world, and
all our woe '\
God has other sons than ourselves. These shall go
into the age to come and are sons of God, being sons of
the resurrection (Luke 20: 35-36). It is their glorification
on earth that will bring the first relief to creation. This
initiates but does not complete its deliverance. The final
deliverance is not realized till the new creation is reached
and completed. The millennial glory is that of renova
tion, the restoration of which God spoke through the
prophets, the palingenesia, renascence, of the old creation
(Acts 3: 21; Mat. 19: 28). When this creation shall have
enjoyed a sabbath rest there will come the glorious
eighth day. Of this Israel's prophets speak. It is John
who tells us that earth and heaven shall fly from the
face of Him Who sits on the throne and that a new
heaven and a new earth shall appear. Isaiah and Peter
also reveal the filial eon (Un. 20:11; 21:1; Isa. 65:
17; 66:22; 2 Pet. 3:12-13). Thus creation, like the sons
of God, can pass to its highest glory only through a com
plete dissolution and a transformation. Ruin and revolt
follow the thousand years of peace. Though during that
time earth's curse is very largely removed, though
Satan is imprisoned, and though judgment and punish
ments proclaim the reign of righteousness, the age ends
in the greatest cataclysm of history and with the final
judgment. Creation perishes not by water but by fire.
This is not the goal of creation's expectation. Something
lies beyond, and in that beyond there comes a voice from
the throne, saying, "Lo! I am making all new." There
is no intermediate goal.
To the new creation the body of Christ is already
related,in spirit (2 Cor. 5:1). We have now some rela
tion to the old, and shall have something to do with its
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passing. We are taught that we shall judge the world

and messengers also (1 Cor. 6:1-3). This is not on the

earth during the kingdom, but in the future judgment
when we shall be associated with our Lord in His final
judgment of all.
The sin-cursed old creation cannot
endure His presence, but flees from it (Un. 20:11).
Concerning this unveiling Paul speaks in 2 Thessalonians 1:5-10. Not only those who afflicted the first
saints at Thessalonica, but the persecutors of the church
throughout the whole period of its sojourn on earth will
be judged and sentenced in that great day. Is not that
why the body of Christ is to act as judge of the world
and of messengers? These persecutors will not be resur
rected till the thousand years are finished. Then for the
first time the glorified subjects of former persecution will
meet their persecutors. That is the time of the unveiling
of the Lord Jesus from heaven in flaming fire dealing
out vengeance. He will repay affliction to those who
afflicted the saints, and who are ignorant of God and obey
not the evangel, with eonian extermination from the face
of the Lord and from the glory of His strength. But
what of the saints ? He shall come to be glorified in (not
by) His saints and to be marveled at in (not by) all who
believed. In that day when the glory of His strength
is revealed we shall be vindicated before men, who will
see in us only that which brings glory to Him. Those
who have known us and regarded us as objects of con
tempt will marvel at the work of Christ in us. Those
who are not believers and saints will, because of what
they see in us, begin to glorify the Lord Christ and mar
vel at Him for the first time. If this is the effect of the
revelation upon those who are judged, is it not because
the witness of the glorified in the oncoming eons displays
the transcendent riches of God's grace in His kindness
to us in Christ Jesus ? Our best ministry will be rendered
after our glorification (Eph. 2:10).
For such a revelation creation waits that it may

A Lost Eon has been Found
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attain its final and enduring perfection. Judgment and
punishment and the passing away of the former heaven
and the former earth are simply the removal of the prim
itive things. "He is dispatching the first, that He should
be establishing the second" is a principle and program
that applies to more than covenants.
That is not first
which is spiritual, hence the removal of the first. A fit
ting habitation for God, for His Son and His sons will
be, not a renovated first creation, but a new creation.
That creation will come into being when the new crea
tures in Christ Jesus shall be unveiled. The old order
passes with the final judgment as it was cursed in the
first judgment (Gen. 3:17-18).
Christendom has lost a whole eon which is necessary
to the attainment of the divine purpose. And along with
the lost eon a large part of the evangel has been obscured,
together with the liberty to be brought ta an enslaved
creation. Popular theology expects nothing beyond the
passing of the old creation but a fictitious "eternity".
Creation is not even allowed to attain to its pristine
glory in which there was neither sin nor death to mar
that which the Creator saw to be very good. A whole
long eon of divine creative activity has been lost sight of,
and the book has been <closed when the story is far from
its conclusion, leaving mysteries and unsolved problems,
and ideals unattained. We are told that part at least of
creation will always suffer the disfigurement and vanity
of eternal sin and death. Yet creation expects something
better to result from the unveiling of the sons of God.
Paradise will be regained, with its tree of life whose
leaves will cure the ills of the nations. The new creation
will be as free from sin and death as the first was before
it was subjected to vanity. Its sufferings will be com
pensated in a higher prefection suited to the higher glory
of the second Man, Whom God delights to glorify. Judg
ment and banishment is not the last word for creation.
Its participation in our glory, as it now participates in
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our sufferings, our groaning, and our vanity, is crea
tion's expectation.
"The true shekinah is in Man," said John Chrysostom. The shekinah was the name used in ancient Jewish
literature for the glory over the tabernacle and especially
over the mercy seat, which glory departed from the
temple and has not yet returned to any temple made
with hands. But as the glory once filled the temple, so
it fills the temple of our Lord's body. So also it will fill
the temple of His body which is the church. God will
manifest His glory in and through all His sons whether
on earth or in heaven, and He will find His final dwelling
place when He becomes All, in the full and varied per
fections and glories of His being, in all His creatures.
QUESTIONS
Where in ttus epistle do we read of our glorification? Does
glory come as a climax in each case? Is suffering a necessity
for sinners? Is glory an essential part of salvation? Is there
anything beyond glory? How can one be assured of it?
How should we estimate suffering? What purposes does it
serve? Should we try to escape it? Is there a compensation
for suffering?
What is the meaning of "glory"?
What is
God's glory? Is the glory of God the end sought in creation
and redemption?
Why does man desire glory? Why does God promise it to
man? Will future glory make the saints proud? Is it wrong
to seek glory now? Will our lost glory be restored, or shall
we attain a better glory?
Could sons of God be other than
glorious? Shall we have an individual glory?
How did man's sin affect his estate? For what does crea
tion wait? What is meant by creation? Are the sons of God
now veiled? When unveiled will they ever be hidden again?
Will the final glory be attained in the old creation? To which
creation does the body of Christ belong?
How much has been lost by losing sight of the final eon?
What truth has been recovered along with that eon? Where
is Paradise?
What temples will yet be filled with the glory
of God?

Geo. L. Eogers

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN

"Therefore I am saying to you, Every sin and blasphemy
shall be pardoned men, yet the blasphemy of the spirit shall
not be pardoned. And whoever might say a. word against the
Son of Mankind, it will be pardoned him, yet whoever might
say aught against the holy spirit, it shall not be pardoned
him, neither in this eon nor in that which is future." (Mat.
12:31-32).

"Verily, I am saying to you that the penalty of all the sins
shall be pardoned the sons of mankind, and the blasphemies,
whatever they should be blaspheming, yet whoever should be
blaspheming the holy spirit is having no pardon for the eon,
but is liable to the penalty of an eonian sin"—seeing that they
said, "He has an unclean spirit." (Mark 3:28-30).
"Now I am saying to you, that everyone whoever shall be
avowing Me in front of men, him shall the Son of Mankind
also be avowing in front of the messengers of God. Now he
who is disowning Me before men will be renounced before the
messengers of God. And everyone who shall be declaring a
word against the Son of Mankind, it shall be pardoned him,
yet the one who blasphemes the holy spirit shall not be par
doned." (Luke 12:8-10).

Two statements in the passages quoted above have been
seized upon to prove that there is no salvation for those
who blaspheme the holy spirit. These are, "the blas
phemy of the spirit shall not be pardoned" (Mat. 12:
31), and "the one who blasphemes the holy spirit shall
not be pardoned" (Luke 12:10). These passages, we are

told, utterly disprove the salvation of all (1 Tim. 4:10)
and universal reconciliation (Col. 1:20). We are told
that here are passages which we refuse to believe. To
the superficial reader this seems to be true. But one who
carefully examines the Greek, or even a concordant sublinear, will find that these passages do not by any means
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deny other portions of our God's infallible revelation.
First of all, anyone reading all of the passages atten
tively will see that the time of action is circumscribed.
It is confined within the boundaries of only two eons.
With considerable circumstance we are informed that
the pardon is not possible—neither in this eon nor in
that which is future. This is in exact accord with the
facts in other scriptures. Pardon has its place in the
millennial kingdom and in its proclamation. The ques
tion of pardon does not arise at any other time. After
that time is the great white throne judgment, when all
unbelievers will enter the second death. Pardon can have
no place in the new earth. At the consummation men are
not pardoned, but justified. An intelligent study of the
Scriptures will confirm the limiting of pardon, in this
passage, to this eon and that which is future. There is
no pardon in these for those who blaspheme the holy
spirit.
The question now arises, Do the two statements which
are not specifically confined to these eons contradict this
limitation, or are they in harmony with it ? The negative
used.is absolute, not relative. How shall we understand
"shall not be pardoned'7? In ordinary English, apart
from any context, we must admit that there seems no
possibility of such a thing. We might argue that, as a
matter of fact, they will never be pardoned, because they
will be justified (Bom. 5:18) and reconciled (Col. 1: 20),
which is infinitely more. But this would not entirely
satisfy, for those not accustomed to the accuracy of Holy
Writ would mistake it for quibbling.
The real solution lies in the form of the Greek verb
used, which we will now seek to make plain to all, even
though they know nothing of Greek. The verb, in Greek,
is divided into three great classes, as shown on page 19
of the Greek Elements, in the complete Concordant Ver
sion. These are the Indefinite, the Incomplete, and the
Complete. The first simply states a fact, as "the Son of

to the Time of the Context
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Mankind has authority on earth to pardon sins" (Mat.
9:6). Here there is no question of time, for the verb is
indefinite. The last form, the Complete, tells of the state
resulting from an action, as, "Child, your sins have been
pardoned you" (Mark 2:5). The second form, however,
the Incomplete, deals with an action in progress, as, "we
ourselves, also, are pardoning every one who is owing
us" (Luke 11:4).
The complete re-analysis of the Greek verb in the
course of compiling the Concordant Version brought to
light several facts which are not to be found in the usual
grammars and lexicons. Among
served that the future forms,
the incomplete, partake of the
speak of an action in progress,
the context. All of these forms are distinguished by
ending —ing in the Sublinear of the Concordant Ver
sion. Therefore the passages which we are considering
should really be rendered "shall not be leing pardoned",
as it is in the Sublinear. It is a pity that this cannot be
readily carried over into the version. Yet all who have
the sublinear, which should always be consulted in such
cases, will have no difficulty in recognizing the incom
plete forms, for they are always in —ing. ..
That the future form of the verb may be limited is
evident from the fact that the very same form (aphethesetai) is used in Matthew 12:31 and 32. Much patient
investigation, and years of experience since this fact was
first observed, have convinced the compiler of the Con
cordant Version that the Greek future with a negative
is always limited to the time of action. It does not deny
at all times. If the reader will check this by the Greek
or by the sublinear of the Concordant Version he will
arrive at the same conclusion, and it will be a source of
much satisfaction to him, for it really settles, and that
conclusively, some most important questions. Above all,
it allows us to believe all that God has said, and does not
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make us array one part of His Word against another.
How instructive and important this fact is may be
seen from another passage. In John 3:36 we read, "He
who is believing into the Son has eonian life, yet he who
is stubborn as to the Son shall not be seeing life, but the
indignation of God is remaining on him." The phrase
"shall not see life", wrenched out of its context, has
hindered many from an acceptance of God's glorious
goal. This has its root in the mistranslation "everlast
ing", for, if eternal life is in question in one part of the
sentence, then "shall not see life" can have no limits.
But if eonian life is promised to the believer, an intelli
gent reader will see that it is eonian life also which the

stubborn shall not see. And this is made absolutely sure
by the form of the Greek future. It deals not with a fact
but an incomplete, limited action. The context, the form
of the verb, and definite declarations of God in other por
tions of His Word are in delightful agreement. If we
take "shall not see life" as a fact for all time, we must
clash with the context, we must ignore the form of the
verb, and we must deny God's great assertions that
death shall be abolished (1 Cor. 15:26) and that, in
Christ, all shall be made alive (1 Cor. 15: 22).
It is glorious to be able to revel in all that God has
revealed! We do not need to worry about contradictory
passages. They do not exist! Only in our ignorance of
the exactitude of Holy Writ will we bring up texts to
bolster up our unbelief in God's glorious ultimate. To
test such facts as these, let us not fall back upon tradi
tional scholarship. It has long been stereotyped and
dares not acknowledge its own deficiencies. I have never
seen a Greek grammar which clearly distinguishes be
tween verb forms which are indefinite and those which
are incomplete, or, in process. Nor do we ask anyone to
rely upon our statement that this is so. With the Con
cordant Sublinear anyone can test it for himself, and
rest his faith on the irrefutable facts.

All will be made Alive
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Let each one who has the spirit of God judge: Shall
we listen to learning which rests on its own reputation
and refuses the facts, when this course brings God's
revelation into hopeless internal conflict? Or shall we
quietly consult that Word itself, as we are now able to
do as never before, when such a course reveals to us the
most exquisite harmony and complete accord ? Were the
Word of God a great hymn, as indeed it is, my ear could
never bear the jazz that theology has made of it. But

now that 'my heart has heard its heavenly harmony, and

my spirit is inspired by its sweet symphony, it is torture
to hear the jangling discords of hard and stubborn
hearts, which, selfishly satisfied with their own safety,
hope to make it more secure by condemning others to

eternal damnation, thereby filling God's Word and His

ways and His world with unbearable discord.
Therefore, we conclude that the sin against the holy
spirit will not be pardoned in the time specified, the only
time when pardon is offered, in this eon and in the next,
according as it is written. (Moreover, it is concerned
with the proclamation of the kingdom to Israel, and not
with the present grace.) The statements where this time
limit is not directly included imply the same thing in the
form of the verb. Consequently, the fate, after the next
eon, of those who commit this sin, is not determined by
these passages, but by other explicit declarations.
The sin against the holy spirit shall not be pardoned
(Luke 12:10). It will be judged. Those who commit it
will stand before the great white throne and will suffer
the penalty imposed by our Lord for this sin. They will
be cast into the lake of fire, which is the second death.
Thereafter, when death is abolished, and all are made
alive at the consummation, they, with all the rest of
mankind, will be justified and reconciled to God through
the blood of Christ's cross.
The crude reasoning that concludes that those who
are never forgiven will never be saved is a good example
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of how reasoning from ignorance breeds unbelief and

enslaves men in fear and utter despair. How many have

morbidly imagined that they had committed this sin and
spoiled their whole career! Those who bring it up as a
proof that Colossians 1: 20 is not true convict themselves
of two crimes, the most devastating that men can com
mit—ignorance and unbelief so stubborn that it dares
to pit one passage of God's Word against another and
make Him a liar.
A. JE. K.

''OUR FAITH"

The first number of the second volume of Our Faith
leads with an article on "The Ancient Lowly" and fol
lows with "The Worlds". It is published bi-monthly by
H. L. Carter and the Tri-City Ecclesia; subscription
manager Mrs. Signe Somers, 821 44 Street, Rock Inland,
Illinois; 25 cents a year.
The November number of this witness is mostly con
cerned with "The Dispensations". It presents a chart,
showing that the "dispensations" are cumulative. It is
hard to keep the two ideas — that of dispensation, or
what is given, and that of administration, or manner of
management—distinct. Because the economy or adminis
tration before the flood, without government, or law, or
grace, has passed by, we may be tempted to think that
conscience, the dispensation of that administration, is no
longer ours, in any sense. This, of course, is not true.
So government, promise, law (in part), as well as the
presence of Christ, and especially the gift of the holy
spirit, are all ours today, although the present adminis
tration is utterly different from all preceding ones, espe
cially in its bearing on the nations. Dispensations are
usually cumulative, although the present grace will not
be given to the coming era of indignation. But adminis
trations change in character, even when they continue
former dispensations.—A. E. K.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR MARCH, 1935
BEING THE SECOND NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-SIX

EDITORIAL

Some of the best evidence for the truth of Colossians
1:20, if that were needed, could be found in "expo
sures" of universal reconciliation. Whoever attempts to
"expose" it invariably exposes his own departure from
God and His Word. Irrational inferences take the place
of faith. The direct statements of God on the subject are
ignored and others on irrelevant themes are used as the
basis of false reasoning. Then it is called by names cal
culated to inspire timid souls with terror. It seems that
it is a "fearful" doctrine, but eternal damnation is a
sweet, soothing, comforting dogma.
Whoever holds everlasting torment, and vilifies Colos
sians 1: 20 has already exposed his utter alienation from
the heart and mind of God, and is no longer human. I
will not say he is devilish, for I question if the demons
have sunk so low. No stone has so hard a heart.
Great is their sorrow and dismay at the very thought
that Judas Iscariot might be saved. God's distinct assur
ance that the work of Christ is for "all men unto justifi
cation of life" (Rom. 5:18), leaves their heart un
touched, for it is too callous. It fails to penetrate their
mind, for it is filled with false philosophy. It fails to
command their faith because they already believe human
tradition. But the most glaring exposure of their inward
state is their attempt to make God contradict His own
assertion. One is sometimes tempted to doubt if they are
children of God at all. That they are not sons of His is
all too evident, for He is love and they are hate incar

nate, so far as this theme is concerned.
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Futile Objections to

Although the Son of Mankind came to seek and to
save that which was destroyed (lost, the same word),
they appeal to a false translation (perdition) to prove
that a son of destruction cannot be saved!
Because it is written, "now is a (not the, there is no
article in the Greek) day of salvation" (2 Cor. 6:2),
therefore there is no salvation after death! What a cor
ruption of God's Word! Neither life nor death is in
view here, and there are many other days of salvation.
Israel will have such a day when their Messiah appears.
How hard and stubborn men's hearts can become is
seen by the argument from Hebrews 9: 27.
There we
have the death of high priests, which bring a "judging",
such as the innocent man-slayer's being restored to his

patrimony (Num. 35: 22-29). To parallel this Christ was

offered for the sins of many, and will bring salvation.
The death of the high priest and the death of Christ
have similar effects. They bring salvation. Yet, simply
because "judgment" has degenerated in human theology
to something bad, their perverse hearts distort it to
denote eternal torment. Let those of us who have been
delivered from this error thank God from the bottom of
our hearts!
The most illogical reasoner in the world is one who
deduces from one statement in God's Word that another
is not true. Now we are told that everyone must be born
again on the earth or he cannot enter th# kingdom of
God. But Colossians 1:20 is not concerned with the
kingdom of God spoken of by our Lord to Nicodemus.
That was the "regeneration". After that is past comes
the new creation. And after that comes the consumma
tion, when reconciliation occurs. Our Lord spoke of the
nation of Israel (ye) as to entrance into the Messianic
eon. Paul is speaking of all creation, long, long after
this eon is past.
Because Peter says that some are lias natural beasts,'7
therefore, we are told, they cannot be reconciled! We
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might as well say that all who twist the Word of God so
they may turn the rack on which humanity is being tor
tured forever, with evident complacency and pleasure,
should not be compared to beasts, or even to hyenas, for
these are not so fiendish. And yet such inhuman mon
sters will be saved and reconciled!
Such creatures want to be ignorant of the fact that
"God ... is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of
believers" (1 Tim. 4:10). So they give God the lie and
pick out passages in which eonian salvation is limited to
believers (Acts 13:46, 47). They must satiate their in
human desire to see others suffer, so they refuse to be
lieve that death will be abolished (1 Cor. 15:26), and
insist that death is eternal. In their gloating over the
lost they even pollute the grace which is "predestinated"
us, although all election on God's part is with a view to

the blessing of others.

Christ is God's Elect, not to

damn the rest, but to save them. Abraham was chosen to
bless all nations. Israel made the same mistake. They
thought they were selected to curse the rest, just like
believers today, who, instead of seeing in themselves
God's instruments for blessing His creation, hope to glut
themselves eternally in the gnashing and groaning of
their neighbors.
The unbelief that rejects Colossians 1:20 imagines
that every infliction of God's indignation denies it. It
has not even learned the earliest lesson in the Bible,
clearly set forth in the book of Job, that God leads men
to Himself through terrible ordeals. They do not know
the end of the Lord. Then, in the hypocrisy of their
hearts, after distinctly rejecting what God has written
for our faith as to the future of mankind and of crea
tion, and seeking to destroy His words by pitting against
them others which deal with the process, not the goal,
they do not hesitate to call those liars who believe both
the painful process and the glorious goal.
Finally, with perhaps a little suspicion that they have
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been pouring out the evil of their own hearts, rather than
drawing from the depths of God's love, they appeal to
other men. A great man, we are told, said, "Universal
reconciliation is a universal lie." Can God find a more
convincing exhibition of human depravity than this? He
has said, "having made peace through the blood of His
cross, by Him to reconcile all things to Himself; by Him,
I say, whether they be things on earth or things in heav
en" (Col. 1: 20, A. V.). So God is a liar, and all but a
few believers are due for eternal torment, according to
some of His own children! It was the priests who cruci
fied Christ, and God's own unbelieving, dark-minded,
hard-hearted saints are dragging His glory in the mire.
We have tried to keep this subject entirely in the
realm of the mind for faith, but we have come to be
ashamed that we have not given expression to our utter
loathing, our deep disgust, our awful abhorrence of the
state of heart which will allow anyone to deliberately dis
tort and corrupt God's holy Word in order to consign
his fellow men into torture eternal. Were §uch crimes
committed in order to keep them out of it—that all lovers
of their fellow men could understand and condone. But
men and magazines which expose to public gaze a heart
more hideous than any Moloch who received a screaming
infant in its burning embrace, should no longer pose as
exponents of the Word of our God, Who is love, and
Whose goal is to gain the hearts of His creatures whom
He created in the Son of His love and whom He will
reconcile through the blood of His cross.
A. E. E.
We are desirous of obtaining a copy of the Concordant
Version, popular edition (with blank columns in place
of notes), which has been out of print for some time.
We especially need the parts Matthew, Acts, Ephesians
to Philemon, and the Unveiling. If any of our readers
have these available, we would appreciate it if they
would communicate with us.—E. 0. K.

It is to Laugh
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It is almost too much, at times, for human nature to
take some scholars seriously, even though they them
selves fail to see the fun in their dignified antics. The
version was submitted to two of them for criticism. The
following are a few specimens of their efforts.
As to the text, the statement in the introduction of the
complete edition that "Only capital letters were used in
the first century . . ." was interpreted to mean that cap
itals were not used except at the beginning of words!
They wrest my writings just as if it were the Bible!
Besides, we are informed, the letters were not capitals at
all, but "majuscules"! Now this word is not the king's
English. It is highbrow for "large letters". One sensi
ble scholar, Professor Gregory, proposed calling them
that, but, of course, no real scholar would use words
which can readily be understood, so his suggestion was
not accepted. The funny thing is that "majuscule" is
used of letters which are smaller than "uncials", ^rhich
are, literally, an "inch-long"! These contradictory terms
are so used only by specialists, for usually, as the diction
ary says, uncial is "the variety of majuscule writing
commonly found in the earlier manuscripts, as opposed
to the later minuscule or cursive". The terms majuscule
and minuscule are inaccurate, misleading, pretentious,
superfluous barnacles, which we have scraped off of our
vocabulary. All of which is to prove conclusively the
abysmal ignorance of the compiler of the Concordant
Version ! How thankful some of his friends are that he
does not dazzle a wondering world with all the little he
knows!
Archbishop Trench's "New Testament Synonyms" is
a most instructive and helpful work. In it he uses sev
eral pages to set forth the distinction between lego, say,
and laleo, speak, or talk.
He insists that the former
always refers to the contents, the other to the mode of
communication^ as "He talks much, but says little."
Yet the latest London scholarship insists that the Con-
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cordant Version is wrong because it differentiates be
tween them! Is this only talking, or is it saying some
thing?
It is the custom in Greek text books and concordances
to use theoretical forms (as laleo), which are never found
in actual use. Laleo would be laid, but the e is inserted
because it is latent and is a key to the other forms. In
the introduction we used several such forms (kaleo,
ekalon) to explain the aorist. One of these was baptized
with the eponym " Howler", which seems to be native
English and highly figurative, but seldom seen in learned
literature.
It indicates something exceedingly exces
sively excruciatingly atrocious. There are thousands of
these forms in almost every Greek lexicon, but these
were all of respectable parentage, and, strange to say,
have never been properly baptized, yet are acknowl
edged in erudite society. What will become of them, now
that it is known that they are related to the disreputable
Howler family?
A, E. K.
A FUNERAL MESSAGE .
We sometimes have requests for a funeral message which
can be used in localities where a preacher who is in sym
pathy with Goncordalit teaching is not available. We
have asked Brother Loudy to prepare such a service,
which he has done. We quote from his introduction:
"In the ministry of the Word among the saints dur
ing the past years, as they have been readjusted into the
realization of the truth concerning death and resurrec
tion, and recognizing that, while awaiting our Saviour
out of the heavens, loved ones would be put to repose,
the problem of having some appropriate message in the
way of a funeral sendee gives them deep concern. To
ask a pastor of some church to conduct the service would
quite often lead to embarrassment on the part of one or
both parties concerned. I have responded to calls on
many of these sad occasions, driving hundreds of miles
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day and night in all kinds of weather, to render what
service I could by sharing spiritual grace for consoling
and sustaining the bereaved ones in their loss and sor
row. Realizing the impossibility of being able to render
this personal service in every place, in response to the
need and the many requests that are continually coming
to me on this behalf, I have prepared this-message on
" Mortality, Death, and Resurrection".
In order that a copy of this message may be readily
available to all on short notice, as ^occasion may arise,
we have had a number of copies made, and have distrib
uted them about the country. They may be obtained
immediately by writing to whichever address is nearest
you. The copy should be returned to the address from
which it came as soon as it has been used.
The addresses follow:
Concordant Publishing Concern, 2823 East Sixth St.,
Los Angeles California.
Dr. Geo. A. Barrett, 2408 N. 45th St., Seattle, Wash.
Arthur Benta, 435 Convent Ave., New York City
F. R. Misegades, 4442 George St., Chicago, 111.
Virgil Curtis, Hotel Arcade Barber Shop, Kissimmee, Florida.
H. C. Harriman, 32 W. Fourth Ave., Denver, Colo.
Mrs. S. Heard, 520 E. Myrtle St., San Antonio, Tex.
"OUR FAITH"

The January number discusses the eons of the eons and illus
trates the phrase by a special chart, comparing it with taber
nacle shadows. A special article is devoted to modernist the
ories as to the writer of the Pastoral Epistles. Twenty-five
cents a year. 821 44th Street, Rock Island, Illinois.
"FREEDOM"

The editorial of the December, 1934, number urges the preach
ing of the evangel. A series on the Concordant Version begins
in this issue. The series on "The Gift of God" and Galatians,
and Reconciliation are continued.
"All These Things are
Against Me," by W. Allan, is especially good. A poem and a
carol, with music, are by Mrs. L. A. Cock.—A. E. K.
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Items of Interest
THE MESSENGER OF GRACE

Number three, January, 1935, devotes its pages to "Explaining
Salvation, and Relative Subjects", and has a new song, entitled
"Grace". The next issue is to discuss "The Drama of the Ages,

or

The

Divine

Philosophy".

25 4.

Wm.

Emmaus Avenue, Zion, Illinois.—A. E. K.

C.

Rebman,

3115

INTEREST IN JAPAN

A friend in Germany interested a friend in Switzerland, who
sent our literature to a friend in Tokio, who got a friend inter
ested, who showed it to a professor in a Japanese university,
and he gave an address to the students based on the pam
phlet, "Eternal Torment or Universal Reconciliation". Such
are the links God uses to spread the truth in impossible places.
Let us thank God that there is at least one witness that He is
not a God more fiendish than the deities of the heathen! And
let us pray that this feeble nicker will grow to a great testi
mony to His Name in Japan. And let each of us try to start
such a chain, for its end may be unbounded blessing.—A. E. K.
WILLY DICK AT REST

A heavy loss, both personally and for the work, has come
through the decease of our beloved Brother Willy Dick, who
died December 30, 1934, in Baden-Baden Hospital, after many
years of suffering, such as few of God's saints are called upon
to endure.
We first came into touch with Willy Dick many years ago,
for he could read and write English, and carried on a corres
pondence with us over the truths of God's Word, eagerly ac
cepting all that was placed before him once he was convinced
of the facts. He soon began to spread the truth, especially in
south Germany and Switzerland, where he had Bible readings
among the brethren in the winter, and daily meditations when
in Gletcherblick in the summer.

Here it was that we first met him, on our way to Palestine.

We have seldom seen so pathetic a sight as this dear brother,
full of zeal for his Lord, bend his head down over the pages
of his Bible so that his face almost touched the leaves, and
move it along the lines from right to left, for only so could
his poor eyes see the print. He had a special glass covering
for his eyeballs which helped, but it could only be borne for a
few hours at a time. His frail form seemed so poor a house
for his fervent and forceful spirit!
Not only by word of mouth did he spread the good tidings,
but he wrote pamphlets, in German, some of which are as
follows: Glimpses, into Ephesians, and Galatians, Where are

the Dead? The Book of Job, God Clutches the Wise in Their

Craftiness.

from Near and Far
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In his condition most men would have despaired of doing
anything. But he did not allow his infirmities to interfere
with his work for the Lord, unless he was actually physically
incapacitated. And so he kept on until his last illness. Truly,
in his case weakness was made strong. Few robust believers
may look forward to a reward such as will be his in that day.

Till then we say, as did the early believers, when one among

them was laid away until the resurrection, not good bye, for
we will meet again in,the morning, and need only wish him
a hearty good night.—A. E. K.

"SEVEN SONGS OF CERTAINTY"
The collection of seven songs by our sister. L. Cock, which
was mentioned in the November issue, is still available. The
price is Zd (6 cents) each, and the purpose in their sale is that
the proceeds will be used in the furtherance of the work which
we all love. Order direct from Mrs. L. Cock, 16 Clifton Road,
Parkstone, Dorset, England.—E. O. K.

THE DANVILLE, VIRGINIA, ECCLESIA

Dear Brother Knoch, and Friends and Readers of Unsearch
able Riches:

I write a few lines to let you know how we are carrying on
and enjoying the work of the unsearchable riches of Christ in
Danville. We have a Concordant Bible study group that meets
Sunday nights at North Main Street. We have a wonderful

fellowship in the study. The Ladies Aid Society is helping in
the monthly grace offering to Brother Loudy, that helps him
to carry on his evangelistic work.
We have just closed a two weeks' meeting in Danville.
Brother Loudy lectured on Administrations and Eons, com
monly called Dispensations and Ages. The attendance was
gratifying from start to finish. His opening sermon was en
titled "Receiving the Love of the Truth", and his closing ser

mon, "The Dispensation of the Fullness of Times".
Sister
Loudy assisted in the singing.
We are thanking our heavenly Father for this brother and
sister, and for the grand opportunity of having them with us.
There seems to be a greater interest in the faith in Danville,
than there has ever been. We are thanking our heavenly
Father for this and giving Him all the praise and glory, and
praying that His grace of endurance may be upon us until
that glad morning when we meet tlie Lord in the air. If any

of the saints ever pass our way we would be grateful to have
them with us. We earnestly request the prayers of all the
saints, and extend greetings of unfeigned love in the Lord to
one and all.
Faithfully yours in His service,
J. Benny Pruitt
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A Few Appreciations of
MINNESOTA BIBLE UNIVERSITY
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Nov. 19, 1934

I have examined the Concordant Version and think it to be
a fine literal translation of the original text, based upon the
fundamental laws of philology.
The translation of Greek
Words by one equivalent in English, wherever the same words
are found, is a marked improvement over the many inter
pretive translations which are on the market today.
Sincerely,
M. B. Ingle,
Professor, Old Testament
Language and Literature

A NATIVE GREEK

(SCHOLAR)

I cannot find adequate words
gratitude to the compiler of the
faithful and accurate renderings
is a great help not only for the
Greeks as well.

SAYS:

to express my delight and
Concordant Version for its
of the Greek Scriptures. It
English student but for us
V. Curtis, Translator

Kissimmee, Florida

SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Including the membership of the
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

-

Bloomington, Illinois
April 30, 1934

To whom it may concern:
"The Concordant Version of the Sacred Scriptures" I find is
a work that is scholarly, the translation revealing, and the
notes illuminating. Students of the Scriptures will want it for

its accuracy, its clarity of translation and its helpfulness both

in notes and concordance.

Harold R, Martin, Minister.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF RELIGION, EXTENSION DEPARTMENT

Washington, D. C.
March 11, 1935

To whom it may concern:
The Sacred Scripture, - Concordant version, represented by
Mr. J. E. Shakespeare, is a very fine version of the Sacred
Scripture. The translation is clear, concise, <&nd refreshing.
It helps one greatly in interpreting the Sacred Scripture. I
have no hesitancy in recommending it to Bible readers.
Respectfully yours,
B. E. Mays. Dean.

the Concordant Version
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WASHINGTON MISSIONARY COLLEGE
March 20, 1935
Dear Mr. Shakespeare:
I have looked over the Concordant Version of the Bible and
I consider it a very valuable asset to anyone who desires to
make a thorough search or study of the Holy Scriptures.
Yours truly,

W. R. French, instructor in Bible

EASTERN BAPTIST SEMINARY
Philadelphia, Penna.
March 14, 1935
To whom it may concern:

I hare just looked through my copy of The Sacred Scrip

tures,

Concordant

Version.

For

scholarship,

compactness,

accuracy of translation and. notes this work has no equal.
is a library in one volume.
,

It

Wm. W* Adams

A

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

ZIONIST

The Palestine Post, of Jerusalem, contains an article by Cecil
Roth which will interest students of prophecy. It seems that
there was a definite attempt to reestablish the Jews in Pales
tine more than three hundred years ago.

Joseph Nasi, originally known as Joao Miguez, was the son

of a Portuguese Marrano, one of those Jews who were forced
into a confession of Christianity in 1497. His father was the
physician at court.

After his father's death, the young man

went to Antwerp, to his uncle, named Mendez, a banker, with
his aunt and cousin. When difficulties forced them to leave
Holland, they made their way through Europe to Constanti
nople, where their false Catholicism was repudiated, and
where Joseph married his cousin.

,

He gradually rose to prominence in the Ottoman Empire,
until he was its virtual ruler. He was created Duke of Naxos
and the Seven Islands, and narrowly missed becoming king of
Cyprus. It is said that no other Jew, between the first and the
nineteenth century, has wielded such power. He used it to aid
his suffering people.

From the Sublime Porte he secured a grant of the city of
Tiberias, which had long lain in ruins, and other nearby
places, in which to found Jewish colonies. In 1565 Tiberias
was once more a walled city, the center of the Jewish colonies.
(The present ruins date back only to the eighteenth century,
and are of Arab origin.) Mulberry trees were planted and
merino sheep imported in order to start a textile industry.
Letters were sent far and wide, offering persecuted Jews an
asylum in the colony.
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Zionism at Tiberias

Not much is known of the actual results. A Jewish town
in the Papal States determined to emigrate as a whole. One
party of over a hundred fell into the hands of the Knights of

Malta^ In spite of innumerable difficulties, the plan prospered

until the death of its patron, and even then it was taken over
by the Duke of Mytelene, who succeeded to his position at the
Turkish court and in the Jewish world. But tne movement
did not spread, and Tiberias settled down to be one of the
four holy cities, with little else than scholars and beggars.
Today it is predominantly Jewish. I have eaten in the
Jewish restaurant, bought films and writing paper and photo
graphs and spectacle frames—almost everything is in the
hands of the sons of Jacob. And, in every case, they were rea
sonable in their charges and obliging. In the last year Tiberias
has suffered twice from cloudbursts, which, in the first case,
cost many lives and much loss. The second would have been
even worse, but for the precautionary measures taught by the
first. It now seems to be on a permanent foundation, and one
feels that it will last until the time of the end.
It is suggestive that this early attempt of Zionism should
be made at Tiberias, for it is the site of an ancient cemetery.
It was doomed to die, just as the present attempt will lead to
unparalleled suffering and death, until the kingdom is estab
lished by Messiah ben Joseph, whom the sons of Jacob rejected.
A. E. K.

The article in this issue entitled "Our Spiritual War
fare" covers much the same ground as one previously
published in the series on Ephesians. It was not our
purpose to publish it, but those who have seen it insist
that our readers would welcome it. Hence we make room
for it in this issue.—A. E. K.

of tfje *£>tme*

THE WARFARE GREAT

The great war did not take place in the past. It is still
future, and according to present appearances, not very
far in the future, either. I am writing this in the eenter
of Europe. Peace pacts pervade the atmosphere. The
"great powers" seem on the verge of a permanent plan
to provide for European peace. And, so far as the Scrip
tures are concerned, this is not impossible. But if we
look beyond the borders of Europe, to north Africa, to
Abyssinia, to India, and to Japan, the lurid flames of
war seem almost visible. It is the East against the West.
It is Christendom against the World.
If we consider the separate European nations, we will
be impressed by their ardent desire for peace. What
hinders them from fulfilling their self-imposed disarma
ment ? First of all, I feel that God Himself is behind it
all, and they cannot help themselves. That the individ
uals in Europe want peace no one will deny who has
come into contact with them. Many are convinced of
the futility of fighting, especially such as have had their
fill of it in the past.
It is almost unbelievable, the sacrifice Germany is
making for the sake of peace. The Saar plebiscite has

demonstrated to the world how unjust and false the
treaty of Versailles is. Based upon the unfounded asser
tion that there were 150,000 French nationals in the
Saar, President Wilson cut it off from Germany for a
period long enough to turn it into a French province.
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Yet all the money and effort in their direction was more
than wasted, for instead of many more than 150,000,
there were not a tenth of that number in the region. It
was a great moral victory for Germany.

As a result

they might easily and justly claim that other German
provinces should be returned to them which are over
whelmingly populated by their nationals. Millions upon
millions are under foreign rule. But, instead, the Leader
gave out the word that Germany relinquishes all claims
to the lost provinces.
With the other great powers the matter lies differ
ently. They have great overseas possessions, and their
own self-interest demands that they live at peace with
their near neighbors. France's north African colonies
are seething with unrest. Pan-Islamism is not only per
vading the population, but the soldiers sometimes side
against their superiors.
Special departments in the
French povernment have been created to take care of
this growing problem. The crescent of Mohammed is in
the ascendant. The new Arab kingdoms in lands once
subject to the Turks have raised high their hopes. The
European war overthrew the prestige of the Christian
nations. They have learned,and adopted their methods
of warfare. France will not have an easy time with her
Mohammedan subjects.
England is similarly situated. India seems an unsolvable problem. As I write, the new constitution, which was
to have settled matters by giving India a more independ
ent status among England's dependencies, has been re
jected by a convention of the ruling princes. Passive
resistance has been tried with poor results. The spirit of
unrest that has seized the Orient may lead to active
opposition at any time.
Even Holland is having a hard time with her Asiatic
possessions. She has taken the first definite step which
will fuse the nations of Europe together by arranging
with England for mutual assistance in suppressing up-

of East and West
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risings in the East.
European nations may never be
united by love, but they can be fused together by mutual
fear.
This seems to be the motive which moves them
along the lines indicated in the prophetic scrolls.
And now comes Japan. I remember well when it was
called the hermit kingdom, and no one had the least idea
that it would ever play any part in the politics of the
earth. AH it wanted was to be let alone. But now, what
a change! It has placed itself at the head of the great
movement against Christendom. Asia for the Asiatics!
This is only a modification of the East against the West.

Hitherto the West has devoured the East. Shall the pro
cess continue or will the Orient free itself from its hated
overlords?

The treaty of Versailles arranged for the disarma
ment of the western nations. This was rather a strange
and quixotic thing for the victors to do, for Germany
did not demand it. So we have the strange situation of
the great nations binding themselves to a course (to salve
their conscience on account of the disarmament of the
vanquished foe) and then not only breaking their own
agreement, but charging the other party with breaking
it! But their colonial possessions, if not the fear of their
neighbors, have made disarmament an impracticable
vision. As a result, although the central powers, which
withstood the world in the last conflict, hardly count in
enumerating men and armaments, the world today is far
more heavily armed than ever before in its history.
While the world is praying for peace it is preparing
for war.
In central Europe, where weapons are not
allowed and there is no military training, as in neighbor
ing lands, there is a martial spirit and a unity and con
fidence which are worth far more than arms in a trial of
strength. Although the vanquished now demand equal
rights, and will probably be allowed to bring their arma
ments up to the same standard as their neighbors, these
may never be used against them, but may be mobilized
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A Suspected Forgery

with them against the rising tide of color in the East.

No one knows, but it certainly seems that the time of
the end has drawn very near.

A. E. K.

THE PKOTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED
ELDERS OF ZION
Endless discussions have arisen over the authenticity of
the writings which have spread all over the world under
the above or a similar title. Even in far off China it is
a question which calls for settlement. Ever since Ford's
Dearborn Independent published its sensational "expo
sure", interest has been growing in the United States.
Some religious journals have made much capital out of
it, taking for granted that the Protocols are genuine,
because the tragic course of world events seems to sub
stantiate them. Now it seems to be left to the Jews of
Switzerland, at Berne, to solve the mystery once for all.
The case was tried in the courts, and was brought against
anti-semitic organizations, with a view to having the
book forbidden in Switzerland, as a forgery.
The book is supposed to be the reports of secret ses
sions of an early Zionist congress in Basel.
In these
strictly secret sittings Jews of international eminence are
supposed to have plotted the degradation and subjuga
tion of the world. It is fairly well established that many
of its ideas are not new, but were taken from previous
writings, such as a French book, entitled "Conversations
between Machiavelli and Montesquieu in Hell". The fact
that Judaism will actually do this very thing, according
to the Scriptures, is the secret of the intense vitality of
this volume, which otherwise would never reach a second
edition. But there is little evidence that the Jews have
combined yet to accomplish this end. So far they are
fighting among themselves. Only lately are they begin
ning to see how futile their internal strife is. Perhaps
the Protocols are intended by God to put this idea into
their minds.
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The trial in Berne seems to have brought to light a
lot of evidence to prove that the book is not what it
claims to be at all, and the defense seemed unable to
bring in any noteworthy evidence to prove its authentic
ity. The most probable story seems to be that, at the
beginning of the century, it assumed its present form
under the auspices of the Russian secret police.
The
object of the imposture was to furnish the Czar and
the Eussian government circles with a good excuse for
their anti-semitism and bloody pogroms, because the
Jews were bringing in democratic ideas which imperiled
the security of the ruling class. It is said that this was
substantiated by detailed testimony on the part of wit
nesses, who once belonged to the Russian court circle, and
who told the very names of the men who gave the book
its form.
After all, the origin of the book is not vital. Glim
merings as to the position of Israel in the time of the
end are no miracle, when the matter is clearly set forth
in Holy Writ. Some have sensed it and used it for their
own ends. But its reception and vitality are notable
signs. It is useless to forbid it now. The gentiles will
hold to it for their own reasons and the Jews will prob
ably find it easier to fulfill than to fight. It will be one
of the prominent fectors in shaping up the relation of
Israel to the nations from now on. It makes little differ
ence if it is a forgery. Anti-semitism is on God's program
and there must be instruments to provoke it. The point
now is that it is operating. Is it not a notable sign in
itself that, when all other nations are under a severe
depression, Palestine alone is prospering because of the
Jews? The moral effect will be tremendous. It will give
them a prestige and a financial standing without a
parallel.
No historian has treated the Protocols seriously,
which only goes to show that'the historians are super
ficial, and lack the key to universal history. Any docu-
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ment intimately connected with the destiny of Israel is
of great importance, whether it be a forgery or not.
That the nations have gone down in the last few decades

no one needs to prove. And that Israel is on the up
grade no one will dispute who has watched them for the
last forty years, or who has seen them in their ancient
patrimony in Palestine. They will become a burdensome
stone on all peoples. Let us, who look down upon this
scene from fellowship with God, not take it upon our
selves to judge those who are carrying out God's inten
tion. Then we can be sympathetic with all, and under
stand all. And thus we may have the exquisite pleasure
of watching God's great purpose develop before our very
eyes. All of man's failings, his unbelief, his hatred, his
perplexity, and even his forgeries — all contribute to
God's end and will bring gjlory to His Christ.—A.E.K.

ATONEMENT OR RECONCILIATION?
S. M. Ware, of Seattle, Washington, has issued two
pamphlets in which he vigorously sets forth and defends
the special truth for today, in contrast to that for the
Circumcision. One is headed "The Gospel, St. Paul's or
Ours". (10^) The other, "Is Christ's Death Only an
Atonement?" (5$) Although written primarily to lay
the facts before his friends, they are well worth a wide
circulation, as they are the testimony of a veteran the
ologian who for a long lifetime taught the teachings of
men, but has now found his way back to God's blessed
Word, and who revels in the light and love therein re
vealed. Address, S. M. Ware, 4311 Brooklyn Avenue,
Seattle, Washington.—A. E.K.

Dcbotionai jStubiei

PRECIOUS BANE

The events of Eden are eloquent in the display of God's
wisdom. They reveal, also, a primal grace, a yearning
solicitude for man's well being. And, if we accept the
story as narrated, we may see that the incidents were
divinely inevitable.
The whole situation is the creation of God, contempplated as a prelude to a desired experience. An experi
ence that should bring a felt need of God, revealing at
long last complete recognition and appreciation of Him.
To this end there was an essential environment.

The

presence, too, of a being whose cunning lure should bring

about a strange, yet precious bane.
It is fruitless to think what might have been if Adam
and Eve had not eaten of the forbidden tree. We are
concerned with the facts as stated.
Phrases, such as
"man's fall", or '/man's probation", hide rather than
reveal the depth of meaning in the events of that fair
paradise.
Therefore, in pursuance of God's high purpose, every
factor contributed. The two trees, the serpent, and the
innocent, unsuspecting lamb. Then, to our first parents
the fiat went forth: "Of every tree of the garden thou
mayest freely eat. But of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it; for in the day
that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die" (Gen.
2:16, 17, A.V.).
"To die shall you be dying." A lamentable condition
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and an absolute certainty of eventual death. Yet see
how Eve detracts from its positiveness, and adds a sen
tence of her own. "Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye
touch it, lest ye die." "Lest ye die." Eve introduces
an element of uncertainty by so misquoting. This weak
understatement is seized upon immediately by the temp
ter. "Ye shall not surely die."
And how soon follows the fatal action, the tragic dis
obedience! God knew indeed that their eyes would be
opened. But how sadly and with what sorrow did they
learn it! They knew they were naked, but now it was
burdened with a sense of shame. They are now dying
creatures though possessed with physical well being. Sin
and death affect their future domain, and through them
pass to the yet unborn. So the bane begins, the long
duress, and man becomes a creature in captivity.
Yet, ere man leaves the garden, God visits him. Yet
not so much in judgment as in grace. It is a merciful
intervention. Adam is saved as it were, from himself.

And though thrust forth, it is as a God-clothed being,
with the memory of the means employed in providing
his raiment. The twain were now to know in very truth
both good and evil.
Strangely enough, and mysterious though it seems,
they were vested with a dignity unknown before. Man
came from God with keen intelligence and potent powers.
Though monarch of all he surveyed, he knew not those
marked contrasts which come from acquaintance with ill.
He knew not to appreciate the good by virtue of its fitfulness, It was not enjoyed as compensation or reward.
Nor was it viewed in clear contrast from adverse things
around. There was no bane.
But now the scene is changed. There is a ban upon
the ground. There is necessity for work. The atmos
phere seems charged with hostile forces. Disappoint
ments and sorrows shadow the daily path. They are all
strangely new. Yet all are vested with meaning, that
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man may learn how greatly and deeply he needs God.
And so God visits him that he may thus learn.
In the words of Job (7:17, 18) :
What is a mortal, that Thou shouldst magnify him,
And that Thou shouldst set on him Thy heart,
That Thou shouldst visit him of mornings,
For moments put him to the test?

Man is a being of rare possibilities. But he must be
schooled. Therefore were our first parents thrust forth
to find the world as a great training ground.
In its
antagonisms they were to see a wisdom which works for
good. Those coming after were also to realize that all is
designed for an essential experience.
The untutored,
however, do not realize this. Yet all, whether they learn
or not, are affected by the interplay of good and evil.
In the life of Jacob there are many incidents which

illustrate this rare tuition. His entry into the world was
unique. His was the grasping hand. His, the subtle dip
lomatic mind. A bargainer all the time. Note the terms
of his vow:
"If God will be with me, and will keep me in this
way that I go, and will give me bread to eat, and raiment
to put on, so that I come again to my father's house in
pea<?e, then shall the Lord be my God" (Gen. 28: 20, 21).
See, too, the manner of his long sojourn with Laban.
Always the circumventer as his name signifies.
And
again the diplomat as he goes to meet his brother Esau.
But now a great lesson awaits him. That of dependence
upon God. It has been his to order and arrange. Now, it
is God's to appoint and dispose. And God does so in a
way to eclipse all Jacob's elaborate preparations for a
peaceable meeting. He even has to urge Esau to take his
present. These are his words:
"If now I have found grace in thy sight, then receive
my present at my hand. For therefore I have seen thy
face, as though I had seen the face of God, and thou
wast pleased with me. Take, I pray thee, my blessing
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that is brought to thee, because God has dealt graciously
with me, and because I have enough" (Gen. 33:10, 11,

A.V.).

Yet, can we say his lesson was fully learned? Years
after, he murmurs, "All these things are against me!"
How different to Job's high note of faith. "Good we
receive from God, and evil we do not receive?" His was
a rare acknowledgment of God's right to choice in giv
ing. The recognition of this divine right gives poise and
repose to the spirit. It is a true mark of maturity in the
wisdom which is of God.
A consciousness of God's hand in the shadows of life
is an asset of great worth. To see how much and how
often circumstance waits upon Him, how He can move
and prompt for our good, is vision indeed. And only
thus are we made aware of the preciousness of life's
haunting bane. Its vein of gold is the good which comes
through it as most signally of God. We have desired a
quietude, it may be, from the intensive drive of the daily
task, and there has been such an ordering that the very
calm of God has stolen upon us. Fevered fret has gone.
This, of course, is not always so. Yet, even when we
have to go through with some form of oppression, God,
"together with the trial, will be making the sequel also,
to enable you to undergo it" (1 Cor. 10:13). And often,
the sequel is so befitting that we are left with a rare
sense of divine regard. And with the poet would say:
"I thank Thee more that all our joy
Is touched with pain;
That shadows fall on brightest hours,
That thorns remain:
So that earth's lot may be our guide
And not our chain."

Precious bane, when it lifts our thoughts to God!
When it speaks of His marvellous superintendence of
life! See how eloquently it spoke to the apostle Paul!

Its shadows were always falling athwart his life. And
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only on one occasion do we find him seeking relief. He
entreats that the trying thing should withdraw from
him,, but is shown that thereby an all-sufficing grace will
be his. He therefore delights in the things which are
against him, for Christ's sake. At the same time he looks
for the deliverance of the body, and for the lifting of the
ban which is now on God's creation. For the time is
nearing, when, from its long travail, it shall enter into
the glorious freedom of the children of God.
In the Meantime, however, there is much for our
learning in the affairs of life. It is for the spirit-taught

to see dod in life in ways not possible to the worldly

wise, to whom the haunting bane appears as a thwarting
nemesis against which they must ever struggle for the
mastery. Untaught by its frustrations they miss the
blessedness it holds for the spirit-taught of God.
But amid all,the complications and entanglements of
this much-vaunted age, are concealed the quiet yet per
vasive lives of God's hidden ones. And to them is it
given to see God's hand—to realize that "ills have no
weight, and tears no bitterness", when He is near.
Learning thus, we shall wait patiently the glad time
when He of the pure heart and clean hand shall come to
His own. And the grace He will show, and its long dis
play, shall bespeak the passing of life's dark, yet preci
ous bane.
William Mealand

FKEE WILL?

Baby Moses, tucked away in his cradle, floating on the

water, cried. Was it God's will, or the baby's will?
It was a cry that originated in heaven. The king's

daughter was attracted. The child's life was spared.
He entered a palace and eventually became the greatest
leader of men this world has ever known.
He was
entrusted with the commandments; he talked with God
on the mountain top.
Is any adopted son of God restless or over-anxious?
Then let him think of this minutie event and its conse
quences, and let him watch for the Divine Hand in even
life's smallest events.
Here lies peace. John the Baptist arrived exactly on
time to behold the Lamb of God, and be labeled the
greatest of all men born among women. Saul was at the
right spot when our Lord Jesus visited him.
All is of God. Life's minutest circumstances are
under His control. Therefore, be anxious for nothing.
He knows. He loves. He cares. One Captain is com
petent enough for any ship. We are all only passengers.
J. A. Freeman.

Cla&S g>tubte$

CREATION EXPECTS EMANCIPATION
Eomans 8:20-22
The central and crowning testimony of Scripture to
the indissoluble relation that exists between man and
creation is contained in this passage. The evangel which
Paul preached brings to mankind not only personal sal
vation but the salvation of his lost estate also. The set
ting of the passage indicates the purpose for which it
was introduced. Another reason for the suffering of the
saints is that they are now environed by a creation sub
jected to vanity and bondage. This springs from the
same sin that involved them in sin and death. In the
absence of the true Heir creation groans and travails
until He shall return and lift the curse. There is no
pessimism in this revelation. The travailing of creation,
like the presence of sin and death, is but an episode in
the purpose of the eons, which extends from the begin
ning of creation to its final consummation. The practical
lesson is not one of despair as we contemplate the pres
ent agony, but teaches faith, patience, and expectation of

deliverance. God has a benign purpose for all His crea

tion, the beloved works of His hands. This revelation
brings the whole creation within the scope of God's
deliverance, as that of 5:18-19 brought all mankind
within the scope of His justification.
Continuing the subjects of present suffering and
future glory, in both of which creation is involved, these
verses give the reasons for creation's expectancy. Its
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original subjection was accompanied by an expectation
for itself, 20; the contents of the subjection and the
expectation are defined, 21; and saints perceive the slav
ery of corruption in the groaning of creation, while the
prolonged travail gives promise of a liberty correspond
ing to the glory to be enjoyed by the children of God.
For the creation was subjected to vanity (not volun
tarily, but because of Him Who subjects it) in expecta
tion.
Throughout the passage creation is personified.
Human experiences are ascribed to the entire inanimate
as well as animate creation, at least to as much of it as
was placed under man's authority. Creation was once
"very good" and perfectly suited to the sinless character
of its lord. He was told to subdue the earth, and to have
dominion over all other creatures (Gen. 1:28). Adam,
like the last Adam, was the head of the creation which
was given to him as his allotment.
He was bound by
indissoluble ties to his estate. He was a part of it, and it
gains or loses with him, sharing his fortunes and his
destiny. Man is a microcosm, a little world in himself,
having the spirit of God in his nostrils (Job 27: 3), hav
ing a soul which links him with the other animals, and
originating' from the soil upon which he walks and to
which he returns (Gen. 3:19). So also is the last Adam
bound to all creation (Col. 1:17). Some of the Greek
fathers called him the Desrnos, the bond or tie. He is the
Life of all that lives and moves, the Sustainer of all
things.
Adam held the fate of creation as well as the fate of
humanity in his hands.
If he, the lord of creation,
should, sin and die, then creation shall suffer with him.
If the first man and his posterity are doomed to pass
away and give place to the second Man and the new
humanity, then the creation must pass away also, and
give place to a new and better one. There is no power of
self-recovery in the old humanity, and hence no hope

for creation from that source. Only the last Adam can
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bless either the old creation or the new. All such bless

ing as man derives from the old creation, all such renova
tion as it may enjoy in the Mngdom, springs from the
grace of Him Who ratifies and fulfills the several cove
nants made with the first humanity. But ultimately all
is to be made new, a new humanity in a new creation
being God's goal.
For introduces an explanation of what has befallen
creation, and why it is now so far from being "very
good". Creation was subjected to vanity, as its dying
lord had become. Vanity is the emphatic word in the
sentence. Unfortunately the word vain has been used in
the Authorized Version to translate five different Greek
words, and this fact may obscure the meaning of the
word here employed. Mataiotes, vanity, is not emptiness,
but resultlessness. The word describes the disappointing
character of all nature's processes that do not issue in
perfect results. Creation is subject to vanity because it
does not result in that enduring beauty and beneficence
for which it was designed. All its energies are frustrated
and abortive. It has lost its original goodness and it has
not attained its final perfection. It is a suitable environ
ment for its lord, who is subjected to the vanity of mor
tality and death. Nothing is allowed to attain perma
nence. God will not have permanent imperfection. The
most beautiful flowers bloom and perish. If there are
"never withering flowers", they are not of this creation.
Seeds germinate, and die; winter blasts many promises
of spring before summer can fulfill them. If we are sat
isfied, it is because we have not conceived the ideal crea
tion God plans.
Ecclesiastes is a commentary on the vanity of the
cosmos. In that book vanity occurs nearly forty times.
The Preacher casts up the total good of life as vanity.

Oie must be in some measure delivered from vanity in
order to judge between what is vain and what is not.
The refrain "all is vanity, and a feeding on wind" (Ecc.
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1:14; 2:11, Concordant Version) is echoed today by
the despairing question, "Is life worth living?" What
ever men say, God would riot have us believe that this is

"the best of all worlds". He says both as to creation and
man that they are vanity, and that this is not the condi
tion of the world which He pronounced to be very good.

The vanity of creation is incessantly proclaiming in
man's reluctant hearing the fact and folly of sin, that
the universe is governed by moral law, and that the vio
lation of God's law invites cosmic disaster. God is not,
nor should man be, satisfied with the present condition
of creation.

He makes it continually declare its imper-

manence.

Creation was subjected to vanity, and is mastered by
it.
This subjection is contrary to the self-preserving,
self-renovating forces of nature.
Vanity was gratui
tously thrust upon creation. Not voluntarily, as if by its
own fault or choice, was creation subjected, but because
of Him Who subjected it.
This is neither Adam nor
Satan. God said, "Cursed is the ground for thy sake."
Adam's sin was the occasion, but God's judgment and
inflicted curse was the cause of creation's subjection. In
this He doubtless had a doctrinal, a disciplinary, and a
benevolent purpose. This word about creation's vanity
explains why things are what they are; it speaks to us
of failure and divine judgment, and it is one manner in
which the indignation of God is revealed. Thus the

works as well as the word of God in unison proclaim the
destructive character of sin. Many of the high priests of
the goddess Science, refusing this revelation, see in the
evidences of catastrophe no relation to sin and judgment,
nothing of an earlier and superior condition which has
vanished, nothing of degeneracy but only a very satis
factory progress and evolution. They ignore the voice of
prophets and miss the meaning of the vanity everywhere
manifest. God placed man in a world which was in every
way suited to a sinless humanity, and then He subjected

Yet the Earth is Man's Dominion
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that world to a vanity corresponding to the evils which
man had brought upon himself. Surely they are unwise
who miss facts that are burdened with such teaching and
discipline.
,
Justice is tempered with mercy. Man's lordship re
mains and he exercises dominion over the creation which
was marred by his failure. He has filled the earth to its
remotest frontiers and has achieved much success in sub
duing it. He has explored the earth even to the poles,
has navigated sea and air, and by the invention of inge
nious machinery is harnessing the powers of nature so
that human physical toil will soon be reduced to a mini
mum. Creation awaits the hand of her lord and responds
joyously to his masterful touch. Soils respond to cultiva
tion and fertilization. Plant life develops into new and
fairer forms. Wild flowers are developed into glorious
chrysanthemums and gorgeous roses, while the wild and
sour fruits of the forest are changed into the luscious
grapes of the garden and hothouse.
Engineers build
dams and convert the waste places into fertile fields;
they irrigate the deserts and build great cities thereon.
Yet man continuously finds his limitations, and his gran
diose schemes fail to overcome the vanity to which he
and creation are doomed.
God Who subjected the creation to vanity did so on
the condition of an expectation. The expectation justifies
the subjection and the realization will compensate for it.
If creation voiced its expectation it would say that the
vanity and bondage of the present time are not compar
able to the freedom it looks for. God does not doom man
or creation needlessly, uselessly, or hopelessly. Expecta
tion is represented as being latent in the present con
stitution of creation. Ecclesiastes says that God has set
the presentiment of the coming age in the heart of men.
They instinctively look for a "golden age", and when
they do so they show disapproval of the present state of
the world. Similarly creation has an intimation of a
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compensative freedom and by its groans protests against
its unwilling bondage.
21. The expectation of creation is now clearly defined.
It is that the creation itself also, no less than the child
ren of God, shall be freed from the doom that is upon it.
The creation itself, the same creation which is now sub
ject to vanity, a creation distinct from mankind, is
related to the future glory as it is now related td the
sufferings. It shall be freed from the slavery of corrup
tion to which it is subject. Corruption defines the vanity
more exactly. This corresponds to the corruption that is
in the world of men by lust (2 Pet. 1:4). Human sin
has laid hold of creation and corrupted it also. It should
be our shame and sorrow that we have so injured crea
tion. Corruption is rampant in the vegetable and animal
worlds.
Cancerous growths are found on plants and
trees. Weeds are doubtless degenerate plants. Horticul
turists say that the original spineless cactus has degen
erated to its present spined form. Pernicious forms of
life continuously war against other forms of animal and
vegetable life. Destructive germs, insects and unclean
animals are the results of degeneracy, and probably the
tubercular, typhoid, and diphtheria germs once belonged
to good families and were harmless or friendly bacteria.
The lower animals not only suffer at the hands of
men, but they prey upon each other and spread terror
through the earth, the ocean, and the air. Jungle and for
est have their deadly reptiles and ferocious beasts. Man
has constantly to defend himself against insect, bird, and
beast as if the animate creation recognized its sinning
lord to have been the cause of its sufferings, for which
it seeks to exact vengeance. The spirit of hatred and,
wanton destruction is as terribly manifest among ani
mals as between men.
There is a vicious blood lust
observable among insects, birds, and beasts. The weasel
is one of the most remarkable instances of depravity.
His pleasure is to seek and kill. He destroys eggs, fledge-
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lings, and young rabbits, then he nestles among his dead
victims awaiting the approach of the mother, and
viciously sinks his fangs into her neck. He kills for the
sheer lust of killing, and having drunk his full of blood
he goes to his lair to refresh himself for future rapine.
The earth, too, groans under its curse. Its deserts
refuse water to the thirsty traveler, scorch him to death,
and bury him in the sand storm. Pestilential and malari
ous swamps poison those who venture there.
Earth
quakes and tidal waves bring sudden destruction on
cities and their inhabitants. Hurricanes, tornadoes, and
cyclones strew land and sea with wreckage and with dead.
The beauty of earth and sky and sea is converted to
darkness and desolation by storm, raging flood, and longcontinued drought. Ancient writers have dwelt on the
arrangements which make one zone torrid and another

frigid, on the extent of barren heaths and rocks, of sands

and seas, on the abundance of noxious herbs and animals,
as evidences that the earth was faultily and ill made,
and could not be the work of a divine intelligence.
Mr. J. S. Mill brings the charge against what he calls
"nature" that "the things which men are hanged and
imprisoned for doing to one another are nature's every
day performances. She kills and tortures with apparent
wantonness. Everything which the worst men commit
against life or property is perpetrated on a larger scale
by natural agents. . . All which people are accustomed
to deprecate as 'disorder7 and its consequences is pre
cisely a counterpart of nature's ways.
Anarchy and
the Eeign of Terror are overmatched in injustice, ruin
and death, by a hurricane and a pestilence."
This
"cultured pagan", as he has been called, utters his elo-.
quent witness to the vanity of creation, but he is ignor
ant of the fact that creation is not always just and bene
ficent for the reasons given in our text. Creation is as
abnormal as man. This is a matter of common everyday
experience. But Mr. Mill makes false inferences from
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the disorder of creation when he assumes that creation
is now at its best, or that its evident defects destroy the
argument from design to a designer. Together with the
vanity we perceive an order and systematic arrangement
pervading the universe which argues an intelligence ade
quate to produce this order and direct this arrangement
to useful ends. Even in the present condition of creation

a force and intelligence pervades, bringing blessing to
men. Paul says this is the work of the living God Who

gives to men food and gladness (Acts 14:17; 17:24-29;
Rom. 1:20). Creation is not now perfect, but it is per
fectly suited to God's present method with mankind.

Science and revelation agree that there is an essential
unity of all creation. The creation was not only sub
jected to vanity for man's sake at the Eden judgment,
but it suffers at other great judgment eras also. It seems
to respond to mankind's great moral crises. The deluge
involved not only the cosmos but beasts, creeping things,
and birds of the heavens. "All flesh ceased to breathe
that moved on the earth, of birds, and of tame beasts,
and of wild beasts, and of all the swarming things that
swarm upon the earth" (Gen. 6:7; 7:21-23).
The
plagues visited on Egypt smote the waters and animal
life as well as men. The earth opened its mouth and
swallowed tip all that appertained to Korah (Num. 16:
32). The holy land was blessed or desolated as the sons
of Israel were obedient or disobedient (Lev. 25: 21; 2 Ch.
36:21). The earth shuddered at the horror of the mur
der of the Son of God (Mat. 27: 51-53). Again the premillennial judgments fall upon land and sea, the rivers
and the sun. The progress of the man of sin is marked by
an increasing severity in the plagues inflicted, climaxing
in a great earthquake that will shake not only the earth
but the heaven also. And finally, the post-millennial judg
ment will be precipitated by the great revolt at the loos
ing of Satan. From the presence of Him Who sits on the

great white throne earth and heaven will flee. This sin-
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infected creation that has survived so many shocks and
desolations shall at length pass away. Purging fires will

purify and transform it. From the ruin will emerge the
new, permanent creation, just as the believer is brought
out of the old humanity into the new.

"Lo! I am making all new!" We look for a new
earth and new* heavens in which righteousness will dwell
just as we look for a new, young humanity, with the
same close relation between old and new. The final cata
clysm which removes the old creation is occasioned by
the greatest apostasy in human history.
Innumerable
multitudes of highly privileged and cultured men, who
shall have enjoyed the happy conditions of the kingdom
and the beneficence of an absolutely righteous rule, who
shall have a knowledge of the history of sin and salva
tion, will listen to the deceptions of Satan, and rebel
against the King of kings. Under released Satan masses
of men will repeat the sin of Adam and bring human
wickedness to an appalling and unprecedented manifesta
tion, which will result in the final crisis of doom for this

old creation. All of which proclaims the sympathy that

exists between man and his subject creation. Indissoluble
ties bind Adam and the Second Man to the estate over
which God made first the one and then the other to be
lords.
Creation itself shall enter into the freedom of the
glory of the children of God, but complete freedom will
not be attained in the old creation.
The resurrected
patriarchs with the saved of Israel, the pentecostal
church with its proselytes from the nations, will live
again on this earth. They will be the ruling class. David
will reign and the twelve apostles will judge the tribes
of Israel. Their glorification will bring a large measure
of freedom to this groaning creation, but emancipation
will not be complete. Doom will be meted out to all openly
rebellious men during the kingdom eon.
Plague and
drought will be inflicted on those families of the earth
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who do not go up to Jerusalem to worship the King
(Zech. 14:17-18). In spite of the brief renovation and
renascence of this old creation, it is doomed to destruc
tion. Abiding freedom from the bondage of corruption
belongs only to the new creation, in which there will be
no doom. Nevertheless the millennial earth will be a
suitable environment for the sons of the resurrection
(Luke 20: 35-36). It is the sabbath of the old creation,
and the consummation of Israel's special glory.
Creation tasted the powers of the future eon when it
recognized the lordship of the Son of Man and responded
to His will in signs and miracles. These were but samples
of His power to release creation from its vanity, and
bring it to the freedom which it shall enjoy in the com
ing eons. Miracles were simply the restoration of the
abnormal to what is normal. The prophets say much of
the blessing of the millennial earth, and comparatively
little of the new creation. The reason for this is that
Israel's preeminence among the nations will not be a
feature of the new creation, when all mankind shall be
God's people's. Blessing will not then be mediated
through Israel, but will be founded on the race-wide con
ciliation and the exercise of grace which will make men
righteous. The new creation will never be subjected to
vanity or know the slavery of corruption under the rule
of invincible grace.
In the millennium the "powers of the future eon"
will bring deliverance to the animals and to men, to the
vegetable creation, to the deserts and to the Dead Sea
(Isa. 11:6-9; 35:1-2, 5-7; 55:12-13; Ezek. 16:53-55;
47: 8-10). The final subjection of all to the Son of Man
will bring creation to its highest blessing. The first man
made creation the slave of corruption. The second Man
will subject all to Himself that all may be subject to
God. Death can have no permanent place in this uni
verse (1 Cor. 15:26). A perfected humanity in a per
fected creation, in which God may complacently dwell
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in mankind, is the goal of the mediatorial work of Christ.
Creation's liberation cannot be achieved by evangel
ism.
The Scriptures do not warrant us to expect a
"church millennium". No dissemination of truth could
remove the curse from the ground. Holiness does not
make men immune from pain, disease, and death; nor
can a high degree of spirituality in the saints convert
the desert into a fruitful field, purify pestilential atmos
phere, extract malaria from the soil, tame the wild beast,
or make the poisonous adder a harmless playmate for a
child. Personal piety will not heal the waters of the
Dead Sea. Agency must correspond to the kind of work
to be done. Prayer cannot cast Satan into the abyss.
Peace conferences will not cause predatory birds and
beasts to cease their strife. We are told that such prom
ises of peace for the Warring creatures and the trans
formation of the desert into a garden are to be under
stood as figures of spiritual blessings to be enjoyed by
the saints. If we accept this interpretation, what is the
result? Mortality and death remain, living saints will
always suffer with creation, the curse of slavery to vanity
will not be removed, and an ecclesiastical millennium
would witness a groaning, yet hopeless, creation. If the
promised mitigation of the curse is taken from the old
creation, how can we believe the promise of a literal new
heavens and new earth? Indeed, such interpreters have
no expectation such as creation has. They lightly con
sign God's handiwork, with a large part of His human
ity, to destruction or "eternal" suffering.
The last Adam is Kinsman to all humanity, and He
will do for humanity and creation what the goel, or kins
man, did in Israel. The kinsman-redeemer had three
rights: He might redeem a kinsman who was enslaved to
a foreigner (Lev. 25:47-49) ; he could buy back the for
feited inheritance of one who had sold his land (Lev.
25:24-27; Ruth 4:3-5); and he was the avenger of the
death of his slain kinsman. For our present purpose it
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is sufficient to note that the kinsman redeems not only a

persoii but his estate also. If men had no one willing to
redeem them and their inheritances, then at the jubilee
they returned every man unto his possession and every
man unto his fainily. This was the liberation of the unre

deemed, and it was based on the sin offering made on the

day of atonement (Lev. 25: 9-10). God's sabbath and
jubilee law guaranteed economic security to the obedient,
and in any case kept the inheritance in the family and
tribe to which it was allotted. These laws speak elo
quently of the fact that when the sons of God are deliv
ered from their enemies and attain the promised glory
their inheritance shall enter the liberty of that glory.
The advent of grace does not benefit creation except
as saved men are reluctant to cause their fellow-creatures
any suffering that can be avoided.: The good man is mer
ciful to his beast, and remembers that God is good to all
and His tender mercies are over all His works. It is the
advent of the glory that creation awaits, even as we do.
We blend our groans with creation's and rejoice in the
prospect of glory. How the children of God who have
known this sin cursed earth will rejoice in creation's lib
eration! The invisible attributes of God will be more
clearly manifest in His creative achievements, and these
will be descried by eyes that are not dimmed by the sin
which now blinds men to much of the present manifest
glory of God's work. Revelation is more than manifesta
tion. Man may ignore a manifestation, but a revelation
is that which is actually known.
22. For we are aware that the entire creation is
groaning and travailing together until now. These words
are a proof that creation has the expectation just men
tioned. Its persistent groaning and unceasing travail
until now are not aimless. They presuppose an expected
issue which rewards the travail. We who have Paul's
spiritual insight and sympathy are aware, as the major
ity of men are not, that the entire creation in all its parts
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is groaning together. Writers subh as the one we have
quoted call attention to creation's manifest disorder, but
they do not view it with the intelligence and understand
ing of those who believe this divine revelation. Creation
groans into the sympathetic ears of God and of His
saints. While men accuse it of cruelty, it laments its
slavery to corruption. It unceasingly protests against
the brand of the undeserved curse it wears upon its
brow. Schelling asks, "On the loveliest spring day, while
nature is displaying all her charms, does not the heart,
when drinking in admiration, imbibe a poison of gnaw
ing melancholy?" We ar<e frequently reminded that
creation's cries and sounds are all in the minor key.
The voices of animals and winds and waves have an
undertone of lament.
As well as groaning there is painful effort, travailing
together. All parts of creation concur in the expression
of their common malaise and in common effort to bring
forth a better order. The agony is prolonged. It reaches
from the Eden judgment to the birth of the new crea
tion. The figure of travail is used because travail issues
in a birth. Creation bears in her bosom the germs of
a new universe that shall be brought forth and grow to
full maturity and to an unblemished perfection. Her
pains are not those of dissolution, but the more acute
pains of birth. Creation has sorrow and pain, yet when
ever that which she expects shall have come, she no
longer remembers the affliction because of the joy that a
new creation is brought into existence. From the time of
subjection until now seems to fee an unduly long period
of travail, but it will cease and seem but a brief hour in
comparison with the unending duration of the new uni
verse.

Those who refuse to believe that God ha£ a redemp
tive purpose that includes the creation will regard this
exposition as crass literality. They are, unlike God, will
ing that He should lose beyond recovery part of His
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handiwork and allow sin to permanently damage that
which was designed to glorify His wisdom, goodness, and
power. They deny a salvation for the whole disordered
physical creation because they conceive of it as " materi
alistic". With this denial goes the denial of resurrection
on the ground that what is physical is unspiritual. But
there is a world of difference between the spiritual and
the spiritistic. Spiritism has leavened the theology of the
church, robbing men of the truth of resurrection and
creation of her expectation. Spiritism has become ortho
doxy.
Christ is the Nexus which binds all creation together.
All is for Him. Whatever might be lost would be His
loss. He is the Heir of all things, that is, of the entire
universe. He is the unsinning Lord of the creation which

was given to Adam. He will redeem, re-create and pos
sess it. This is involved in His title Son of Man, which
is always used in relation to the earth. Its first occur
rence gives us the meaning of the title (Psa. 8:4-6),
"Thou dost put all under His feet." This subjection of
the earth to Him involves its redemption.
The prophets never lose sight of earth's restoration,
while Abraham and Isaiah looked beyond to the new
creation and the city whose Artificer and Architect is
God.
This city descends out of heaven to the earth,
which will become heavenly in character under the rule
of the second Man, Who is out of heaven (1 Cor. 15:
47-49). The earth is the home of the resurrected $nd
glorified saints as well as the generations to be born in
the final eon (Eph. 3:21). The heavenly allotment given
to the body of Christ is something exceptional. It is the
complement of the secret of Christ, in which it is revealed
that not only all on earth but all in the heavens are to
be put under His feet. The last Adam must be Lord of
heaven, too (Eph. 1:22; 1 Cor. 15:27). Apart from
this Pauline secret the earth, first renovated during the
kingdom, and then made new in the final age, is the final
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and only abode of humanity. God Himself will taber
nacle with mankind on earth on the basis of the concilia
tion (Un. 21:3; 2 Cor. 5:19).
The promises given to the patriarchs and to David
concerned the land and the throne. A vast extent of
land was promised to Abraham, no part of which he pos
sessed at any time. The promise was repeated to Isaac
and Jacob, yet they were never allottees, but sojourners
in the land of promise. They all died in faith, not being
requited with the fulfillment of the promises, but per
ceiving them at a distance, that is, they expected to
inherit the land when they were resurrected. Similarly
to the expatriate Daniel the promise was given that he

should stand in his lot at the end of the days of which
he prophesied (Heb. 11:9, 13-16; Dan. 12:13). Peter
tells us that David perceived in God's promise to him
that One out of his loins should sit on his throne, some
thing that could be fulfilled only by His resurrection.
His flesh, which He derived from His father David, saw
no decay. In that flesh He shall sit on the throne of
David (Acts 2:29-31).
When all these promises are fulfilled, and the glory
of the Son of God and the sons of God is revealed, the
creation will enjoy the liberty of that glory. The king
dom of the heavens will have come, the will of God will
be done on earth as in heaven, and the days of an obedi
ent people will be multiplied in the land which Jehovah
sware unto their fathers to give them, as the days of the
heavens above the earth (Deut. 11:21). "And every
creature which is in heaven and on the earth and under
neath the earth and on the sea, and all those in them,
I hear saying,
'To Him Who is sitting on the throneTo the LambkinBe bliss and honor and glory and might
For the eons of the eons!'

And the four animals said, 'Amen!' " (Un. 5:13-14).
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QUESTIONS

How is man related to the material creation? Whence did
its disorder come? Does creation come within the scope of
ruin by sin and deliverance by the second Han? Is creation
at the present time "very good"? How is Jesus Christ related
to creation? (Col. 1: 15-17)

Since man occasioned the vanity to which creation is sub
ject can he recover his estate and restore it? Does the second
Man undertake the deliverance of the creation? Will He make
all creation new as well as mankind?
What is the precise meaning of the word vanity in this
passage? Is the vanity evident to our observation? Can it be
supposed that creation is now as God made it? Are God and
man pleased with the state of this world? Who occasioned the
curse upon the ground? Who inflicted it?
Can scientists speak correctly of origins if they do not
recognize that creation is not now as it was created? Has any
scientist since Adam seen a normal creation? Do natural laws
function in spite of the vanity to which creation is subjected?
Is the man who obeys these laws benefited? Does creation
still respond to man's hand, and recognize his mastery? Is
man himself subject to vanity?
What does creation expect? What is the slavery of corrup
tion? Have you observed this corruption? Are there evidences
of intelligence and power in nature? Does creation still pro
claim the glory of God as well as the sin of man? Does
creation still seem to move in sympathy with man's moral and
spiritual states?
Will creation be fully delivered in the millennium? Why
were miracles spoken of as the powers of the future eon?
(Heb. 6:5). Can evangelism and personal piety deliver cre
ation from the curse, or man from mortality? Will God suffer

His creation to be lost? By what means will it be saved?
What are the duties of the kinsman-redeemer? What is the
final, unending jubilee?
How can inanimate creation be said to groan and travail?
Is the material creation as much the handiwork of God as the
psychical? Is Christ the Heir of all creation? Will God ever
come down to earth? How can the promises to David and
Abraham be fulfilled? What promise was made to Daniel?
Did Christ derive His spirit or His flesh from David? Where is
the throne of David? Will all creation ascribe praise to Christ?

Geo. L. Rogers
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ETERNITY IN THE SCRIPTURES

Contributions under the above heading are made to the
Morning Star for September, October, and November,
1934 (to be continued), by Basil F. C. Atkinson, M. A.,
Ph. D. The articles have been considered by a Sheffield
class of believers of the whole of the Sacred Scriptures.
They submitted the following against the position taken
up by the article. Details are given only for the word
which Dr. Atkinson terms the "most important basic
word of our study".
In his article Dr. Atkinson has mistaken the use of
"olam" for its meaning; thus he construes the simple
expression of duration (the use of oulm) to mean per
petuity. In itself the word "olam" does not even con
tain the idea of duration, though a conspectus of the
.more than 400 occurrences of the word will show that it
is used to express duration; the idea in the word is
obscure, and it is used to indicate that the extent of the
duration is obscure, the length is unobservable. The con
texts of some few particular occurrences enable some
approximation, as for example, when the word is applied
to the lifetime of a person, but even so it is actually
obscure.

Hebrew words group themselves around "roots"; the
"root" is usually the radical letters, varied in form by
serviles; together these constitute a Hebrew word family.
One definite idea pervades the Hebrew word family; this
central idea maintains itself, however varied may be the
uses to which the word is put. Of the word under discus-
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sion the radical letters or "'root" are olm. The meaning
is obscure.
The Authorized Version uses the words
"secret" and "hidden" amongst its renderings.
The whole family may be set out thus:
verb:
noun:

olm, obscure
olm (m), stripling
olme (f), damsel
olumim (m pi), adolescence
tholme (f), obscurity
oulm (m), obscured
oilum (m) obscured (one occurence only)

"Oulm" is the particular form with which we are
concerned, and it is necessary to note the following de
tails around its use; it occurs in the singular and plural;

also with the particles, I (to), m (from), and od (fur
ther) . These give the word particular nuances.
I oulm, m oulm, I oulmim (pi), od oulm, I oulm v od
The word also occurs twice in a phrase, thus: m oulm v
od oulm. Note Daniel 7:18 (Chaldee): od ohna v od olm
olmia. The explanation which is to be considered satis
factory must take notice of all these features. Dr. Atkin
son seems to dismiss them by saying that the word is
used with prepositions. To say the least, this will not do.
When seeking to maintain that olm signifies " eter
nity" Dr. Atkinson largely ignores the foregoing facts
about the use of the word, and at the same time seeks to
make "eternity" a comprehensible matter. It should be
evident that when we have to do this, then there is some
thing wrong. If we have discovered the central signifi
cance of a word, then we may be sure it will fit all cases;
it will not be necessary to adjust into "senses" as Dr.
Atkinson does with "eternity".
The confusion born in the mental processes of the
ologians leads them to talk of "absolute" and "relative"
eternity; also of "past" and "future" eternity; then
that kindred and subtle "all" eternity, with the occa
sional variation to "throughout" eternity. To clear and
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candid thinking it is fully evident that "eternity" is a
notion which men do not and cannot understand. It is a
notion of which God does not speak in His revelation.
Moreover, God could, not expect us to comprehend it.
Here then we see the wisdom of the God Who breathed
the Scriptures, and therein He reveals His ways and His
ultimate. A "relative" eternity is twin to the immortal
ity which is unable to keep humanity alive. "Absolute"
eternity is akin to "eternal" purpose, being a jumble of
terms, and hence can be nothing but an absurdity. "AH"
eternity is a creation of deranged thought; there is no
"all" in eternity. When we preface "all" to eternity
we make it to have a beginning and an end, and thus it
loses the meaning which it has per se. In fact, by adding
the words "all", "past," or "future" to the term eter
nity, we imply that eternity is not an absolute but a rela
tive ; thus we make it to fit the possibilities of our under
standing; we make it a comprehensible thing, and inci
dentally we have lost our way in our quest for knowl
edge of what God says in His revelation.
Using Wigram's Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee
Concordance the following emerges regarding the "for
ever" and "forever and ever" texts of the Authorized
Version. Ovlm is translated ancient, from of old, always,
long, old time, world, the beginning of the world, con
tinually, ancient time, never, ever, eternal, everlasting,
perpetual, etc., etc. It is perfectly plain that one idea
does not control this array of renderings; thus the con
cordance makes apparent that the Authorized Version
translators had not seized the central significance of the
word. The following considerations are submitted as giv
ing ample evidence for the force of oulm in God's usage;
it is maintained that He uses it to express obscure dura
tion as intimated when dealing with the Hebrew word

family.
The Hebrew servant whose ear was digged became a
bondman "for ever", i. e., for life (Exod. 21: 6; Deut.
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15:17).
A similar instance is found in Deuteronomy
23: 6 where '' for ever'' is equal to '' all thy days' \
"For ever" in 1 Chronicles 22:10 covers the forty
years of Solomon's reign, and in 1 Kings 8:13 and 9:3
it equals the time when the temple was in existence.
In Nehemiah 13:1 the Ammonite and Moabite should
not enter God's assembly "for ever".

Deuteronomy

23: 3-5 limits this "eternity" to the lifetime of ten gen
erations.
Ecclesiastes 1:4; Psalm 78: 69; 104: 5: "one genera

tion cometh and another generation goeth, and the earth
abideth for ever". Yet other scriptures foretell the pass
ing away of the present heaven and earth to make room
for a new heaven and earth (Mat. 5:18; 24: 35; 2 Pet.
3:7-10; Eev. 21:1; Psa. 102:25, 26; Isa. 51:6; 61:17;
66:22). The "for ever" means from its making in Gen
esis 1: 3-31 to its dissolution in Eevelation 21:1.
The sand is placed for the bound of the sea by a per
petual decree. Yet in Revelation 21:1 the "sea is no
more".

In Isaiah 32:13-17, verse 15 limits the "for ever" of
verse 14; it is only "until the spirit be poured upon us
from on high", and in limiting the "for ever" of verse
14, it makes way for another "for ever" mentioned in
verse 17. Luke 21:24 corroborates.
t
Israel's "everlasting reproach" (Jer. 23: 39, 40; 24:
6; Isa. 25:8) is shown by Eomans 11:25, 26 not to be
interminable.
Jerusalem is spoken of as remaining "for ever" (Psa.
48: 8; Isa. 65:18; 60:15; Jer. 17: 25). But Revelation
3:12 and 21: 2 speak of a New Jerusalem.
God's sanctuary will be set in Israel "for ever"
(Ezek. 37:26). But Revelation 21:22 says "no sanc
tuary there".

The Sinai Covenant was to be "everlasting" (Lev.
24:8). Exodus 19:5, 6 shows it to be contingent upon
Israel's obedience, whilst Jeremiah 31:31 shows it is to
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be superseded by anew covenant. Hebrews 8:1, 13 says
the old is nigh unto vanishing.
"Everlasting Priesthood" (Ex. 40:15; Lev. 6:18;

Num. 25:13). Yet the Old Testament foresaw a change
to the order of Melchizedek (Heb. 7:11-17).
Sacrifices and Sabbaths were "for ever" (Ex. 31:
16, 17; 2 Chron. 2:4; Lev. 16: 31). But Hebrews 9:10
says they were carnal ordinances imposed until a time
of reformation.
It is submitted that the foregoing is sufficient evi
dence to show that oulm is not a term used to denote
endless duration.
Further proof is afforded by the phrase "for ever
and ever"; the second "ever" is not the same Hebrew
Tvord, but it represents another word, od; it is linked to
the first (oulm) by the Hebrew v, which is "and". Od
signifies further.
The whole phrase in the Hebrew
reads I oulm v od, and is literally to OBSCURed and fur
ther. The word od indicates something beyond the limit
of the duration expressed by oulm. See all the occur
rences, and note the omission in some instances of the
I (to) (Ex. 15:18; Psa. 9:5; 10:16; 21:4; 45; 6, 17;
48:14; 52:8; Psa. 104: 5; 119: 44; 145:1, 2, 21; Dan.
12:3; Mic. 4:5).
y
Isaiah 45:17 contains an interesting phrase, od oulmi
od. The Authorized Version translates this by "world
without end". This it cannot be. Oulmi is plural con
struct, that is, it is. plural number, and requires "of"
attaching to it because it depends on the word in close
connection with it; it is in construction with it. Literally
it reads further OBSCUReds-of further, which should be
rendered thus: for eons of the future.
Daniel 7:18, referred to previously, should be ren
dered for the eon and for the eon of the eons. Literally
it is FURTHER OBSCURed AND FURTHER OBSCURed-of OB-

scuReds.
These variations of form and preposition must be
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dealt with; they agree with the expression of obscure
duration, but they do not give any intelligible result
when oulm is taken as "eternity". In the Greek Scrip
tures we have three definite phrases:
the eons of the eons
the eon of the eons
the eon of the eon

Each one has it own special force and intention. These
are ignored by the Authorized Version; they are hidden
from the student of Scripture unless he goes behind the

Authorized Version. And the ordinary believer of the

Scriptures can know nothing about the matter unless he
is told by those who should teach him.
The emphasis which is often given to the texts speak
ing of God living "for ever" is very misplaced. It is a
trite matter to say that the Deity lives "for ever"; the
fact that He is Deity contains the thought. But to a
people, or to nations, who have become steeped in idola
try, who have been trusting in other "gods", who have
had another "rock" in which they trusted, to such it is
very pointed to say (Deut. 32:40, 41),
See now that I, I am He!
And there are no gods with Me!
I am putting to death and preserving alive,

I stab and / will heal.
And there is no rescuing from My hand!
For I am lifting up to the heavens My hand,
And I say, 'Living am I for the eon!'

In the Hebrew the word "living" is really adjectival,
and it is describing the pronoun "I"; it is not the verb
which completes the subject. He is a "living" I, and
that to the eon; it is not simply "I live", but is stating
He is a "living" Deity in contrast to the "dead" gods
they have been following. Thus the words "live" and
"olm" take special cogency, for they are not expressing
what would be a commonplace matter.
The divine names used in the Scriptures are the
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characters which the Deity assumes in His various rela
tions and activities in the universe. They express His
glories amidst the presence of sin in the universe. El

speaks of Him as the Disposer; Elohim as the Arbiter,
creating and making; Eloyon is the Supreme; Eloah is

the One Who is Invoked; Adonai is the Adjudger; Jeho

vah is the One Who has Become for Israel, He is the
Holy One of Israel, Jehovah is the One set apart for
Israel.

Take the divine name Adonai; this is the Adjudger,
and we find it used in Psalm 90:1. In the second verse
of this Psalm we have the name El, the Supreme, the
Deity. The verses read:
Adonai, Thou became our habitation in generation

and generation.
Ere mountains are born
And the earth and the habitance are travailing
And from eon until eon Thou art the Deity.

In the last line we have "m oulm od outon", from obscuRed further OBScuRed. It is evident that the verses
are referring to the protection afforded to His people;
the titles are in keeping, viz.: Adonai and the Deity;
they refer to His judging for them.
Thus we see that a circumscribed period—from eon
to eon—is in contemplation, when ruling and judging
were the expression of Deity. It should be evident that
rule did not exist before sin invaded the universe, nor
will it be a necessity when sin makes its exit; therefore
such a divine name as Adonai will no longer be in point;
it is thus evident why the term oulm can be used with a
title expressing this divine activity. It does not denote
the " eternity" of God, but is concerned with that ex
pression of Deity dealing with sin and evil during the
eons.
E. H. Clayton

"HE GIVES TO THE DRUDGES"
The almost unbelievable amount of drudgery necessary
for the compilation of the Concordant Version and for
the concordances sometimes seems out of proportion to
the benefit derived from these labors. But there is one
thought which should uphold and stimulate all engaged
upon such a task, and that is the great advance in the
knowledge of the truth which has come through it. What
other works have led to so much light ? We have tried to
estimate the time spent on the compilation of the version
by our assistants, not including our own, and find it
about fifty thousand hours. Perhaps as much more will
be spent upon the further work, compiling concordances
and new editions, not to speak of the labor on the
°Hebrew. Most of it is patient, plodding drudgery. Just
as the seeker after gold or diamonds must examine
masses of earth before finding aught of value, so with us,
but the finds are better than metal or gems.
Through all this long labor this text has been an
encouragement and an incentive, and I wish to pass it on
to my fellow slaves. We can count on God's gifts for this
kind of drudgery above all others. And years of experi
ence have confirmed its truth. His gifts do not come
because of our drudging but through it. This text itself
is a trophy. "He hath given to the poor" (2 Cor. 9:9),
as the Authorized Version has it, speaks of what God
has done to those without means of support.. It really
tells us what God does for those who work at tedious and
tiresome tasks. Our drudgery is perfecting tools of pre
cision for the greatest of all sciences—the knowledge of
God. They are in line with the object of the ages. They
make it easy for the unlearned to reach results far be
yond the limits of brilliant scholarship. May those who
must toil at their daily work for a livelihood, or at His
Word, or both, find comfort and encouragement in the

promise: " He gives to the drudges!''—A. E. K.
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OUR SPIRITUAL WARFARE

Ephesians opens and closes with a discussion of the first
phase of the mystery—our allotment among the celestials.
First we are delighted with the details of our blessings
(Eph. 1: 3-14). Finally we are warned of our warfare
with the wicked spirits (Eph. 6:10-17). The first aspect
dominates the doctrinal part of the epistle, the second
is in the division which deals with our deportment.
This distinction is important, and should never be ig
nored in any interpretation. Our blessings are secure
among the celestials. But that which is ours has not yet
been delivered (Eph. 1:14). Meanwhile the allotment
becomes the ground of conflict.
It will help us to clarify the subject if we note care
fully the particular part of the secret which concerns us
with our warfare. Conflict has no place in the third

phase of the mystery—our joint participation with all
saints. We should not war among ourselves. Christ is
our Peace. He made peace by creating a new humanity
(Eph. 2:14-17). Even indignation must not be allowed
to smoulder (Eph. 4: 26). Indeed, in the very wording
of this warfare we are warned that our wrestling is not
with blood and flesh (Eph. 6:12). This is of supreme
importance, so much so that strife is not only absent from
the section which considers our conduct with our fellowmen, but is positively denied the moment that we con
sider our proper conflict. Moreover, our only contact
with the earth, when accoutered for conflict, is by the
sandals of peace (Eph. 6:15).
Nor does our conflict enter the second phase of the
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mystery—the joint body—either as doctrine or as de
portment. The very word joint absolutely precludes all
possibility of friction between the Circumcision and the
Uncircumcision in this grace. This relation is made the
basis of the exhortations to love and obedience (Eph.
5:21-6:9).

Let us be assured, then, that our warfare is not found
in the realm of our relation to mankind, whether be
lievers or unbelievers. It should not be seen in our asso
ciation with other members of the body of Christ. It is
confined to that part of the mystery which deals with
our relationship to God and the spirit world. It is con
cerned with our celestial allotment. It arises from the
fact that we have received only an earnest of this allot
ment. Its deliverance is still future. Its enjoyment is in
faith, not in fact. It has been procured, but we are not
yet in full possession (Eph. 1:14).
The complete enjoyment of our allotment of spiritual
blessings among the celestials is not yet ours. We have
but an earnest. That earnest is the holy spirit which
has been given to us. Being an earnest, it is also a
promise of the full allotment in the future. Let us note,
then, these features of our allotment. It is among the
celestials. It is spiritual. It does not affect the earth. We
enjoy only a promissory earnest. This is the basis of
our warfare.

We wish to warn our readers again not to connect
the conflict we are about to consider with other items of
the mystery. Consult the literary framework of Ephesians and convince yourself that it concerns the celestial
allotment, not the joint body, or our relationship to man
kind. Let us not reason that Christ has the headship
over all, hence there can be no celestial conflict. Not
withstanding the headship of Christ over all to His body,
we know that the dragon has a place in heaven, and will
not be cast down until Michael and his messengers war
with him in the time of the end (Unveiling 12:7-9).

our Celestial Allotment
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It is blessedly true that we are rescued out of the
authority of darkness and transported into the king
dom of the Son of His love. But that does not hinder
conflict. It is those who are not rescued out of the
dominion of darkness who do not fight it. When we were
in it we did not oppose it. Now that we are saved out
of it we must^ expect it to be arrayed against us. The
word rescue suggests the enmity which exists between the
two kingdoms. The fact that we are no longer subject
to* the power of darkness is the basis of our warfare
with it, not a guarantee of immunity from it.
We can hardly overestimate the grace which is ours
through the revelation of the mystery. But it is unwise
to ignore the temporary limitations to its outflow. We
may claim celestial blessings in faith, but we cannot en
joy them in fact until the future day of deliverance.
We have been delivered by blood, but not by power. We
are safe, sealed by the earnest of the spirit. Just as we
are beyond the condemnation of sin but not beyond its
presence and power, so we are sure of our possessions,
though we must still withstand the assaults of our spirit
foes.
This we have in common with the saints of the Cir
cumcision. Their allotment differs from ours. It is on
earth. The Slanderer assumes a different character. He
is as a roaring lion. But both we and they are warned to
withstand him (Eph. 6:13, Ja. 4:7, 1 Pet. 5:9). This
is hid in the A. V. by translating the same word with
stand and resist. It is a good example of the misleading
tendency of that sort of translation.

Notwithstanding
the fact that these words have the same meaning, they
have been made the basis of a difference between us and
the Circumcision, instead of a likeness.
Turning now to the passage which definitely sets
forth the warfare of the saints in this economy (Eph.
6:10-17), we are struck by the fact that it contradicts
one of the basic rules of military strategy. Men tell us
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We are Not to Attack

that it is almost always best to attack, to take the offen
sive. This is what makes it so difficult for quarreling
nations to avoid a clash. This is why the armies are so
anxious to secure swift mobilization. In the World War
the German attack was at first most successful and
forced the fighting to take place in France. But this is
not God's strategy for us. We are on the defensive. We
are to stomd, and withstand. This is full of significance.
We do not need to force our way into our heavenly al
lotment. It is ours. We are in it by faith. All we need
to do is to defend it.
First of all, a soldier needs strength. Even when
conscription is resorted to, the physically unfit are not
enlisted. In this conflict with spirit enemies muscle and
brawn are of small use. Physical vigor is of little avail.
Strength for this fight is found only in the Lord. He is
Lord of the world of spirits. They must obey Him. It is
only as we identify ourselves with Him that we have
any effect on the spirit powers who oppose us.

In order to enable us to understand the part we play
in our warfare with spirit hosts we are compared to a
warrior of ancient times clad in a full suit of armor.
Each part represents some aspect of our spiritual de
fense. As a matter of fact, we are protected by truth
(Eph. 6:14), and righteousness (v. 14), and fended by
faith (v. 16). But how much more vivid to represent
these by the figures of the girdle, the cuirass, the shield!
Still more graphic is the thought that we have a com
plete suit of armor, a panoply, which covers us from
head to foot, in our conflict with the spirit world.
Nothing is said of the armor of our opponents. In
one sense, they need none so long as they keep their dis
tance. If, however, they come within reach of the sword
of the spirit, no armor would be of any avail. Our un
seen foes cannot stand before God's words, used in the

but to Stand and Defend
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power of His spirit. They are armed offensively with
bows and arrows, and fire to fasten to the arrow shafts.
They seek to stampede us from our allotment just as
the ancient archers sought to stampede the elephants of
the foe by shooting flaming arrows into tfieir midst. And
have they not succeeded ? How few saints are still stand
ing on the celestial allotment! So little is known of this
warfare because the saints have been driven from their
proper patrimony by the powers of darkness.
Who are these enemies of ours? At their head is
their leader, the Slanderer (Eph. 6:11). Under him are
the sovereignties, the authoritites, the world mights of
this darkness, the spiritual forces of wickedness among
the celestials. This probably includes all of the spirit
world which is in opposition to God. It is not necessary
to infer that, since we do not wrestle with mankind we
do wrestle with these foes. The figure of a wrestling
match is apt between man and man, but the armor with
which we are provided to meet the attacks of these ene
mies is not suited to wrestling. Our conflict with them
takes on a different aspect. They use arrows. We use a
sword iii case of any trespass upon our allotment.
The chief of our foes is here called the Slanderer. It
is his business to accuse the saints to God. That was his
task in Job's day, and this title continues to fit him in
this economy. His chief activity, however, seems to be
strategy (Eph. 6:11), and well has he succeeded! He
has so outmaneuvered the saints that few indeed are
standing on the allotment God has given them. How can
the saints defend their heavenly possessions when they
dwell on earth? He has not merely tricked them into
wrestling with blood and flesh, but has actually turned
them upon their fellow saints with swords^ not of the
spirit, but of steel. He is a master strategist. No one
can match him at that game but he who has the truth.
The truth contained in the Ephesian letter is the only
safeguard against the strategy of our wily adversary.
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(rod Provides the Panoply

In connection with unbelievers, the Slanderer is pre
sented in the character of the chief of the aerial jurisdic
tion, or as the A. V. has it, "the prince of the power of
the air". As such he operates in the sons of Stubbornness
today (Eph. 2:2). It is evident, however, that this re
lationship is severed when we become saints. We no
longer walk in accord with his behests. He is never pre-r
sented as antagonistic to humanity under this title.: iQui1
warfare is not with the chief of the aerial authorities,
but with celestial sovereignties. They are probably the
same, viewed from different standpoints, for the air is
often called *'heaven" in the Scriptures.
Our attitude in this spiritual warfare is illuminating.
We do not sit. Some have supposed that, since Satan is
defeated, he is quite powerless, and all we need to do is
to rest in Christ and we will be perfectly safe from his
attacks. This is wresting a great truth out of its proper
place. It is true that Satan cannot force us out of Christ.
In Him we may stoutly insist that we are sealed and safe
(Eph. 1:13). This conflict,.however, is not in Christ, but
in the Lord. It is not in doctrine but deportment. We
may not sit or recline in the panoply provided to meet
our foes. We must stcmd. We must brace ourselves so
as to withstand:
Again, there is no command to move. We are on our
own allotment and have no right to invade another's.
Neither may we yield our ground and flee. We are not
provided with a chariot or a couch in this conflict. Nor
do we need to dig in and entrench ourselves behind de
fensive barriers. All we need is the armor God has pro
vided, to hold our allotment in the face of our foes until
its deliverance at the presence of Christ. This is a wicked
day (Eph. 6:13). Its character will not change until it
is done. We will not be through until its end.
THE

PANOPLY

The principal parts of the panoply which God has

for Our Complete Protection
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provided for us consist of truth and righteousness, peace
and faith, capped by salvation. Each of these has two
aspects, as. they are related to doctrine or deportment,
as. we are seen in Christ or in the Lord. Righteousness,
for instance, as set forth in the early chapters of Romans,
is ours by faith. There is no condemnation to those who
are in Christ Jesus. Is this the breastplate we are to
wear in our warfare with wicked spirits? It is not.. Such
righteousness cannot be put on. Every saint has it by
faith. It must be wrought out in actual practise to form
a defense against our invisible foes.
Protection from the assaults of the spirit world de
pends upon our knowledge of truth, our righteous con

duct, our practise of the evangel of peace, our appropria

tion of God's Word. It is followed by actual salvation
from wicked spirits. The helmet of salvation is withheld
until all the other parts of the panoply are in place.
This panoply does not save us from the penalty of sin
but from the assaults of Satan. We may be perfectly
safe in the blood of Christ, yet stand with helmetless
head driven from the enjoyment of our allotment. This
is a special salvation, a temporary triumph, for those
who withstand the hosts of wickedness by their conduct.
They correspond to the conquerors of the end time, who
withstand Satan's trials when he is cast down to the
earth.
Truth gives strength, stability. Hence the fine figure,
"girded about your loins with truth." Here is the
weakness of the saints today. The powers of darkness
have succeeded in covering up the truth, and substituting
error. With the book of God in their hands, His people
cannot find the truth. Much of what passes as truth
must be false, for it is both denied and defended by mul
titudes who should bind it about their loins. Satan's
subtle strategy is apparent when those who ought to

oppose him gird themselves with his lies, and find them
selves faint in facing His attacks.
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Truth and Righteousness

Let us take the great cleft which divides Protestant

ism, Arminianism and Calvinism.

Most of the saints

hold that man is sovereign in the realm of his will and
that God is forced to accept his choice. This is no girdle
at all. It gives no strength to meet the powers of dark
ness. It is weakness. The sovereignty of God, however,
is strengthening. As Calvinism, however, it also harbors
much error, because it confuses God's processes with His
goal.
But what a sustaining girdle is found in the
great truth that God is able to consummate His original
intention with the aid of creature opposition, and will
reconcile all to Himself when the eons end!
Truth is one. We should be clear on all truth. Yet
the special strengthener for those who engage in this
warfare is the truth of the mystery, as set forth in the
same epistle. Strength to stand depends much upon our
knowledge of the allotment we are defending. Few of
the Lord's soldiers know where to stand. They hardly
realize that they have aught to defend. Not having this
vital and fundamental knowledge, how can they stand
firm? Hence few are fixed. The allotment has almost
been relinquished. There is need today for a bugle blast
to recall the soldiers of Christ to their stations on the
celestial allotment which the powers of darkness have
taken from them.
THE

CUIRASS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

As strength in this warfare comes from a grasp of
God's truth, so safety is found in righteous conduct.
Wrong doing not only reacts on our own spirits, but lays
us open to the assaults of evil spirits, which are always
ready to magnify the failings of the saints. The armor
for this is not a mere breastplate to shield our front,
but a complete corselet, a cuirass, covering the back as

well. It is intended to suggest that our wily and wicked
foes have no scruples, and will fight false as well as fair.
We should leave no opening in our armor behind. Even

The Evangel of Peace
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the effects of our just deeds should not lead to injustice.
THE EVANGEL OF PEACE

We war with an evangel. This seems the strangest
part of our panoply. What place can the sandals of
peace have in this conflict? It is evident that there can
be no quarter offered to the enemy. There can be no
armistice, no peace. The evangel of peace is not for the
foe, but for our fellow men. It is the conciliation which
makes God the Suppliant of the sinner, which insists that
God is at peace with them, which makes us ambassadors
of heaven to humanity. It is the lost gospel. Here we
learn of its effect on the world of wicked spirits.
In the figure it may not be easily seen how such
sandals would be any protection.
In considering the
facts, it is much clearer. The evangel is our point of con
tact with the world. If humanity had even a slight ink
ling of the great truth that God is conciliated, that He
refuses to have any conflict with them, it would rob the
spirit world of the best ally that they have. As it is,
wicked men are the tools of wicked spirits, and are
arrayed against us, so that it is often difficult to refrain
from clashing with them, with whom we should not
wrestle. Now that the evangel of peace is practically un
known in Christendom, the saints have shifted their
standing. Instead of proclaiming peace, they represent
God as at war with mankind, angry and antagonistic.

They are shod with iron shoes. The spirits are able to
wound them through the unbelieving world which is con
trolled by the chief of the aerial jurisdiction.
THE SHIELD OF FAITH

The best protection against the enemy is faith—an
implicit and active trust in God. This is represented by
a large shield. In ancient warfare the shield was usually
a small target, borne upon the arm. But there was also

a full sized shield, as large as a door, to completely guard
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Shield and Helmet

the person in any given direction. Thus is faith, in our
warfare with wicked spirits. Unbelief is sure to fail.
Lack of faith will expose us to the attacks of the enemy,
for this is a spiritual conflict in which all power and
provision comes from God by faith.
Our enemies are on the offensive. They seek to dis-,
lodge us from our allotment. For this purpose they use
arrows, flaming with fire. They seek to wound and to
burn. The shield catches the arrows, but its chief duty
is to extinguish the fire. If the reader of this were the
writer, he would not need to wait long or look far for a
practical demonstration of what this means. Many an
arrow will come my way. The powers of darkness will
use many to oppose the truth I am teaching and will seek
to hurt me.
They will add to their opposition such
charges as blasphemy against God, and salvation apart
from the sacrifice of Christ, and disloyalty to the Scrip
tures, all of which would be a fiery torture to me if I
should let them lodge elsewhere than on the shield of
faith. I look beyond the human archer to the spirit realm
and give thanks for the privilege of defending the front
line of the faith.
We cannot take the helmet of salvation, as the A. V.
exhorts. In all of its aspects, salvation is a gift. -We
may receive it. It is evident that no one can wear any
of the armor here provided unless he is "saved "in
the usual sense in which we use this word. In that case
it would be the first piece of armor to be put on. Here
it is the last. It is ours only so long as truth, righteous
ness and faith keep us unscathed from the assaults of
the spirit world. It is a present salvation from unseen
spirit enemies, not a past redemption from sin or a
future deliverance from evil. We have no right to take
it. It will be given when we equip ourselves with the
corselet, the girdle and the shield. We need have no con
cern about our head. Probably this is suggestive of the
fact that Christ, our Head, is triumphant.

The Word of God
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THE SWORD OF THE SPIRIT

Confusion has come in here because the accepted
versions spell spirit with a capital S. This warfare is
a conflict between our spirits and wicked spirits. We do
not war with our flesh.

We are not provided with any

material weapons. But the spirit of the saint is amply
armed. It is given only one weapon, a divine declaration.
Would that we never tried to use any other!
Without in the least denying the divine inspiration of
all Scripture, we should distinguish sharply between that
which is God's direct revelation and that which is an
inspired record of what is faulty and false. Job's friends
uttered a vast amount of human philosophy which is
recorded for our benefit, but it is utterly useless as a
sword in this conflict. God's actual utterances, or those
of His prophets, as His mouthpieces, constitute our ar
senal. No spirit can withstand a divine declaration.
Our Lord used the sword of the spirit in His trial
in the wilderness. The Slanderer first attempted to
fashion a sword by deducing from the Word. Our Lord
did not reason with him, but answered, "It is written!"
The argument went no further. Gpd's Son can turn
stones into bread, but it is not God's will (Lu. 4:4).
Then the Slanderer boldly claims the power which Scrip
ture allows him, and demands the homage which accords
with it.
The Lord does not dispute His power over
others, but puts the adversary behind Him by quoting
God's own Word on worship (Luke 4:8). Then the Slan
derer himself quotes from the Scriptures. Surely now He
will do as Satan suggests! No harm will come to Christ
if He should dash His foot against a stone. Why not do
it?
It has been declared, "You shall not be putting
the Lord, your God, on trial.'' The Slanderer withdrew,
defeated (Luke 4: 9-13).
Such is the sword of the spirit. The Ephesian epistle
is full of divine declarations, essential to this warfare.
Outside of Paul's epistles are multitudes of declarations.
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The Need of Skill

equally divine, but, like that quoted by the Slanderer to
our Lord in the third trial, inapplicable to God's present
processes. The skillful swordsman is he who knows how
to parry a wrested passage with a true. He does not
mistake a possible deduction from the Word for a direct
declaration. Our power to withstand or resist depends
entirely on our acquaintance with and ability to use the
bare Word of God.
SPIRIT AND FLESH

The warfare we have been considering is strictly
spiritual. It does not directly affect our flesh. We are
not warding according to flesh (2 Cor. 10: 3). For that
we have no armor, shield, or sword. The story of Job
shows that the spirit world can afflict the flesh of God's
saints. Are they allowed to touch our physical frames
in the present era ? Humility and meekness are the first
and highest virtues in this economy (Eph. 4:2). Paul is
our pattern. When he received the transcendent revela
tions which are made known in Ephesians he was given
a splinter in the flesh lest he should be lifted up (2 Cor.
12:7). This is explained as a messenger of Satan. It
seems clear that a superhuman spirit power was allowed
to afflict his flesh, so that he became infirm.
Paul did not make the mistake of using the shield of
faith, for the very revelations he had received took from
him any title to present physical welfare. He did not
grasp the sword of the spirit to slay the messenger of
Satan, for no declaration of God was available. He could
not find a single divine promise of blessing for his flesh.
For this purpose he had no girdle, for the truth he
was now receiving gave the flesh no strength. In fact, at
this point there is a striking contrast. The same truth
that invigorated his spirit proclaimed the infirmity of
his flesh.
Let us not confuse our spiritual warfare with wicked
spirits with God's use of them in disciplining pur flesh.

to Wield this Sword
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He would have us strong in spirit, but He may also find
it best to make us infirm in flesh. This is especially true
of those who receive the same revelation Paul received,
which doubtless coincides with the mystery now made
known. We do not know just what Paul's thorn or
splinter in the flesh actually was. Indeed, it is far better
that we should not have definite information on this
point, for the same effect is produced in others by other
means. All we are sure of is that is was a physical in
firmity, brought on by Satan, in order to produce a spir
itual benefit.
Paul's only recourse was prayer. Thrice he sought
the removal of the strange, supernatural weakness which
afflicted his flesh (2 Cor. 12:8). He doubtless reasoned
that his work would suffer if he was disabled. It seems
that his first and second petition brought no response.
At his third entreaty, however, the Lord protests: "My
grace is sufficient for you, for My power is perfected in
infirmity." Thenceforth he gloried in infirmities and
distresses for Christ's sake, for his weakness was his
strength. We may be sure that this experience did not
look back to Paul's earlier ministries. It came to him
immediately after he got his first glimpse of this admin
istration. It is the pattern for us today. It is the great
key truth of the present, stated negatively. We are
graced with spiritual, not physical blessings.
The experience of believers proves nothing, but it
may confirm the truth. I am closely acquainted with one
case which seemed to parallel Paul's to a remarkable de
gree.
I do not care to disclose the identity of this
brother for obvious reasons. But I know that, ever since
he has received the revelation of the mystery and has
tried to make it known, he has had to contend with in
firmities of the flesh quite out of proportion with his cir
cumstances. He has been afflicted with abnormal weak
ness, quite unaccountable on natural grounds. He hesi
tates to ascribe it to supernatural influences, yet no other
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Physical Infirmities

rational explanation seems possible. He does not volun
tarily neglect his health, but sfeeks to build up his
strength, while making the best of his infirmity.
This need not necessarily be the experience of all.
They may not require the humbling it produces. For
this nothing is so effective as infirmity. Every contact
with others is humiliating to a sensitive soul whose physi
cal strength is subnormal. He fails to do anything as
well as he desires to do it, and his pride suffers contin
ually by comparison with others who are not so handi
capped. Perhaps Paul's plainness of expression (2 Cor.
11: 6) was due to his weakness, so that he suffered in com
parison with the orators of the Circumcision. This it was
that made them say, "his bodily presence is weak and his
expression contemptible" (2 Cor. 10:10). The lowest
of preachers might resent such words, yet they were
doubtless true of Paul, and he relished them. How hard
it would be for him to get a hearing in this day of high
physical standards in the ministry!
Indirectly, all evils and ills may be traced to the
tempter in Eden, but it is not at all certain that the trials
of this life, which the believer shares with the unbeliever,

are all directly attributable to the agency of supernatural
spirit powers.
Timothy's frequent infirmities seem to
have been amenable to physical relief. Let us not con
clude that every physical hindrance is a thorn in the
flesh. Paul was flogged and stoned and was ill, but he
does not claim that these experiences were due to spirit
ual agencies. He suffered physically from, the hands of
unbelieving men, and from the destructive conditions
under which the human body exists since the entrance of
sin. In addition to this, he had the supernatural splinter.
SPIRIT OBSESSION

It is quite possible for God's holy spirit to use a stub
born unbeliever as its mouthpiece. Such was Balaam.
And it is quite possible for God's saints to be the spokesr

Spirit Obsession
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men of wicked spirits. One of the gifts in the early
ecclesia was the discrimination of spirits (1 Cor. 12:10).
Paul warns Timothy that, in subsequent eras, some will
be withdrawing from the faith, giving heed to deceiving
spirits and the teaching of demons (1 Tim. 4:1). This
can refer only to thpse who had faith. In the second
epistle, which is especially concerned with the last days,
he speaks of those who are in the Slanderer's trap (2
Tim. 2:24-26). In none of these cases is there conflict.
There is yielding. It should not be confused with the
spiritual warfare of Ephesians. It is a sad commentary
on the times, that few know aught of spiritual conflict,
but multitudes yield to the superhuman influences of
deceiving spirits.
With these we do not war. The sword of the spirit
is transformed into a healing balm when dealing with
our fellow saints. If a brother is in the Slanderer's trap
we should use the declarations of God to teach him, not
to thrust at him. Indeed, this is the divine antidote for all
of our failures as regards the spirit world. Teach the
saints. Truth will free them from the Slanderer's trap.
It will release them from deceiving spirits. It will re
cover their celestial allotment and gird them with
strength to withstand the powers of darkness in this evil
day.
A. E. K.

DR. BULLINGER AND UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION
Objection has been taken to my opinion that Dr. Bullinger,
had he investigated the doctrine of the eons and universal
reconciliation, would have accepted them. The objection is
based on the fact that the objectors do not desire such a con
clusion, and the further fact that his published utterances
seem, and, in some cases were, against it, and that his private
utterances were of the same tenor. This is cheerfully con
ceded. It is useless to repeat it. But there is another side.
I corresponded with Dr. Bullinger for many years and had the
extreme pleasure of convincing him of some of the greatest
truths for which he stood. His whole disperisational attitude
was changed by the pamphlet "On Baptism". In his private
letters to me he was frank and confidential, while his public
utterances were guarded, and influenced by the attacks of his
enemies.
He asked me for the plans of my projected translation,
when he started on the Companion Bible, and I sent them to
him. He confided to me that he was its compiler and asked

me to keep his secret.

When the differences as to universal

reconciliation came up, he remained as friendly as ever in his
letters, while publishing quite a little against me. From this I
saw that he was concerned lest his testimony be destroyed by
being associated with "universalism", and he deemed it neces
sary to deny it strenuously in public. I could not object to
this, for it was based on misapprehension.
But Dr. Bullinger was a really great man, who was open
to fresh truth. His heart was not closed to considering any
matter, even when he deemed it wise to deny what it seemed
to imply. What he really objected to was "universalism", not
to our teaching, for he made it plain to me that he did not
understand it, and was open to further light.
I leave it to my readers to decide whether I, the one who
had been carrying on the correspondence, have a right to form
an opinion as to the force of his words, or the probabilities as
to his future attitude, or another, who has seen none of these
letters, and who judges only by a mass of evidence which, as I
have shown, seems utterly contradictory, and which I do not

contest in the least. I have seen others in his position, and
they all were convinced. Who is more likely to be right, the
one who has one side of a case, or the one who has both sides?
I read what Dr. Bullinger published against me. I am not
ignorant of that side. But I also know the other, which the
objectors do not. It reminds me of a judge who, after he had
heard one side of a case, was listening to the counsel for the
defense. Suddenly he cried, "Stop! I had this case all clear,
and now you are getting me all confused!"—A. E. K.

UNSEABCHARLE RICHES FOR MAY, 1935
BEING THE THIRD NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-SIX

EDITORIAL

'' God gives us, not a spirit of timidity, but of power, and
of love, and of sanity. Then you should not be ashamed
of the testimony of our Lord, or of me, His prisoner, but
suffer evil with me in the evangel in accord with the
power of God, Who saves us and calls us with a holy
calling, not in accord with our acts, but in accord with
His purpose and the grace which is given to us in Christ
Jesus before eonian times . . ." (2 Tim. 1:7-9). Here
we have the spirit which should characterize our ministry

in the last days. Second Timothy is particularly import

ant for the Lord's slaves in this era, for it is especially
adapted to these times. This passage, and others in this
precious epistle were burned into my heart during my
earliest ministry, and they have influenced my course
powerfully ever since.
God has given us a spirit of sanity. Perhaps no qual
ity is so absent in the teaching of Christendom today, or
in the popular interpretations of the Scriptures. Even
advanced saints feel that a divine revelation must be
veiled in mysticism, and faith consists in a credulous
acceptance of hazy superstitions which violate the in
stincts of a sane mind. A spirit of sanity cannot accept
the teaching of the trinity because it is in conflict with
revelation and hence inadmissible into the realms of
human thought. It is insane. Fanaticism has taken the
place of faith. Sanity demands a careful comparison of
"faith" with the written records God has given, for all
faith is false which is not based upon them. Let us
reject every spirit which conflicts with the utmost sanity.
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Not Timidity, but Power

This is not reasoning. It is simply mental health, the
rejection of the fanciful, the fictitious, and the false.
God has not given us a spirit of timidity. This is a
difficult lesson for some of us to learn. Being constitu
tionally timid, we hesitate and fear to take a bold stand
in our testimony for God. We ask ourselves, Is it not
presumption, and contrary to the spirit of love ? Will it
not be mistaken for self-assertion, and perfectionism,
and absolutism, and arrogance? Undoubtedly it will.
Even our fellow-slaves will tell us that it is not the spirit
of Christ. But we must distinguish between our walk in
general and our testimony to the truth. If we testify con
cerning ourselves we may well be backward. But if we
hold aloft the banner of God's Word, we have every rea
son to be confident and courageous. With joyous assur
ance let us do like Peter, who has recently denied his
Lord three times, when he charges his fellow country
men, " Ye denied the holy One ..." If we look to our
selves we will be timid, but if we look to Him, timidity
will be transformed into fearless faithfulness.
God has given us a spirit of power. Weakness has its
place, but it is in the flesh, not the spirit. Many of us
have our thorn, our infirmity, and it is the gift of God,
but it is not in our spirits. The joy of the Lord is our
strength. We exult in a God Who is able. And we be
come partakers of His power. God is working and accom
plishing His purpose, and He has given us a part in it.
We need not fear for His truth. It will prevail! Perhaps
we may have to wait. Indeed, for the present, we expect
it to be opposed, and rejected and despised. Such is its
due in this evil day. But let us not lose heart. Every
power on earth and in heaven will yet yield to the power
of God's Word. We have nothing to fear. The victory
is ours 1 Let us never be timid in the proclamation of the
truth. Timidity is the child of error. It does not come
from God.
God gives us a spirit of love. To many of us power
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and sanity are incompatible with love. Its quality has
sunk down to a simpering sentimentalism. Instead of a
deep desire for another's weal, and his actual good, we
prefer to be pleasant and spare our fellows passing pain.
Faithful are the wounds of a friend. God's love is of a
better quality. We know that He loves us, yet He does
not shield our souls from every experience of evil. But
He gives us no unnecessary anguish. So love will give
no needless pain to anyone, and will avoid offense when
possible. But it will not shun to proclaim the crucifixion
of mankind because men do not like it. It will not cease
exposing the apostasies of the saints because they resent
it. On the contrary, it will not be timid in the least in
maintaining a sane and powerful testimony which tea^rs
off all the hypocritical subterfuges of Christendom,
which have clouded the revelation of God's wisdom and
power and love.
A. E. K.

God has a goal. He intends to become AH in all His
creatures (1 Cor. 15:28). He will accomplish this by
way of reconciling all His enemies by the blood of
Christ's cross, by justifying, vivifying, and saving all
mankind at the consummation (Col. 1:20; Rom. 5:18;
1 Cor. 15: 22; 1 Tim. 2: 4; 4:10). But before this there
is a long and painful preparatory process, a weary way
which leads His creatures to this consummation, much
of which is as dark and distressing as the goal is bright
and filled with blessing.
Almost all of us are short-sighted. We see a part of
the way but we do not see the end. We confuse the
going with the goal, Our translations are partly to blame,
for they fail to clearly mark the fleeting nature of the
process, as it is in the original. And if an honest attempt
is made to carry this across in a concordant version, it
clashes with our conventions and our hard hearts. God
grant that we may faithfully witness, in our renderings,
when God reveals a fact, and when it is only a temporary
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process, for this He has clearly indicated in the original.
Judgment is God's strange work. He uses it on the
way. Men make it the end. No matter how an unbe
liever is dealt with, whether he dies as a result of sin,
or by the direct intervention of God, whether he be cast
into outer darkness or into Gehenna, this is not his end.
All who do not belong to Christ will be roused from the
dead and judged before the great white throne. There
they are not forgiven, or saved, but judged. But this is
not their end. All these will be cast into the lake of fire,
to suffer the second death. Even this is not their end.
God does not reach His goal in any of His disciplinary
measures. These only prepare His creatures for it. Let
us not confuse the going with the goal.
Very little is said to us about God's goal until Paul
completes the orbit of God's Word with his later revela
tions. Hints there have always been by which hearts in
tune with God have been filled with high hopes. But it
is not until the meridian sun of God's grace has come
from behind the clouds of sin and law, to reveal the
deepest recesses of God's immanent love to the most
undeserving of the race, it is not until the truth for the
present was made known that God tore aside the veil of
the future completely, and gave us a clear and unclouded
view of His ultimate. Once we revel in this we will
never go back to previous revelation on this theme, for
like the curtain of the tabernacle, it seems to hide, rather
than reveal the full blaze of the Shekinah glory.
The usual way is to view, the goal in the darkness of
the way. We go back to passages which deal with judg
ments and allow them to throw their dark shadows across
the consummation. We should believe that God will
justify all mankind (Rom. 5:18), and view the previous
judgments in the light of this final achievement. We
bring up passages which tell of death, to darken God's
declaration that it will be abolished. We should believe
that God will make death inoperative at the last, and
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view the previous passages in this glorious light. We
turn to texts which prove that unbelievers will be lost
or destroyed, and, with these passages, dim the great dec
laration that God wills the salvation of all. We should
illumine them with the later and higher revelation. We
find God's enemies in the fiery lake at what seems to be
the close of revelation, and misuse this fact to deny God's
declaration that all will be reconciled (Col. 1:20). We
should not take one to destroy the other, but believe both,
for reconciliation follows estrangement, and it alone ac
cords with God's final goal.
How perverse and blind have we often been! When
God says all, we have said some. When God speaks of a
very small fraction of mankind, such as the living nations
who stand before Christ to be judged according to their
treatment of Israel—a mere handful as compared with
all mankind—then we extend their sentence to all! Faith
has almost fled from the earth. What calls itself faith is
mostly a masquerade, for it refuses God's Word for the
traditions of men, yet insists that it is genuine.
Let us allow the light of the latest revelation to illum
ine the earlier, partial unfolding, and let us not use the
earlier to eclipse the latest, the highest, and the only
complete unveiling of God's mind and heart.
Why should we be Jonahs, sitting under our withered
gourd, furious because God does not fulfill the word
which we have proclaimed. What about the truthfulness

of God's Word? Must it not be upheld? Would it not
make God a liar if He repented and did not overturn
Nineveh in forty days? The idea that God has a heart
as well as a mouth, and had compassion on the creatures
He had made was heresy in Jonah's eyes. Are we not
far worse than Jonah? He actually had to take back
God's express declaration. We need only retract our
own false inferences from it, dictated by a heart alto
gether out of harmony with His loving goal, which our
dim eyes have failed to discern, even though it is written
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in letters of gold across the horizon of the far off future,
and is clearly visible to every heart which has been
humbled by His grace, and which beats in unison with
His love. God grant that we are no Jonahs!—A. E. K.
The multitude of Bible translations has led many
devout and earnest students to use a method of Bible
study which seems very attractive and interesting, but
which, we are convinced, has little to commend it when
it is carefully examined. We may call it the Babel meth
od, for it is based rather on the (Jiscords between various
translations than on positive evidence. Like the mob at
Ephesus, some of our translators cry one thing and some
another, and the trick seems to be to find one who suits
your own prejudices. This is the subconscious reason for
preferring one rendering above another. Consciously it
may be that we place our confidence in a majority, or a
happy phrase, or we seek to make a composite picture out
of all. Whatever our method, the result is confusion, not
confidence, bewilderment, not satisfaction.
At best it
seeks to get at God's revelation through fallible human
minds, which, by their very variety, proclaim their in
competence to guide us into the truth.
When translators agree, it is often the result of fol
lowing an ancient tradition, rather than a harmonious
consensus based on actual independent investigation.
When they disagree, it is evident that all but one must
be wrong, and, as we have no choice between them, and
dare not take the judgment seat ourselves to decide which
are false, we are compelled to the safe conclusion that all
may be wrong. In all of this we are concerned with
human opinions, human judgments, human authority,
and are rightfully unsettled, for it is not God's inten
tion that we should be satisfied with human reflections
of His revelation. Many students have spent years in
consulting various versions without making nearly as
much progress in the knowledge of God as the effort war-
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ranted. If they had remained with one supposedly in
spired translation they would at least be firm, whether
right or wrong, but, having seen how diversely men may
interpret the original, their ideas have become hazy arid
their convictions confused.
We invite the saints and students of God's Word to
an entirely different method. Do not simply add the Con
cordant to your collection of translations, or you will be
more unsettled than ever, for, in many places, it differs
radically from all others. If you judge by majorities, it
is only one against many. If you are swayfcd by your
prejudices, which you will be slow to admit, you will prob
ably reject its renderings, for your prejudices have their
source in the same place as the translations you have
used, if they have not been formed by them. The Con
cordant is not another, but a different version. We do
not ask you to accept our report of what we have seen,
but you are taken to view the originals yourself. Ver
sions will vary, but the three ancient codices will not be
altered. Dictionaries will continue to lack definition in
defining Greek words, but if you get your impression of
their significance from their usage and etymology, your
studies will stand and every step will be a foundation
for further progress.—A. E. K.

"THE INVESTIGATOR"
A new magazine has just made its appearance, under
the above title. It seems to have chosen a broad field as
an open forum for the discussion of anthropology, eth
nology, numerology, textual criticism, book reviews, pyramidology, Scriptural expositions, social ethics, and die
tetics. The first number contains the first instalment of
a series on "The Tare Seed", and "The World, What Is
It?" with a helpful table of the Hebrew and Greek
words translated "world" in the Authorized Version. It

is published quarterly, 2/6 yearly, by BCM/Investigator, London, W. C. 1, England.—A. E. K.
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It is to Laugh

Edersheim, in his standard work, "The Life and Times
of Jesus, the Messiah," has a suggestive passage in which
he says, "He Who was born in a 'hostelry'—Katalyma
—was content to ask for His last Meal in a Katatyrna."
(p. 483, Vol. II). It is well worthy of our reverent medi
tation. He Who deserved to be ushered into this world
and should have taken His departure from the privacy
and pomp of a palace, came and went in the midst of the
bustle and vulgarity of a public caravansary. The mere
fact that the spirit of God has used this one word on
these two occasions only, is worthy of being preserved in
a translation. But no, this passage, other scholars say,
proves that the principle of translating the name of an
object uniformly is horribly lacking in real scholarship!
Poor pathetic prisoners of pride! When concord strikes
their ears they refuse to dance. They must have jazz,!
All of which are jolly jokes clad in academic gowns.
One should not laugh at such grave dignitaries, but how
can it be helped? In London, when waiting to see the
changing of the guard at the palace of the king, I could
not help watching a sentry at one of the gates.
He
seemed perfectly motionless, then, all at once, he
marched down toward the other gate as if he were tre
mendously eager to get somewhere, then he stopped,
stamped his feet, whirled about and marched back again,
arriving just where he had started. I tried my best to
keep a straight face, but the performance seemed so
futile and funny, that I did not fully succeed. And the
poor guard, alas, did his best not to spoil the exhibition,
but his eyes began to twinkle and his mouth to twitch, so
that he could hardly keep from laughing outright. So
with the opposition to the version on the part of grave
academicians. I wonder, Do they not laugh at their own
performance when no one is looking?—A. E. K.

I have just noticed a hundred per cent, idiomatic series
of renderings in our Authorized Version, which will in-
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terest all who desire a pure version of God's revelation.
The Hebrew word luchush is rendered as follows:
Bcc. 10:11
Isa.

Jer.

26:16
3: 3
20

8:17

the serpent will bite without enchantment;

poured out a prayer
eloquent orator.
the tablets and the earrings,

which will not be charmed,

Five passages, five different terms, all one word—
enchantment, orator, earrings, prayer, charmed. And, of
course, none of these words gives us the meaning of the

Hebrew word, for if it meant prayer it could hardly
denote earrings—at least I have always been taught that
there is a difference between them. Of course an orator
may charm and even enchant but seldom may a speech
be called a prayer.
Yet there is a hidden connection
between all these things as we shall see.
The real meaning of this word is whistle. The key
to its meaning is found in the verb, where three Greek
translators have epadonton, whistlers (Psa. 58:4):
As a deaf asp, contracting its ear,
Which is not hearing the sound of the whistling,

All the italicised words show that it is a sound, such
as was used by snake charmers. One Greek version has
whisper as its meaning, but another Hebrew word denotes
that, and I, at least, would not care to whisper in the ear
of a venomous serpent, as I understand that they are
very hard of hearing and only the shrill notes of a flute
or whistle attract their attention.
But how can all these passages be rendered by
whistle6!
By adding the explanatory adjective charm,
occasionally, we may translate uniformly, thus:
Ecc. 10:11
26:16
Isa.
Jer.

3:

3
20
8:17

Should a serpent bite without a charm whistle?
They pour out a charm whistle because of Thy
discipline

And he who understands to charm by whistling.
And the scent bottles, and the charm whistles,
yellow vipers for which there is no charm whistle

A, E, K.

•
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An Interesting

In regard to one item of "The So-Called Angel World", Vol. 25,
pp. 86, 87, I wish to offer a suggestion. Is not Jude, in writing
to the Circumcision, recalling events which occurred in the

history of Israel and during the wilderness journey, the
accounts of which we have in the Old Testament writings?
Three historical incidents suggest themselves as the "exam
ples" which Jude had in mind.
First, Jude 5: "Now I am intending to remind you, you who
once are aware of all, that the Lord, when saving the people
out of the land of Egypt, secondly destroys those who believe
not" (C.V.).
Here the historical "example" before Jude's
mind is found in Numbers 13:1-33, in the spies sent into the
land of Canaan, who returned with an evil report of the land,
which resulted in the death of these people as recorded in Num
bers 14:22, 23: "Because all those men which have seen My
glory and My signs, which I wrought in Egypt and in the wil
derness, yet have tempted Me these ten times and have not
hearkened to My voice, surely they shall not see the land
which I sware unto their fathers, neither shall any that
despised Me see it." See also verses 36-38: "And the men
which Moses sent to spy out the land . . . even those men that
did bring up an evil report of the land, died by the plague
before the Lord, but Joshua the son of Nun, and Caleb the son
of Jephunneh remained alive of those men that went up to
spy out the land" (R.V.).
Second, Jude 6:
"Besides,

the messengers who keep not
their own sovereignty, but leave their own habitation, He has
kept in imperceptible bonds under gloom for the judgment of
the great day" (C.V.). Does not the historical case of Korah,
Dathan, and Abiram suggest itself as the most likely "exam
ple" before Jude's mind? The account is found in Numbers
16:1-40. Princes of the congregation, that murmured against
Moses and Aaron, leaving their own habitation, desired that
habitation (or leadership), which God had given to His chosen
men, Moses and Aaron. Numbers 16:1-3: "Now Korah, the son

of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the son of Levi, with Dathan and
Abiram, the sons of Eliab, and On, the son of Peleth, sons of
Reuben, took men, and they rose up before Moses, with certain
of the children of Israel, two hundred and fifty princes of the
congregation, called to the assembly, men of renown; and
they assembled themselves against Moses and against Aaron,
and said unto them, 'Ye take too much upon you, seeing all the
congregation are holy, every one of them, and the Lord is
among them'."
Verses 8-10: "And Moses said unto Korah,
'Hear now, ye sons of Levi: Seemeth it but a small thing unto
you, that the God of Israel hath separated you from the con
gregation of Israel to bring you near unto Himself, to do the
service of the tabernacle of the Lord, and to stand before the

congregation to minister unto them, and that He hath brought
thee near, and all thy brethren the sons of Levi with thee, and
seek ye the priesthood also?'" Verses 28-40: "And Moses said,

Suggestion
'Hereby ye shall know that the Lord hath sent me to do all
these works, for I have not done them of my own mind: If
these men die the common death of all men, or if they be
visited after the visitation of all men, then the Lord hath not

sent me; but if the Lord make a new thing, and the ground
open her mouth and swallow them up, and all that appertain
unto them, and they go down alive into the pit, then ye shall
understand that these men have despised the Lord/ And it
came to pass as he made an end of speaking all these words,
that the ground clave asunder that was under them; and the
earth opened her mouth and swallowed them up, and their
households, and all the men that appertained unto Korah, and
all their goods: so they, and all that appertained to them,

went down alive into the pit, and the earth closed upon them,

and they perished from among the assembly. And all Israel
that were round about them fled at the cry of them, for they
said, 'Lest the earth swallow us up.' And fire came forth from
the Lord, and devoured the two hundred and fifty men that
offered the incense. And the Lord spake unto Moses ... And
Eleazar the priest took the brazen censers which they that
were burnt had offered, and they beat them out before the
Lord, for a covering of the altar, to be a memorial unto the
children of Israel, to the end that no stranger, which is not of
the seed of Aaron, come near to burn incense before the Lord;
that he be not as Korah, and as his company, as the Lord
spake unto him by the hand of Moses." (R.V.). Is not this
the judgment of the messengers that sinned, in Jude 6?
Third, Jude 7: "As Sodom and Gomorrah (and the cities
about them in like manner to these), committing ultra-prosti

tution, and coming away after other flesh, are lying before us,
a specimen, experiencing the justice of eonian fire." (C.V.)
Here the historical "example" before Jude's mind is found in
Genesis 19:24, 25: "Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and
upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven.
And He overthrew those cities, and all the plain, and all the
inhabitants of the cities and that which grew upon the
ground." (R.V.).
Do not these three "examples" given us in Jude's epistle
all point to terrestrial messengers rather than celestial? And
is not the similarity in their punishment also an evidence of
their terrestrial origin, and destiny?
1. The spies. Death.
2. The messengers. Death by being swallowed up by the
earth. "Went down alive into the pit [Tartarus?]"
3. Destruction by fire.
Yet all these three examples are represented as being held
in imperceptible bonds under gloom for the judgment of the
great day.
Yours in Christ Jesus,
A. G. Lumber
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The Work on the

The Hebrew work is now being put on a much broader inter
national basis, in preparation for foreign translations, espe
cially the German. This is imperative because the restoration
of the Hebrew text has necessitated the repudiation of so
much that is traditional, that we must go to the very bottom
and investigate and readjust matters which are usually taken
for granted. Our readers may be interested in some of the
details, and in the method which we are using to recover the
ancient text.
It is generally known that the present printed Hebrew is

not at all the same as it originally was.

The letters are Chal-

dee or Aramaic, so we are not bound to consider them sacred.
It certainly would be far more sensible to turn them into Latin
letters, which nearly all educated people could read without
effort. This we will do. Our Hebrew will read from left to
right and anyone will be able to read it almost at sight.
Besides this the so-called vowel signs, etQ., were all added
to the text by unbelieving Jews in order to fix their own cor
rupt traditional reading, and they go back only a thousand

years or so. All these we discard. Ancient Hebrew had the
vowels a, e, i, o, u, but, when the vowel signs were added, some
of these became silent, and many were dropped altogether.
The silent ones are no problem, as we need only recognize
them. But those which have dropped out, especially ut which
forms the participle and the infinitive make much work. To

restore this letter demands a great deal of patient and careful
investigation.

Fortunately there is a most exhaustive concordance, called
the Yade Mecum, which lists every form of every word sepa
rately. With this we are able to readily restore many "defec
tive" forms.

A grave difficulty arises from the tendency to deal with
Hebrew as if it were a language like English, separated into
nouns and verbs, etc. It is becoming clearer as we proceed
that this distinction is not always very happy. Often the par

ticiple of the verb, and the noun, are exactly the same in form
and function. So also with the infinitive. It seems that, in

Hebrew (as sometimes in English) there are usually no
special forms for "nouns", but they simply say "writing", or
"to write". This calls for much rearranging in the concord
ance and lexicon. But it vastly simplifies the language and
the translation.

'So then, what we are doing is this: Each Hebrew root is
carefully checked in our card index, its forms studied in the
concordance, the vowels are restored as much as possible, the
words are reclassified, so that many "nouns" disappear, being
incorporated in the "verb", which we prefer to call the "word",
as it includes the elements of the "noun" also in some of its
forms. We already have an English vocabulary. Now we are
making a complementary Hebrew lexicon.

Besides this the words in the concordance are marked tc
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show what are the real root letters of the word, and what the
fonnatives, as well as those which give the grammar, and the
particles, so that this can be transferred to the text by other
workers later. This is of immense help to the student. The
plan is to print the Hebrew in a variety of types so that the
root is always in plain type, the formatives in small capitals,
the grammar in italics, and the particles in capitals. Genesis
1:1 would look sometime like this:

BrashiTH bra alEiM ath Eshim'm Uath Eartz
IN-HEAD

CREATES DISPOSer

beginning

God

>

X-PLACErs

-f->

heavens

X-LAND

earth

In the beginning God creates the heavens and the earth.
The general meaning of a word lies in the root, and these
are listed in the lexicon. This meaning is made more specific
by the formatives in German text.
The grammar is very
simple. The ending -im for instance is masculine plural. We
have it in English in cherubim. Only in aleim it cannot be

plural, for the Verb create is singular.

The particles are

always made a part of the word, but the italic letters make

them distinct.
Work on the new Hebrew text has commenced. The lexicon
is also under way, and the concordance is being prepared for
the workers who will write in the sublinear and mark the text.
Later I will write in the version. This work is being done
under the supervision of Brother Clayton.
At present this is being done only with that part of the
text which has not already been translated, from Leviticus up
to Job. Most of this has already had one checking, so it will
be done later. The completed parts have been typewritten by
Brother Swan in Jerusalem.
Meanwhile one of the greatest tasks, that of critically exam
ining the text and of comparing it with all of the available
ancient evidence, is going steadily on, in the hands of Brother
Thomson. Psalms and Proverbs are finished. Work is now
proceeding in Isaiah, some of which is very difficult. If it is
possible, we hope to publish the results of this laborious re
search in the form of an international superlinear, so that the
Hebrew text in Latin letters, with the superlinear, may be used
for other languages besides English. This will greatly lessen
the cost and broaden its field of usefulness.
The same process will be used in making the German ver
sion of the Hebrew Scriptures—and, we hope, many other
languages. We already have some enthusiastic helpers, and
we hope to get more. We are so heavily loaded with problems
which must be solved before the workers can proceed safely,
that the preparation of any part for the press is impossible.
Our friends will be compelled to do as we do—lay in a large
stock of patience. Those who are in a position to do so, can
help.
A. E. K.
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News Items
WORK ON THE KEYWORD EDITION

Welhope soon to get well under way in preparing the copy for
the new Keyword Edition. Ail of the words not in the Greek
must be marked. The article must be indicated, and the con
nectives noted. Then we must do much work on the Concord

ance, which is made in German first. We hope to have this
done before long, so that the English may proceed. I hope to
revise the whole text by the new exhaustive concordance, and
try to indicate the emphasis more vigorously in the new
edition.
I also have in mind what may be a great help to the sale
and a very popular feature, but I will keep it as a surprise until
we are further along with the work. I am more and more con
vinced that this new edition will not only contain unequalled
value, but that it will be in such a form as to be acceptable
and desired by many. May the Lord Himself uphold us in our
efforts for His glory!
A. E. K.
EVANGELISTIC WORK

We rejoice when we hear of special efforts to spread the glori
ous gospel of the blessed God, and all the more when there is
evident fruit from the work. We feel that our friends also will
be happy to hear of the class in Dundee/Scotland, carried on
by our brother Allan, who went into the slums and held a
meeting especially for girls, at 7:30 each Tuesday evening.
He writes:
"One woman who came in from the district to help was
saved, and sang in our meeting a month later. In addition,
some six or seven girls, thirteen years and over were saved
also. Last week three Roman Catholic girls asked me what I
meant by deciding for Christ, so I have invited them to attend
my enquirers' class, at seven o'clock, when I give instruction
to those who have recently trusted Christ and are seeking to
know Him.
"I am taking them through Romans just now, getting them
to turn up the passages as we go along. In that way I seek to
get them to know and love their Bible. I use the Concordant
Version, giving them the right word where it differs from the
Authorized Version, and I get them to turn to passages for
proof. . . . The whole tone of the meeting is very inspiring,

and we sense God's presence there. Will you, therefore, join in
prayer that God will continue to bless and guide for His glory
and the salvation of all."
I pass on his request to all who may read this. I hope his
example will inspire others to do likewise.
A. E. K.
"OUR FAITH"

The leading article in the March number of Our Faith, "Pro
gressive Truth," is helpful, and the development of the dis
tinction between forgiveness and justification is especially
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good. I am in the land of Luther, which is supposed to have
recovered the truth of justification, but, so far, I have not seen
any evidence that it was ever enjoyed by the Reformers or
realized by their followers today. They cannot even bear to
be told of it. How thankful I am that the testimony to this
marvelous revelation is spreading!—A. E. K.
"THE LANTERN"

This illuminating publication has now entered its second year
with encouraging support. Special space is given to questions
and correspondence. There are short articles on "The Bible, a
Revelation", "Typical Israel," "Modern Faith Healing," and
"The Prophetic Outlook". 2s §d per year. 15, Woodberry
Grove, N. Finchley, London, N. 12.—A. E. K.
"THE

DRAMA

OF

THE

AGES"

This is the theme of the March, 1935, Messenger of Grace. It
gives a brief synopsis of the eonian times under the figure of a
play, and seeks to explain the philosophy of the wisdom of
God as displayed in it all. 250 a year. 3115 Emmaus Avenue,
Zion, Illinois. The May number will deal with "Our Code of
Ethics" or "The Law of Love".—A. E. K.
"FREEDOM"

Besides the usual departments and articles, a special supple
ment entitled "The Codex Sinaiticus" appears with the Janu
ary number. E. H. Clayton, an associate worker on the Ver
sion, gives an account of the finding of the Codex, discusses
the Question of the time and place in which it was produced, as
well as its value in establishing the best text. It should have
a large circulation among Bible students.—A. E. K.
AUSTRALIA

Brother Kenneth McKay, of 19 Rawson Street, Subiaco, West
Australia, expects to visit the eastern states of Australia in
the near future. He is prepared to conduct an evangelical and
doctrinal campaign for approximately a fortnight in each state.
Brethren in the east who are anxious to assist in arranging
public or private meetings are invited to communicate with
him for the purpose of arranging a program. Some idea of
the demand for his services will help to determine the length
of his stay in each state.
VILLA PARK, ILLINOIS

About a month ago the friends in Chicago proposed to visit
the class in the home of Brother Cox on the fifth Sunday, and
so a convention was developed, friends being invited from
Elgin, Marseilles, Kewanee, and other points. Very nearly all
of them attended. The subject given out for all the speakers
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and the entire session was: "When you have a chance to wit
ness concordant truths to those appearing to have hearing
ears, what truths do you mention and in what order, and what
Scripture texts do you use to prove them?"
It was thought that a session devoted exclusively to that
subject would improve the testimony of all attending and in
crease their zeal for witnessing. The outcome seemed to prove
that the thought had been right, for the friends became eager
for more such meetings and voted to meet on May 30 at the
home of Sister C. Gustafson at 316 Orange Street, Elgin, 111.,
and again at the home of Brother Misegades in Chicago the
fifth Sunday of June. The subject chosen by the meeting for
the next occasion and announced for exclusive consideration
at that time: "What is the gospel that we should be proclaim
ing today?" An attempt will be made to clarify every mind
as to just what is the Scriptural message for today.
The speakers at last Sunday's meeting were Brother C. L.
Anthony of Glencoe, Brother Wm. Hopton of Marseilles,
Brother Misegades of Chicago, Sister Gustafson of Elgin, and
Brother Cox, the host, in the afternoon, and in the evening
Brother Hopton, Jr., Brother J. E. Shakespeare of Normal (at
whose-presence all were greatly delighted), Sister G. W. Linahan of Elgin, and Brother W. H. Bradford of Chicago, a mem
ber of the Villa Park class.
Plenty of paper and pencils were distributed to encourage
taking notes, and the cream of the thoughts presented was pre
served for future use. All the sisters had been encouraged to
write papers on the subject and read them, so that all might
have the benefit of their talent for witnessing; but only two
responded. It is hoped that others will take such part at the
next meeting. There seemed to be a strong consciousness that
the witness in Metropolitan Chicago, with its five million peo
ple, is regrettably weak, and that it must be strengthened.
Some favorable reports of effective witnessing were given,
however.
The Elgin sisters had given a copy of the Concordant trans
lation to a well-known religious radio speaker in Chicago, and

his recent talks reflect the fact that he has been reading it

and absorbing some of its truths.

For this we rejoice.—-W.H.B.

THE TYPEWRITTEN CONCORDANCE
Helpers who still have copies of parts of the complete
concordance (which they will not need) will please send
a copy to Herrn Horst Klemm, Btilowstr. 2, Meerane,
Sachsen, Germany, who wishes to use it in checking the
grammar of the German version. Do not send letters
ABCDEFGUMNRS (1-18) W.—A. E. K.

Announcements
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A new binding of the Pocket Edition of the Concordant
Version, at a more popular price, will be ready by the
time this reaches our readers. The contents will be iden
tical with the $1.50 illuminated edition, but the binding
will be of a less expensive sort, so that the Testament can
be sold at fifty cents a copy. It will be bound neatly in
black fabrikoid, with imitation gold stamping on the
cover. We are sure that our friends will cooperate with
this low price by using these books more freely than has
been possible with the more expensive bindings. A few
copies are also available bound in brown suede leather,
at $1.00 a copy. This was a trial binding, and will not
be regularly stocked.—E. 0. K.
"Hymns of Praise, and Spiritual Songs" is the name of
a new song book compiled by our friends in Birmingham,
England. It comprises a selection of about 300 hymns,

including the numbers from our book, "Scriptural
Songs," some written by Sister L. Cock, and by Brother
William Mealand, as well as many from other hymnals,
which have been specially selected to accord with the
truths which we love. It does not contain music, but
only the words. The price is thirty cents each, or one
shilling and two pence; in quantities of twenty or more,
twenty-five cents each, or one shilling, post free. Friends

in England and those desiring quantities should order
.direct from the Honorary Secretary, S. Nock, Bethel,
Long Lane, Blackheath near Birmingham, England. A
small stock will be on hand in Los Angeles, however. We
believe that this book will fill a long-felt need of many of
our classes.—E. O. K.
We have received a number of requests for prices on
binding back issues of Unsearchable Eiches. We are
prepared to handle this at $1.00 per volume, postage
paid. When your volume is incomplete, we can usually
supply the missing numbers at 25$ each.—E. O. K.
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A Faithful Helper
CHARLES FISHER MILLS, M. D.

One of the most faithful and willing workers on the Con
cordant work has "died with his boots on", as we used to
say in the early days in California. At the very last he
was at his work. His Version was open at the fifteenth
of First Corinthians. He had been ill for a few weeks,
but seemed to have recovered. He wrote me an unusually
chatty letter about an autobiography which he had writ
ten, as well as the work I had sent him to do, and prom
ised to send test sheets in a few days. His wife had been
ill and was in the living room convalescing. He seems to
have slipped into the room very quietly, lay down on the
couch, and fell into the sleep that lasts until the voice of
His Lord will waken him to be with Himself.
I had known hardly anything of him personally, ex
cept that he was a physician of Pismo Beach, California.
His autobiography he revealed in his last letter, is con
cerned principally with the story of his gracious release
from the morphine habit, to which he became an addict
for eight years in his younger days, over forty years ago.
He did a large share of the typewriting of the large
Concordance, including the letters K, 0, P, Q, T, U, V,
Y, Z. Later he compiled the letter B of the Keyword
Concordance. At the last he was seeking to prepare him
self for marking the aorist verbs for the new edition of
the Version.

I thank God for the few years of fruitful working
fellowship granted to us. And I am grateful to our Lord
for his painless passing. His wife, who shared his faith,
bore witness to the blessed hope at an impressive funeral
service.—A. E. K.
A number of inquiries have been received in regard to
the book on The Unveiling. We regret the delay in the
publication of this volume, and hope to have a definite
announcement in the July issue.—-H. C.

problems; of T5ran£latton

PURITY IN TEXT AND TRANSLATION
AN APPRAISAL

There is so much haziness regarding the purity of the
revelation which has come to us that a few words as to
the comparative purity of the text and of the transla
tions may be welcomed by many. These are founded on
many years of actual investigation of the facts. They are
not intended as final, but only suggestive, and relative
rather than positive. Most of us have an abnormally
exaggerated idea of the importance of new manuscripts
of the Greek text. They will be astonished to be told that
the probability of error from this source is about 1 to
200,000, compared to those present in a good translation
like our Authorized Version.
If anyone were to ask me if I believed the Bible I
would be tempted to say that I do, so far as it agrees with
the autographs. I would probably say the same as re
gards the Concordant Greek text. Yet there is a vast dif
ference.
Just how much is questionable?
No exact
answer can be given. The figures which follow are used
in order to provide a definite relative idea of the approx
imate accuracy.
We may be very thankful that the text handed down
to us by God's providence is so free from error. Ever
since I compiled the Concordant Text I have accepted
the opinion of a great scholar that nine hundred ninetynine out of every thousand letters are probably correct.
That is, one tenth of one percent, are questionable, and,
of those, probably one tenth are wrong. That is, one
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in ten thousand. Others may claim ten times as much
as this, but even then the proportion of error due to
mistakes in transmission is far far less than one would
suppose from the attention %hich is paid to it.
The text of the Hebrew Scriptures is in a much
worse condition. It is so uneven that an estimate is very
difficult. Notwithstanding the pains put upon its protec
tion by the Massorites, it may average from ten to a
hundred times as faulty as the Greek Scriptures. Let no
one be astonished at these figures, for this only means
that it amounts to about one per cent. Whole lines seem
to have dropped out of the Psalms, and occasional pas
sages fail to give intelligible sense, so that, in general,
we may rate the probable mistakes considerably higher
than in the Greek Scriptures, in about the same propor
tion as their importance falls beneath them.
The result is that, as a source of truth, the Scriptures
in the original are practically perfect. Their transmis
sion through the long centuries has been accomplished
with little loss so far as revelation is concerned. There
is little hope that any further finds of ancient manu
scripts would lead to more light. In the Hebrew a genu
ine scroll from the time after the captivity would save
us an enormous amount of research and exhausting
labor, but even the autographs of Paul's epistles would
hardly affect a single doctrine. So the matter stands as
regards the text's transmission.
THE TRANSLATION OF THE TEXT

Far otherwise is it as regards translation. If we take
a good version, such as our Authorized, and disregard
the actual errors, we would probably rate it as ninety
per cent, correct. That is, inaccuracies and inadequacies
of language will alter the sense about ten per cent., or
about a thousand times as much as there are questionable
variants in the Greek text. But the thousands of actual
errors corrected by the Revisers will increase this by at
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least five per cent. Besides this are the vital errors,
introduced in order to bring it into line with the creeds,
another five per cent. We may then say that the Author
ized is a good translation, about eighty per cent, correct.
Prom this it should be clear that there would be two
thousand times as much gain from a perfect translation
as from a flawless text.
The fact of the matter is that no mere translation
into another tongue can ever rate as high as the text
which has been transmitted to us. The five per cent, of

gross errors may posibly be wholly eradicated. Then it

would rate eighty-five per cent. Perhaps four per cent,

of the five allowed for the many but less important mis
takes can be corrected. This leaves eighty-nine. Further
than this the uniformity and consistency of a concordant
version should account for another, five, making ninetyfour per cent. Beyond this a sublinear and concordance
should help another three per cent.
The remaining
three per cent, can only be overcome, if at all, by con
stant attention to the text itself, and hardly comes into
question with most of us in the present state of our

knowledge.
The principal point of this comparison lies in the
large percentage of error in translation and the minute
measure in transmission. We will figure the benefits of
a concordant version roughly at ten per cent., for many
improvem mts due to practically the same principle were
already m«ide by the revisers. Then, though it may be
that ten thousand times as much work has been done in
collating texts and correcting and editing the Greek, the
possibilities in this direction are only one ten-thousandth
of that offered by concordant work. We are justified in
promoting and supporting three years of concordant re
search for every hour allotted to textual criticism. Only
one in every ten thousand dollars, only one penny in
forty pounds, should be spent on the purchase of texts
and on their study and publication.
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To what enormous disproportions does this lead!
Take the price paid by the British Museum for a single
manuscript. According to this the real value of a con
cordant version is at least a billion pounds, and at this
price we are including copies of Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, and Vaticanus, in their most practical form, col
lated together, free. Yet how much was paid for the
concordant work! Practically nothing. Those who pur
chase it do not pay the cost of printing and binding, and
a large proportion are given away free.
We hope these few figures will help to put matters
into a proper proportion. Some have injured the cause
of truth by giving the impression that the Authorized
Version is all bad, when, as a matter of fact, it must be
rated as good. It is ever so much better than the theol
ogy of those who cling to it. It does not contain the
trinity. It clearly teaches universal reconciliation, even
though it also denies it. As compared to it we could not
rate so-called evangelical Christendom any higher than
sixty per(cent.
That is, the orthodox, fundamentalist
group, who "keep the faith", and fight every attempt to
meet their errors by appeals to evangelicalism and creeds.
Of course, I do not expect to carry others with me

fully in these estimates. No doubt I magnify my minis
try, notwithstanding all my efforts to view everything in
its proper proportions. But this will alter the conclusion
but little, for the odds are too great. By far the richest
field of endeavor (though it may be the most despised
and rejected) is the systematic, scientific investigation of
the originals, along the lines already pursued. It is a
shame and a disgrace to all who name the name of Christ
that large institutes for original research, and many men
with all helpful devices, card indexes, concordances, etc.,
have not been made available for the study of the Scrip
tures in all languages. As God wills, let us all do what
we can to this end. Speak about it. Interest others in it.
Pray concerning it. And thank God for it.—A. E. K.

Qontrftuteb €(xpo*ition*

WILL GOD SAVE ALL?

Have you ever wondered how God was intending to end
all this business of running the universe ? Did you ever
stop to think that God knew how everything would be
and become before He created a thing? Did you ever
realize that, because of this fact, God must have cer
tainly had a purpose in view before He created Adam?
Did you ever stop to realize how the teaching of eternal
punishment would fit in with that unchangeable truth?
Did you never wonder if Christ meant in a literal, actual
sense what He said in John 12: 32:■ "I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto Me"?
Will all men be saved when God has completed His
plan for the ages? The Scriptures clearly say God will
accomplish this to His great glory, but many are the
arguments against thus interpreting the Scriptures. We
believe that, if you will consider these carefully, you will
reverently worship God as the Supreme One, Who, in His
love, plans far, far ahead, and by His surpassing wisdom
and power makes the most dark and tedious ways all
open into the terminus of shining glory!
(1) Colossians 1:20: "And, having made peace
through the blood of His [Christ's] cross, by Him to

reconcile all things unto Himself; by Him, I say, whether
they be things in earth, or things in heaven."

Universal
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Arguments Against

Answers

"All things" means
material things only.

Material things cannot have feel
ings of enmity or peace. And

"Reconcile" simply
means the general sat
isfaction of God with
Christ's sacrifice for
all the world.

A reading of verses 21 and 22
disproves that.
(Scofield says,
"Reconciliation ... is that ef
fect of the death of Christ up
on the believing sinner which,
through divine power, works in
him a 'thorough change' toward
God from enmity and aversion
to love and trust".)

Reconciliation can on

Paul was saved by sight of
Christ in His glory without any
choice of his own (Acts 9; com
pare vss. 1 and 6).

ly be accomplished by
faith.

the Greek (in which Scripture
was inspired) is not "things"—
simply "THE ALL".

(2) Paul was chiefest of sinners (1 Tim. 1:13-15);
if he was saved by God's deliberate choice and convinc
ing proof of Christ's divine Sonsfliip and of His grace,
then all lesser sinners can more easily be turned to God,
in His own time, by Him in this same way.
Argument Against

Answer

Paul called himself
"chiefest of sinners"
because of that deep
humility which makes

The greatest sins are unbelief,
persecution and hatred of God's
people, rejection of Christ, and
cruelty and murder. Of all these
Paul (Saul then) was supremely
and actively guilty (Acts 9:1),
all of these sins being magnified
by his superior knowledge of

every convert feel his

own depravity as the
worst.

God's revelations (Phil. 3:4-6) and his first-hand wit-
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nessing of the greatest testimony of Christ's divinity
and resurrection up to his time, i. e., Stephen's vision
(Acts 7:56, 58).

(3) Philippians 2:10, 11: "That at the name of
Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and
things in earth, and things under the earth; And that
every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to
the glory of God the Father."

Argument Against

Answer

This is a forced obei-

This would not be particularly

sance.

"to the glory of God the Fa
ther". Also, they will all bow in

the name of Jesus, which means "Jehovah-tfawmr".
Compare very carefully verse 11 with 1 Corinthians 12:

3: "No man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the
Holy Ghost/7
(4) 1 Corinthians 15:22: "For as in Adam all die,
even so in Christ shall all be made alive."
Arguments Against

Answers

Only those who die
"in Christ" will be
made alive.

That is not what it says (else
why bring Adam in?),

That life is only resurrection for <3ondemnation to the second
death (the lake of
fire).

Verse 26, "the last enemy that
shall be destroyed is death,''
makes it a final, ultimate vivification for all.

"The last enemy" is
the occurrence of dying, not the resultant
state of death.

It includes both, and the time
occupied by that state up to the
resurrection (1 Cor. 15:21: "For
since by man came death, by
man came also the resurrection
of the dead").
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(5) General Argument Against—There
is then no urgency to
be saved now.

Universal
Answer —Every unsaved man
shall be judged "according to
his works'' (Rev. 20:12) and
enter the lake of fire. Also, ages
of glory and joy will be missed
by the unsaved.

(6) General Argument Against — The
Bible speaks of "everlasting punishment''
(Mat. 25:46) and
' 'everlasting fire"
(Mat. 18:8).

Answer—The Greek word translated "ever" is (as spoken in
English) "eon", and the Greek
word for '' everlasting *' is an adjective "eonian", which reverts
the argument back to the meaning of "eon". Just one proof
that the Authorized Version
translation of the word "eon" as "ever" is wrong, is
that the same version often translates it "world" and it

is used in the phrase "end of the world" (Mat. 13: 39,
40, 49, etc.); another proof is that the same version
sometimes translates the plural form "ages" (Eph. 2:7;
Col. 1: 26). But in two very important passages it trans
lates this plural form with the singular form "world"
(both of which Scofield changes to "ages") (1 Cor. 2:7:
"before the world [ages] " and Heb. 9: 26: "end of the
world", or, as Scofield says, "consummation of the ages"
which, by the way, should refer to the future putting
away of sin, not the time of Christ's sacrifice). "Eon"
therefore must be a limited period of time, having a be
ginning, an end, and a plural number.

Arguments Against

Answers

"Eon" varies in
meaning in the Bible,
sometimes having a
temporal meaning,
and sometimes being
eternal and unlimited.

No word can have such contradictory uses, else how do we
know what it means at any given
time? Finiteness and infinitude
are as opposite as east and west,

Vivifieatioii
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Granted, " eon"
means

"age"

or

a

limited period of
time, then "for ever
and ever" (tQrment
in Rev. 20:10) will
not be for a limited
number of ages, but,
as the Greek has it,
"for the eons of the
eons", i. e., unlimited
numbers of ages con
taining other ages, or
"ages tumbled upon
ages' \ This must be
as endless as Christ's
reign (Rev. 11:15),
and that of the saints
(Rev. 22:5).

If the "eternal pun
ishment" of the un
believers has an end,
then the '' eternal
life" of the saints has
an end also, at the
end of the ages.

A period of time cannot contain
other periods of time of the
same kind, or the term becomes
meaningless. "Eons of the eons;'
are the last "eons" (ages) out
standing from all the ages be
cause of their culminating pro
gram and unprecedented good
nature.
Every like expression
has a similar meaning; e. g., day
of days, heart of hearts, holy of
holies. (The Greek also has two
singular forms,'' eon of the eon''
and "eon of the eons", refer
ring to the last great age — we
cannot be correct unless we fol
low the Scriptural forms and
distinctions.) Christ's reign is
NOT endless, but only UNTIL
all is subject (1 Cor. 15: 24-28)!
Then ALL rule will be abolished.
How can life end if death is
abolished at that time? (1 Cor.
15: 26). The "life of the ages"
ends when all are made alive, at
the "end" of the ages (1 Cor.
15:24).

It is surprising to look in the
verse previous and see that the
phrase "before the world began'' is really '' in times eonian'y
— thus '' eonian "is certainly
not eternal (it also occurs in the
phrase "before eonian times" (2 Tim. 1:9; Titus 1:2).

Then God is not "ev
erlasting", as He is
called in Romans 16:
26 (Greek,
eonian
God").
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"Eonian" as an adjective means /'pertaining to the
eons". That He is God of the eons does not limit Him
any more than He can always be the "God of Israel"
alone, as He is called. Other "gods" fall and are for
gotten, but we have a God Who made the ages (Heb.
1:2); they belong to Him and He belongs to them, and
His shall be the glory for them long after they are over!
(The doctrine of the eons, in itself, makes an interesting
study which the reader may follow out.)
In 2 Corinthians 4:
18, "eonian" must
mean "eternal" because it is set in contrast to the word
"temporal", meaning
enduring for time as
opposed to eternity.

The
Greek word
translated
"temporal" has no connection
with the word for "time"; it is
literally "toward-seasons",
therefore means "temporary",
In the passage in question it is
easily seen as a comparison between our afflictions, which last
for a brief season, and our prom
ised eonian glory, which lasts
until all opens out into the glo
rious consummation.

(7) 1 Corinthians 15:28: "And when all things
shall be subdued unto Him, then shall the Son [Christ]
also Himself be subject unto Him that put all things
under Him, that God may be All in all."
Argument Against
"Subjecting" signifies the use of force.

Answer

Not altogether, for though He
may use force as a means, in the
end He will have so led and
taught His creatures that they will no longer need gov
ernment (vs. 24, "put down all rule"), but God, by His
Spirit, will be everything to each of them—"All in all"
—the Holy Spirit will fill each heart. What else can
these words mean, for all shall be at peace with God?

Justification
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(8) Romans 5:18: "As by the offense of one, judg
ment came upon all men to condemnation; even so by
the righteousness of one, the free gift came upon all men
unto justification of life."
All will be justified, at the end, of the guilt which
even just punishment cannot efface, though teaching the
justice of God and the inherent insufficiency of the
creature. "Through the blood of His cross" Christ
makes peace for all with the Father and at last so teaches
each as to bring all into the blessed family of God, the
Father, which He planned to do before He created Adam
("the purpose of the eons", Bph. 3:11)—His grand
adventure to gain the enduring love of every creature.
And so here are, in brief, the most important and
simple facts concerning what God's Word teaches on
Universal Reconciliation. Our part is to believe what
the Scriptures say (not doubting if we cannot see how
God works), to love all as God does, and to serve faith
fully and lovingly in being, or in helping those who are
called to be, evangelists, pastors, teachers (Eph. 4:11).
God "worketh all things after the counsel of His own
will" (Eph. 1:11). How? That's for us to believe, but
not always to understand now, for God is "the Saviour

of all men, specially of those that believe" (1 Tim. 4:10;

see 1 Tim. 2:4). "For of Him, and through Him, and
to Him, are all things: to Whom be glory for ever (Greek,
for the eons). Amen!" (Rom. 11:36).
To possible unsaved readers we say: What do you
think of this Christ Who lovingly throws His all into
such a grand plan to gain the love of every individual?
If you believe on Him and His sacrifice for you, you are
"justified by faith" (Rom. 5:1), and you'll love Him
and serve Him and share His glories in the grand ages to
come.
Wm. C. Rebmann

THEY WILL NOT TOLERATE SOUND TEACHING

It is written concerning these last days that the leaders
of religious movements will not tolerate sound teaching.
This should always be borne in mind in the search for
truth. Error has gained such a grip on us that it is
often called "the truth", and the truth is denounced by
calling it such names as "speculation", "gnosticism,"
"heresy," and many other false terms, simply because
men cannot bear even to think of it as truth.
The
thought that they have been teaching error all their lives
is intolerable. Have their great and good men been
wrong? Has Christendom been wrong for centuries?
All of these questions, intended to make the truth intoler
able to others, only show that those who utter them are
included in this Scripture. Beware of them!
Bear with intolerable doctrines. Search the Scrip
tures to see if such things may not be so. The fact that a
doctrine seems intolerable does not prove it to be wrong.
Rather, it proves that it may be right. Here is a valuable
way-mark from the spirit of God.
In my early days I was warned against many great
truths, as so bad that they should not even be considered.
The "non-eternity heresy" was spoken of as an intoler
ably false doctrine. So with others. Only constant and
intimate contact with the Scriptures has enabled me to
overcome my aversion to them. The "intolerable'/ teach
ing has proved to be the most glorious truth. Give good
heed to intolerable truths, but beware of those who ridi

cule and denounce them. Cleave to faith in the written
Word alone.—A. E. K.

Discordant

THE NEBULOUS HYPOTHESIS

To get rid of God is the chief aim of so-called "science".
So-called, I say, for genuine systematized knowledge
must ever bring us nearer our Creator and Redeemer.
This deep-seated desire to dethrone the Deity is never
more evident than in its theories concerning the begin
ning of the universe, though, of course, it never really
goes back so far. The most popular present apostasy
seems to be the so-called "nebular hypothesis".
The
name can easily be remembered, for it is also a nebulous
hypothesis.
In the heavens, as seen today, there are
countless conglomerations of gaseous matter which may
be likened to a cloud, often spiral in form, known only
because they emit a measure of light. The idea is that
the earth and the planets and the sun were once a gaseous
mass, which by some unknown and mysterious means
began to revolve and, quite contrary to well-behaved,
law-abiding gas masses at the present day, condensed
itself into planets and their satellites, with the sun as a
center, quite apart and independent of the guiding hand
of a Creator.
With the measurement of the amount of truth in this
theory we have nothing to do. All that concerns us is
this: Does God reveal this as His method of creation ? In
the pages of a Fundamentalist journal the position is
taken that the translation of the Authorized Version
"without form and void", is "striking evidence" "of
knowledge and accuracy only possible because the ac
count is inspired revelation". This leading article goes
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on to say that "Formlessness can never be correctly
predicated of any solid body . . . form is an insepar
able attribute of any solid. Fluids, on the other hand
(whether liquid or gaseous), have no proper form of
their own, . . . 'Without form' can only define a fluid
mass of some description, it is a strictly accurate as well
as vividly realistic description of a gaseous nebula. How
otherwise could this fact of future astronomical science
have been put in ancient Hebrew? To have described the
gaseous bulk of the solar nebula as 'air', whatever adjec
tive might have been used in qualification, would have
furnished the Modernist commentator with a happy
playground for his perverse ingenuity; but the inspiring
Spirit describes the vast depths of chaos by an attribute
which is more meticulously accurate than science's own
use of the word, which implies an astronomical fact un
known until the far future, and yet in the simplest
Hebrew for primitive unlettered men. 'And the earth
was nebulous and void, and darkness was upon the face
of the deep'."
The notable interest in the above lies in the fact that
it is from the leading article in a magazine absolutely
committed to the Bible as against science. The sad fact
is that the translation (or rather revision) of 1611, com
monly called the Authorized Version translated this pas
sage thus purely to pander to science, and now one of its
votaries is so blinded to their deception, that he actually
hails it as inspired! And thus he puts God's seal upon
infidel science and apostate theology! The Bible is in
far more danger in the hands of its friends than in the
clutches of its enemies.
I write this in Germany, with the thought in mind

that it may be translated into German.

But Luther

and the other German versions seemingly were not in

spired, for they translate "desolate", and not "without
form''. But why compare men ? I think Luther's render
ing is far better, but that proves nothing. As the Funda-

Translation
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mentalists would say "to the law and to the testimony".
What is the actually inspired meaning of ten, the
Hebrew word used here? They would probably appeal
to a college professor, but none of them have as much
claim on our confidence as the Authorized Version trans
lators or Luther. And we—we know nothing at all, and
have no right to do anything except to draw aside the
curtain which hides the facts from our readers.
This Hebrew word is used elsewhere about nineteen
times, and is translated confusion, empty place, without
form, nothing, nought, thing of nought, vain, vanity,
waste, and wilderness.
It will afford us a little amusing relaxation to apply
this "accurate" rendering to some other of its occur
rences.
In Isaiah 40:23 we would have "make the
judges of the earth without form"—i. e., turn them into
gas or liquefy them! In Isaiah 44: 9, "they that make a
graven image are all of them without form"! In one
other passage it is translated thus in the Authorized
Version. In Jeremiah 4: 23, 24, we read, "I beheld the
earth, and lo, it was without form, and void; and the
heavens, and they had no light. I beheld the mountains,
and, lo, they trembled, and all the hills moved lightly.''
The reader should go on and read about the wilderness
and the cities, and remember that this is really a nebula!
The mountains and the hills were gas, as were also the
cities! They had no form. I have been surfeited with
the sight of mountains and cities, but I have not yet
seen a single one "without form" or made of gas. But
enough. We do not propose to add a comic supplement
to our magazine.
The following are the passages:
teuf waste, in the Authorized Version
Gen. 1: 2
Dt.
32:10
1 Sa. 12:21
21

the earth was without form
and in the waste howling wilderness
for (then should ye go) after vain things
—for they are vain
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Job

6:1&
12:24
26: 7
Ps. 107:40
Isa. 24:10
29:21
34:11
40:17
23
41:29
44: 9
45:18
19
49: 4
59: 4
Jer.
4:23

The Real Facts
they go to nothing, and perish
causeth them to wander in a wilderness
out the north over the empty place
causeth them to wander in the wilderness
The city of confusion is broken down:

turn aside the just for a thing of nought.
stretch out upon it the line of confusion,
less than nothing, and vanity.
maketh the judges of the earth as vanity.
molten images [are] wind and confusion.
graven images [are] all of them vanity,
he created it not in vain,
Seek ye me in vain:
I have spent my strength for nought,
they trust in vanity,
the earth, and, lo, [it was] without form

Even if this sane and sensible method of fixing the
significance of God's words is rejected, one passage re
mains which entirely reverses the reasoning, whatever
may be the meaning of ten.
Isaiah 45:18 distinctly
affirms that God did not create it ten. A study of the
word create would entirely upset the scientific usage of
the word, as bringing into existence out of nothingness.
Man can create (1 Pet. 2:13). Man was created out of
soil, not out of a void. Genesis does not deal with the
bringing of matter into existence, but with its formation
into distinct objects, the heavens and the earth. They
were not created even teu, but became so.
Moreover,
"God Himself that formed the earth and made it" says
that '' He formed it to be inhabited.'' According to the
Creator Himself, nothing can be plainer than that He
created it with a form, not formless. This agrees with
the actual significance of teu, but is absolutely contrary
to the Authorized Version rendering, which our Bibleloving friends deem inspired.
A. E. K.

Clatf*

THE DELIVERANCE OF OUR BODY
Eomans 8:23-25

Most of the suffering that the saints endure in this era
arises from the fact that our bodies are not yet delivered
from the bondage of corruption, and so our salvation is
far from complete. Christ is not only the Saviour of His
body, the church, but He must save our physical bodies
if we are to be entirely delivered from sin and its penal
ties. The deliverance of our body may be effected either
by rapture or resurrection. Underlying these verses we
shall do well to see 1 Corinthians 15. That deliverance is
wholly a matter which faith expects, so that a large part
of our salvation lies in the future and cannot be reached
but by our Lord's return. Meantime our spiritual and
physical life are at variance. Not only are our bodies a
part of this groaning and travailing creation, but they
are the seat of sin and lie under the irreversible doom of
death. This infirmity arising from our mortal body with
its flesh of sin evokes the pleadings of the spirit on our
behalf. God Who searches our hearts finds not only our
own groaning within ourselves, but that of the spirit.
While we groan we know not how to pray as we ought,
yet the spirit pleads our cause according to the will of
God. So we reach the conclusion of the contrast between
the spiritual life on one hand and the flesh and body on
the other. Deliverance from the latter is impossible till
the condemnation which is upon our body is exhausted
by death or by the change which comes at the presence
of Jesus Christ, Who is our expectation.
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We Who Have the Firstfruit

Additional proof that the creation's expectation of
freedom is justified is found in the fact that we who are
the lords of creation, and physically a part of it, join
our groans to those of the creation and cherish a similar
expectation.

We, too, suffer together with it and with
Christ and expect deliverance from this condition of
travail and vanity. As creation looks for freedom, so we
await our adoption, the deliverance of our body, which
will complete our salvation and usher us into glory, 23;
the instalment of salvation which we received on believ
ing carries with it the expectation of a full deliverance
from sin, and deliverance from the presence of sin is so
far from being realized that it is still wholly a matter
of expectation; so that we, instead of attaining perfec
tion now, are awaiting a future salvation, 24. In the
meantime expectation has occasion for its fullest exercise,
for the sons of God instead of obtaining their inheritance
and their promised deliverance have daily need of the
fortitude which their expectation gives them, 25.
23. Yet not only is it so with creation, but we our
selves also . . . are groaning in unison with creation.
We who have the firstfruit of the spirit, we ourselves also
are groaning. The emphatic we and the reiterated we our
selves also give a double emprhasis to the fact that even
such as saints have occasion to groan. While we are so
different from the creation we also are in harmony with
it, particularly in respect to the. sufferings and glory.
Creation does not participate in our sin, in the grace of
God, or the glory; but it does participate in the results
of man's sin and his glorification. From the first it
receives the bondage of corruption and from the second
its emancipation. Because we have received the firstfruit
of the spirit we groan more than others. The saint has
an inward and a more intense spiritual yearning for
ideal inward and outward conditions because of his rela
tion to Christ. As we look around at suffering creation
and humanity we long for the amelioration of their evil

are Groaning in Ourselves
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conditions, and this not from any motive of self-interest
or the zeal of the reformer, but because we look at them
with anointed eyes that have caught a glimpse of the
glory that was lost, because we have a foretaste of the
glory to which we have been given a title, and because
of the urge of a new life within us. Our divine discontent
with a ruined creation and humanity is accentuated just
because we have the firstfruit of the spirit. It deepens
in us the groan which we might have had even if we were
unbelievers. It is not unlike our Lord's weeping over
doomed Jerusalem. In this respect the spirit of Christ
enables us to enter into fellowship in the compassion of
Christ.
The firstfruit creates a disparity between two states.
The gift of the spirit has placed us in the new humanity
while we are yet a part of the old. It has introduced a
conflict between flesh and spirit, between our ideal posi
tion in Christ Jesus and our actual condition and walk.
Hence we groan chiefly on our own behalf. But the
spirit has brought something other than a groan. Simul
taneously we rejoice in expectation of glory, we realize
that the power of God for salvation is operating in us,
and that His grace is sufficient for us in every affliction.
The firstfruit is declared to be the spirit: of the spirit is
the genitive of apposition, so that we may say the firstfruit, which is the spirit. The word firstfruit is used in
Scripture in two ways. It is used in reference to a great
er number of men who will afterward receive whatever
that which is the firstfruit now has, whether it be Christ
or the church. Thus Christ in resurrection is the Firstfruit of the great harvest to be roused from sleep. The
first believers who turned from idols to God were the
firstfruits of those who should afterward be called
(1 Cor. 15:20, 23; 16:15; Eom. 16:5; James 1:18;
Un. 14:4). Firstfruit sometimes has another meaning,
as when a portion of a kneading of dough was made into
a cake and presented to the priests as a recognition that
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The Firstfruit is the Spirit and

the whole kneading belonged to God and was therefore
holy (Num. 15:17-21; Rom. 11:16). In our text the
firstfruit is the spirit which is an. instalment of our sal
vation, the larger part of which is to come when we get
a spiritual body. In this sense the word closely ap
proaches the idea of the earnest of the spirit, which is a

foretaste and a pledge in kind of the payment in full.
There is always a difference between the firstfruit and
the harvest. In this case it is not the difference between
spiritual infancy and maturity, for what we have re
ceived is Nothing less than the spirit of Christ, and that
is capable of no improvement. The difference is between
the spirit which is life and the body which is dead, be
tween the spirit which unites us to Christ and the mortal
body which is derived from Adam. Our background is
still found in the contrast between Adam and Christ. At
present we have only a firstfruit of the spirit, but are
reaping the whole harvest of the flesh. Ishmael is older
and sometimes stronger than Isaac (GaL 4:29).
We groan in ourselves when others least suspect it,
for while the unspiritual may grovel, the saint can never
be contented or satisfied with what the world offers. He
is dissatisfied with mean attainments and aspires to
things that are now beyond his spiritual reach. When
we contemplate our infirmity and hear men speak of a
full salvation we groan inwardly, in ourselves. This is
an expression of the homing instinct of those whose citi
zenship is in heaven. While the groan of creation is
made vocal the groan of the saint is within his heart.
Paul speaks as if this were the common experience of
all saints, so that all the saints are in sympathy with
each other and with creation. Yet the groaning is not
complaint or rebellion against the divine appointment,
for we are rejoicing also in expectation. The groan is
rather the expression of spiritual instincts and appetites,
and of eager desires for the rights of sons which cannot
be satisfied short of glory.

is a Pledge of a Spiritual Body
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We are awaiting the sonship, or placing as sons, for
while we have the spirit of sonship and are already sons
of God, our actual placing as sons of God is still future.
Again, the spirit of sonship may be said to be the firstfruit in relation to the future son-placing. What the
saints now are and are destined to be is not yet made
manifest, except that we know that when we are mani
fested with Him in glory we shall be like Him. The day
is coming when God will publicly acknowledge us as His
sons biefore the whole universe, and by His grace and
power we shall not make Him ashamed of us, for we
shall then be entirely conformed to the image of the only
begotten Son of God.
The adoption is explained as the deliverance of our
body. Not until our body is delivered can our sonship be
attained and manifested. We are now sons who have not
attained their sonship or son-placing. Christ was always
the Son of God; He needed no adoption, or son-placing,
yet it was only by His resurrection that He was publicly
demonstrated to be the Son of God (Rom. 1:4). Having
the spirit of sons we groan until we are formally desig
nated sons in the likeness of the glorified Son of God.
Deliverance is both negative and positive. We shall be
delivered from the mortality and lusts that now char
acterize our body. The body of sin and death will be
carried down to its proper terminus, the grave. Or it
may be changed in the twinkling of an eye, and losing
its mortality will lose its sin and evil lusts also. Positive
ly, the body will put on incorruption and immortality.
We can have no son-placing till our bodies are delivered.
With the exception of Adam as originally created,
and the second Man, mankind has never yet seen a sin
less body, and therefore many have come to think of a
material body as something essentially evil. But there
are bodies which are both physical and spiritual as
Christ's is. Our present bodies are.bodies of humiliation,
but we are promised glorious bodies. These will set forth
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Deliverance is Of, not From, the Body

the glory of the Creator and Saviour. Our bodies will
not be restored to Adamic perfection, but conformed to
the higher perfection of the crucified, resurrected, and
glorified body of Christ which no man has yet seen. We
are to participate in all the deliverance which is in
Christ Jesus, which has in it all the values of His sinless
life, His crucifixion, His rousing from the dead by the
glory of the Father, and all the grace and glory which
reside in Him.
We do not groan for deliverance from the body, but
of it. Just as sin has seized upon our body and destroyed
and doomed it, so the power of God for salvation will
deliver it. Otherwise sin and death would be victorious
over part of our humanity. Saints would have only a
partial salvation. We are familiar with the spiritistic
fiction that the body is only the casket in which the
jewel, the soul or spirit, is kept. This conception dis
parages God's highest material achievement, the human
body, and it reflects on His wisdom and power. When
God created a sinless and perfect man He began by
forming his body—Scripture lends no support to the
unnatural idea that man can be a man without a body
(Gen. 2:7; 3:19; 1 Cor. 15:47).
The Word became flesh and is a real Son of Mankind.
In His body He bore our sins that He might deliver us
completely from sin which mars our body as it mars
every other part of us. The physical miracles of healing
were proofs of His power to save the body, and were a
prophecy of His resurrection power. Despite their spirit
istic defamation of what is physical, many seek physical
healing from Christ, Whom they suppose to have broken
His connection with anything so material as a physical
body. They cherish and pamper and gratify their bodies,
usually giving to them more attention than to the needs

of their spiritual life.
We may read 2 Corinthians 5:1-5 as a comment on
our present text. In that passage we find the same groan-

We Long for an Immortal Body
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ing and for the same cause. We groan being burdened
in our temporary earthly tabernacle, of our mortal body.
Yet we do not want to be stripped of a body, but to get

a better one, a house instead of a tent, a building of God,
eonian in the heavens. Instead of being stripped of a
bodily dwelling we long to be dressed in a new one, that
so the mortal may be swallowed up of life. This unques
tionably refers to the physical change we look for. The
mortal body will at the descent of our Lord be swallowed
up of life, that is, this mortal will put on immortality.

Just as the spirit of the man in Christ is now life, so
his body will be swallowed up by life, and his salvation
thus be consummated when his body becomes spiritual
and immortal.
Death or the rapture termiiiates Adamic condemna
tion. Resurrection or change gives us a body strong and
sinless, which can suffer no sickness or disease, no waste
or fatigue, a body which will be beautiful with immortal
youth and which will at the same time truly express the
glories of the indwelling Christ. Our habitation which is
from heaven will be incorruptible, glorious, powerful,
spiritual, celestial, immortal, in which we shall wear the
image of the Second Man (1 Cor. 15:42-49).
A strange vagary of interpretation is that which says
our body here means the body of Christ. Paul is speak
ing of our body, not His. Besides, the church is a sub
ject quite foreign to this chapter, which treats of God's
power for salvation of individual saints. The argument
is used that as the our is plural and the body is singular,
therefore the reference is to one body which belongs to
all the saints. This shows ignorance of Greek usage. In
this chapter we find "our spirit". Examples of a plural
pronoun with a singular noun abound. We select a few
from memory: "their unintelligent heart is darkened"
(Rom. 1:21); "they should be shaving the head"
(Acts 21:24, Greek); "your face" (1 Thes. 2:17); and
"their corpse" (Un. 11: 8). Ephesians speaks of Christ
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Saved By Faith and In Expectation

and the church. The view we criticize is that of a teacher
who denied that Christ has a physical body, or that saints
may expect one. The body of Christ is as yet wholly
spiritual, and as such not subject to vanity or condemna
tion. Only our mortal, physical bodies need deliverance.
24. For we were saved in expectation.
When we
believed, we were saved from the wrath of God, and we
were saved not by expectation but by faith and in expec
tation of something more. When we were justified and
reconciled we received Christ and life in Him. Our spirit
was quickened with His life and we experience the con
tinuous renewing of the holy spirit. Yet all that we have
received is only an instalment of the full salvation which
we are led to expect. Where faith is, there expectation
also comes. We expect because a partial salvation gives

us cause to groan, and we groan for what we cannot
now obtain.
What Paul is now insisting on is that our firstfruit
of salvation has put us in a state of expectation, and he
had good reason for his insistence. There have always
been those wjio said that " there is healing in the atone
ment ", and some have carried their false theory so far
as to say that the resurrection has already occurred.

They argue that if a man is in Christ Jesus he cannot
be sick, and no matter what the actual facts are the
saint must reckon himself to be dead to sickness and
disease, alive before God and enjoying resurrection life
in his body. But we are bidden to reckon that true which
is not yet an actual experience. It is true only as to our
spiritual relations and position in Christ Jesus.
The
bodies of the saints are mortal still and have the same
lusts as those of other men, hence the conflict between
flesh and spirit. To say that one is mortal is to say that
he has sin in the flesh. We are not yet alive for God as
Christ is. We can reckon ourselves so, not on the basis
of experience, which contradicts such an idea, but on
the basis of the judgment of the cross and the victory of

Expectation Waits for the Unobserved
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Christ's personal resurrection. We are justified from
sin, but not freed from its lusts in our mortal body. We

expect because we have been promised an actual resur
rection and a life in the presence of God. Present faith
and obedience cannot take the place of expectation.
Piety does not deliver saints from mortality and the
presence of sin.

The facts of revelation upon which we

base our reckoning are not yet experienced realities. The
mortality of the body of the saint is a fact which daily
proves that such reckonings are false and futile.
Expectation with faith and love is one of the graces
that remain. Faith stands first in order, love is the
greatest grace, and expectation lasts till our glorification.

Faith is now continually receiving, while expectation
always has its eyes on an unrealized future, for expecta
tion, being observed, is not expectation. Expectation is
here used in two different senses. In the first case it
means the object of expectation, which being observed
ceases to be expectation.
Now we are expecting the
advent of the glory of our great God and Saviour, Jesus
Christ. But we shall not expect it after the event occurs,
for expectation vanishes in realization. If our body were
already delivered, there would be no further expectation
concerning it. And indeed some expect nothing for their
body. They hope to get rid of it. If our body is simply
to be stripped off us and our spirit is thus to be liberated
from what some regard as a physical encumbrance, then
we have no expectation of an adoption, which is the
deliverance of our body. People who so believe have no
expectation of resurrection. Because there are so many
who think so, resurrection is rarely spoken of, and any
expectation for the body is not entertained by them.
Scripture teaches that glory is reached by the way of
resurrection and complete deliverance of all that has
been subject to sin and death.
For what anyone is observing, why is he expecting it?
The very essence of expectation is that, like faith, it
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While We Await Deliverance

fastens upon what is not observed (Heb. 11:1). The
deliverance of the body is not something now observable.
Therefore our expectation is not to be realized by any
reckoning of faith. If there is no salvation for the mor
tal body, then expectation is vain. Destruction is not sal
vation. We do not, then, expect the annihilation of our
body, even if annihilation were possible in a universe
where everything is subject to a law of conservation of
forces. Paul is telling us just what to expect—a deliver
ance which includes the salvation of the body. A con
cordant study of the word "expectation" will reveal the
fact that the deliverance we long for is always connected
with the advent of the glory of our great God and Sav
iour, Jesus Christ, and this is so far from being a matter
of observation, and so entirely a matter of expectation,
that creation, the saints in Christ Jesus, and the spirit
all groan because a full salvation is not yet realized.
25. Now if we are expecting that which we are not
observing, we are awaiting it with fortitude. Faith gives
us a conviction of things not observed so that they
become certainties upon which we build, but expectation
awaits their sure coming and gives fortitude while we
wait and suffer. Like hard pressed, beleaguered soldiers
who are certain of victory and deliverance, we fight with
a heroic fortitude that never thinks of surrender. The
certainty and eagerness of our expectancy helps our in
firmity. We groan, and sometimes protest, but we never
despair, for we know that in comparison with the glory
with which we shall be endued ours is a momentary,
light affliction that actually is producing for us a great
compensating glory. A preacher visited a factory where
he saw costly china being made. What interested him
most was the painting of the nearly finished product.
The artist painted the pattern in various colors, and the
visitor, noting that a great deal of black was being used,
asked why. He was told, "It is black now, but it will be
gold when it comes out of the fire." How it aids us to

We Suffer with Fortitude
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know that our present disabilities and limitations arising
from our inheritance of sin and death, to say nothing of
the black injustices and insolence we must suffer from
graceless fellow believers, will be transmuted into a
beauty unspeakable and full of glory! The disillusionments of life, with its inward and outward strife, wean
us away from this world, and our affections are separ
ated from the present. They are increasingly set on
Christ and the glory He shall bring to us. One saint said,
"I would not have the renewal of my youth on any
terms." And another, "I were miserable if I might not
die and have done with this world." Such saints feel
the tug of the coming glory upon which their hearts are
set.

No sensitive thinker can live in this world without
sympathizing with its heartbreak.
One must become
either callous and selfish or he must entertain for him
self and all men an expectation which makes life toler
able. Some men can take the world's sorrows on their
hearts, and in the spirit of Christ help others by their
sympathy and fortitude. This is possible only because
they have so firm a grasp on the coming glory that while
they are patiently serving others they are holding this
world lightly and are ever ready to relinquish all that
is in it as soon as their task is done. How the saints are
suffering! Some of the most serene of them sometimes
reveal their heartbreaking sorrow. Each heart knows its
own bitterness and each sufferer has his own consolation
from G-od (2 Cor. 1:3-5). One wonders if great spirit
uality is possible without a crushing sorrow borne with
fortitude because of a great expectation (Phil. 3:10).
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We Expect Entire Salvation
QUESTIONS

What is needed to complete our salvation?
What is the
relation between the presence of sin and the mortal body?
What is it that causes a conflict of desires within one who is
a saint? Is our body still under condemnation? What is the
nature of the deliverance for which we long?
Is expectation
an important element of the spiritual life?
How many groans do you find? (verses 22, 2,3, 26)
What
is it that causes saints who are in Christ Jesus to groan?
What is the firstfruit we have received?

Do we groan more

than others who have not the spirit?
Are we in fellowship
with Christ's sufferings when we groan?
Does the firstfruit put us in a new position before God?
Does it introduce a force at variance with the flesh?
Do we
groan on our own behalf as well as in sympathy with creation?
How is the firstfruit defined? In what two ways is the word
"firstfruit" used in Scripture?
Of what is the firstfruit a
pledge? Is our groan always audible?
What is sonship or adoption? Where is it previously men
tioned?
How is sonship explained?
Can we have sonship
without the deliverance of the body?
If in resurrection we
have no body, what is our son-placing? Are not the physical
healings performed by Christ demonstrations of his ability to
save the physical?
Under what condemnation does all humanity now lie?
When will this condemnation be exhausted? Can our "body"
in verse 23 possibly mean the body of Christ? Is the body of
Christ at present spiritual and living or physical and mortal?
What are the three great graces?
Has expectation an
active part in our salvation?
Upon what does expectation
live? Can there be a true expectation where there is no faith?
Does expectation survive attainment of the object expected?
Is it scriptural to abandon all expectation concerning our
body?
Why is the subject of resurrection so neglected in
theology and preaching?
Can our expectation be realized before the Lord's return?
Do we expect a Saviour to come out of heaven to transfigure
the body of our humiliation? What will He do with it? (Phil.
3:20-21)
Can we be satisfied with only a partial salvation? What

happens to men when hope dies?

What grace does expectation

give us while we groan and await our deliverance? Does our
own groaning condition give us a sympathy with a suffering
world?
Can groans and praise come from the same heart?
Do we experience both affliction and consolation?

Geo. L. Bogers

appreciation anb prafee

THE JOTS AND TITTLES

The attitude of our blessed Lord to the infinite accur

acy and importance of the letter of God's written revela
tion is evident from His statement in the Sermon on the
Mount: "Verily, I am saying to you, till heaven and
earth pass by, one iota or one ceriph may by no means
pass by from the law till all should be coming to pass"
(Mat. 5:18). Now the yod or iota is the smallest letter
in Hebrew, little more than an apostrophe in size, and it
looks somewhat like one. We have no letter so small in
English. On many words, if it should fall away, it would
not change the sense at all, only the grammar. Let us
note that our Lord does not say that no word of the law
shall fail, or even no letter, but not even the smallest let
ter shall fail to be fulfilled. Such is the infinite accuracy
of the written Word.
But even this does not fully illustrate His extreme
devotion to the written record. Several pairs of letters
in Hebrew are almost exactly alike. They are distin
guished only by a little horn on one which is wanting on
the other. Thus d has a little projection where r is
rounded. This ceriph was only a small part of a letter.
It is not that no word, or no letter, not even the smallest
shall pass by, but not the most minute point of any sig
nificance, in God's inspired record may be overlooked,
for all shall be fulfilled. No human writing is like this.
Like all of God's works, its perfection extends to the
minutest minutiae.
A parallel in the material world may help us to
understand this, for God's Word is a living organism,
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The Minute Perfections

and has the same perfection in detail that we find in
nature. What a marvelous help has the microscope been
to the student! Most wonderful of all, the more minutely
God's handiwork is examined, the more perfect it ap
pears. And this is blessedly true of the sacred text also.
It will bear the most minute analysis. It will reward the
severest scrutiny. But, alas! scientists have far more
confidence in nature than even His saints have in nature's
God. In this era of unbelief there is a strong current of
opposition to the investigation of the jots and tittles of
God's revelation. We have standard expressions for in
dicating our disapproval of "slavish literalism", "the
worship of words," "unspiritual interpretation," and
many more.

I thank God that, very early in my career, there fell
into my hands a booklet entitled ' ' The Necessity of Ac
curacy in the Study of Holy Writ' \ In it a number of
statements were examined which had been put forth by
an eminent theologian, purporting to show the great
lack of accuracy in the Bible. These were taken, one by
one, and in each case the inaccuracy was shown to be due
to the theologian's carelessness. I was thrilled with the
thought that we have a Bible which would stand the
most minute examination, and determined to put it to
the test and make full use of it if it proved true. Ever
after that, when a difficulty arose, I did not run to com
mentaries or to lexicons, but I made a careful examina
tion of the text. It was not long ere I discovered the best
ways and means of doing this, and I began to make a
spiritual microscope to enable me to delve deeper into
the exhaustless riches of God's revelation. It has become
the source of purest joy and boundless satisfaction.
0 that I could impress my readers with a sense of
the infinite accuracy of Holy Writ, and the unutterable
satisfaction and certainty which it imparts! Many can
not understand why I am so positive on many points
where others cannot come to clearness. The reason is
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simple. I stand on God's unshakable Word, perhaps on
only a part of a letter in it, but it gives me more con
fidence than if I had all the faculties of all the univer
sities in the world to support me. Where others dimly
discern mysteries, I behold gloriously revealed secrets.
Where some insist that God has put a veil I find that He
has torn it aside with His own hand, from the top to the
bottom. Where others feel that God must be a veiled
prophet, I have found Him fully revealed in His beloved
Son.

How often have I tested the bare Word of God, and
found it utterly reliable! Questions have come up. which
have been debated for centuries, and no satisfactory solu
tion has been found. Sometimes I have been tempted to
fall back upon a commentary or lexicon to save time.
But it has proved a loss of time in difficult cases, valuable
as these works are for ordinary information. Then I
bowed my head before God's Word and acknowledged
that, since it is His revelation, it cannot be contradictory,
as it seemed to be. It cannot be double-tongued, as men
would have it be. One of the earliest investigations was
the subject of human destiny. This led to the study of
the eons and microscopic examination of the word and
its phrases led to the glorious confirmation of universal
reconciliation, as well as marvelous unfoldings of God's
ways on the path to His glorious goal. Then came the
genealogies of our Lord, the chronology of the passion
week, the problem of evil, and, above all, the secrets of
the resurrection, of the evangel, and of this economy.
Almost every advance has been made by harmonizing
the meaning by the help of a concordance or by heeding
the minute indications which are usually deemed too
unimportant to warrant investigation. For the last few
years I have been especially impressed with the need of
distinguishing between such verbs as are indefinite, and
such as are incomplete. The lack of this distinction has
held many an honest seeker in distressing error. The con-
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sequences of ignoring this point, which is generally over
looked in our translations, is very great indeed, even if
the thing itself seems obscure and unimportant to the
very ones who need to know it most. We hope to make it
very clear to all in the Keyword International edition.
Whoever speaks slightingly of the literal and the
minute in God's gracious Word thereby reveals the cold
ness of his heart and the cloudiness of his head in relation
to God's written revelation. These are not merely symp

toms of the prevailing apostasy, but the ultimate cause.
This is the source 6f the withdrawal, and indicates the
only radical cure. Only when we see that God's oracles
are minutely and literally perfect are we really con
vinced of their inspiration, and content to trust our all
upon their declarations, and able to discern the truth
which they contain, and to reject the error with which
men have encrusted them. No jot, no tittle shall ever
fail, for they partake of the infinite perfection of their
Author.
A. E. K.

tfie

THE VARIOUS EXPECTATIONS

OF THE ACTS ERA
Expectation is faith with reference to the future. Since
all saints, when they shall be vivified, will not receive
the same blessing, either in measure or in location, they
cannot all look forward to the same prospect. Israel and
the nations will be blessed upon the earth. Our place is
among the celestials (Eph. 1:3). In the millennial king
dom, moreover, the lot of the nations is a place of bless
ing with Jehovah's people (Rom. 15:10).
For them
there is no such expectation as we have today, who are

blessed while Israel is apostate, and who look ahead to a
future, not on earth, subordinate to the chosen nation,
but above them, among the celestials.
During the era of the book of Acts there was a com
plete readjustment of outlook in those who belonged to
Christ. At its beginning no one had a heavenly hope. At
its end all but the remaining remnant of the Circum
cision looked above for their future career. At its com
mencement the twelve apostles looked forward to
thrones, on which they would rule the twelve tribes of
Israel. The favored nation itself anticipated a kingdom
over the other nations, and there gentiles had no expect
ation of their own (Eph. 2:12), being merely depend
ent on the elect people for such blessing as should come
to them. At the close of Acts we find the future of
believers among the nations gloriously transformed.
They are no longer destined to be beneath Israel on the

earth, but above the celestials in the heavens.
It has been too readily assumed that "the hope of
the Acts" was the same as the expectation of the Pauline
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ecclesias during this era. The fact that, at the end of
the period, the expectation in Paul's Ephesian epistle is
far, far above what is accorded to the nations at its be
ginning, should keep us from such a conclusion. We
must not reason from the false premise that the expecta
tion of all saints at a given instant must necessarily be
the same. That is true, indeed, within the main course of
this administration. It is emphatically true today (Eph.
4:4). But it was not the case on the borderland between
this and the period of the kingdom proclamation in the
opening of the book of Acts. From the commencement
of the ministry of the apostle Paul until the setting
aside of Israel in the last chapter there is a period of
transition in which one hope receded and remained un
fulfilled, yet another, which is not set forth in Acts at
all, but in Paul's preparatory epistles, comes upon the
scene, and grows from glory to glory, until it reaches its
dimax in Ephesians.

What is meant by "the hope of the Acts"? We shall
take it that it refers to that which is taught in the book
itself. But what was the period of Acts? It runs from
the resurrection of our. Lord until two whole years after
the repudiation of Israel by Paul in Rome. Now it is a
matter of fact that we do not know fram the Word of
God of any other imprisonment of Paul in Rome except
that mentioned in Acts arid in his prison epistles, hence
are compelled to include them in the period covered by
that narrative. There are epistles written before Acts
28: 28, and those thereafter, but we have no warrant for
excluding the prison epistles from the Acts period. Let
us beware, then, of speaking of the period of the book of
Acts as if it did not include the writing of Paul's epis
tles, even the highest of them all. The first part of Acts
is concerned with the kingdom promised to Israel. The
last two years deal with it as repudiated. In between is
the transitional era which chronicles the stages of its
rejection.

Hope of Israel
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THE ARGUMENT FROM DATES

Mauy syllogisms have been based on a division in
Paul's epistles which depends on the dates when they
were written. But this is not faith. Since they are not
dated, we must not make human guesses the basis of
truth. Much in their contents enables us to determine
their relationship to each other and to the era of the
Acts.
The chief question is, "Were Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians written during the time covered by
Acts? If the book closed with the repudiation of Israel,
we might well question this. But, as the setting aside of
Israel demands the revelation of the secret, which was
waiting for this event, it is more than probable that the
prison epistles were written during the two-year period
mentioned in Acts 28:30, and therefore come within
the period of the book. The Acts period does not close
with the repudiation of Israel, but lingers somewhat
longer, to include Paul's imprisonment.
This simplifies matters and warrants us in restating
a false inference as follows: Acts presents the hope of
Israel.
Since Ephesians was written during the self
same period, the one hope of Ephesians 4:4 must be the
same hope. This, of course, is absurd. As the reasoning
is sound, the main premise must be at fault. The hope
of Israel in Acts was one thing, and the hope of the
Pauline ecclesias mentioned in Acts, was different. This
need not be shown by any argument at all, for it should
be self-evident to all who read the Scriptures intelli
gently. But, if our background is to be logical, we must
go further. If Ephesians disproves the premise that epis
tles written within the period of Acts must have the
same hope, then Romans, and even Thessalonians are
free to have a hope differing from the hope of Israel.
ACTS TRANSITIONAL

The question arises, If siich a vast change has taken
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place, when did it occur? Was it introduced by Peter in
Jerusalem, at Pentecost, as is usually supposed, or was
it revealed by Paul in Rome after the meeting with the
Jewish leaders, as some seem to insist? We hope to show
that both of these views are extremes. The latter is a
reaction from the former, and is unwarranted by the
facts. The introduction of our present expectation was
not a lightning flash, but a dawn, preceded by a twilight,
a gradual brightening from glory to glory. Just as Paul,
who has revealed to us our glorious expectation, appears
upon the pages of Acts with gradually increasing fre
quency and importance, so his revelation of our marvel
ous destiny came not in a formal and exhaustive treatise,
not in the book of Acts, but in small instalments in
Paul's epistles, provoked by circumstances, when the
time was ripe, and in response to Israel's increasing
apostasy.

paul's epistles and the acts record

Above all, let us note that our expectation is not
found in Acts at all. It is found only in the epistles of
Paul, which were written in the Acts era. Not only the
Ephesian group, written during the last two years of
Acts, but the Roman group and even the Thessalonian
epistles, the earliest of all, bring before us an expectation
entirely unknown to the pages of this treatise, which
deals with the nations only as blessed through Israel,
and as dependent upon them and beneath them in the
kingdom.
The failure to see that the book of Acts has a subject
distinct from Paul's epistles has led some to introduce
these into the Acts narrative. Others, though seeing that
Acts deals with the kingdom, do not apprehend that
Paul's writings, of the same period, deal with the present
grace, either preparatory, as Thessalonians and Romans,
before Paul's presence in Rome, or consummate, as Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, during his Roman im
prisonment. Acts deals with the kingdom and its expec-
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tation, especially in the land through Peter, and in the

dispersion, through Paul. But the apostle of the nations,
in his earliest writings, deals with an expectation entirely
foreign to Acts, even as he deals with doctrines, such as
justification, reconciliation, and glorification for all man
kind, which could never find a place within the narrow
confines of the narrative of Acts.
It is especially misleading to reason that the hope of
the churches to which Paul wrote must have been that
set before us in Acts. In all other matters Paul teaches
very differently in his epistles, because in Acts we have
his service as connected with the proclamation of the
kingdom to Israel and in the epistles his commission to
the nations. Moreover, these nations could not, even in
Acts, have "the hope of Israel'', for that was not for
the Uncircumcision, but alone for the Circumcision.
Even in the book of Acts those saved among the nations,
unless proselytes, like Cornelius, are not compelled to be
circumcised and become one with Israel in the flesh, hence
they could not partake of the expectation of the chosen
nation.
Their outlook was different and subordinate.
They had "no expectation" in that era (Eph. 2:12)
before Paul presented them with a new one.
THESSALONIANS AND ACTS

Although Paul's epistles to the Thessalonians seem to
be the very first indication of the great separation which
ended in the Ephesian letter, the cleavage is clear to
every anointed eye. Let each one satisfy himself by
reading the two Thessalonian epistles and then compare
them with Acts 17:1 to 18: 5. The following character
istic contrasts appear upon the surface. In Acts Paul
goes to a synagogue on three sabbaths and argues with
them from the Scriptures. The burden of his message
was that Jesus is the Messiah of the Hebrew writings.

Here some are persuaded, and were allotted to Paul and
Silas. Only as an aside are we told that a vast multitude
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of the reverent Greeks and not a few of the foremost
women were also allotted to Paul and Silas. In the epis
tles things are reversed.
The few Jews are simply
ignored. The Thessalonians as a whole are looked at as
gentiles, who turned back to God from idols. This cannot
refer to the Jews, for they did not,worship idols in the
synagogues.

The future of proselytes such as Cornelius, under
Peter's preaching, presented no difficulty, for they were
to have a portion in the hope of Israel. They do not
make contact with Paul, and do not belong to the nations,
to whom he was sent.
They are only a pre-view of
Israel's millennial mission, when all the sons of Noah will
be reached with the kingdom evangel. Japhet is seen in
Cornelius and Ham in the Ethiopian eunuch. This is not

in harmony with present truth, but in contrast with it.
It is concerned with the earth and its blessing through
Israel. We are to be occupied with the celestials, and are
blessed notwithstanding Israel's repudiation.
It seems that some had died in Thessalonica. The
question arose, What will become of them in the future ?
This the apostle answers by a fresh revelation. "This,"
says he, "we are saying to you by the word of the Lord.97
And then he reveals an expectation entirely unknown to
the book of Acts. There is nothing like it in our Lord's
ministry. The writings of the Circumcision are silent on
the subject. The reason is simple. This expectation puts
the nations in a position which is at variance with their
inferior place on the earth in the day of Jehovah. Paul
has begun to preach grace to the nations. And grace can
not be satisfied with second rate blessings. Hence the
place of blessing cannot be on the earth. It is transferred
to the air, in view of its further removal to the heavens.
Secondly, the time of blessing must be changed, for grace
cannot allow its subjects to remain on earth during the
period of God's indignation.
Hence Paul reveals a
"prior expectation", as he calls it in his Ephesian epis-

"by" the Word of the Lord"
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tie (Eph. 1:12). This became the special token by which
the nations who received Paul's ministry were distin
guished from those who held the hope of Israel.
THE REIGN OF GRACE

Only one whose heart has been saturated by the im
perious graciousness of God's present operations is in a
position to grasp the controlling and molding force of its
earliest advent into this administration, when Saul was

called and Paul was severed and sent, not only outside
the land, not even, into nearby Asia Minor, but to far off
Macedonia, at a distance from Jehovah's land and far
away from His temple. Thessalonica takes on a sacredness in the annals of grace which Jerusalem itself does
not rival. When God wished to give a first glimpse of
His grace He called Saul, not in Jerusalem, but outside
the land, on the Damascus road.
A later instalment
was given to distant Thessalonica.
Worship and rule
should have centered in Jerusalem. But grace chooses
the false center, Eome, to reveal His righteousness, and
the false temple warden, Ephesus, to reveal His highest
revelation. Grace revolutionizes God's ways.
Grace is the key to the difference between the king
dom evangel, in Acts, and Paul's secret evangel, as set
forth in his early epistles. One is associated with David,
and the reign of Israel over the nations. The other is
concerned with Abraham before his circumcision, and
with Adam. It embraces all the descendants of Adam
and those who believe while the kingdom is in abeyance.
The highest flights of grace come later, in Ephesians and
in Romans, in the great revelations of our celestial des
tiny and our reconciliation, but the earliest indications
in Paul's epistles are found in Thessalonians. They were
prompted by death and distress—the very soil in which
grace delights to grow. And out of death comes the first
beam of the glory which is ours today—the resurrection
and snatching away in clouds, to meet the Lord in the air.
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In the first chapter of First Thessalonians Paul takes
up the times and the eras. The day of the Lord will come
as a thief in the night. It will bring extermination which
cannot be escaped. Such would be the lot of believers
among the nations at the time of the end, apart from this
new revelation. But, he insists, God did not appoint us
to indignation, but to the procuring of salvation. Even
if we are drowsing, and act like those who are the sub
jects of God's indignation, we shall be living together
with Him. This consolation is the first opening wedge
which distinguishes the truth for the present from "the
hope of Israel". The saints of Israel will not be taken
away before the era of God's indignation. They will be
saved through it. Their dead will be raised after it. It is
God's great wisdom which has kept Thessalonians out of
the Acts. Let us not join together what God has sun
dered.
The expectation set forth in Thessalonians has two
characteristics which have not been properly appreci
ated. While it does not by any means fully disclose the
present grace, it contains clear indications of its charac
ter and exhibits its salient features. At the same time it
is expressed in terms which are closely related to the
previous revelation.
Commands and messengers and
trumpets (1 Thes. 4:16) remind us of the fearful visita
tions of the day of indignation. But here there are no
messengers to deal out judgment.
The Lord Himself
takes their place, and His shout and voice and trumpet
do not deal out indignation, but its opposite. Let us not
allow similarity of language, especially where it is inten
tionally used to heighten a contrast, to lead us to deny
the plain assertions of Holy Writ.
Thessalonians gives us the direction of our present
expectation—up. It gives us the time of its fulfillment—
before. Israel was not yet fully disposed of, so our celes
tial destiny could not be clearly revealed at that time.
There was still a remote possibility of Israel's repent-
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ance, humanly speaking. If they had returned to God,
the kingdom would have come and no room would have
been found for the present secret administration.
All
was transitional. What better place could be chosen to
suggest this than the air? It belongs, in some sense, to
the earth. Yet it is often called heaven in the Scriptures.
Our expectation was removed from the earth to the air.
Later it was extended to the celestial realms. Our snatch
ing into the air is transitional. We do not remain there.
That we go on to heaven is clear from later revelation.
But still more prominent is the time. In Israel there
is no entrance into the kingdom except through the trib
ulation. Now, says Paul, we are not appointed to indig
nation. Later, when Paul wished to use a term expres
sive of that class among the Circumcision who, like him
self, were included in this new work of God's grace, he
could find none better than tous proelpikotas, the oneshaving-before-expected, that is, who are in a state of

prior expectancy in the Christ. In Acts the living Israel
ite had no such expectation, and the dead had no hope
of being raised until after the advent of Messiah. This
phrase, so expressive of the teaching of Paul's earliest
epistles, binds all his letters together in one bundle and
severs them for ever from the book of Acts. In Thessalonians we have this prior expectation revealed and in
Ephesians it is recognized.
THE PERIODS

AND THE EPISTLES

Paul's epistles have little relation to the earlier part
of Acts. It is of the utmost significance that his writing
did not commence until Saul and Barnabas were severed
for a special work by the holy spirit (Acts 13:2). Here
we have the plainest intimation possible of a change in
the character of his proclamation. No Pauline epistles
could be written until Israel had clearly manifested its
stubborn unbelief, so that the early hope of an immediate
coming of the kingdom was given up. So long as there
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was much hope of the twelve succeeding in bringing the
nation to repentance, there was no room for Saul of Tar
sus. But it was not until later in his ministry, when it
became evident that the Jews among the nations were
also apostate—then, and not till then, could the revela
tion of the present grace begin. Yet anyone who knows
grace will concede that it could not wait a second longer
than necessary, and intruded upon the scene long before
Israel's final rejection near the close of Acts, in Rome.
A closer look will convince us that, from Saul's sever
ance, to the end, the Acts history is divided into three
epochs corresponding to the three groups of church epis
tles. Thessalonians belongs to the first epoch (Acts 13:
9-19:20), in which it probably was written. We may
call this the era of promise. Romans, with Corinthians
and Galatians, is clearly indicated both at the beginning
and at the end of the next epoch. "Now as these things
were fulfilled, Paul pondered, in spirit . . . saying . . .
I must see Rome also" (Acts 19:21). At its close this
prediction is fulfilled (Acts 28:16). This may be called
the era of faith. Thereafter, for two whole years he is
the prisoner of the Lord, and composes the perfection
epistles — Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians.
We
may characterize this as the era of love.
From this it will be seen that the abiding trinity of
this administration of God's grace—faith, expectation,
and love—were gradually introduced, and that expecta
tion was the opening wedge between the past and the
present. Moreover, when the apostle wishes to character

ize those to whom he addresses his Ephesian letter, lie

does not appeal to justification or reconciliation, as in
Romans, but to their expectation, as in Thessalonians.
We need not repeat that Paul was not among those who
"first trusted in Christ" (Eph. 1:12) as the Authorized
Version has it.
There is no point to this, for many
trusted in Christ before him. But he, and those with
him, had a prior expectation. Nowhere do we find the

of Truth through Paul
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priority of this expectation set forth except in Thessalonians. Ephesians is written to those who had accepted
the expectation first set forth in Paul's letters to the
Thessalonians.
Our present expectation came to us in three instal
ments, each of which may be roughly associated with one
of the three essentials of our being, soul, body, and spirit.
Thessalonians is concerned with sorrow and its consola
tion. We shall always be together with the Lord. This
brings satisfaction to our souls, for in His presence sor
row and sighing shall forever cease. Corinthians, how
ever, lays stress on the change which will transform our
bodies. This is the secret of the resurrection, which is the
special subject of our meditations. Of this we will speak
again. Ephesians deals especially with our spirits, for
we are given every spiritual blessing among the celes
tials. This is the glorious future which is set before us.
Our souls will be roused. We will know surcease of sor
row. The body of our humiliation will be transformed
into a body of glory. Our bodies will be raised incorrup
tible.
We will enjoy superabundant life. Our spirits
will be vivified and exalted to glory celestial.
In studying the relation of any epistle to the book of
Acts, care must be exercised not to use chance passages,
torn from their contexts, without reference to their place
in the epistle. Some parts of Paul's epistles deal directly
with the state of the nations in his earlier ministries,
before the special expectation was made known. Ephe
sians speaks of the nations as without an expectation
(Eph. 2:12), which agrees fully with Acts, but by no
means proves that the hope in this epistle is the same as
that in Acts. Intelligence is always rewarded in dealing
with the Word of God. This is quite the opposite of rea
soning, which seeks to arrive at conclusions which are
not expressed. .
There are sections in the Roman epistle which set
forth Paul's previous ministry. One of these is in the
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fifteenth chapter, verses eight to twenty-one. There Paul
describes the evangel of Christ, with its signs and mir
acles, which he had just finished. In this, Christ was the
Servant of the Circumcision, and Paul acted as a priest
for the nations, in the place of Israel. All of this was in
accord with the patriarchal promises and many passages
in the prophets, which foretold blessing to the nations.
It is historical, so we dare not take it as a summary of
the teaching of Eomans itself. There are bonds between
us and the saints of other times. We are sons of Abra
ham, by faith, but that does not give us the position of
Israel in the flesh. The nations were, and will be, blessed
with Israel, but Eomans takes us back to Adam, and
shows us a grace unknown to Israel itself, let alone the
nations subject to them. The evangel of Christ of which
Paul speaks in Romans 15 was a ministry he had com
pleted (Eom. 15:19).
Little more can be shown in this meditation than the
fact that there are various expectations in the Acts era,
and to point out what they are. First of all, there is the
hope of Israel, which characterizes the book of Acts. It
is not an expectation for the nations, for it involves
their subordination and blessing through the chosen
nation. In it there was no change. What the prophets
had promised received no additions, such as those made
by our Lord, or later by Peter and John in their epistles
and the Unveiling. But the Pauline expectation was in
contrast with this. It was never revealed in the previous
Scriptures. And it never was revealed to Israel at all,
but to the nations, outside the land. It is one expecta
tion. It must not be mixed with the hope of Israel, either
in part or as a whole. And its gradual revelation must
not be allowed to destroy its vital unity.
There has been a tendency to allow the distinct lines
of Paul's special ministry to mingle with the affairs of
Israel and to blur our vision of the supernal grace which
is ours in Christ Jesus. To help to keep these lines clear,
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let us suggest a few clarifying rules. First, God has sep
arated Paul's epistles from the Acts. Let us preserve
their distinctness. The dividing line does not go through
Paul's epistles, leaving some of them to Acts, but be
tween all of them and Acts. Even the earliest, Thessalonians, was written after Paul's separation by the spirit
and was sent to the nations, not to Israel, far outside the
land. An unbridgable gulf separates it from the book of
Acts. Its revelations as to the future of the nations is
altogether different from and superior to that accorded
them in Acts.
The way is now clear for us to consider the subject
of our return from the dead as it is revealed to us in
Paul's epistles. We will take these up in the order in
which they were revealed, first the side dealing with the
soul, as in Thessalonians, then, our main theme, the
change of our bodies from weak, corruptible mortal
chunks of clay to powerful, incorruptible, immortal,
celestial habitations, and, last of all, the spirit and its
celestial destiny.
A. E. K.

"WE KNOW IN PART"
Most .of us will find it a work of supererogation to appeal
to the Scriptures to prove our fragmentary knowledge.
No one seriously doubts it, so why insist upon the fact!
The very quoting of this mistranslation is proof enough
that we have failed to grasp the real meaning of the pas
sage, for it does not speak of our knowledge at all, but
the source of it. It is not "we know in part" but "we
know out of an instalment. The Greek is ek, out of, not,
in. At the time it was written God's revelation was still

unfinished. It was partial. The highest, the completing
truths, had not yet been made known.
But now they
have been graciously given to us, in Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians. Now, we know out of the whole!
The source of our knowledge is not fragmentary. The
Scriptures are complete!
Is it not a great pity that this mistranslation, "we
know in part" should effectually rob us of the marvelous
truth that God has graced us with the whole round of
His revelation? The saints of old—Abraham, David,
Daniel, the twelve apostles—all had only a partial revela
tion. Yet to us, sinners of the nations, though we least
deserve it, God has poured out His whole heart. Nothing
has been withheld. And how do we appreciate this? How
do we thank Him for it ? By perverting it into "we know
in part". We ought to be ashamed of treating His grace
in this fashion. Let me entreat every reader of these
lines, never to misquote this passage again. I feel badly
every time I hear or read it. How must God feel when,
instead of glorying in His transcendent grace, we twist
His words into an excuse for our own ignorance?
A. E. K.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR JULY, 1935
BEING THE FOURTH NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-SIX

EDITORIAL

Tools are essential in every craft. What would a car
penter accomplish without a saw, a hammer, and a
square? How many automobiles could a mechanic build
without gauges? What would a mathematician or an
astronomer do without numerals?
Imagine a botanist
without, his book. Yet the most vital of all crafts, the
supremest science, which is the investigation and applica
tion of God's revelation, is poorly supplied with works of
real scientific value. It is the greatest opportunity in
the world today, and the most profitable venture on
earth, to invest our time and our all in the making of
tools of precision for use in research work in the Divine
Oracles.
Never was I so much impressed with the value of
Wigram's concordances as in the course of work on the
German version. No such concordance exists in German,
so far as we can ascertain. And now no such work will
be needed, for the large one we are compiling is much
more concordant and exhaustive. It does not seem pos
sible that we have succeeded in mastering such a vast
piece of work in the course of two,or three years, not
withstanding serious hindrances of various kinds. But,
by dividing the work among several, the task will be
accomplished, and now others are already at work mak
ing an index of Luther's translation, which is also a con
siderable job in itself. The success of this effort, under
such discouraging circumstances, has led me to look at

the field in a broader and more comprehensive way, so
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that I hope to bring about international cooperation, and
thus further increase our efficiency, and multiply the
fruit of our labors.
For instance, as a necessary preparation for a Ger
man sublinear of the Hebrew Scriptures, the whole
Hebrew text will need to be re-written with space be
tween the lines. This will be done partly in Germany,
but several copies will be made, and one can be used for
a similar work in English. Having seen with what fear
folks face the Greek text, I plan to turn all the so-called
Hebrew characters into Latin letters, so that anyone
should be able to learn to read and pronounce Hebrew in
a few hours, and, as the sublinear is always underneath,
to understand it also. The " Hebrew" letters are not
real Hebrew anyway, but Aramaic. It does not seem to
be very sound sense to transliterate a language into
characters other than those which we understand. And
a Hebrew Bible in Latin characters would do for many
other languages.
What is needed is to have many whose hearts are
stirred up to do such work for God. To pay for the
enormous labor which has been planned would take a
much greater fortune than I hope to have until I get
my wages in glory. It was a great encouragement to me
recently to have one of my loyal helpers, who works reg
ularly every day at his vocation, ask me to be sure to
have more work ready for him when he is finished with
his present task. I may put him at typing a Hebrew
Bible, even if he does not know a word of the language.
Anyone can learn to do it. In fact any typewriter can
turn Hebrew into Latin characters, and do it without
error. We simply put the Hebrew letters on the proper
keys and all that the copyist needs to do is to strike, the
same letter as in the copy before him. For aleph the
typewriter will write a, for beth b, and so on. The ma
chine supplies the brains!
Then others will take these sheets and insert the sub-

in Latin Characters
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linear. I am now marking a special concordance which
contains every form of every Hebrew word segregated
with its occurrences, with the standards to be put under
the words. With these sheets and some general instruc
tions, I hope to get a crew of volunteer^ at work making
a sublinear for use in checking the version. To make the
understanding of the Hebrew still easier I am marking
all the so-called radicals, or root letters, which will be
underlined by those who add the sublinear, and printed
in italics, so that the servile or formative letters will be
distinct, words with the same root will be associated, and
the making of a lexicon will become a very simple and
inexpensive matter. This will be Hebrew with little of
its horrors left, for it is really a very simple language.
At the same time I hope to do much restoration work
on the Hebrew text. As is the custom, the text itself
will not be altered, but remain as it is, but uniformity
and consistency will be introduced by printing small
superior letters (above the line) where it is evident that
they have dropped out. Our readers know that the
Hebrew text was originally "unpointed", that is, with
out the present vowel signs. These were added about the

ninth century A. D. and are nothing more than the tra

ditional pronunciation of that time forced upon the
text. As the vowels were already there, in the form of
the letters a, e, i, 0, and u, these usually became silent.
As they were useless, they tended to drop out. Often
the same word is spelled either with or without them.
This is especially true of i and u. Now, however, that
the traditional vowels are discarded, the proper vowels
are needed again. In such cases we will restore them,
using the smaller letters, above the line, so all may know
that it is a restoration.
Besides this I hope to include the results of the inves
tigation of the Hebrew text by Brother Alexander Thom
son, perhaps as a superlinear. He has already done an
enormous amount of painstaking work comparing the
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text with the Septuagint and its various translations, as
well as other ancient witnesses. He also includes the sug
gestions and conjectures of the leading scholars. It is a
critical textual apparatus unequaled, so far as I am
aware, and exceptionally rich in acceptable results. It
would be a pity not to share the fruit of these endeavors
with the saints.
The same Latinized Hebrew text will do for other
languages. It is especially needed for the German trans
lation, which will be taken in hand when the present
work is finished. In the case of foreign languages I am
convinced that the longest way round is the shortest way
there, especially when much of the work can be done at
one time for them all.
Our German concordance has proven so satisfactory
a tool for the control, the checking, the revising, and the
bettering of the translation, that I feel that this enor
mous labor must not be shunned even with the Hebrew
translation. Many hands make light work, and I hope
that many will be raised up to help, so that it will not
delay the issue of the version very much. The references
will be supplied. All that will be needed is to write them
in, as portions of the version are ready. But it will be
some time before I will be able to provide any of this.
All this is in the future, but I must keep well ahead
with the preparatory work. At present we are very busy

still on the German concordance, the large one as well
as the Keyword condensation, and are particularly en
gaged in checking the grammar, especially the subjunc
tive mood, which is quite an intricate problem in Ger
man. In fact, without a concordance I do not see how we
could accomplish much. By thus checking the various
details by themselves we hope to produce a work with
out its equal in the annals of German translations.
In English we are also busy. Some are working on

the last few fragments still needed to finish the whole.
It is already proving its great worth in our work of

for Future Translations
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revising the Version, and in preparation for the new
Keyword edition. Every word is carefully scanned to
see if the renderings are as uniform or consistent as pos
sible, and the grammar is also checked by it. With few
exception the changes are such as would never be heeded
in any other version.
But there is also much to be done in preparation for
the new English edition. One assistant is going over the
text and putting a ring around every word not in the
Greek, so that it will be set in light-faced type. Another
is putting a dot before every word which has the article,
when this does not appear in the English. Another goes
over the grammar and marks any deviation from the
rule, so that the reader may always know whether the
action is in progress, or whether a mere fact, or the con
dition following an action, is in view. Then the text will
be gone over for emphasis. We find that English allows
us to arrange the words more like the original, so that
the emphasis is more clearly apparent. Most of the
alterations will be of this nature.
There is much more to be done. One assistant is at
work indexing figures of speech. A complete index of
various readings is needed. A grammatical index would
be of value. Special indexes, such as one we recently
made of the Greek relative negative, should be made, in
order to replace theory by fact in Greek grammar. Then
there is the thesaurus, or exhaustive (and exhausting)
index of synonyms and antonyms. This could easily be
translated into the various languages into which the
version has been turned. It is a shame that such a work
has not been compiled of the divine vocabulary long ago.
The tools of theology are dull and damaging instead of
keen and cutting.

I suppose most of my friends will be dismayed at this
mountain of work. But all we need to do is to attack the
tasks intelligently, and allot the labor into many willing

hands, and marvels will be accomplished.

Those who
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seriously wish to place some of their time and talents at
His disposal should get in touch with us, mentioning par
ticularly their inclinations, if they have any, whether
they are prepared to manifold on a typewriter, or
whether they have the patience to do drudgery daily,
for most of the work requires painstaking accuracy with
in a small circle of activity, constantly repeated.
In
each case the training is special, and requires no previous
knowledge of the languages, but patient and intelligent
application until the details of the special task have been
mastered.
Several of our helpers are no longer regularly en
gaged, being past the age of activity, and some are pen
sioned. This is ideal. Yet we especially welcome young
men, because the experience of working with the text
and with concordances is the very best introduction to
the study of the Scriptures, and no training is more
valuable than such discipline and endurance in investi
gating the microscopic details of Holy Writ. It will help
to fit them for its interpretation and defense.
Voices have not been wanting, to protest at our
arrogant pride, in claiming to understand the Scriptures
better than anyone else since the apostles. This work is
our apology. Our opponents can understand the Scrip
tures without all these helps and crutches. If our mem
ory were perfect, and our mental equipment faultless,
none of these would be needed. All of this work is an
acknowledgment that we feel our own frailty and do
not consider ourselves competent to work unless we have
the very best tools. A woodworking genius could build a
house with his bare teeth and fingernails, but we need a
square to keep all consistent, and a saw to properly
divide. It is to the excellence of these tools that we
ascribe our success, and on these we place, our confidence.
We hope, before very long, to be able to show a sam
ple page of the new International Keyword edition. The

details are being worked out in the German version. It

and Human Imperfection
will probably be about the same size as the magazine,
with about 350 pages of text, the same amount of con
cordance, and an illustrated introduction, showing the
tools used in compiling the work. THe type will be eight
point, like the notes in the complete edition, but in heavyfaced type, except words not in the Greek, which will be
in light-face. The concordance has already been shown,
but we hope to improve on the specimen we have printed.
Not only the version must be prepared for the Key
word edition, but the concordance must be made. This is
originally made in German.
Where possible, this is
turned over into English, but some words must be
worked over anew. This automatically exposes the errors
in the German references, and at the same time checks
the English. Several are working on this task. At the
same time the English Keyword Concordance is made
with seven duplicates, six of which are available for use
in making similar concordances in other languages.
In all this we have not mentioned the valued workers

on the Dutch, the Italian, the Spanish, the Arabic, and

other versions. Altogether there are quite a company
working away to bring concord into the versions of God's
Word, and to provide tools of precision for use in its
study and apprehension. Under God's guiding hand, our
work is expanding more and more in this direction, so
that, if we were all together, we would make quite a bee
hive. With few exceptions, no one is paid for this work,
and, in these cases, where all the time is given, only
enough for bare living expenses is allowed. If a few more
could be employed on this basis, as leaders of groups, the
work would go on much faster, but no funds are avail
able for this at present.
Many years ago we were greatly cheered oby the
words, "which shall not be taken away from her'* (Luke
10: 42). Mary had taken her proper place at our Lord's
feet. Martha considered that serving was the one essen
tial, or else the Lord would have nothing to eat. But
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Mary chose the better part of sitting at His feet and
hearing His Word. May this be our delightful portion!
Then, when service and sorrow and sickness seek to
snatch our seat from us, as so often seems to be the
case, we can calmly remind Martha that our seat shall
not be taken from us! The delightful feature of this
work is this, that it combines the work of Martha with
the eager ear of Mary. We listen as we work, and we
feel confident that He will speak to us, for our ear is very
close to the words of His mouth.
Yet some will say, How can you ever expect to pub
lish all these works? It will cost a large fortune, and
we are all poor now. Not all! Our heavenly Father was
not affected by the depression. It is true that donations

have fallen off greatly. But what will hinder Him from
setting aside the depression itself if that is necessary to
work out His intention? And even if these works are not
all published, can we not lay them at His feet as a preci
ous token of our heart's love and esteem? When I com
menced the Version I had very little prospect of financ
ing it. But there it is.
But our future prospects seem to be much brighter.
The work will be done in a more economical and a far
more popular way. We hope to standardize everything,
and greatly reduce the price to the public by including
as much as possible under one cover, for the binding is a
large part of the cost. The Keyword Concordance, for
example, will be bound together with the version, making
the cost of both not much more than the cost of each if
bound separately. As this will not make a thick book,

further helps can be added at small additional expense,

for the binding will cost very little additional.
Such is the load we would like to lay on the hearts of
our friends. All who have the heart can help, if it be
only to lift up a prayer for God's grace. From the
world and from the greater part of God's saints we can
expect little else than opposition, for nothing on earth

are Bright with Promise
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is so contrary to the designs of Satan. But we need not
be distressed at such things, for they are needed to form
a proper background for God's favor. Let us make our
work indispensable to everyone who really wishes to
know God's Word. ♦ Let us provide them with tools unequaled. We are well aware that apostasy is the order of
the day. But with the withdrawal God has always had
His preserved remnant, and it is not at all strange if the
light which disappeared so early in the career of Christ
endom should reappear as the end approaches.
Millions upon millions are unemployed when there is
so much glorious work to be done! The bread that per
ishes is preferred to the living manna. No wonder that
in the midst of surfeit the people hunger. If one mil
lionth of these jobless were employed on the recovery of
the true bread it would not be long before the world
would be enriched with treasures far beyond its costly
physical monuments.
A hundred thousand English
pounds were found for a purely sentimental treasure,
for photographic copies have secured to us every letter
of Sinaiticus. A tithe of this would suffice to pay for the
publication of all these treasures. How much more
would they accomplish than the inaccessible volume in
the British Museum! They would enshrine this and its
companion volumes in the minds and hearts of men and
bring adoration unceasing to His great name.
A.E.K.
NOTICE OF CHANGE

Friends in the south central portion of this country
should note that the Funeral Message prepared by
Brother Loudy is now in the care of Mrs. W. J. Deckert,
1722 West Mulberry, San Antonio, Texas, instead of
Sister S. S. Heard. The latter has been forced to relin
quish it on account of illness. A local brother has been
kind enough to make a few extra copies, so that, should
any of our friends in foreign lands desire a copy, a few
will be available by writing to the office.—E. 0. K.
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A Faithful Friend Reposes
BROTHER KENNETH McKAY —AT REST

[West Australia and the work has suffered a severe

loss in the sudden death of this dear brother. We have
never had a more conscientious and painstaking repre
sentative. He kept in personal touch with most of our
friends in Australia, and gave a complete detailed report
each year. This part of his work will be continued by
his wife. He was just about to extend his personal min
istry to eastern Australia, as reported in our last issue.
His was a noble record, a faithful, clear testimony to
God's grace and glory.—A. E. K.]
It is with sincere regret and sorrow that we have to
report the death of Brother Kenneth McKay, for many
years the recognized teacher and leader of the Scripture
class meeting at Forrest Place, Perth, West Australia.
As a young man of twenty-five Brother McKay ar
rived here thirty years ago, from Scotland. He shared
his worldly wealth with a friend and was forced to take
the first work which offered. He soon, however, found
a position at his trade of mechanical engineer and fol
lowed it for five years. At this stage he had an attack of
rheumatic fever, which left him with a weak heart, and

the doctor said he must not work again, but after four
years he returned to his former occupation, continuing
therein until a few weeks prior to his death.
In all his undertakings, truth, accuracy, and perfec
tion were his ideal, and these traits were preeminent in
his spiritual life. He was a consistent outdoor preacher
of the evangel and accepted and circulated the Concord
ant Version when it was first published. A deep student
of both the Hebrew and Greek languages, he was, always
willing and anxious to impart his knowledge of these to
others of like mind.

His delight was to preach the Word, to proclaim it,
to stand by it, opportunely, inopportunely; to expose,
rebuke, and entreat, with all patience and teaching, even
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as Paul instructed Timothy. A fountain of information
on the Scriptures for his study class, the ministrations
of Brother McKay extended far afield, per medium of his
pen and Concordant literature, to the Eastern States of
Australia and Tasmania.
Our brother's last outing was to his Sunday evening
class, when he said he felt feverish, and after an illness
of four weeks he passed away on the twenty-ninth of
March. His mother, at the age of ninety-two, preceded
him by only five months, and Brother Kenneth McKay's
remains were laid to rest in the same grave.
A large number of his workmates and friends were
at the graveside, where, in addition to the usual service,
Brother John McKay, in the course of a short address,
read some portions of the Concordant translation of the
Sacred Scriptures.
Sincere sympathy is extended to the widow, four
daughters, and the son of our late brother.
J. Hancock
OAKLAND CLASS

After a lingering illness of years Mrs. Florence E. Bellemy,
wife of the late George Bellemy of Oakland, California, went
into repose on April 23, 1935.
The Concordant Scripture Study Class meeting at 2136 East
Twenty-second Street, Oakland, California, enjoyed their Fifth
Sunday discussion of Law as outlined by the apostle Paul in
his epistle to the Romans, under the leadership of Bennlng L.
Rentfrow of Berkeley, California.—Habry M. Fitch
CHICAGO MEMORIAL DAY CONVENTION
The Memorial Day convention of friends around Chicago, at
the home of Sister C. Gustafson at 316 Orange Street, Elgin,
Illinois, was a great success. The attendance was good, and
included a retired Methodist and a Lutheran minister, both
of whom showed considerable interest. Brother Shakespeare
was there, to the delight of all. Many good questions were
asked and answered and a fine spirit prevailed.
—W. H. Bradford
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From Near and Far
"THE LANTERN"

We are glad to read that the size is to be increased. The April
issue contains an interesting account of the establishment of
the West Hagley Bible Hall, which should encourage all who
desire to make God's grace known in their own neighborhood.
The articles deal with "Contexts", "The Imperative Need of
Dealing with Scripture Dispensationally," "The Gift of Grace,"
and "Spiritual Life".
The June issue displays much variety in the opinions pre
sented in the question column. The article on "Scientific Bible
Study" is continued. Other themes are "The Temptation",
"Science and Bible Study," and "The Judgment of the Great
White Throne". 15, Woodberry Grove, N. Finchley, London,
N. 12. Monthly, 2/6 a year.—A. E. K.

"FREEDOM"
The March number continues the studies on Reconciliation
and Galatians. Besides the usual features, it deals with the
subject of Wisdom, it commences a series on Baptism, and one
on The Signs in John's Gospel.
The April number continues these series, and contains a
special poem, entitled Condemned, setting forth deliverance
from the terrors of the law. 59, Whippendell Road, Watford,
Herts, England. Monthly, 2/6 per annum.—A. E. K.
"I

MORGONVXKTEN"

The April-June issue devotes almost all of its pages to a con
tinuation of the studies in Romans, and is now fully caught
up with the English expositions. It also commences the article
on "Our Spiritual Warfare".
The July number opens with "The Peace of God", followed
by "Precious Bane" by Wm. Mealand, "The Unpardonable
Sin," "The Apostasy from the Faith," and the continuation of
"Our Spiritual Warfare".—A. E. K.
A GERMAN SONG BOOK
Schlichte Lieder is the name of a little song book which has
been issued for some time by our close friend and fellow work
er, Missionary C. Czerwinski, who has a rest home at Pfalzgrafenweiler, in Wurttemberg, and spends much time dispens
ing the truth in southern Germany. Now he has revised and
enlarged the booklet. We commend it to all our German
friends. Order direct from him, at 40 Pfennige plus postage.
A. E. K.

A Few Appreciations
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FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Minneapolis, Minnesota

April 30, 1935
I believe the Concordant Version to be outstanding in its
field, the most practical rendering of, the New Testament.
D. V. Johnston, Pastor
ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH
Lyndale and Twenty-Sixth Ave., N.
Minneapolis, Minn.

To whom it may concern:
Even a very cursory examination of "The Sacred Scrip
tures, Concordant Version", convinces me that the work is one
of the .finest aids to New Testament study which has been made
available to the average Bible student. I feel that it would be
a wonderful thing if all Christian pastors could not only own
a copy but make use of it. It seems to represent sound scholar
ship and a marvelous grasp of the technique of translation.
Based on this brief examination, I think it may be safely
recommended in decided terms.
O. G. Malmin, Pastor

ASSOCIATED BIBLE

STUDENTS

Minneapolis, Minnesota

April 28, 1935
I have found the Concordant Version a very valuable aid
in a clearer understanding of the plan of God, and believe that
every student of the Bible should have a copy thereof.
G. Nybeck, Lawyer and Member
ERLAM COLLEGE
Richmond, Ind.

May 21,1935
The translator of the Concordant Version of the Sacred
Scriptures has followed that method of translation known as
"a system of representation". I believe it would be difficult to
improve upon the results he has achieved within the limita
tions of his method. The labor and painstaking care involved
must impress anyone who examines the work.
J. Meble Rife, Greek Teacher
"MESSENGER OF GRACE"
The fifth number deals with "Our Code of Ethics, or The Law

of Love", and is especially strong in its insistence on grace
without the adulteration of law.
Wm. C. Rebmann, 3115
Emmaus Avenue, Zion, Illinois, U. S. A.—A. E. K.

WHAT BECAME OF THE SAINTS ROUSED
AT CHRIST'S CRUCIFIXION?

In Matthew 27: 51-52 we are told that "the tombs were
opened.

And many bodies of the reposing saints were

roused, and, coming out of the tombs after His rousing,
they entered into the holy city and are disclosed to
many". This,is one of the supernatural signs that accom
panied the death of our Lord, which give us a flashlight

view of its powerful effects. First the curtain of the

temple is rent in two from above, to signify that God
has now removed all barriers between Himself and Israel.
Then all is shaken to show that a permanent basis has
been provided for His blessings (Heb. 12:27).
The
bodies of the saints were roused to indicate the abolition
of death; but they remained in the tombs until His own
rousing, for saints in Israel who receive life from His
death are not manifested until He appears. The expres
sion "holy city" is striking, for Jerusalem had just cru
cified the Messiah, hence was in acts unholy. It points
forward to the time when all of Israel's saints will be
roused to enter the millennial Jerusalem. Thus the fore
most function of this occurrence is to give us a picture
of the power of Christ's death.
The literal facts shed little light on the resurrection,
and none on the death state. Just as Jairus' daughter,
and the widow of Nain's son and Lazarus of Bethany
were roused from the dead, and restored to mortal life
such as they had before, so with these. We do not know
what became of Lazarus or of the others, except that, in
due time, they also died. Not one left the least hint of
any experience in the fictitious "intermediate state",
although that should have been their chief subject of
conversation if there were such. None of these was vivi
fied, or made alive, for Christ the Firstfruit alone has
this honor. They will again be roused and also vivified
at His future presence, no more to return to death
(1 Cor. 15:23).
A. E. K.

0tgn* of tfje

THE PROPHETIC OUTLOOK

Since I am not a prophet, in the sense of predicting, the
following remarks must not be taken as more than a
pious opinion, based, as much as possible, on the impres
sion made upon me by the prophetic Scriptures. There
are many contradictory outlooks presented to the Lord's
people. Some insist that there will soon be a new Euro
pean outbreak. I cannot share this opinion. Since I have
lived in this part of the world there has been continual
tension. At times I was told, by those at a distance, that
the war would commence within a few months. Having
stayed for considerable periods in the middle of Berlin,
which is in the center of the whirlwind of war rumors,
and passing the Wilhelmstrasse almost daily at such
times, I felt like one in the midst of a tornado, where, I
am told, all is serene. The reason is that I see no neces
sity, in the Scriptures, for another European conflict,
but rather the opposite.
Last night I listened to the great speech of the Ger
man "Leader" and Chancellor, which strongly con
firmed me in my opinion, and leads me to share with my
friends some ideas which I have hitherto been reticently
keeping to myself. I do not often advise anyone to read
what a man has said, but ^rhen the mouthpiece of the
country which is continually paraded as the great war
bogey speaks authoritatively, as in this instance, we can
hardly get a true picture of the world in relation to the
end time without considering it. All I wish to get from
it is the fact that neither the German people nor the pres
ent government has any desire for war, and that they
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are making extraordinary concessions in order to avoid
it. It was, it seems to me, the most powerful and prac
tical appeal for peace ever made in Europe.
To us it is clear that the great war of the end time is
between the East and the West. It results in the sub
jugation of the Orient by the Occident, the three eastern
religions by the western pseudo-Christian nations. I used
to have the impression that this was all future, and would
be accomplished in the course of a single armed conflict.
I question this now. For instance, in that case England
would need to lose its Mohammedan and Hindoo sub
jects, in India and in Africa, and then regain them
again, when combined with the western confederacy. The
western nations, especially England, France, Holland,
and Italy, have already devoured large pieces of the east
ern concessions, and there is no reason why this should
not be that which is pictured for us in the symbol of the
wild beast of Daniel.
Is it not remarkable, to say the least, that such
diminutive countries as England, France, Holland, Bel
gium, and Portugal should possess tracts of land so much
larger than themselves, with populations greater, and
with religions different ? Can we think of a better figure
for their forceful armaments than that of a horn? There,
it seems to me, are the horns of the monster predicted by
Daniel, and they have already accomplished a large part
of their work, as predicted by John in the Unveiling. If
this be true, we have the basic philosophy of England's
conquest of India, and the real reason why the western
nations were so successful in their subjugation of the
non-Christian peoples in the past. The British seized
India, the Dutch their vast island empire, and France
Cochin China, and have held them for centuries. Almost
all of Africa belongs to England, Belgium, Italy, France,
Spain. Is it not the monster at work with its iron teeth?
The great war contributed its part in this direction.
Though it is supposed to have been a European conflict,

is a Religious War
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Turkey lost a large part of her possessions and popula
tion. These have come under the control or influence of
the horns of Christendom. France has the mandate for
Syria, and England has that for Palestine and Transjordania, and has the paramount influence in Iraq and
Egypt. But the main effect of the war was to sharpen
the feeling of the East against the West. Since then it
is challenging Christendom, and is organizing and seek
ing to unite to throw off the Christian yoke. This, it
seems to me, is only a reaction. If Japan should build
more warships than all Christian nations combined,
which is hardly possible, then Christendom would make
her fleets still larger. The revolt of the East may bring
on the last great conflict, in which the subdued Orient
becomes a part of the nondescript monster which in
cludes in one all the religions of the end time.

If the western confederacy is Christendom, with ten
distinct offensive powers, figured by the horns, they are
already bound together by religious ties, and these, not
political bonds, are vital in this vision.
Do not the
Christian nations as a whole today fulfill exactly the pic
ture presented by~the fourth animal of Daniel's vision?
It is described as terrible and awful, and excessively
forceful, with monstrous iron teeth, eating and pul
verizing, and stamping upon the remainder. It is differ
ent from all the animals before (or east of) it and it has
ten horns. As these animals represent the whole world,
they correspond, not to its political divisions, but to
its religious. And it is just the western military powers
which are divided into many nations. The picture is per
fect, though some may balk at making Christendom the
most terrible of the four animals. Yet Mohammedanism,
Buddhism, and Brahmanism cannot compare with it in
military might.
In Daniel the beasts are separate. In the Unveiling
they are united into one. Daniel says nothing of the
process. It does not come within the limits of the vision.
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The beasts are viewed as distinct right down to the end.
Then the monstrosity which is Christendom is despatched
and its body destroyed and granted to the glowing fire
(Dan. 7:11), while th$ other beasts are robbed of all
authority and allowed to continue for a while. The rise
of the little horn, which fells three of the foremost horns,
will hardly take place while we are still here, so we have
no distinct political change to look for in Europe, in
order to prepare it for the time of the end. The changes
indicated are in the subjugation of the East by the West.
They are not, it seems to me, entirely future, but are
going on at present. They have been going on in the
past. In fact, they are the key to much modern history.
If this is a true picture of the past, does it not also
unveil the future? Except for the ebb and flow of polit
ical tides, should we not expect the Christian nations to
go on gaining the territory and subjects of other relig
ious persuasions ? This need not be in our days, for there
is really not so very much more to gain, especially if we
omit Russia, for it is nominally Christian beneath the
present coat of atheistic slime. According to the dim pre
sentiments of many, the seat of future conflict may be on
the Pacific coast of Asia, where a strong movement is on
foot to dispute the progress of the monster, and claim
Asia for the Asiatics. Here, then, is where the Scrip
tures seem to locate the impending conflict, as well as in
the near East. If Abyssinia were a Mohammedan power
I feel that Italy would have a much better chance of
subduing it, but it also is a Christian nation, so that that
conflict does not fit into the prophetic picture.
Much was made of the revival of the Roman empire
when the Fascists succeeded in gaining power, especially
by those who consider Rome the last empire in the great
image seen by Nebuchadnezzar. Let us hope that the
disappointment of those who looked upon II Duce as the
antichrist who would regain all the territory for Italy
which Rome once possessed has taught them the lesson
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that Kome is not in prophecy and that the last great
empire is not by any means confined to the Eoman world,
• but includes the whole earth. So long as this is not
clearly grasped, along with the companion truth that
these are religious confederacies, not political units (ex
cept the horns), ;the present foggy and changeable inter
pretations of prophecy will interest and excite and upset
the saints, instead of making them calm and confident
and clear-eyed in the midst of the prevailing chaos.
Such thoughts as these have kept me quite serene in
the very center of this boiling European pot. But I may
be quite mistaken. I do not consider the great war as
within the predictions of the prophets at all. What a
big book the Bible would be if it had a mere list of all the
wars of mankind! There may be war in Europe, much
as everyone desires to avoid it. But I think the nations
are beginning to have a presentiment of trouble in the
East. This is doubtless one of the reasons why the
entente nations did not disarm as they had agreed to do.
And now it is almost certain that, if any European
nation should be engaged in a struggle at home, its
Asiatic possessions would be in danger. See how quickly
Germany lost her Chinese port and her archipelago in
the Pacific. I cannot advise any nation with possessions
in the far East to engage in a major conflict which will
take all her attention at home.
Perhaps we may look for more unity in Europe on
this account. I understand that Holland has already
arranged to act in concert with England in the Indian
Ocean. The common religion of the West, little as it
deserves the name of Christian, will be enough to band
them together in face of a common foe, just as was the
case during the Boxer rebellion in China, when Euro
pean soldiers, though foes at home, marched together to
relieve their nationals in the Chinese capital.
At any rate it is our privilege to pray for earth's

rulers, that we may live a mild and quiet life, and fulfill
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the commission which He has entrusted to us until His
coming. God not only wills all mankind to be saved but
also to come to a realization of the truth (1 Tim. 2:4).
This is true at all times. In peace and in war we have
the inexpressible privilege of working along the lines of
God's purpose, and of contributing our part to the final
result. Much as we may be hindered now, small as our
success may seem, we know that our efforts will yet be
crowned with perfect success, for all will realize the
truth when the eons are complete.
A. E. K.

NOTICES

Our readers are again reminded that, as was announced
in the last issue, the pocket edition of the Concordant
Version is now available at a much lower cost than ever
before. For only fifty cents, it can be obtained in flexible
black fabrikoid \ covers, with imitation gold stamping.
We believe that this will make it possible for our friends
to introduce the Concordant text in many new places, so
that more of the Lord's people may enjoy its benefits.
Order a supply to keep on hand, and pray that more may
be brought to a closer knowledge of Him, through His
inspired Word.—E. 0. K.
The series on Eomans will be resumed in our next issue.
Pastor Rogers is spending a few weeks away from his
pastoral duties, which have been quite pressing because

of increased local interest, allowing him but little time
for writing. We pray that he may return refreshed and
with renewed vigor, for we are sure that many of our
friends will miss his article in this issue.—E. 0. K.

Work on the Unveiling book is proceeding apace. Look
for detailed announcement in our next issue.—H. 0,

Defense

WHY DO YOU MAKE ME THUS

Whom God is willing He is hardening (Rom. 9:18).
These plain words, and others of the same import in the
ninth chapter of Romans, are now not only rejected by
Christendom as a whole, but by almost all true believers.
More than that, the great truth of God's deity is not
merely denied by Bible teachers, but every effort is made
to show that it is unscriptural. Hence we feel it specially
laid upon us by God, and a solemn duty to the saints,
to reaffirm and emphasize the great truth that God is
greater than His creatures, and must not be demeaned
into the measure of a man.
God's dealings with Jacob and Esau introduce this
discussion of God's sovereignty. "For, not as yet being
born, nor yet putting anything into practise, good or
bad, that God's purpose may remain as a choice, not out
of acts, but of Him Who is calling, it was declared . . .
that 'The greater shall be slaving for the inferior,' ac
cording as it is written, ' Jacob I love, yet Esau I hate.'
What, then, shall we assert? Not that there is injustice
with God! May it not come to that!" (Rom. 9:11-14).
But it has come to that! A truly sensitive spirit is
subject to severe shocks if he reads the writings of even
advanced teachers. Underneath it there is a stratum of
hard, impenetrable unbelief in the essential deity of God,
which crops up on many unexpected occasions. And
when they are squarely confronted with the statements
of Scripture they have no hesitancy in condemning God
as if He were a man, and taking great credit upon them
selves for their unbelief.
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Not only does God hate, quite apart from the conduct
of His creatures, and before they have any hand in the
matter whatever, but He also definitely interferes in
order to steel His creatures against His will. "For the
Scripture is saying to Pharaoh that 'for this selfsame
thing I rouse you up, that so I should be displaying My
power in you, and so My name should be published in
the entire earth'. Consequently then, to whom He is
willing He is merciful, yet whom He is willing, He is
hardening" (Eom. 9:17, 18).
The passage goes on to say, "You will be protesting
to me, then, 'Why, then, is He still blaming? for has any
one withstood His intention V " With this before him it
would seem that no one who professes to believe the Bible
would be guilty of a similar objection. Yet this very
thought is put forth without the least hesitancy. There
is something in the human heart that refuses to give God
a place superior to His creatures.
He must not be
allowed to do anything which we should not do. I shrink
from transcribing the following deliberate record of un
belief, yet I am sure God will forgive, when my object is
to help the saints to avoid this serious and well-nigh
universal sin.
"The philosophy regarding the hardening of man's heart by
God is unsatisfactory . . . The 'hardening' of those who have
already hardened their own hearts is in a different category.
For God to deliberately harden the hearts of innocent people
to display His judgment, and then to reveal His love in rec

onciliation, reminds of a foolish mother the present writer
once observed, who in a fit of temper slapped her child; and
when it cried, immediately hugged it again with soothing
words. Far be it from God to act like that. What would be
the good of it? It seems so utterly foolish. That child would
grow up to distrust its mother; so would those who wake to
find they had been artificially hardened by God and then
severely punished for it;
did it, ever after."

they would distrust the God Who

Even the most vital truths of God's Word can be
made ridiculous by a crude and blasphemous comparison.
Who has not been shocked when ungodly enemies of the

Denies God's Statements
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evangel call it the religion of the shambles? No less silly
is this simile. The Scriptures do not teach that God, in a
fit of temper, abuses His innocent creatures, and then, in
a fit of remorse, seeks to atone 'ior His mistake. But it
does teach, in terms which cannot be mistaken, that
It is the experience of evil God gives the sons of humanity
To humble them by it (Ecc 1:14).

In what category shall we place the teacher who com
pares God's wisdom in doing thus, with the passing pet
ulance of distracted sinners?
Who perverts the hum
bling of humanity into hatred and hostility ?
How loathsome this story becomes if we place it
alongside the book of Job! Job was not an innocent
child, but an upright man, without his equal in the earth.
His heart was not hard, neither did God harden it. Yet
He sent him one calamity after another, and Job knew
full well that God had done it, for he charges Him with
it to His face. And, almost as suddenly and without the
least cause on the part of Job, God reverses His actions
and blesses him again. Was He like a silly woman ? Did
Job distrust Him ever after?
On the contrary, His
words prove the very opposite.
Every saint who has had a real experience of God
has learned what it is to humble himself under His
mighty hand. And he knows that the most effective
means in His hand is adversity. I myself have had a
heart-rending experience, I toiled and toiled for many
years to accumulate enough for a competence, so that I
could devote all of my time to the service of God. And
when I had finally reached my goal and was giving all
my strength to His work, He took my money from me.
I have never been able to blame myself for this loss, for
I had distrusted my own ability, and had used caution.
I have never "blamed" anyone but God, for His hand
was clearly manifest behind the human puppets. Do I
now distrust Him because of it ? On the contrary, I praise
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Him for it! He has kept me in His work without it. My
heart has been softened, not hardened, toward Him by it.
But the loss of my fortune was not all. Other trials
came, as in the case of • Job, much more bitter and un
bearable, including disease and even death. Losses that
seemed irreparable beset my path, not to mention the
animosity and hatred of my brethren in Christ, who
resented the exposure of their heresies, even as this
brother makes me the scapegoat in his fulminations
against the great truth of God's deity. And this heart
rending experience, thank God, has not led to distrust,
but to confidence in God. He wishes me not only to be
independent of men, but also to be dependent on Him.
If God deals thus harshly in His love for one who
was not only a saint and a son, but who desired to fully
serve Him, seemingly balking his efforts to be independ
ent of man in order to serve Him acceptably, no reason
ing in the world will be able to prove that He does not
adopt a similar course with those who know Him not,
and who have no special claims on His love or His for
bearance. God forgive His erring saints when they turn
His wisdom into folly, and His ways into futility through
their ignorance and unbelief!
Here we have statements which could be made only
by a heart hardened against God and His Word. First
it seeks to discredit God's declaration by calling it a
"philosophy". The Scriptures assert, "whom He is will
ing, He is hardening" (Rom. 9:18). What "philoso
phy" of man ever taught such a doctrine? None! It is

the objector who prefers the futile human philosophy of
God "hardening" where man has already hardened. He
deifies man and drags down God to less than human pro
portions. God can only complete what man has begun!
He merely seconds man's lead! It is the spirit of the day
that defies God and deifies man. A "philosophy" or a
creed, or a teaching, which denies God the prime attri
bute of Deity is rotten at the core. That this is the case
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with Christendom at large no one can deny who has eyes
to see. But that it is also true of many who denounce
the defections of Christendom is just as true and far
more sad.
A. E. K.

"NEITHER CAME IT INTO MY MIND"
This passage in Jeremiah 32:35 has been used as an
argument to prove that all is not out of God. As it is a

typical example of how discordant translations and dis
qualified minds brazenly oppose God's express declara
tions, we will point out a few facts for the consideration
of those who think that they can find a foundation for
their unbelief in some obscure corner of God's Word. In
both statements God is dealing with His treatment of
Israel, but one is a closing summary, and is given as a
great, all embracing truth. In the other God is expostu
lating with them for their abominations in causing their
sons and daughters to pass to Molech, which, He says, did
not ascend on His heart, not His mind. Those who do not
know what the heart is, immediately make the false infer
ence that God does nothing except as His heart is in it.
In the very beginning it grieved Him at His heart that

He made man (Gen. 6:6). Does this prove'that He did
not make man? Does anyone imagine that God's heart
is in any of the evil and sin in the world? Let anyone
study the usage of the word heart and he will see that
it is quite possible for God, as for us, to do things which
are not on the heart.
No wonder those who bring up such a passage revolt
at the thought of God's deity! But there is little excuse
for such ignorance, for God is expressly said to do things
far more terrible than that done by the Israelites in Hinnom. The prophets are full of it. If we could see at a
glance all the suffering which He expressly claims as due
to His hand at one siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar
alone, our hearts would be sick. Yet His heart is infi-
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nitely more sensitive than ours.
What shall we say?
That He did not bring these things on them, because
they did not come on His heart? God condescends to
speak to us as if He were a man, as in this case, in order
that we may be able to enter into His feelings. Our
hearts are often grieved by what we must do. So His
heart is not in the evil which He does. It was not in the
abomination of idolatrous Judah, yet in Ezekiel 20:26
He expressly declares of this very sin, '7 am defiling
them in their gifts, in causing to pass all who open up
the womb.'' May God keep us from the modern abomina
tion of propping our unbelief on a distortion of His holy
Word! That certainly grieves His heart!—A. E. K.

Debotional

THE THINGS OF GOD

In Paul's first letter to the Corinthians three things
of God stand out in high relief. The power of God, the
wisdom of God, and the spirit which is of God. Wonder
ful qualities when we think that each is sustained by the
character of Christ, and finds its climax in Him. They
are rich in contrasts, too, as observation will show. And,
to experience them is to know true blessedness.
The Power of God.
How few associate this with
Christ! How rarely, if ever, do men think that "the
universe has its cohesion in Him", and that at long last
it will be for His delight! Now, rather, they consider
creation to be utterly theirs, and harness its powers re
gardless of Him. Acting "in accord with the chief of
the aerial jurisdiction'' they make life a continual whirl.
From swift locomotion on land and sea and in the air,
the element of speed has entered life at every point.
Faster and faster! What is life but speed?
It seems man takes a madman's vow or creed
To gird the earth more swiftly than before,
And perishes to hoard some minutes more.
What matters it, the wastage of man's brains,
If he on land, in air, or water, gains
Some farther pace without a time's beat lost?
Faster and faster! Who shall count the cost?

Happy are those of God's people who can live their
lives apart from the inexorable demands of this evil age.
But for those who cannot, there is always the showing of
God's power in the hidden ways of the heart. And His
quietly moving power is as the manna and dew from
heaven.
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Living as we are in the day of God's silence it is not
given us to see the marked evidence of His power as
permitted to those of old. But the record remains for
the wise to learn. Think of the proud self-consciousness
of Nebuchadnezzar, and the way God dealt with him.
He had been counselled and warned by Daniel, yet
continues in his course. Then, in one fateful hour he
declaims in pride: "Is not this that grand Babylon that
I have built, for the house of the king, by the force of my
safeguarding, and the esteem of my honorV
And while the declaration was in his mouth there fell
the divine judgment. With reason gone he was driven
from the haunts of men, to learn among the beasts the
power of God. What a lesson, and what an acknowledg
ment ! Mark his testimony:

"And at the end of the days I, Nebuchadnezzar,
lifted up my eyes to heaven, and my knowledge returned
to me, and I blessed the Supreme, and I lauded and
honored Him Who lives for the eon, Whose authority is
an eonian authority, and Whose kingdom is from genera
tion to generation. And all who abide on the earth are
reckoned as naught, and He does according to His will
in the army of the heavens, and those who abide on the
earth. And there is none that will clap hands and will
say to Him, 'What doest Thou?'
"Now I, Nebuchadnezzer, laud and exalt and honor
the King of the heavens, all of Whose deeds are verity,
and His paths adjudication. And those who walk in
pride He is able to abase" (Dan. 4).
The power of God! What a wondrous sense of it shall
we know when our bodies are raised in power! Or, if
living, are changed! Transfigured, to live in the long,
long day of His power, His wisdom, and the spirit which
is of God!
The wisdom of God! Of what quality is this! If it is
the part of wisdom to make the highest use of knowledge,
then what wisdom that must be which is from above!

The Wisdom of God
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James describes it as "bulging with mercy and good
fruits, undiscriminatmg, unfeigned".
How different is human wisdom with its keyword,
"know thyself". A vain futile philosophy, this turning
of man to himself. And what is the outcome? God is not
glorified or thanked as God. For, with all the vaunting
of human intelligence, and of systems of education, man
is still steeped in pagan philosophy. Things that are of
God are not attributed to Him. They are praised, but
not as of Him. As virtues they are extolled, and even
personified in sculptured stone and bronze. . Victory,
peace, pity, justice, learning, industry, thrift. These are
your gods, vain world, and their praise your wisdom.
But to know God and to acknowledge Him in all
things, what weakness and folly! Yet how satisfying!
And how heart-impressive that "not many wise accord
ing to the flesh" are in the circle of God's choice. Our
wisdom, if any, is God-imparted, because God-desired.
Our thanks, therefore, are given, not to "providence" or
"heaven" but to the great Provider, God. Even to the
God and Father of our Lord, Jesus Christ, "Who came
to be to us Wisdom from God".
Of what value is the wisdom of the schools — of
Eoman or Greek philosophy? It does not save modern
intellects from superstition. As an agnostic wrote many
years ago: "I am quite unable to see that the cultivation
of the masses has reached a point at which paganism is
made impossible by the intelligence of mankind." Intel
lectual knowledge is no safeguard against.the unwisdom
of belief in omens and auguries. It is too easily the prey
of that great presiding genius, "the authority of dark
ness".
The pure wisdom, altogether of God, and resident in
His Word, is the alone safeguard. Especially the tower
ing strength of it which inheres in the prison epistles of

Paul. Taught thereby, we look past the things of time
and sense, which, although making our environment, are
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always at God's disposal. This is a fact we may verify
daily. A fact which makes us truly wise, even to a fuller
reliance on the living God. For it is our wisdom to relate
our lives altogether to Him. To see and restfully realize
cause and effect as of Him.
Human wisdom is unrelated. It has no anchorage for
the spirit. There are no tender, sustaining qualities such
as inhere in God's wisdom. The world's philosophy is
more for the head, the human will. Yet, as a writer well
puts it: "Any man who tries to handle life merely with
the technique of energy, activity, and busyness, comes at
last to the place where he cannot go on. When tragedy
befalls, and the heart is stunned or broken, one cannot
handle that merely by being energetic."
No. The heart must have entered into God's wisdom,
governing itself and keeping itself thereby. For out of
it are the issues, the outgoings of life. And, blessed be
God, He has given us to perceive many precious things
as of and from Himself. What perception is here! And
all because reception has been ours of the spirit which
is of God.
The spirit which is of God! Again, what a contrast!
"Not the spirit of the world." And the world has its
spirit as we too well know. It has its course, its ways as
a system swayed by its god. A glamorous, insidious
spirit, too, is that of the present era. Humanity and
civilization are things that count. But how little with
God except as in and for Christ, its Ruler yet to be.
Now, however, it goes its way, "seeing that everything
in the world, the desire of the flesh, and the desire of the
eyes, and the ostentation of living, is not of the Father,
but is of the world" (1 John 2:16).
The spirit of the world is a restless, questing spirit.
Being of the world it is always and only intent on its
pursuits.

Its only pauses are for the praise of achieve
ments. In the words of a living statesman: "The human
mind, in this stage of civilization, seems to be circling
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round like a homing pigeon that has been released and
is deciding the direction of its flight." Yet, obeying its
instinct, the pigeon almost invariably makes for home.
Not so, the spirit of the system in which men are so held.
God, it thinks, is at a far remove. And so it must needs
look to gods and lords many. The god of forces, the lord
of pacts. They will show the way. Thus, the spirit of the
world.
How serenely above this world's disquiet, is the spirit
which is of God! A spirit of power and sanity, never
wanting in its upholding strength. Being of God, it has
the qualities of peace, patience, and expectancy. Those
things which are of the very depths of God. And, as it is
lived in and availed of, it becomes as deep water to the
expert swimmer. Indeed, we are brought thereby to our
desired haven. But we are not only receivers. For, as
we experience and perceive "that which is graciously
given to us by God", we are to be givers, dispensers. We
are to be "sowing for the spirit".
Our perception, gathering strength as the years pass,
should show effect. An effect potently revealing itself in
the realms of thought, speech, and action. The spirit
which is of God can permeate all, and should. Indeed,
we are to "become imitators of God". 0 that we took
fuller advantage of the high honor! To think as God
thinks. Speak and act in divine fashion. It seems impos
sible. Yet One has truly fulfilled this great ideal. To
Him it was given to voice the very thoughts of God, and
to act as God to and for the sons of men.
He revealed as no one else the spirit which is of God.
On all occasions He expressed that spirit. In thought
and word, demeanour and deed, He and He alone, was
as God to men. And, blessed be God, in still greater
measure, He will be again. We are, then, to let this dis
position be in us which is so wondrously in Christ Jesus,
remembering that our lot as cast in Him, is of pure grace.
Grace, therefore, should mark both speech and deport-
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ment.

Words carry more weight, and deeds influence

more truly when they are the expression of a quiet, graci
ous spirit. For, as we have obtained the spirit which is
of God, we should display it. It is a dower from God, to
be given out. And what giving there might be if our
reception of God's spirit mounted higher. But this can
only be as our hearts are kept immune from the inrush
of the world.
A wretched thing it were, to have our heart

Like a thronged highway, or a crowded street,
Where every idle thought has leave to meet,

Pause, or pass on, as in an open mart;
Or, like some road-side pool, which no nice art
Has guarded that the cattle may not beat
And foul it with a multitude of feet,
Till of the heavens it can give back no part.
But keep thou thine a holy solitude,
For He Who would walk there, would walk alone:
He Who would drink there, must be first endued

With single right to call that stream His own;
Keep thou thine heart, close-fastened, unrevealed,
A fenced garden, and a fountain sealed.

Could words be more truly written as showing that
the heart has its secret life? How utterly, in our life
Godward, are we alone! Yet, if we keep in accord with
the spirit which is of God, how cleansed, enriched, and
strengthened that life may be!
Thus have we the power of God to meet all weakness.
God's ability "to do exceedingly above all that we are
requesting or apprehending". And God'$ wisdom will
make us wise above all earthly wisdom. It is "philoso
phy" which perfectly meets experience and observation,
and which, in the life of the ages to come, will be fully
realized. Then, as enveloping all, the spirit which is of
God. The spirit which, in Christ, we all shall one day
see, in which we shall be steeped. Things of God, of pass
ing wonder! Things inspiring endless praise!
William Mealand

IRRATIONAL REASONING

Eeasoning! I wonder if many of my friends were as
sad as I was to part with this supposedly indispensable
help for searching the Scriptures. I hope that many of
them have had as much satisfaction as I have had in
trying to get along without it. I feel about reasoning
much as I did many years ago about one of my workmen.
For certain causes I could not discharge him, but I fig
ured out that it would be better business to pay him to
stay away than to keep him at work, he spoiled so much
material.
I have been making a game of it. When I find some

thing reasoned out from the Scriptures it is fun to watch
reasoning, like a clown, jump about here and there, and
at last bump his head against a too solid text. I advise
everyone to keep a sharp eye on reasoning. It is really

a good exercise for faith to see how silly it sometimes
acts. Let us do all without reasoning, to be blameless
and artless, children of God, flawless, in the midst of a
crooked and perverse generation (Phil. 2:14, 15).
Of course I am keen when it comes to reasoning about
universal reconciliation. Here reasoning tries its highest
flights and takes its hardest flops. And, as most of my
friends are equally interested in this great truth and
enjoy seeing reason vainly trying to blast this rock of
ages with a fire cracker, I will transcribe a few of the

arguments which, like bubbles, have burst when they

touched the solid stone. Do not be frightened into think
ing that I am going to argue. That is not necessary. The
better way is to let the reasoning have free course, and
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it will soon destroy itself. Try a few of the following
arguments, and see if you can not find others like them
among the people to whom you speak concerning this
great truth. By putting a question mark and an excla
mation point after statements which are too absurd to
deny, I hope to keep from giving the impression that
they express my sentiments.

Real reasoning should always state its major premise.
If this had been done in the following arguments they
would have appeared so groundless that no one would
dare to present them. But they are enveloped in pious
phrases which contain elements of truth, and this de
ludes the hearts of the simple. Thus, it is not merely
logical, but sound sense, to interpret every passage of
Scripture in accord with its context. This is given as a
pretext, when the real premise is that the scope of every
thing in any epistle is limited to those to whom it is
written. This is not only illogical, but absurd. Yet it
was actually repeated after having been exposed. It is
better not to answer such reasoning but to apply it in
other connections in order to reveal its absurdity.
Arguments which Seek to Limit the
Scope of Reconciliation
There are two distinct directions in which reasoning
seeks to show that reconciliation is limited; in scope and
in time. We will keep these distinct and deal with its
scope first of all, and take up the arguments which seek
to prove that it is not universal, that it is not for man
kind, and that it is for the invisible creation alone.
RECONCILIATION NOT UNIVERSAL

Argument: The dispensation covered by Colossians is elec
tive. Reconciliation occurs in this epistle. Therefore it cannot
be universal.

But election is not even mentioned in Colossians. Let
us make a similar but a better syllogism. Colossians is

Universal Reconciliation
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written to faithful brethren in Christ (Col. 1:2). There
fore these alone were created in the Son of God's love
(Col. 1:16) ?! Things invisible and in the heavens were
not created in Him?!

Observations: Colossians does not speak of "elec
tion". That is Ephesian truth. Of course this epistle is
not addressed to the universe. But is that any reason
why it should not inform the "elect" about the creation
and the reconciliation of all% The "elect" find their
chief function and bliss in being a channel of blessing to
others.
In the prophecies concerning Israel's future
Jehovah speaks of the nations who will be blessed
through them.
Why should not Colossians, in which
Paul speaks of completing the word of God, be the very
place in which we are informed of the final scope and
outcome of God's operations? The argument is contrary
to good sense. Letters are written to persons about that
which interests them. The main premise, that a discus
sion of the present secret administration excludes the
mention of the beginning and end of God's eonian work,
which is vitally related to it, is significant of a desire to
be rid of the truth at the cost of mental integrity and
sanity.
Conclusion: The main premise, that the scope of
every statement in God's Word is limited to those to
whom it is addressed, needs only to be clearly stated to
be condemned. The contents of our magazine is ad
dressed to our readers, yet, if we mention such characters
as liars and blasphemers (may we add reasoners^.) we
hope that no one will draw the conclusion that we are
speaking about him! The thought process is that of an
unsound mind.
RECONCILIATION NOT FOR THE VISIBLE CREATION

Argument: Universal reconciliation

(Col. 1:20)

is limited

by the context to thrones, dominions, sovereignties, and author
ities, hence is not universal.
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Creation (not reconciliation) is thus "limited". This
demands that the Son of God did not create the. visible
things in the heavens and on the earth ?! We hope no one

will concur in this conclusion. So that, if these words
did refer to the reconciliation, they would not limit it.
They amplify. They particularize. Not only do they not
limit the extent of the Son's creation, but they are
omitted when speaking of reconciliation! How can words
which are not used of reconciliation be held to limit it,
when they do not even limit the creation, of which they
are used?
Observations: The words "whether ... or" never
limit. The creation of the Beloved includes all the ruling
powers in the universe, visible (on earth) or invisible
(in the heavens). AH were created in Him. This ampli
fication is not in place in the ease of reconciliation, for
the simple fact that, at the time when reconciliation in
cludes the universe, there will be no rulers left. Every
sovereignty and every authority and power will be abro
gated, for these are enemies, which can have no place
when all are reconciled (1 Cor. 15:24). To add this
where it does not belong and then to make it a limiting
phrase is evidence of a desperate desire to destroy the
clear declaration of God's purpose "to reconcile the uni
verse".

The scope of the perfection epistles, Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, in contrast to previous revela
tion, is universal.
Christ is to head up the universe
(Eph. 1:10). God subjects all beneath the feet of Christ,
and gives Him the headship above all by the ecclesia
which is His body, the complement which, in all, is com
pleting the universe (Eph. 1: 23). These and many more
passages show that the suggestion, that the universal rec
onciliation is revealed in a context which cannot bear so
wide a scope, is not only false but the farthest from the
truth that could be invented. Sound reasoning would
arrive at precisely the opposite conclusion.

The Entire Human Race
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Conclusion: The practise of adding descriptive phrases
or limiting terms to a statement to which the Scriptures
deny them, merely because they occur in the context, is
eminently unreasonable and destructive of all truth. The
second horse in the Unveiling is not white merely because
the first one was (Rev. 6:1-4). This may seem stupid,
but it is no more so than to add various forms of rule to
a statement of universal reconciliation, which is, as
American slang has it, "a horse of a very different
color". Even as the change of the red horse to a white
one would destroy the harmony of thought, so rule added
to reconciliation practically nullifies it.
RECONCILIATION NOT FOR MANKIND

Argument: The theme of Ephesians and Colossians is the
mystery. Hence it may mention only the one body. Therefore
reconciliation can have no reference to mankind as a whole.

According to this dictum, " every one of the kindreds
in the heavens and on earth" (Eph. 3:15), the entire
world (Col. 1:6), the entire creation under heaven (Col.
1: 23), and similar expressions all refer to the one body ?!
Is there any need to answer such assertions ? Yet, some
what disguised, they are pressed upon us as if they were
inspired utterances. Whatever the theme of Colossians
is, that does not hinder the express mention of anything
else related to it. As a matter of fact, Colossians is not
concerned principally with "the mystery" of Ephesians,
but with the secret of Christ, and His headship over all to
the ecclesia which is His body. And this it is which has
its fruition in the reconciliation of all.
Observations: The real "dispensation"in this epistle
is grace—unbounded, undeserved favor. We can under
stand how a prophecy concerning Israel should be inter
preted concerning them. But how foolish it would be to
take Egypt to be Judah because it occurs in Isaiah! And
how much more stupid to insist that the words, "Associ
ate yourselves, 0 ye people, and ye shall be broken in
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pieces; and give ear, all ye of far countries . . ." (Isa.
8:9, A.V.), must refer to Judah and Jerusalem, for
Isaiah's prophecy is distinctly written concerning them!
But we, to whom so much has been given, should be far
more concerned with others' weal than Israel ever was.
All of our fellow men should be upon our hearts, and
should be considered in connection with our grace. Our
outlook is much broader than Israel's. It is unconfined
and includes all. A logical argument would reach the
contrary conclusion. Not only all men, but every alien
ated creature will be reconciled through the blood of
Christ's cross.
Conclusion: The argument from supposed similarity
of theme of two epistles is simply a subterfuge to take
our minds from the real facts, and to deny the truth of
God's glorious ultimate. It is an attempt to lay down a
smoke screen so dense as to dim our vision, and so subtle
as to blind our hearts, when we should stand in solemn
awe. at the graciousness of God's revelation, "Through
Him to reconcile the universe to Him (making peace
through the blood of His cross) ..." (Col. 1:20). We
who enjoy reconciliation now are no more deserving
than those from whom it is withheld until the consum
mation. We cannot keep them from getting what God
says He will give them.

Arguments which Seek to Show that
Reconciliation is Not Future
Strange to say, reason is able to prove two irrecon
cilable things as to the time of reconciliation. It is a
definite act in the past, as well as a truth for the pres
ent?! Then, of course it is easy to prove that it is not
for the future ?! But in every case we need only reason
in the same way to reach the most absurd results, and
thus show that this is not true reasoning at all, but a
tottering attempt of unbelief to do away with faith.
First an argument is offered to put reconciliation alto-

is Always Indefinite
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gether in the past. Then it is reasoned into the present,
with the deduction that it cannot be in the future.
RECONCILIATION PAST

Argument: The aorist tense in Greek denotes a definite act

in the past. The verb "to-reconcile" in Colossians 1: 20 is the
aorist infinite, hence can refer only to the past, not to the

future.

Let us take a few samples of the aorist and see how
this argument works out. In the preceding verse we have
the identical form, "to dwell". Was this dwelling of the
entire complement of God in His Son "a definite act in
the past"? We might well demand a definite answer to
the question, Does the fullness (or complement) dwell
in Him now? Will it dwell in Him in the future? Here
is another example: Did Paul exhort the Colossians "to
walk" worthily (Col. 1:10) in the past? These examples
might easily be multiplied.
Observations: There is only one final court of appeal,
and that is not human scholarship, but the usage of the
Word of God. It is quite true that some elementary
Greek grammars claim that the aorist is a definite act in
the past. But it is also true that more advanced treatises
deny it. As for the infinitive, any child can test it, and
that in the same chapter. Here this assertion makes non
sense. If it is to be reasoned from one occurrence, then
the exact opposite is true, for Paul could exhort the
Colossians "to walk" only in the future I Far more rea
sonable is it, or rather intelligent (for no syllogism is
necessary to prove it) to accept the evidence of the
Greek grammarians, who named it "aorist"—indefinite.
This will stand the test of every single occurrence in the
inspired writings.
Conclusion: As the infinitive "to reconcile" is called
indefinite by the grammarians of the time when the
Scriptures were written, and this is acknowledged by
more advanced works today, and this is amply confirmed
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by the most casual investigation of similar verbs in the
immediate context, this argument proves nothing except
the difficulty of getting sound ones. As the immediate
context shows, the Colossians had been reconciled. Many

have since been reconciled. The evangel of today recon
ciles God's enemies to Himself. And this shall continue
until all are reconciled. The words to reconcile<, are
aorist, that is indefinite, as to time, and by no means
limit the action to any time at all.
RECONCILIATION PRESENT

Argument: Ephesians and Colossians are parallel epistles.
All parallel parts refer to the same time. Ephesians 1:10 (the
complement of the eras) is for the present. Hence Colossians
1:20 (universal reconciliation) is also for the present.

Let us try out this argument elsewhere. The same
writer gives Ephesians 1:21 and Colossians 1:16-18 as
"parallel". As to time, the first is "not only in this eon,
but also in that which is future". The second, "by Him
were all things created . . . He is before all ..." So
that we must logically conclude that, either (1) the com
plement of the eras was at the creation, or (2) the crea
tion is not only in this eon, but in that which is future ?!
In another argument the same writer proves that recon-'
ciliation is past, because the verb is in the aorist. Here
the verb is also in the aorist. Hence the headship of
Christ belongs to the pastV.
Observations: Ephesians and Colossians have many
similar features, because they treat of the same admin
istration. But they have not the same subject and their
literary structures are quite dissimilar. Laid side by side
they do not correspond, hence are not "parallel" in the
sense in which passages within each epistle may be so
called. Ephesians deals with the secret of this adminis
tration; Colossians corrects departure from this truth.
Moreover, "parallelism" is not identity, as this reason
ing implies. Mountains of discarded error sprang from
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"parallels''. In this case the passages are not parallel
in any sense. One speaks of Christ's headship, or rule,
the other of reconciliation, which cannot be complete so
long as there is any rule. One emphasizes His exaltation,
the other calls for His abdication. One is in the eons.
The other is the fruit of the eons. Both are universal.
But agreement in one point does not produce a parallel.
Conclusion: "To reconcile the all to Himself" needs
no parallel to explain it. Men are not all reconciled to
God now. The very suggestion is so utterly repugnant to
the spirit of a sound mind that it does not deserve con
sideration, except to show the depths to which unbelief
will descend in order to deny God's Word. If the uni
verse were reconciled to God through the blood of His
cross now, how could God pour out His wrath on the
earth in the next administration? God Himself is con
ciliated now, but men have not received it universally,
and there is no reconciliation of the all.
RECONCILIATION NOT FOR THE FUTURE

Argument: The dispensation covered by the prison epistles
is present in operation. Reconciliation occurs in Colossians.

Therefore it cannot refer to the future.

This is only another form of a previous deduction.
In the light of the fact that Ephesians definitely insists
that one of its statements is true "not only in this eon,
but also in that which is future" (Eph. 1:21), and
ascribes glory to Christ Jesus "for all the generations
of the eon of the eons" (3: 21), that Philippians speaks
of our future transfiguration and the subjection of the
universe (3: 21), that Colossians speaks not only of the
reconciliation of all (1: 20), but of our future manifesta
tion with Christ, our Life (3:4), this argument is utterly
inane and void of any validity.
These arguments are given principally to awaken, in
the hearts of all true searchers after truth, a distrust, or
even a disgust, when reasoning is resorted to in order to
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contradict or "explain" the Word of God.
In some
circles it is openly extolled as God's greatest gift to man,
and, as a result, there is unutterable confusion and
division. Whole systems of theology are based on "paral
lels", "principles," and all sorts of thought processes—
anything except simple faith. I myself was involved in
these things, and know something of their tyranny and
attractiveness. Until one is delivered from it in some
measure, it is impossible to imagine the depth of unrea
son to which our reason may drag us when spurred on
by unbelief.
For simplicity's sake I have kept all of these argumented centered around one simple statement in God's
Word: "Through Him to reconcile the all to Him." In
telligent, childlike faith accepts it. There is no difficulty
whatever in doing so. Or is not the blood of Christ's
cross equal to this task? Is it too big to find a place in
the heart of our God? To be sure, the "all" is limited,
for stocks and stones are not estranged from Him
and therefore need no reconciliation. But all who are
estranged will come within the beneficent bounds of
God's gracious purpose. I have seen this verse under
fire by the heaviest artillery which unbelieving believers
could bring to bear, for nearly a quarter of a century
now, yet there it stands, without a dent or scratch,
serene in its sublime majesty, smiling at the hard-hearted
midgets who make such mad attempts to annihilate it
with their logic.
A. E. K.
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THE APPRECIATION OF GOD

The knowledge of God's Word is good, an acquaintance
with His ways is better, but a realization of Himself is
best. Faith accepts His sayings, confidence acquiesces in
His ways, love rests in His essence. Let us believe what
He says, and we will not only delight in what He does,
but exult in what He is. How few of His saints are found
with even the first of these favors! Faith they have, but
so scant, so adulterated with credulity, and so faltering,
that God's ways are dark and inscrutable, and He Him
self is hid behind a thick curtain of ignorance and tradi
tion. Alas! even to His children, He is the great Un
known and Unknowable, the Distant, the Unapproach
able, even the Dreadful Deity.
The attitude of scant faith is clearly revealed when
its own welfare is at stake. It does not deem it safe to
leave the future in God's hands, without some definite
promise, some written bond, that will hold Him to His
Word. It is this trembling unbelief which changes God's
eons into eternities, for it rightly reasons that, if the eons
end, there is no certainty of future bliss, unless they
leave their fate in the hands of a God Whom they do not
fully trust! It is true that God has made no "promises"
beyond the eons. As He gives us deathlessness and incor
ruptibility, why should we be concerned about "eternal"
life? Where there is no death, such a "promise" would
only reflect upon His character, and our future welfare
is far more dependent on His integrity than on His
declarations.
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Even today men in business life have learned to look
beyond the words and ways of their clients, in dealing
with them, and in estimating their worth and dependa
bility. Some men could not borrow anything from a
bank without the, best of security. Others need merely
sign their names to get millions. A shrewd banker is not
so much interested in the promises a man may make, as
in his record, and in his character. What he can do and
what he will do, in case he undertakes an obligation, is
more vital than the written bond. Of what use is this if
he is not able to fulfill it, or if he evades it, or if he
makes a legal loophole to slink out of it? So all of God's
promises are dependent on His ability, and on His char
acter. Only during the eons, while few realize His power
or His essence, are promises in place. Once He is fully
appreciated, and sin is repudiated, there is no place for
promises.
The same principle can be seen in the relations
between the great nations, especially when they are
strained. Attempt after attempt is being made to create
all sorts of pacts and treaties, and the diplomats seek to
spread the impression that, once the signatures are safely
affixed, all is well.. But very few even of these diplomats
really intend to keep their promises should these seri
ously interfere with the vital interests of their country.
No one seems to think it necessary to be ashamed for not
disarming, according to the treaty of Versailles. Thus
even written promises are only scraps of paper unless
backed by the integrity and character of the parties who
promise. Human history should teach us the futility of
promises among men, who often are neither able nor con
cerned to abide by their word, in order that we may

trust in God, Who will do more than we can apprehend,
without in any way obligating Himself.

It will be seen in the Scriptures that the abundance
of promises decreases rapidly once the millennium is
past. Not many refer to the new earth and the ne\v
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heavens. There is hardly a specific engagement on God's
part beyond the eonian times. Why should there be?
There is no need for many promises when all men are
vital with life and where sin has been repudiated, where
faith is replaced by sight, and all are subject to God.
"Where there is no sin there can be no salvation, where
there is no enemy there can be no rescue. With God the
All of all hearts, the present is bliss and the future
felicity, and there can be no concern, no anxiety as to
either.
There are saints who would be in despair if the prom
ises in the Bible should suddenly be revoked, and they
should be left entirely at the mercy of God, without any
recorded document to which they could hold Him. But
can they hold Him ? If He is not to be trusted without
a definite promise, can we be sure that He will stand
by His Word? Promises are expedient and gracious, a
help to confirm faith, and we would not be without a
single one of them. Yet our confidence should not rest
in the promises but in Him Who made them. We should
be more than willing to trust Him when and where His
promises do not reach.
Scant faith is afraid of the consummation. Israel's
promises on earth and ours in the heavens come to a con
clusion when Christ abdicates the throne. We will no
longer reign, for all rule will be abolished. Our eonian
mission will be fulfilled, for all will be reconciled. True,
there is no death, so we cannot die. Deathlessness* indeed
is ours, yet we have no written assurance of peace or
happiness or glory in that consummation. To the average
saint it looks like a leap in the dark, or into an abyss
without a bottom. There is nothing on which faith can
fasten—except God! And is not this precisely what He
wishes ? Then He will be All in every one. Faith, prom
ises, and all such crutches will be past. They would only

inar the perfect and mutual confidence which will exist
between God and His creatures. It is not a leap in the
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dark, but a serene entrance into light and love unlimited.
The overwhelming glory of God's grand ultimate has
been utterly wrecked by current unbelief, and the sub
stitution of such a fearful future for God as the annihila
tion of the bulk of His creatures, or their far more heart
less and hideous torment for all eternity. Let us for the
time consider these only as they affect God's glory, not
human welfare. If He is a real God, then all destiny is
the deliberate fruit of His efforts. Even if He is the sub
ordinate deity of Christendom, Who has lost control of
His creation and cannot do what He would, these des
tinies are foreseen and allowed by Him, and He makes
no adequate effort to prevent them. Say what you will,
they make it impossible for even His saints to trust Him
as they should.
If He is such a God, the thought will arise, Could He
not save the bulk of His creatures in the past, how can
He preserve His saints in the future? If sin came in and
ruined His fair creation against His will, what will
hinder a repetition in the eternity to come ? Even if we
believe His promises, can we rely upon His love and
pow^r when they have been fulfilled, and there is no
further guarantee? The more closely one considers the
false doctrines of annihiliation or eternal torment, the
more it will be apparent that they make it utterly impos
sible for God to gain the full confidence of His creatures.
The usual result is His dethronement by the doctrines
of free will and divine irresponsibility in the past and
present, and by the utter eclipse of His ultimate goal in
the future. An annihilator and tormentor eternal can
not become All in all, not even if we make the all a tiny
residue.
Here we have the secret source which supplied the
mistranslations everlasting and eternal. And this shows
why saints are so slow to give them up. They cannot
trust their God, and must have a public record to bind
His actions in the future, He has promised them eonian
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life. If this is not eternal, they are not sure—in fact,
they are afraid—that He will take life from them when
it comes to its end. Can we not see how the promise of
'' eternal'' life really defeats its own purpose ? It is given
that the saints may get to know God, yet, being endless,
it implies that they never attain this goal. As it denies
the possibility that He shall be All in them, it totally
defeats the object for which it is given, of making them
so utterly content with Him that they not only are will
ing but eager to leave themselves in His heart, without
a single assurance from His lips. What He is, is enough!
It is the office of faith to transfer us, in spirit, to this
consummation, even in the midst of our present career,
while everything visible still seems the very reverse of
God's ultimate. Perhaps never, in the history of man
kind, has there been such marked distrust, between men
as well as toward God. Confidence is going or gone.
Faith is vanishing. And I, for one, freely confess that,
without a knowledge of the consummation, when God
will reconcile all and become All in all, I could not have
confidence in a deity who allowed the world to work itself
into such a mess, and who can do little more for most
men than to sweep them into destruction, extinction or
torment. I, too, would fear that such a god must be put
under bond to perform His oaths, and even then—?
But now, how can I distrust Him? Mankind is just
where He has brought it. The effect of all the present
evil and distress will be salutary. God will get glory out
of it, and men will be prepared by it to appreciate the
gifts He has in store for them.
Here we have the great contrast between man's miser
able self-made destinies and God's grand and gracious
goal.
Man's not only destroys God's creatures, but
undermines His deity and robs Him of the appreciation
of His heart's handiwork. God's goal not only upholds
His deity but gives His creatures such confidence in
Him that all concern as to His love and power dis-
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appears. They willingly, yes eagerly, leave themselves in
His hands without any assurance whatever on His part
as to His intentions. Faith and hope are no longer
needed, so they vanish, and only love remains. Knowing
Him as God, limitless in power and wisdom, and as
essential Love, they prefer to remain in fond anticipation
of that which the ear hears not, to which the heart of
man cannot ascend, that which God makes ready for
those who are loving Him. They rely on His Word, they

delight in His ways, and they revel in the appreciation
of Himself.
A. E. K.
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CONSOLATION IN EXPECTATION
(1 Thessalonians 4:13-18)

Console one another with these words (1 Thess. 4:18).
The earliest revelation concerning our future fate was
given to saints sorrowing for their loved ones. And to
this day there are no more comforting words for the
bereaved believer than Paul's message concerning those
who were put to repose in Thessalonica. Here we have
the balm we need for our wounded feelings when a
beloved believer is put to repose. All has to do with our
future experience at His presence. It is a solace for our
souls. In this it differs from Paul's revelations to the
Corinthians, for that gives us the glories of our resurrec
tion bodies, and ends with an exhortation to abound in
the work of the Lord (1 Cor. 15:58). The expectation
of our calling (Eph. 1:18; 4:4) with all its glories as
the complement of the Head of all future rule, appeals
to our spirits. We shall consider only the first of these
aspects of our expectation at this time—the consolation
of our souls.
To fully appreciate Paul's consoling words to the
Thessalonians we should seek to transport ourselves into
their special circumstances. After Paul's call to Mace
donia (Acts 16: 9), and his release from the Philippian
jail he came to Thessalonica, where there was a syna
gogue. For three sabbaths he argued with the Jews, with
the result that some of them were persuaded. It was a
rather discouraging harvest for the great apostle among

his brethren according to the flesh. But, in contrast to
the few Jews, a vast multitude of the reverent Greeks
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believe, and of the foremost women not a few (Acts
17:4). Moreover, the Jews of Thessalonica made up a
mob and sought to persecute Paul, and even followed
him to Berea.

The attitude of the Jews and gentiles in Thessalonica
is characteristic. It is most important that we grasp the
situation, if we would fully appreciate the force of
Paul's epistle to them. Paul had a number of ministries.
In Acts we find him bearing the message of the kingdom
to the Jews of the dispersion. Jerusalem and Judea had
rejected the testimony of the twelve. Paul then carries
the kingdom message to those scattered among the
nations. In his early ministries he always acted on the
principle, to the Jew first. So it seems that his principal
efforts in Thessalonica were directed toward reaching
them, although the result was that he reached the nations.
It may be this background which leads him to write,
"having perceived, brethren beloved, your choice by
Gody seeing that the evangel of our God did not come to
you in word only, but iji power also. . ." (1 Thess. 1:
4, 5). To the Jews the message came in word only, for
God had chosen the gentiles. It was a small epitome of
the present work of God, and needed only the conclusion
to make it complete.
And this is given us in Paul's
epistle.
Paul seems to have spent his time in Thessalonica
chiefly in arguing with the Jews, seeking to prove that
Jesus is their Messiah (Acts 17:2, 3).
He was not
allowed to stay much more than three weeks, hence he
had not many opportunities to teach those among the
nations who had believed, what he later wrote to them.
Had he done so, his revelations concerning the future
would not have been at all agreeable to the Jews who
might be present, for this epistle practically involves the
repudiation of Israel. Neither could these things find
any record in the book of Acts at that time, for they go
beyond the theme of that treatise, which closes, once the
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Jews among the nations finally reject the kingdom mes
sage. Most appropriately, this new revelation is made in
writing, not to the few Jews in Thessalonica, but to the
gentiles. To them, in their sorrow, God is pleased to
reveal a future coming of our Lord which was quite
unknown to the prophets of old, or to the disciples of
our Lord on earth.
Under the circumstances we can readily see why the
Thessalonians should be ignorant of what the future had
in store for them. They probably were not ignorant of
the destiny of Israel. Probably they had heard much of
what Paul had said to the Jews, and of the glorious re
turn of the Messiah to set up the kingdom. They had
been accurately informed concerning the times and the
eras. The day of Jehovah, coming as a thief in the night,
was no mystery to them, even though, in the second epis
tle, it would seem that they were later alarmed by a let
ter, supposedly from Paul, teaching that the day of the
Lord was already present (2 Thes. 2:2). In reading the
Thessalonian letters let us always remember that the
background is Paul's heralding of the kingdom to the
Jews. Then we will not be perplexed by the many allu
sions to that which concerns them at the time of the end.
Of their own expectation they were ignorant, but not of
the expectation of Israel.
Perhaps, in their first love and abounding joy, they
hardly gave any thought to their own future. But this
was forced upon their attention in a most tragic manner,
for some of their members died, and the first thought
concerning their loved ones was that they would miss the
anticipated kingdom. What would become of them ? The
faithful Jews would be raised to have their portion in
the kingdom. Even the proselytes would have some share
in that glorious day. But their reposing friends—noth
ing seemed in store for them, for nothing had been re
vealed. It was a sorrowful outlook. Paul later reminds
the gentiles of it in his Ephesian letter: "Wherefore, be
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remembering that once you, the nations in flesh . . .
that in that era you were . . . guests of the promise cov
enants, having no expectation . . ." (Eph. 2:11, 12).
It is not easy for us to put ourselves in the position
of such as the Thessalonians at that time. Israel still
monopolized all prerogatives.
The Thessalonians had
gone to Jewish meetings to hear the evangel. They had
believed on Israel's God, and they no longer had one of
their own.
They had no political rights in Messiah's
kingdom, for they were alienated from its citizenship.
As to the covenants they were merely guests. Perhaps
no better picture can be given of them than that which
our Lord Himself used—they were hardly more than
puppies at Israel's board. But what distressed them was
not their present state, but the future of their dead.
They had no "hope". Of what use were all these future
, glories to them, if they were to have no part in them?
No marvel that the apostle did not want them to
remain in ignorance! They had an expectation, a glori
ous prospect, a hope more marvelous than that of Israel.
This he now proceeds to unfold to them (1 Thes. 4:
13-18). It is the great antidote for hearts sorrowing over
those who have died, or rather, according to the expres
sive figure used by the apostle, who have laid their weary
limbs down for sweet repose.
"Those who are reposing!" What comfort there is
even in these words! Some of us have loved ones whose
lives, at least in part, were anything but repose. There
was toil and anguish, and the daily ordeal was like the
torture of the rack, until death mercifully released the
groaning frame. How often did we wish that some mir
acle could be wrought to provide a transient rest! And
now comes death. Is it really an end of suffering for the
time? That alone is cause for thankfulness. Yet we
know what glories lie beyond. And, indeed, our sorrow
is not like that of others, who see naught ahead but the
black shadows of an unknown night.
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The Thessalonians looked for the coming of Messiah
and hoped to survive until His presence on the earth,
but they had no definite idea as to their own place in the
future. We need not be surprised at this, for thousands
today know even less than this and are satisfied with a
mere consciousness of salvation. Other thousands con
sider the Lord's coming too deep a subject for this life.
Its intense practical value in this vale of tears is often
unheeded until some great sorrow sinks the soul in
despair, and loosens its hold on the things of this evil eon.
The foundation on which our every expectation rests
is the resurrection of Christ. For our souls, our bodies
(1 Cor. 15:14), and our spirits, our faith is directed to
the empty tomb near Golgotha. "If we are believing
that Jesus died and rose," all else is possible. Then
those for whom He died must share in His resurrection.
Let us note the names here. It is Jesus, our Lord's per
sonal appellation, which presents Him as Saviour. This
reminds us of Paul's*amplification of this very point in

his epistle to the Eomans. There righteousness is reck
oned to those who are believing on Him Who rouses
Jesus our Lord from among the dead, Who was given up
because of our offenses, and was roused because of our
justifying (Eom. 4:24, 25). He was not roused because
of His own justness, but because we had become just. He
was made sin for us, and, until expiation of our sin had
been made, until we were utterly cleared from its slight
est taint, until we were justified, He could not be roused.
To believe "that Jesus died and rose" involves ever
so much more than the casual reader apprehends. It is,
so to speak, the salvation of our Saviour. And this in
volves our future welfare. The work which He accom
plished for us led to His being roused by God and guar
antees our own resurrection. Through this Saviour, God
will lead us forth with Him. And this applies to all,
even to the far-off gentiles like the Thessalonians, who
only listened in on Paul's arguments with the Jews, and
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who only wished a few crumbs from God's redundant
provision for themselves.

But this great truth was not enough. It would give
rise to questions. The dead will be raised, but When?
Where? How? Will it be at some far distant time, the
"last day" (John 11: 24) of which Martha spoke at the
grave of Lazarus? Will the dead miss all the bliss of
being with Messiah in the day of Jehovah ? Will we be
separated from them in that day? How long will the
ones who survive until that day precede those who have
fallen asleep? And, since the Messiah is the King of
Israel, how will it be possible for any of us to be with
Him in His exalted and exclusive majesty?

These questions could not be answered by an appeal
to the prophets, for the situation is just the reverse of
that contemplated by them. " Rejoice, ye nations, with
His people," would almost need to be read backward, as,
Rejoice, His people, with the nations. Paul was not suc
ceeding in his efforts to reach Israel. The nation, as
such, even in the dispersion, was rejecting their Messiah,
and their expectation of possessing the kingdom was re
ceding.
In contrast with this, multitudes among the
nations were believing notwithstanding Israel's apostasy.
If this goes on (as it did), then Israel will not be blessed
at all, hence will not be in a position to dispense blessing
to others. It is clear, therefore, that God will need to
step in and resolve the dilemma. A new revelation is
needed. And this is just what the apostle receives, and
what he passes* on to the sorrowing Thessalonians.
A FRESH REVELATION

"This we are saying to you by the word of the Lord
..." This solemn formula is not often used in God's
later revelations. It marks a new departure, a fresh un
folding of God's ways. It is useless to seek for this rev
elation in any previous portion of God's Word.
No
prophets mention it. Our Lord said nothing of it. Even

by a Special Revelation
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the Circumcision apostles, in their later ministries, give
no hint of the glorious event which Paul is about to fore
tell. More than that, this "word of the Lord" concern
ing our recall from death introduces a wedge between
the recipients of Paul's evangel and the Circumcision
gospel which eventually split them wide apart, so that,
not only in their future expectation, but in all else they
constitute a distinct and different work of God, depend
ent, not on Israel's acceptance of the gospel, but on her
rejection of God's Christ.
As the main motive of the apostle is to console, he
first assures the Thessalonians that they would not get
ahead of their reposing friends. "We, the living, who
are surviving unto the presence of the Lord, shall by no
means outstrip those who are put to repose ..." This
alone should have satisfied the Thessalonians, and dried
their tears. But this sorrow of theirs, and its consolation,
is only a God-made opportunity which must serve a
higher and a greater purpose. God's grace has been
dammed up so long that it must overflow. The sorrow
of the Thessalonians has opened up a crevice for it to
flow forth. But the crevice soon widens into a crevasse,
and breaks down the dam of legalism and fleshly priv
ilege, bringing floods of blessing to the nations.
God knows the end from the beginning, so it comes
that the first real revelation concerning God's present
work of grace among the nations deals with the closing
scene of this administration, if, indeed, it should not be
counted with the next. Then "the Lord Himself will be
descending from heaven with a shout of command, with
the voice of the chief messenger, and with the trumpet
of God, and the dead in Christ shall be rising first."
Marvelous moment! Ecstatic expectation! Most entranc
ing sound! Those blessed lips have already given com
mands to His own, but Hone to compare with this! When
will the voice of the chief messenger bring mankind
more bliss, or trumpet blast sound sweeter?
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His Vivifying Voice

The Lord Himself—and not another! We, sinners of
the gentiles, unworthy of a place at Israel *s board, would
be highly honored to have Him send the meanest of His
servants to call us back to life. How marvelous if He
should delegate an archangel for this task! In His un
veiling, when He deals with the earth in judgment, much
of His work is delegated to mighty messengers, who
fulfill His will. Let us charge our hearts to give due heed
to the favor which is poured forth upon us in this preci
ous phrase. To be sure, we are last, and least deserving.
Yet, in this new dispensation, which has its birth in this
very revelation, the last are made first and the least
greatest. Even in the kingdom He will do much through
His servants, such as David, and His apostles, who will
rule the twelve tribes, but when He bids us to His pres
ence He will come Himself to raise our bodies, rouse our
souls, and vivify our spirits, to make us fit and welcome
in our celestial home.
Three sorts of sounds combine to recall the dead to
life and vivify the living. One is an inarticulate sound,
the trumpet's stentorian tones, which will raise the bodies
of the dead and change the living. The second is the
voice, of a messenger bringing tidings of great joy. The
third is an order, a command to be obeyed.
*

THE VOICE THAT RAISES THE DEAD

The voice of the chief messenger is none other than
the voice of our blessed Lord, Jesus Christ, the Son of
God. No so-called "angel" can raise the dead. Not even
Michael, or any other archangel, can wake the sleeping
saints. The hour is coming when the deed shall be hear
ing the voice of the Son of God, and those who hear shall
live. For even as the Father has life in Himself, thus
also He gives to the Son to have life in Himself . . .
hour is coming in which all who are in the tombs
hear His voice, and those who do good shall go out
a resurrection of life (John 5: 25, 26, 28, 29). And
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same voice gave a foretaste of its power when, in later
days, it clamored loudly at the tomb of His dear friend,
"Lazarus, come out hither!" And the dead man heard
and obeyed that vivifying voice.
In His dealings with Israel, in heralding and set
ting up the kingdom, God uses many messengers. John
the Baptist was sent before the Lord to prepare His way.

Gabriel was sent to announce His birth to Mary. Many

mighty messengers will be employed in the judgments
which usher in the kingdom. Wherever God needs a
courier to carry His messages or carry out His decrees,
especially when these are not in direct harmony with
the heart of His great Mediator, or of a nature which
He cannot perform, He uses other messengers. Our Lord
could not announce His own birth, so Gabriel came.
Christ could not be His own forerunner, so John the
Baptist was sent. Christ's great function is to save, not
to destroy, so the destructive judgments of the end time
are delegated to other messengers. But when the time
comes for the deliverance of our bodies He takes the
announcement of this glad message upon Himself and we
will hear the news from His own mouth, as the chiefest
of all God's couriers.
THE TRUMPET OF GOD

Only God can call dead bodies back to life, yet He
has delegated this power to His Son, our Lord, Jesus
Christ. This is pictured most perfectly for us in the
phrase "the trumpet of God". By using a trumpet a
man may magnify the power of his voice beyond all
human proportions. In using the divine trumpet, His
voice reverberates with the power of God, which alone
can raise the dead.
In the beginning God worked by means of His spoken
word. God said, "It shall become light," and it is becom
ing light. Resurrection is a much greater work, so is
appropriately pictured by a much more forceful sound,
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The Dead Rise First

compassion, wishes to feed the throng, He orders them
to recline on the grass (Mat. 14:19) the better to receive
His bounty% At Jericho, when the blind mendicant im
plores, "Jesus, Son of David, be merciful to me!" He
stood and orders the blind man to be led to Him (Luke
18:35-40). Here we have a beautiful little foreview of
His future coming to Israel, as deep down in the depths
of despair as Jericho is sunk on the surface of the earth,
when He restores their sight so that they may behold
His glories and follow Him. The false rulers gave far
different orders. The Idumean, Herod the Great, orders
the head of John the Baptist to be given to Herodias'
daughter (Mat. 14:9). Another Herod orders Peter's
guards to be put to death (Acts 12:19). The orders of
men bring suffering and death. His order, which all of
His will hear, betokens life and lasting joy.
THE DEAD RISE FIRST

Once again the apostle reassures the Thessalonians
in regard to those who are reposing. We shall by no
means outstrip them because they will be rising first,
before any of us leave the earth. As there is no con
sciousness in the death state, it has no practical effect on
their expectation. It is just as if they had lain down to
slumber, instead of dying. And that is why the apostle
persists in speaking of " those who are reposing", where
we would say "the dead". The fact is that they died,
but the far more truthful figure is that they are reposing.
When they awake they will not be in His presence. They
will first join the living (who will have been changed, as
we shall see later), and, as one company, just as if none
had ever died, all together will be snatched away in
clouds for meeting the Lord in the air.
Especial emphasis is laid on the simultaneous ascen
sion of the saints. At various times teachers have arisen
who claimed that the resurrection does not occur at one
time, but that some, more faithful or more privileged
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than the rest, would be raised earlier. Some have even
claimed that Paul himself reversed these words in a later
revelation, when he made known an "out-resurrection".
But this is an eclectic resurrection, leaving the vast mul
titude of mankind in their graves. It does not even in
clude those believers who belong to the kingdom. Paul's
later characterization describes this resurrection, rather
than distinguishes another from it. A careful reading
will show that the words, at the same time, are not nec
essary for the sense, for the word together conveys the
same thought. It is emphatic. Simultaneously, the dead
and the living, if "in Christ", will be snatched away in
clouds for meeting the Lord in the air. Whatever lack
of unity may have been caused by division and death, all
will be one the moment we hear His vitalizing voice.
THE LIVING, WHO ARE SURVIVING

The normal outlook of the believer of this dispensa
tion of God's grace is not death but life. From Paul
down to the present day the prospect put before the
saint is the vivifying presence of Christ. From the begin
ning all have been kept in ignorance of the date when
this will occur, for an imminent expectation is the most
powerful and blessed means of producing a consecrated
life. It was no mistake on Paul's part when he said,
"we . . . who are surviving". It is a serious error and
shortcoming on the part of critics, to condemn it because
they hold no such vital hope. Day by day, hour by hour,
moment by moment, the next event for which we yearn
should be the trumpet's joyful note.
And in these last days this should be the case as never
before, for the next administration is already in forma
tion, the signs of the next era seem prematurely present,
so that we sometimes wonder why we are still here, per
forming our little part while the stage is already being
rearranged for the final act of earth's tragic misrule. We
feel out of place and in the way, for all seems ripe for
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Snatched Away in Clouds

the day of Jehovah. The storm clouds are gathering out
of which will come the lightning and the thunder of
God's wrath. We view its on-coming terrors unafraid,
for we know that, before the storm shall burst, we will
be above it, safe and serene, in His presence. Surely
there is no excuse for us in these closing days not to live
in constant and joyful anticipation of this expectation.
SNATCHED AWAY IN CLOUDS

Clouds have their place in the air, hence the first
thought which usually comes upon once reading this
passage is that we shall be screened from the earth by
vapory clouds floating in the sky. It may be so, but the
absence of the article — not "the clouds", but simply
" clouds"— and the close connection with the words
"snatched away together with them in" suggests that it
may be the saints, living and raised, who may form the
clouds here spoken of. That is, the saints will not go
separately, but in company with others, in groups of suf

ficient numbers to form figurative clouds.

Like these

fleecy formations they will be composed of particles
which can float in the air. The Lord will act like the
summer sun on the surface of the water. Heavy as that
fluid is, it rises at the sunbeams' call into the empyrean.
A would-be scientist might bring all sorts of objections
as to the practicability of this event. One might say, "If
all ascend from all over the earth, they will not meet,
but scatter." But nothing is said here of ascending.
The word snatched will allow of any direction. Not so
many years ago some would have said that no sound
could possibly be heard all over the earth at the same
time. But that idea is now outdated. If men can mount
their messages upon the wings of light and send them to
every portion of the earth in a small fraction of a second,
this will not be impossible to Him Who in the beginning
said, "Let there be light!" None of these things com
pares with the greatest of all miracles, which precedes

To Meet the Lord in the Air
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our going, the impartation of life and incorruption to
millions of reposing saints.
MEETING THE LORD IN TJiE AIR

For those like the Thessalonians, who had never heard
of a heavenly hope, and who had sonle knowledge of the
kingdom on earth as heralded to Israel at the time this
was written, the thought of meeting the Lord in the air
must have been most marvelous and full of mystery. A
little later the Corinthians found it so, and Paul was
called upon for further explanations. Now that our celes
tial destiny has been revealed (Eph. 1:3), and the pros
pect of "heaven" is common to everyone in Christen
dom, the surprising nature of this revelation is not ap
preciated.
Yet even for us it lacks finality.
No one
thinks of this as the permanent abode of the saints. It
leaves us with a feeling of incompleteness.
We know
that our Lord will not remain in the air. He will come
down to earth a little later. Then, if our destiny is on
earth, why should we be given the marvelous power of
traversing the air? Israel will not be able to do this.
There is something here which suggests that we will go
up, and not down, that our abode is the heavens, and not
the earth, but it is only intimated, not revealed.
THUS

In this way, after this manner, shall we be together
with the Lord. Early was this blessed expectation lost,
and ever since some of the saints have sought to intrude
into His presence by another way. They have tried to
find Him behind the portals of Death, although He is
the Life. They have even altered Paul's own words.
When he found no attraction in life or in death, he re
vealed his heart by saying that he was pressed out of
these by his desire of being with Christ, which, rather, is
much better. Living is not now being with Him. How
much less is dying! No one of His will ever be ushered
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into His presence alone, apart from the rest. First those
who are in Him will be gathered. Paul found it neces
sary to insist that the living shall not precede the dead.
Today we must insist that this clearly shows that the
dead shall not precede the living! And so, both, simultarwously (hama in the Greek), at the same time will be
snatched away to meet Him in the air.
TOGETHER WITH THE LORD

It might be a difficult matter to tell just " where we
will spend eternity", so the Scriptures describe our fu
ture sphere in the almost all-embracing terms, "among
the celestials". The popular conception of heaven, someT
what like the great festive halls I have seen in the palaces
of Europe, in which each one has a place in the orches
tra, is grotesque and utterly unscriptural. Leaving out
the earth, the heavens, in which our future lies, com
prise the whole universe. Now we are confined to an
exceedingly narrow stratum near the surface of the
earth. Our limitations will not allow us to go very far
below its crust, nor ascend very high above its lowlands.
Bars, much stronger than iron, cage us in, so that we
cannot come forth. But then all limitations will be with
drawn and the boundless universe will be before us, and
the object of our ministrations. How impossible to de
scribe our whereabouts in that supernal sphere!
Only one location need be given, for this includes all
others and imparts to every place the one thing needed
to make it all that heart can wish. And that is circum
scribed by the simple words that allay our fears and
soothe our sorrows, and crown the future with a halo
which no other phrase can ever impart. Our bliss will
not consist in being in a place, but in being with the
Lord I His presence would make "hell" heaven, and
what would heaven itself be without Him? And so, in
the midst of life, as well as in the presence of death, let
us console one another with these words.
A. E. K.
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EDITORIAL

The "science" of textual criticism does not seem to
grow up, but keeps on having one of those diseases which
childhood is heir to. Of course, there are good workmen
in this field, men of faith who fear God, but it is often
afflicted with the boils of unbelief, which are very catch
ing. The last few decades have been periods of recovery
from the "bad Greek" theory, for the discovery of very
old papyrus manuscripts with the same "bad Greek"
showed that the real trouble was bad scholars.
The
Hebrew seems never to have fully recovered from the

"redactors" with which the critics have sought to leach
its vitality. Now the claim is made that the Hebrew
Scriptures in our possession are but a minute part of
the literature of Israel, all equally [un-] inspired!
The latest disease which bids fair to spread fast
among professional theologians is the Aramaic original
or "translation theory" of the source of the Greek Scrip
tures. According to this, we do not possess the actual
revelation God has given, as in the case of the Hebrew,
but only a poor translation of it. Of course there is a
very small modicum of fact on which to base such a the
ory, or it could not exist. The Greek of the Scriptures
continues the revelation of God begun in Hebrew. The
writers were acetistomed to using a Greek translation of
the Hebrew, which valued truth above art, at least to
some extent, so it was inevitable that the Greek of our

Lord and His followers was molded to a marked degree
by the older revelation, and, to a far less degree, by the
vernacular which was spoken in the homes.
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The Languages

The Jews, in Palestine, in the days of our Lord, were
bi-lingual. They spoke Aramaic in the home and Greek
in public. It happens that I have had this same experi

ence, for, when I was young I had to speak German at
home, but at school and elsewhere I used English. Be
sides this I am living among a people who speak low
German among themselves, but always high German in
public. With this experience I cannot but smile at the
fanciful theories which are spun in order to foist this
new idea on an unsuspecting public. The tests for such
things are very simple. Is their basis fact or fiction ? No
one has ever seen an Aramaic original. The idea does
not agree with known facts. Does it support inspiration
or destroy it ? It is the most subtle plan yet presented to
undermine our confidence in the Scriptures. No one who
realizes the looseness of translations, especially in the
early centuries, will rely on them as a last resort. And,
if these Greek documents are not inspired, then their
superhuman accuracy and literary structure constitute a
miracle even greater than inspiration itself.
Moreover, as my works are being translated into
other languages, I am in a position to judge whether the
Greek or the Aramaic is the original. A personal experi
ence will be pardoned. As I learned English after Ger
man it has had its effect on my style, though few have
noticed it. Now, however, that my writings are being
translated into German, along with the writings of others
who do not know the language, it is found that mine is
appreciably easier to translate. Perhaps some learned
investigator in the days to come will be able to "prove"
from my style that I wrote this article in German! This
article may prove that I know some German, but it willbe difficult to convince me that it was written in that
language. So, if the Scriptures have an Aramaic flavor,
it may indicate that the actors and writers were ac
quainted with Aramaic, but no more.
I will not burden my readers with a criticism of the

of Palestine
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Aramaic used, for the beautiful thing about this new
theory is this: A very few men are supposed to have a
monopoly of this language, so anything you or I could
say would not count! Here we have the papacy in anew
and glittering garment.
These men know all about a
manuscript which has never existed, and we can never
hope to be a wise as that! And, since we are not, we are
classed as ignoramuses! That is the way in which this
works. I have spent a good part of my life on Hebrew
and Aramaic, and have made a card index of every word,
and translated a large part of the Old Testament, and
have considered many conjectures as to the original
Hebrew text, based on the various translations in Ara
maic, Greek, Latin, etc., so might claim a right to judge
in a case like this. But this I forgo. The readings in
non-existent manuscripts are not in my line.
Another feature of this theory we must not fail to
mention. It is always assumed (and who dares to chal
lenge it?), that those who wrote, or, in this case, trans
lated from the Aramaic into Greek, were ignorant and
mistaken, but the scholars of today—-no, those who hold
the new theory alone (the other scholars have always
been infallible hitherto, but now no more)-r-these are
unspeakably superior in their knowledge of the Aramaic
language, of the customs of the people, and of the teach
ings of the Bible. .The opposite is so palpably true that

I will not even seek to prove it.

But if anyone reads my works in German, and finds
occasional English words explained, he will conclude
that it was first written in English. No doubt our Lord
spoke Aramaic—at times. But these times are especially
noted and the words are translated. If all the rest is a
translation from the Aramaic this fact is incomprehen
sible. No sound, healthy mind will be able to entertain
the idea. Moreover, and this is vital: These translations
are inspired. The translations offered to us now are un
inspired, or rather they are inspired by adversaries of
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Figurative Rivers

inspiration. In Acts 22 we have, not the "Hebrew ver

nacular " which Paul actually used, but an inspired ver
sion of it. The multitude expected him to speak to them
in Greek, not in Aramaic. This shows that it, and not
" Aramaic", was the public language of the day.
But we will not condemn them unheard. We refer to
an article by F. A. Spencer, in the April, 1934, issue of
Harper's Monthly Magazine, entitled "The New New
Testament7'. The article is in the nature of a review of
"The Four Gospels, A New Translation", by Charles
Cutler Torrey, Professor of Semitic Languages at Yale.
It is claimed that John 7:38 is a reference to Psalm
46:4-5. And, because the middle of a man and that of
a city are expressed by the same Aramaic word, therefore
the stream of water shall come out of the city, not the
man.

Because the believer is to receive the spirit, therefore
a river shall flow out of Jerusalem! No one who has the
spirit of God would see any absurdity in the figure here
used. Water is a symbol of God's Word. And this flows
forth figuratively from those who have absorbed and
appropriated it. No river will flow from those who have
not drunk. It is a figure, and full of truth.
In Psalm 46: 4-5 God is in the midst of the city. The
rivers (or rillets) do not flow from its midst. The waters
like those of Damascus, come from far and are divided
into little runlets, and these make it glad. There is no
connection whatever. Ezekiel's river, to which it may
allude, flows out of the temple, which will be many miles
north of Jerusalem, not in its midst. The improvement
is without justification.
Because the Aramaic expression for greeting is like
that of joining we are asked to change "salute no man
by the way", to a charge not to make companions of
them.
But the oriental "salaam" is a long, tedious affair,
as I am witness, as well as others who have lived in the
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Holy Land. To this day those whose business requires
haste are compelled to avoid it. One who knows some
thing about eastern customs might pick out such a pas
sage to prove the accuracy of the Bible, and its attention
to local color. Yet these ignorant scholars use it for the
opposite reason. And, we may ask, What does "enter
into fellowship" mean in English? How is that done on
the road% It looks as if neither Aramaic, nor Greek, nor
English came into its own here.
Another case of faulty reasoning and baseless hypoth
esis seeks to show that our Lord did not speak of a
woman putting away her husband, but vice, versa, as this
was not according to Jewish custom, and could easily be
mistaken when turned into Aramaic.
What an assumption! Did our Lord confine Himself
to confirming the Jewish customs, or did He denounce
them? To reason that a woman could not divorce her hus
band because the Jews did not do so, is the height of
absurdity. Christ defied their ungodly customs. He did
not conform to them. The "mistake" is not in our
Greek version, but in the hearts of the theorizers.
Some of the examples are actually laughable.
In
Luke 16:9 the correct translation makes it a question,
"And am I saying to you, 'Make for yourselves friends
of the mammon of unrighteousness . . . V " It is now
claimed that the context of the Aramaic shows that this
was a question! And how, pray, could the translator
indicate this in the Greek, when there were no marks of
punctuation? Thus, in many cases, the absurd render
ings of modern versions are made the basis of an Ara
maic original! It is difficult to see how intelligent men
dare to offer such " selected" reasons.
The bungling verse division between Matthew 27 and
28 is thus conjectured in the "Aramaic": "In the night
between the close of the sabbath and the dawn of the
first day of the week." This is "confusion worse con
founded". It reads plainly: "Now it was the evening
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Beware of this Plague!

of the sabbaths." Then, a new sentence, "'At the light
ing up into one of the sabbaths . . ." The conjecture
does not even correct the word sabbath. The word "eve

ning" is changed to "the night between the close".
Another strange thing is the finding of Friday in the
Aramaic! (Luke 23: 54). Just imagine a Jew giving the
name of a heathen goddess (Freya, goddess of love) to
one of the days of the week. This shows that, after con
jecturing from a non-existent document, the renderings
are made "idiomatic", so that the real source is Ameri
can, not Aramaic!
These examples are supposed to show that thex ' trans
lation hypothesis" restores dignity and sense to about
250 passages which have long puzzled interpreters. It is
simply a scheme to give a little plausibility and dignity
to that number of conjectural alterations in God's revel

ation. I would prefer not to write of such matters, but

my friends press me, and it is my duty to give my reac
tion to everything which promises to help us to a knowl

edge of God, and particularly self-styled knowledge,
falsely so called. I beg my friends not to allow the pre
tense of learning which accompanies this plague to shake
their faith in the Word of the living God, for that is the
eventual object of this specious deception.
A. E. K.

We take special pleasure in presenting an article by
Alexander Thomson, entitled "How Eternity Slipped
In", which will appear (D. V.) in two instalments, be
ginning in this issue. It is not generally known that the
idea of eternity hafc come to us through the change from
Greek into Latin, and is a product of inconsistent trans
lation. It has come through the Latin Vulgate, and is
part of the Roman apostasy which Protestantism has in
herited from the Latin fathers, not the Greek. We hope
our friends will seek to interest others in this exposition,
for it meets scholars on their own ground and exposes
the falsity of orthodox tradition.—-A. E. K.

A Faithful Brother Reposes
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Our beloved Brother Menta Sturgeon departed this life Sat
urday evening, August 17, 1935? He is in repose, until he shall
be awakened by the trumpet call of our tylessed Lord and
Master, and meet Him in the air to be forever with Him.
An impressive service was held in Pittsburgh, Monday eve

ning, August 19, and next morning he was lofingly laid to rest

in the South Side Cemetery, a beautiful place overlooking the
southern portion of the city.
He was a graduate of the Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary, becoming an ordained Baptist minister, and a deep

student of the Greek and Hebrew.

Being a strong and fluent

speaker, he spoke in nearly all the large cities, in the United
States and Canada. He earnestly sought the truth, and was

an able defender of it, being faithful and lpyal to his convic
tions. Much could be written of his devotion to the truth, and
of the sacrifices he made for it.
He learned of the Concordant Translation of the Scriptures

through,an "All in All" pamphlet, sent by aii unknown friend,

and increasingly rejoiced in his findings AJv'hich satisfied as

nothing else had done. Henceforth "Grace, (Grace, Wonderful
Grace" was his song. Embracing truth with all his heart he
zealously endeavored to preach it wherever possible, which
desire led him to bring Brother Loudy to Pittsburgh for a
series of meetings resulting in the establishment of what is
now a Pittsburgh ecclesia.
During the last few years of his life he was practically a
semi-invalid, yet in his careful and methodical way he shared

in the labors of the brethren preparing the Concordant Refer

ence work, until his vitality was at such a low ebb that he
was compelled to lay it down.
' He loved to talk about and quote Paul and the gospel that
he preached, and like Paul (Phil. 3:3-8) who could boast of
his station in life, as to birth, education, social standing, and
zeal, he counted it all as loss, in order that he might win
Christ. Just so our brother followed him as he followed Christ,
forgetting the things whereof he had to boast, so that he
might obtain the better resurrection. In the many trials of his
faith he did not waver. At one time when they became too
heavy for him to bear, he quoted, "Roll thy way upon the
Lord . . . and He will act" (Psa. 37:5, margin). The Lord
acted. He is free from all trial and is awaiting his reward.
The Pittsburgh Concordant Ecclesia humbly thank their
heavenly Father for his life and service, and also that of his
beloved wife who together with others is left to mourn his
loss, and, while we miss him ever so much, we praise His name
that He kept our brother all the way, and that now he rests
from these labors of love. Therefore we must take up the
work where he laid it down and carry on until we shall answer
this same call, when we expect to meet him again.
George C. Garman
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Items of Interest
A NEW BOOK

IN HOLLAND

Schbift en Leer is the title of a volume which has just ap
peared in Dutch, from the pen of our valued friend and fellow
worker, A. Lukkien. The following chapter headings will give
a good idea of its contents: Bible Translation, The Immortal

ity of the Soul, The Resurrection, Eternity, The Eons, Paul's
Evangel, Reconciliation, Lazarus and the Rich Man, The Scrip

tural Hell, Condemnation, Salvation by Faith, Israel, The Ecclesia, The Testaments, The Close of the Bible, etc. It is a
collection of the articles which have appeared in the Geldersche Post at Arnhem, Holland. Price 70 franks. We hope that
our friends who can make use of this book in interesting their
Dutch friends, will send for a copy. It is the first large piece
of literature along concordant lines in the Dutch language.
A. E. K.
"THE LANTERN"

The July number opens with a short article on the judgment
of Matthew 25. The series on Scientific Bible Study deals with

the Hebrew Bible in this issue. Rightly Dividing the Word of
Truth, The Garden of Eden, Conscience, Fragments of an Un
known Gospel, and Infirmities, are the titles of the further
articles. 2/6 per year. 20, Eissbury Ring, North, Woodside
Park, London, N. 12.—A. E. K.

"FREEDOM" DOUBLE NUMBER

The May and June numbers of Freedom, completing the first
volume, are issued together. Besides continuing the articles on
Wisdom, The Signs in John's Gospel, Studies in Galatians, and

Reconciliation, there are special discussions, including Know
ing Christ no Longer after the Flesh, by R. Allsopp, What is
the Evangel for Today? by S. Nock, and As to the Lord, by W.
Allan. 59, Whippendell Road, Watford, Herts, England.—A.E.K.
"OUR FAITH"

The July number deals with Galatians Three, Crises of Deci
sion and a Scripture Study on First Corinthians. H. L. Carver,
1512 8 Avenue, Rock Island, Illinois, U. S. A.—A. E. K.
THE BALTIC LANDS
Thebe is much joy among those in the lands adjoining Ger
many who have received the truth. We have been asked for
permission to translate some of our literature into Esthonian.
A. E. K.

Qontrifmteb

HOW ETERNITY SLIPPED IN
The inspired Scriptures never speak of eternity. They
describe nothing as eternal. They contain no term which
in itself bears our time sense of everlasting. As eternity
is not a subject of revelation, our present object is to
discover how and when this unscriptural term gained
entrance into theology, with most disastrous results. As
this is really a historical investigation, it will be neces
sary to allude to a considerable number of historical
events, and to quote from a number of by-gone trans
lators and their versions. It is hoped that such a study,
along with an examination of various primitive words
dealing-with time, will dispel any, doubts in the minds
of those who do not feel thoroughly assured regarding
the use of the word eonian in place of eternal. It may be
stated, without fear of contradiction, that the mofe one
explores into the early centuries of Christendom, the
clearer does it become that a corrupt theology was alone
responsible for displacing the teaching regarding the
eons by a dogma respecting "eternity".
One statement in English Bibles which perhaps more
than any other has led men's minds astray is found in
Rev.10: 6. Wiclif (1380) rendered this, "Tyme schal no
more be", having been partly misled by the Latin Vul
gate of Jerome (A.D. 380), which he used as his basis.
Could he have had the Greek text as a basis, the likeli
hood is that he would not have used the word "time".
Jerome rendered it, "Time will not be further" (tempus
non erit amplius). While his translation is on the whole
a most faithful and excellent one, in some cases the words
he utilizes do not quite match the Greek he translates.
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False Notions of "Time7r

The result was that Wiclif became the medium through
whom inaccurate or false terms passed into English
theology and into our modern Bibles, where they have
become stereotyped. The consequences have been very
far reaching and most deplorable. Further examples
will be cited anon. The Authorized Version reads, "there
should be time no longer". The Concordant Version
reads, "there.will be no longer delay". This makes clear
and simple sense, and presents no difficulty. But the
erroneous rendering which has persisted for over five
hundred years since the time of Wiclif is quite out of
harmony with the context. Anyone can see that after
the events detailed in the tenth chapter of the Unveiling,
there is an entire millennial period to follow, during
which "time" continues. The Kevised Version has a
reading similar to the A.V., but corrects this in the
margin to "there shall be delay no longer".
Nevertheless, the .false notion that Time must some
day end and Eternity commence, still clings to theology.
AH that the Scriptures reveal is that the eons will ter
minate (1 Cor. 10:11; Heb. 9:26), but it seems clear
that time of some kind or other must continue.
When it is revealed that certain things are to con
tinue after the eons have terminated, or when anything

is described as being interminable, a distinct negative
particle is used in the Greek to denote this, as in the
following examples:
Luke 1:33

of His kingdom there shall be no consummation

1 Co. 15:42

it is roused in incorruption (aphtharsia, un-cor-

53

(ouk estai telos, not will-be finish).

RUPTion).

this mortal must put on immortality (athanasia,

un-death, death-less-ness).

IPet. 1: 4

an allotment incorruptible and undefiled and un

Heb.

7:16

the power of an indissoluble life (akatalutont un

ITi.

1: 4

interminable

fading

(amaranton, UN-FADing).

down-loosed) .
side).

genealogies

(aperanton,

un-other-

'' Eternity "is TJnscriptural
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As the eons are to terminate, it follows that all that
is eonian must finish, or be swallowed up in that which
follows. Even dooms, which are described as eonian, such
as the fire of Matt. 18: 8, the extermination from the face
of the Lord, of 2 Thess. 1: 9, and the eonian judgment
of Heb. 6: 2, shall terminate in due season. In vivid con
trast to such merely eonian doom stands the awful doom
of the city of Babylon, as portrayed in Unv. 18:21-23,
where within the compass of three verses occurs the
solemn negative expression nevermore (ou me eti, not
no still), no fewer than six times;
"Thus Babylon, the great city, will be hurled down,
and she may be found in her nevermore. And the
sound of the lyre singers and entertainers, and flutists
and trumpeters shall be heard in you nevermore; and
every artisan of every trade may be found in you
nevermore; and the sound of a millstone shall be
heard in you, nevermore; and the light of a lamp may
be appearing in you nevermore; and the voice of the
bridegroom and bride shall be heard in you never
more."

Even to God the Scriptures do not ascribe eternity.
What need is there to describe Him as eternal? Would
it not be almost an affront to use such an epithet of
One who must, in order to be God, be eternal ? We speak
not of "wet rain."- falling from the clouds. Were it not
wet, it would not be rain. In the beginning of Genesis,
the fact of God, and the existence of God, are taken for
granted. No attempt is made to explain Who God is and
whence He came, or to account for His existence. Nature
demands His existence, and faith assumes Him. That
He is the "eonian God" (Rom. 16: 26) is a distinct and
added revelation. Just as evil is a special feature of the
eons, $o God is seen as the "eonian God" during the
same time. While it is not possible for God to be more
than eternal, He is more than eonian. Upon a lead tablet
found in the necropolis at Adrumetum, in the Roman
province of Africa, near Carthage, belonging to the
early third century, the following inscription is scratched
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in Greek, "I am adjuring Thee, the great God, the eonian
and more than eonian (epaionion) and almighty, the
One up-above the up-above gods". Deissmann requires
to render this as follows: "the eternal and more than
eternal and almighty, who is exalted above the exalted
Gods".
The Hebrew Scriptures are written almost entirely in
pure Hebrew. There are very few words which are not
Hebrew. So with the Greek Scriptures. They contain
few words which are not of pure Greek. But our English
Bible is very different. Had it been rendered in simple,
homely, native English words alone, it would have read
very differently. It is true that numerically the great
bulk of the words employed are pure English, but many
of the important doctrinal terms are words adopted
either from Latin or Greek. The German Bible is very
much more pure German than the English Bible is pure
English. What is the most important thing in the Scrip
tures for the sinner ? Many will answer, Salvation. Yet
this important term only came into use in the English
language about the twelfth century, say eight hundred
years ago. It is a purely Latin word. At that time it
bore the meanings both of safety or salvation, and of
health. The believer's salvation was his "health". Salva
tion occurs not once in the Anglo-Saxon Scriptures (680900 A.D.), or in Wiclif's version (1380 A.D.). Wiclif
always uses the word "health", although he uses the
terms "make safe" and "safe". The old word used for
the Saviour was Haelend, or "Healer". Not only does
He make one safe, but He heals. Tyndale, in the year
1526 A.D., was the first one to use the word salvation
in the Scriptures, and he used it once only, in John 4: 22
("for salvacion commeth of the Jewes". Wiclif had,
"for heelthe is of Jewis"). Thereafter the fine old
English word "health" dropped out, and was completely
displaced by the imported but now most important Latin
word "salvation".

Latinized the English Language
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While it is true that the revival of learning and
letters in the fifteenth century greatly enriched the
English language, it drove out thousands of very fine
English words. Previous, to that time, it had sometimes ,
been necessary to use a double word to give the necessary
meaning in the Scriptures. Thus, in the Anglo-Saxon
Gospels of about the time of King Alfred, about a thou
sand years ago, the following expressions are met with:
leorning-cnicht (learning-knight) for disciple (a Latin
word); hundredes ealdor-man (alderman of a hundred)
for centurion (also a Latin word); bocere (book-wer,
bookman) for scribe (another Latin word); big-spel
(near-story, example, like German Bei-spiel) for the
Greek parable.
Eternal is one of the many hundreds of words which
gained entrance into English during the Eenaissance.
Previous to that time, it was completely unknown. No
such word appears in any old English scriptures. In
stead of it, there is found a simple little word with the
meaning of eonian, or something like that, spelt ece, of
which more will be said later. In fact, it may be laid
down as a rule that no language had, for some time after
the first century A.D., any term to denote eternity.
. Some of the following facts may at first sight seem
somewhat startling, yet that is because they are not
widely known. Had the old English Bibles been trans
lated direct out of the Greek, instead of from the Latin
Vulgate Version of Jerome (380 A.D.), it is very proba
ble that the word eternal would never have been found
in our modern Bibles and theological terminology at all.
But for the Norman Conquest of England in 1066 A.D.,
which brought many French words into the English
language (and French is largely decayed and corrupt
Latin), and drove out many native English words, we
should most probably now be using not eternal, but ece,
the old equivalent of eonian. On the other hand, had

the sack of Constantinople by hordes of Turks from
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Asia taken place prior to the Norman Conquest, instead
of in 1453, the likelihood is that we should have had the
Greek term eonian incorporated into English, instead of
the Latin eternal. The capture of Constantinople by the
Turks was of enormous importance to Europe. It was
then the great center of learning, especially Greek learn
ing. When it was sacked, hosts of learned doctors were
scattered abroad all over Europe, carrying with them
the knowledge of the Greek tongue and the treasures of
Greek literature. It is hard to believe that for over a
thousand years, up till the year 1453, Greek was almost
unknown or forgotten in most of Europe. Even in Italy,
which formerly had been dominated by Greek, it became
almost unknown. Very few quotations from Greek poets
are to be found in Italian writers from the sixth to the
fourteenth centuries. No Greek was taught publicly in
England until about 1484, when it began to be taught
at Oxford University. Erasmus, the great Dutch scholar,
learnt Greek at Oxford and subsequently was Professor
of Greek at Cambridge from 1509 till 1514, during which
time Tyndale studied there. Erasmus issued his first
Greek New Testament in 1516. This was the first Greek
New Testament printed for sale. The first Greek gram
mar for well over a thousand years was published at
Milan in 1476, and the first lexicon four years later. As
an English scholar expressed it,'' Greece had arisen from
the grave with the New Testament in her hand". About
this time great German scholars even changed their
names to Greek ones, so fashionable had the study of
Greek become. Schwartzerd (black earth) became Melanchthon; Hausschein (house-shine) was discarded for
Oecolampadius; Gerhard attained fame as Erasmus;
Horn took on more dignity as Ceratinus.
HOW THE LATIN LANGUAGE AFFECTED THEOLOGY

In order to understand aright the word "eternal",
it is necessary to make a review of linguistic conditions

Greek once the World Language
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in Greece and Italy before and after the days of Paul.
The classical Latin tongue was one out of many that
were spoken by the early inhabitants of Italy. At first
it was only the dialect of a small area around Rome.
Other dialects which in the course of time mingled with
it were of a very different type, such as the Etruscan.
Many colonies of Greeks existed in early times in the
south of Italy, so that this part was known as " Great
Greece". From the dawn of authentic history the Greek
language may be seen exerting a strong influence over
Italy. When in B.C. 454 the Romans desired to establish
a code of laws, they dispatched commissioners to Greece
to study and report upon the laws of Solon at Athens.
What in later times became the polished dialect of the
district of Latium was not the language of the common
people, just as the classical Greek of the poets and
dramatists was not the common speech of the people.
The everyday language of Greeks was much the same
as is found in the Greek Scriptures, known as the koine,
or "common", or vulgar tongue. Latin was the speech
of the patricians, of the literary world, of the politicians,
of a comparatively small section of the people. It came
to occupy the position of a partly artificial dialect amid
many other widely differing dialects.
One effect of the rapid conquests of Alexander the
Great (B.C. 334-323) was that Greek became the lan
guage of government and literature throughout most of
the then civilized world. It became the lingua franca of
countries such as Palestine and Egypt. About the year
B.C. 280 Rome was mistress of all Italy except some of
the Gr£ek cities in the south. These succumbed by
B.C. 276. Sixty years later Rome was interfering in the
affairs of Greece itself, and by B.C. 189 Rome was mis
tress of Greece.
Nevertheless, Greek continued to be the fashionable
speech in Italy for a long time. In the time of Dionysius
Thrax (about B.C. 80), the children of gentlemen in
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Rome learnt Greek before they learnt Latin. Dionysius
was the author of the first Greek school grammar ever

compiled in Europe, published in Rome in the time of
Pompey (about B.C. 50), which became the basis of all
subsequent Greek grammars, and was the book used in
schools for centuries. This small and elementary work
of only a few pages is still in existence. The first history
of Rome was written at Rome in Greek by Fabius Pictor
about B.C. 200.
In the first two centuries A.D., Greek was very gen
erally used in Rome. In addition to Latin, numerous
other dialects might be heard in the streets of Rome and
throughout Italy, and the Greek language served as a
common medium whereby all might communicate with
each other. For this reason, there was no need for Paul
to write his epistle to Rome in Latin. As he was much
too sensitive to write to them in a tongue they would not
understand, it is clear that the Roman church must have
been quite at home with the Greek tongue. For a similar
reason, there was no need for a Latin version of the
Scriptures in Italy for about a hundred years after
Paul's time. It is of profound significance to note, that
when the first Latin version was made, it had its origin,
not in Italy, but in North Africa. Of the manuscripts
extant belonging to the Old Latin version, that is to say,
the version in use before the time of Jerome (380 A.D.),
the majority may be recognized as being of the "Afri
can" type.
It is here necessary to explain that what became the
Roman province of " Africa" was in early times the
Canaanite colony of Carthage, in North Africa, near
Tunis. This colony was founded by the cities of Tyre
and Sidon, and some have sought to identify Carthage
with Tarshish (as the Greek version of Isa. 23:1).

Carthage ruled over the large islands of Sardinia and
Corsica, and over part of Sicily also. Warfare with the
rising military power of Rome was inevitable. Three
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long struggles, known as the Punic (or Phoenician)
Wars, took place between B.C. 264 and 146, culminating
in the complete subjugation of Carthage, which now be
came a province of Rome.

Henceforth the speech of this Eoman colony was Latin,
but it was the Latin dialect of about the middle of the
second century B.C. This is important. The Latin dialect
of this time was very different from what it became a
hundred years later. Polybius, the Greek historian,
states, about B.C. 150, that the best informed Romans of
that time could not understand without difficulty the
language of the former treaties entered into between
Rome and Carthage, less than a hundred years before.
Horace, who died about the time Christ was born, con
fessed that he could not understand the old Latin Salian
poems, and he infers that Latin had so greatly changed
within a few hundred years that no one else could under
stand them. Quintilian (born 40 A.D.) states that even
the Salian priests could scarcely follow their sacred
hymns. The purest era of Latin in Rome was during the
hundred years before Christ came. It was then that the
language became fixed and polished.
Carthage, however, being a colony, at a considerable
distance from Rome, spoke a somewhat different Latin
th^n did Rome. It was free from the influence of Greek.
Just as the Scandinavian spoken in Norway and Sweden
has diverged much from the old Scandinavian of a

thousand years ago still spoken^. Iceland; as the "teal"

of the Boers in South Africa has diverged much from
the Dutch of Holland; as the English carried to America
three hundred years ago has preserved certain words and
meanings and lost others, so the Latin transported to
Carthage came in course of time to diverge, in certain
respects, from the Latin spoken in Italy and Rome. As
invariably happens in such cases, certain old expressions

and nuances were preserved which died out elsewhere,
while in other cases fresh nuances came into use.
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It is to Tertullian, a Latin of Carthage, who lived
from about 160 to 220 A.D., that we are indebted for our
first knowledge of the existence of the Old Latin version
of the Scriptures. He was the earliest of the Latin
Fathers. The manuscripts of this version in existence
show that the Latin employed was very different from
classical Latin,- being more vigorous, yet marked by
solecisms (or improprieties in the language used—what
would appear to others as errors in grammar and viola
tions of syntax and idiom). It may have been originally
a translation from the Greek made by comparatively
illiterate people, or the language may be due simply to
the differences in dialect between the Latin of Eome and
the Latin of Carthage. So long as the Old Latin scrip
tures remained in North Africa, they continued with
little or no change, but immediately they arrived on the
soil of Italy, a great disturbance took place. Old words
in use in Carthage were found to be unintelligible to the
Romans, while new words coined there were not under
stood. Words in both countries had, in the course of two
or three centuries, taken on distinctive and divergent
nuances of their own. The provincial solecisms and
roughnesses of the African version were patched up and
corrected by means of the Greek version current in Italy,
and in course of time the result came to be indescribable
confusion. There were said to be as many versions as
manuscripts, though this is no doubt somewhat of an
exaggeration. Upon Jerome fell the arduous task of at
tempting to bring about harmony out of this confusion,
and the outcome was his version of the Latin scriptures
which in after times, from the thirteenth century on
wards, was known as the "Vulgate". Hitherto, for about
six hundred years, the Greek Septuagint version had
held the field, and there was intense and prolonged oppo
sition to Jerome's version. This was the Bible which was
to dominate most of Christendom for a thousand years,
right up to the Reformation. Jerome, however, in his

became the Bible of the West
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revision, while correcting obvious errors and setting
right what seemed to be bad Latin, was very conservative
otherwise. Many expressions he left as he found them.
Whatever may have been his own views regarding the
future, he does not appear to have revised two Latin
words, fraught with profound significance, which he
found in the old version. These are both words used to
render the Greek word eon, as Latin, like Gothic and
Armenian and

English,

found two words necessary,

seculwn, from which we have our word l<secular", and
aeternus, from which have descended the fateful words
"eternal" and "eternity". Sometimes, as we shall see,
the Greek aion (eon) was rendered by one of these two
Latin words,- and sometimes by the other. Not only so,
but when the Greek shows the word eon twice or thrice
in one clause, (as in "for the eon, and for the eon of the
eon") the Latin frequently shows both aeternus and
secvlum. This alone ought to be sufficient to prove that
the two Latin words could have the same meaning, more
or less, and it will be our present purpose to demonstrate
that originally the two words differed little in meaning,
but that theology, chiefly through the dominating influ
ence of one man, imparted to aeternus a nuance alien to
its derivation and original usage.
We shall now examine the derivation of these two
Latin words, one of which was destined to exercise such
a profound influence over the minds of men for so long,
an influence not in accord with truth, and by no means
for the glory of God.
ETERNAL AND SECULAR

Seculum is defined in Latin dictionaries as meaning
a generation, an age, the world, the times, the spirit of
the times, and a period of a hundred years. That which
is secular pertains to the present world, especially to the
world as not spiritual. In French the word has come to
mean a century, besides meaning age, time, period, and
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world (siecle). The future si&cle is the "life to come".
In the French Bible, "for the eons of the eons" is ren
dered by "to the siecles of the siecles", following the
Latin Vulgate. The other Romance languages follow the
same construction, Italian using secoli, and Spanish
siglos. Irish and Gaelic use saoghaly Roumanian uses
seculi, and even Basque has secula. That is to say, Bibles
in these languages render the corrupt "for ever and
ever" correctly, or nearly so.
Seculum is sometimes derived from the same root that
gives "sequel", meaning time as "following". Before
the rise of words to express eternity, time was viewed as
flowing onwards, generation following generation into
the dim future. Others derive seculum from the root
that gives section, as meaning time cut off, divided, or
decided.
Long ago in Rome, periodic games were held, which
were called "secular" games. Herodian, the historian,
writing in Greek about the end of the second or begin
ning of the third century, calls these "eonian" games.
In no sense were the games eternal. Eonian did not mean
eternal any more than a seculum meant eternity.
Among the many inscriptions in the Catacombs of
Rome is one to the memory of a girl of fifteen years who
had died. It is inscribed to "Aurelia, our sweetest
daughter, who departed from the seculum" (or world,—
quae de saeculo recessit). Some of the old Roman writers
use the word in the sense of the utmost lifetime of man,
a century. It may be said that every hundred years the
race of man is completely changed. Some people change
little within a generation, but after a hundred years the
entire physical appearance of the race has altered.
The famous Council of Trent, in Italy, sitting from
1545 to 1563, decreed that "This same ancient and Vul
gate edition, which by the long use of so many centuries
has been approved in the church itself, is to be held
authentic in public readings, disputations, sermons and

is Never Endlessness
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expositions; and no one is to dare or presume to reject
it under any pretext whatever". The word used for
" centuries" is saeculorum, seculums.

Trajan, who was emperor of Eome from 98 to 117
A.D., wrote to Pliny regarding the conviction of those
who professed the Christian faith. Such were not to be
specially sought out or hunted, yet if accused and con
victed must bear the punishment. He adds that accusa
tions against them which were not signed were not to be
accepted on any account, as this" was the "very worst
example that could be shown, and pertains not to our
seculum".
Tertullian, born about 160 A.D., in one of his many
writings, referred to "a mighty shock impending-over
the entire world, and the conclusion of the seculum
itself".
Lactantius, born about 260 A. D., speaks of the
"learned ones of this seculum". Eusebius, the historian
of the early Church, born about 265 A.D., gives an ac
count of the trialof certain martyrs from Africa in the
year 180.
The martyrs showed a most indomitable

spirit when interrogated by the proconsul.
Speratus,
their leader, replied, "The empire of this seculum
(world) I do not recognize".
The proconsul pressed
them to take thirty days to reconsider. Speratus replied,
" In a matter so straightforward there is no reconsidera
tion". Eusebius goes on to relate that the martyrs would
reign with God through "all the seculums of the
seculums".
Writing about "Our Lord's Miracles", Eusebius al
ludes to "magicians who have ever existed throughout
the seculums". This is a reference to past ages.
These examples are sufficient to show that seculum
was used very much as the Greek aidn. No case can be
cited in which it refers to endless time.
We shall now consider its usage by Jerome in the
Latin Vulgate Version. Those who maintain that the
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Greek aion signifies eternity or "for ever" would do well
to consider very carefully Jerome's renderings from
Greek into Latin. Out of about 130 occurrences of eon
in the Greek New Testament, Jerome renders by seculum
101 times, while he uses aeternwn 27 times. If by the
latter word he meant eternity, he is very inconsistent.
It is to the Latin versions that we must look for the origin
of the pernicious system, or rather lack of system, of
giving to the Greek eon two diverse meanings. In every
occurrence in the Unveiling, of the expression "for the
eons of the eons", Jerome has, "for the seculums of the
seculums", which Wiclif, with studied carefulness, ren
dered by "in to worldis of worldis", just as five hundred
years before Wiclif's time the Old English glosses of
Latin manuscripts gave "world" for seculum. The fol
lowing are some of the expressions used by Jerome:
"from the seculum", "from the seculums", "for the
seculum", "for the seculums", "before the seculums",
"this seculum", "that seculum", "the consummation of
the seculum", "the consummation of the seculums",
"the ends of the seculums", "in the seculum of the
seculum", "the future seculum", "the coming secu
lum", "the impending seculums", "the seculum of this
world". In Jude25 he renders \>y, "before the entire
seculum, and now, and for all the seculums of the secu
lums". Wiclif here has, "bifor alle worldis and now and
in to alle worldis of worldis". Tyndale, coming one hun
dred and fifty years after Wiclif, has the utterly inade
quate and bald and totally erroneous "now and for
ever", although the Rheims version (1582 A.D.) has,
"befoer al worldes, and now and for al worldes ever
more".

In Eph. 2: 2, Jerome has "the seculum of this world"
(C.Y. "the eon of this world"). Wiclif did not under
stand this, and originated the guess, "the course of this
world", which was slavishly copied by those who came
after him.

by both Sectdum and Aeternum
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Turning to the Greek word eonian, which occurs
seventy times in the New Testament, Jerome does not
render about three quarters of them by the word secular,
and one quarter by eternal, but no less than sixty-five
tim6s does he use the latter {aeternum), while secular
he uses only twice (2 Tim. 1: 9 and Titus 1: 2), "before
times secular" (ante tempora saecularia). As fortythree of the seventy occurrences refer to life, he was
unable to say, "secular life-'", and therefore invariably
puts "eternal life".
We thus see that Jerome's renderings of the Greek
aion completely shake our confidence in him here. By
his inconsistency he really contradicts himself. Had
Jerome been as consistent in rendering the Greek into
Latin as Wiclif was in rendering Jerome into English,
we should never have had our Authorized Version in its
present form. In every case where Jerome uses seculum
to represent the Greek aion, Wiclif uses "world", while
in place of Jerome's eternum for this word, Wiclif al
ways has "without end". For the adjective, eonian,
Wiclif well nigh invariably for Jerome's eternum puts
"everlasting".
An examination of Jerome's (Gallican) version of
the Psalms from the Greek Septuagint reveals further
strange inconsistencies. Generally speaking, he renders
the Greek "for the eon" (eis ton aiona) by "into eter
nity" (in aeternum), while the compound occurrences
of eon, such as "for the eon of the eon", he renders by
"for the seculum of the seculum". It was not expedient
for him to say, "into the eternity of the eternity", or
"into the eternities". .The expression "for the eons"
(eis tous aidnas) he was obliged to render "for the
seculums" (in saecula), as in Ps. 61:4; 72:17. In the
same way, in Psalm 145:13 he renders by " a kingdom
of all seculums", which corresponds to the Hebrew and
the Greek and the A.V. margin.
In keeping with these apparent rules, he renders the
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compound Greek expression, "for the eon and for the
eon of the eon", by the Latin "into eternity and into
the seculum of the seculum" (in aeternum et in saeculum
saeculi), as in Ps.9:5; 10:16; 45:17; 48:14; 52:8;
and 148: 6. Yet the same Greek expression, "for the eon,
and for the eon of the eon", he renders simply by "into
eternity" in 72:19, while it is rendered in 119:44,,
145:1, 2, 21, by "into the seculum, and into the seculum
of the seculum". Exceptions to the seeming rule are
found in 44: 8; 52: 9, and 75: 9, where the Greek "for
the eon" is rendered "into seculum" (in saeculum),
while in 73:12 it is rendered "in seculum" (in saeculo).
In the last mentioned verse, even Jerome could not bring
himself to believe that the ungodly prospered "for eter
nity". In Ps. 90: 2 he renders the Greek "from the eon
till the eon" (A.V. "from everlasting to everlasting
Thou art God") by "from seculum and till seculum".
Yet the very same Greek expression he renders in 103:17
by "from eternity and till eternity" (ab aeterno et
usque in aeternum). Probably Jerome was only trans
lating after the system of the Old Latin version, which
had existed for two hundred years before his time. If
that is so, he must have had serious misgivings, if in
aeternum meant "for eternity" or "into eternity". In
Micah 5:2, where the Old Latin had "from the days of
seculum", Jerome altered to "from the days of eternity"
(a diebus aeternitatis).
We shall now bring forward verses in which the two
Latin words we are studying seem to be equated. In
1 Chron.29:10 the A.V. reads, "Blessed be Thou, Lord
God of Israel our father, for ever and ever". The He
brew and the Greek both read, "from the eon and until
the eon". In Neh. 9: 5 the Hebrew and the Greek have
the same reading as in 1 Chron. 29:10 (A.V. "Bless the
Lord your God for ever and ever."). In both of these
verses the Vulgate has, "from eternity until eternity".
Yet in Jer. 7:7 and 25:5, where the A.V. speaks of

of the Latin Vulgate
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dwelling in "the land that I gave to your fathers, for
ever and ever", and the Hebrew and the Greek both
have "from the eon and until the eon", the Vulgate has,
"from seeulum and into seculum".

How did the Vulgate translate those verses which

speak of "the eon and beyond"? This expression, Dean
Farrar tells us, was decisive to Origen, and so it ought
to be to all who wish to believe God. In Isa. 45:17, the
A.V. reads, "ye shall not be ashamed nor confounded
world without end". The Hebrew reads, "for the eons
of the future". The Greek has, "till the eon further".
The Vulgate has, "until the seeulum of the seeulum".
An extraordinary surprise awaits us when we con
sider two verses wherein the Vulgate is, to say the
least, bewildering. We have been reckoning the Latin
in aeternum of Jerome's day as meaning "for eternity"
or "into eternity", whatever it may have meant two or
three hundred years before his time. It stands beyond
all doubt that by seeulum Jerome meant a limited period
of time, an eon, but by aeternum he seems to have meant
something different. Did he mean "eternity"? Or was
this Latin word still used in the loose way it had been
used long before his time, as meaning indefinite future
time? Farrar says that even the Latin Fathers who had
a competent knowledge, of Greek knew that aeternum
was used in the same loose way, for an indefinite period,
in Latin writers, as aionion was used in Greek. Exodus
15:18 reads in the A.V.: '' The Lord shall reign for ever
and ever". The Hebrew carefully limits this reign to
"the eon and further". The Septuagint expands this
into "the eon, and still more an eon, and further".
Jerome astounds by actually rendering by "into eternity
and beyond" {in aeternum et ultra). The same Latin
reading is also found in Micah 4: 5 (A.V. "We will walk
in the name of the Lord our God for ever and ever").
where the Hebrew reads, "for the eon and further", and
the Greek reads, "for the eon and beyond",
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Aeternus made to express Eternity

It is now necessary to examine the origin of the word
"eternal". Whatever the Latin word meant in the time
of Jerome, it certainly did not signify endless three hun
dred years earlier. Professor Max Miiller said of the
root of this word, that it originally signified life or time,
but had given rise to a number of words expressing
eternity, the very opposite of life and time. He says the
Latin aevum (which corresponds almost letter for letter
with the Greek aidn, eon, thought to have been originally
awon), became the name of time, age, and its derivative
aevitemus, or aeternus, "was made to express eternity".
These are the words of an authority who was quite un
biased in this matter.
This statement resembles one made by Phavorinus
in the sixteenth century in the famous " Etymologicum
Magnum", a large tome giving the derivations of ail
Greek words, as handed down from a very much earlier,
time. The word aidn (eon) is defined, among other
things, as "the life of mankind", and there is cited "the
seven eons from the creation of the heaven and earth
until the general resurrection of humanity". Phavorinus,
the editor, adds "aidn is the imperceptible (aidios) and
the unending (ateleutetos), as it seems to the theolo
gian"} What he meant was that originally the word
never meant unending, but this meaning had been in
jected by theology. Indeed, he spoke truth, as it is
theology, and theology alone, which in any language has
imported into time-words the thought of endlessness.
Before returning to the Latin, we shall cite one more
similar yet very instructive case. The Emperor Justinian
was the greatest of the Eastern (Byzantine) Emperors.
He reigned from 527 to 565 at Constantinople. In the
year 534 he published in fifty volumes the world famous
"Justinian Code" of Laws. This was a digest of the
Greek and Koman constitutions, ordinances, and legal

decisions, culled from two thousand manuscript volumes,
and it forms the basis of most medieval and modern codes
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of law. In the year 540, Justinian made arrangements
for the calling together of the famous local council of
four years later. He was determined that certain doc
trines must be suppressed. In setting forth the position
when writing to the Patriarch Mennas of Constantinople,

he discussed the doctrines with great ability. In particu

lar, he wished it made very plain that the life of the
saints was to be everlasting, and that the doom of the
lost was to be likewise. Yet he did not argue that the
word eonian meant everlasting. Nor did he claim that
the word eonian had hitherto been misunderstood. In
setting forth the orthodox position of the Church of that
time, he did not say, "We believe in eonian punishment",
as this was exactly what Origen, three hundred years
before, had maintained and believed. In fact, Origen,
who exulted in the truth of the reconciliation of the
universe, definitely used the word eonian with reference
to fire and doom as meaning a limited time. But writing
in the very expressive Greek language, Justinian says,
"The holy church of Christ teaches an endless eonian
(ateleutetos aidnios) life for the just, and endless
(ateleutetos) punishment for the wicked".
Justinian
knew quite well that by itself eonian did not signify
endless, and he therefore added a word the meaning of
which is quite unequivocal, a word not found in the
Scriptures. This letter of Justinian, which is still in
existence, ought to convince anyone who is in doubt, re
garding the true scriptural meaning of the word eonian.
It may be added, that the Council, though expressly
convened in order to stigmatize the teachings of Origen,
one of which was that punishment was only temporary,
condemned his views generally, but did not anathematize
his teaching regarding the reconciliation of all. It was
not until the year 696, at Constantinople, that a Council
publicly condemned this doctrine of Origen for the first

time, the glorious teaching being called *' drunken rav
ings as to the future life of the dead".
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Aevum Never Endless

We must now return to the Latin word aevum. This
is defined in dictionaries as meaning, lifetime, life, age,
mankind living at a particular time. From this word,
through the form aeviternus, comes the adjective aeternus, which is our "eternal'\ Aevum is never found in
Latin standing for endless time. In the Roman Cata
combs is the tomb of Albana, who died at the age of
fqrty-five. Her sorrowing husband, Placus, marked her
resting place with the following words, "This grief will
always (semper) be mine during lifetime (in aevo)".
Further on is inscribed, "Lie in peace—in sleep—you
will arise". Neither of these two words, therefore, sem
per, from which comes sempiternal, and aevum, from
which comes eternal, here meant endless.
Another stone bears the inscription, "eternal home"
(domus eternalis). This is on the tomb of a believer, so
that this could not be his everlasting resting-place. An
other stone states that Aurelius Felix, who died in
January at the age of fifty-five, was "snatched home
eternally" (raptus eterne domus). The author of a book
on the Catacombs is obliged to explain that such in
scriptions '' do not imply any want of belief in the resur
rection on the part of those who erected them", because
a word apparently meaning "eternal" is found on them.
He did not see that this word only meant "eonian",
although he refers to a similar expression in Eccles.
12:5, "Man goeth to his long home" (C.V. "to his
eonian house").
The old Latin writers used aeternum in the same
sense as Greek writers used aidnion, as meaning eonian.
Thus Cicero, who died B.C. 43, says of the future,
"Springtime will be aeternum7', that is, enduring, eon
ian. At present springtime is brief, fleeting, seasonal.
He was referring to a spring which will endure. .He also
refers to God by the same term, as the enduring One.
Ovid, who flourished about 9 A.D., speaks of warfare in
the same sense.

Our "Age" comes from Aevum
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As the word eon is really a transliteration of the
Greek aion, its nearest English equivalent may be found
in the word "age". The origin of this word is very in
teresting. It traces its descent back to the Latin aevum,
which is the equivalent of the Greek aidn. Aevum pro
duced aevitas, which became shortened to aetas. From
this was formed another form, aetaticum, a Low Latin
term. In France this was slurred into edage, then into
aage, which arrived in England &s age.
How then, did the Latin aeternum and the Greek
aidnion, which both originally referred to that which is
eonian, come to signify "eternal" in our modern sense?
There is no doubt that these words have been "made to
express" what is eternal, the instrument in every case
being theology. The process seems to have been some
what as follows.
There have always been some among the sects who
have held harsh views regarding the doom of the sinner.
The Pharisees and the Essenes are said to have believed
in conscious future punishment. The Essenes believed
in unintermittent (adialeipton) and "deathless" pun
ishment. It is natural for those in whose hearts the love
of God has not been dynamically shed abroad to look
upon death as the end of all for mankind. The truth of
the eons became lost very quickly after the time of the
apostle Paul. No one after him appears to say a word
about it. Even Origen believed that this present world
or eon was the conclusion of many eons. He inferred
that there are still many eons to come, not only two. On
the other hand, there arose the Gnostic sects, one of
which was that of the Valentinians, named after Valen
tine, a native of Egypt. They flourished in the second
century. According to them, the original source of all
existence was the abyss, out of which, when life was de
veloped, sprang the eons, male and female, through
whom God revealed Himself. These eons, along with

God Himself, together made up the fullness or pleroma.
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Matter they looked upon as evil, and the harmony of the
pleroma had been upset by God's having come into con
tact with matter. In order to restore harmony, there was
a new emanation of two eons, Christ and the Holy Spirit.
At the conclusion of the world, Christ would introduce
His Bride along with all the spiritual ones into the Full
ness, and all matter, by which is evidently meant all evil,
would return to its original nothingness. Another sect
taught that seven eons proceeded forth out from God.
Eusebius says that Tatian also invented ''some invisible
eons like the Valentinians", but Tatian may have pre
served some relics of primitive truth. Even in this dark
ness one can perceive glimmerings of the truth. God
made the eons through His Son (Heb. 1:2). God planned
out the eons, and is now utilizing them as His scaffolding.
The eons seem to synchronize with the presence of evil,
when it requires to be coped with.
The collapse of the truth of the eons left the way
open for pagan error to re-assert itself and foist itself
upon scripture teaching. So long as the Greek language
was well understood in Italy, so long would aidnion re
tain its force as meaning "eonian", and not only so, but
it would tend to keep its Latin equivalent aeternum tied
down to the same signification, in Italy. But an influ
ence was arising in the second century in North Africa
which was to change everything, and compel these terms
to bear, in theology, a meaning they never had originally.
It is more than probable that the Latin aeternum bore in
North Africa a sense slightly divergent from what it
bore in Rome. It may have signified not only "eonian",
but something in addition, or something more vague. It
seems by that time to have been coming to signify what
it later signified everywhere, not only that which has no
seen or revealed limit, but also that which is actually
without a limit. With us, that which is '"endless'7 may

be either that which for the present or for the time being
is without an end, or of which the end is not observed,
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or it may signify that which never can or will have an
end. The following illustration will make this clear.
Leading into the city of Chester in England is an old
Roman highway, which, for about three miles, is quite
straight, as Roman roads very often were, besides being
very flat and monotonous. At the conclusion of a thirty
mile walk one day, this part of the road was, t6 the eye,
and to the feelings of the traveler, endless. It was possi
ble to look along the road for over a mile, and observe
traffic and pedestrians, but no end to it could be seen.
In one sense, the road was endless, yet all the time the
city to which it led could be discerned in the distance.
The Roman roadmakers were intensely practical. As
often as possible, their roads did not deviate by a foot,
even though they had to traverse hills, and their roads
all led to a definite destination. In the same way, the
Latin-speaking theologians of the early centuries ab- horred what was indefinite, or liable to be misunderstood.
Speculation they shunned and banned. The statements
of the Creeds which issued forth from the early Roman
Church are noted for their extreme brevity. The requi
site facts were stated in black and white so that there
might be no dubiety as to what people must believe.
Roman Law, and the Roman military power, functioned
like machines—authority must be obeyed. So in the
Roman Church individualism of thought was not en
couraged. As there was much speculation concerning the
eons and the future, the position must needs be stated
categorically and dogmatically. Theology had lost the
punctuation marks of future time, and something must
be put in their place. Moreover, it was humbling to the
Latin Fathers not to be able to delineate the future. If
no one was able to chart the ocean of time, why not
simply declare that it was boundless? Would not the
Church wield far more power if it proclaimed in authori
tative terms that eternal destiny was fixed here on earth ?
Was it not much more flattering to man to think that
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the life he obtained upon believing was eternal life, while
that which his faith had saved him from was an eternal
doom? Who could believe in a special life for the eons,
when all the facts concerning these eons had become ob
scure and blurred? As the truth regarding the eons was
completely lost, we ought to be very suspicious regarding
the dognia which became "orthodox" and catholic in a
steadily apostatizing Church.
Alexander Thomson

(To he continued in the next issue)

"THE UNVEILING"

No doubt many of our friends who have ordered copies
are anxious to know of the progress of the book on "The
Unveiling of Jesus Christ".
It has now partly been
printed, and final proofs of the remainder are somewhere
between this country and Germany. As soon as these are
returned, the balance will be printed and some copies
bound and orders filled immediately books are available.
We hope (D. V.) that it will be finished before the holi
day season.
We wish to thank our friends for the
patience which they have displayed in waiting so long
for the book. For those who have not yet ordered, the
price will be $2.00, or we can book you for a copy to be
sent with bill when available.—E. 0. K.

fetttbte*

THE SPIRIT'S AID
Romans 8:26-27

"If Christ is in you," it is because you have the spirit
of Christ. He is in all who have received His spirit,
which is "life in Christ Jesus". When one walks.in
accord with spirit he is "walking in Him" (Col. 2:6),
and the just requirement of the law is fulfilled in those
who are made dead to the law, for the law lives in Him
Who lives in His members. As the saints are still related
to Adam, a relationship which cannot be broken while
one has a mortal body, they have, therefore, the disposi
tion of the flesh; but they have also the spirit, the dis
position of which is life and peace. This is Christ's
spirit, without which one is devoid of life and salvation.
Our human spirit has already received life because it is
joined to Christ's spirit. This spirit is the firstfruit,
which pledges the deliverance of our body. The same
spirit joins its witness with our spirit that already we
are children of Gfod. And, lastly, the spirit is aiding our
infirmity. Such are the saving operations of the spirit
of Christ, as distinct from the spirit of God, predicated
in this chapter.
The spirit of Christ is imparted to suffering saints,
interpreting to them the world's agony, creation's trav
ail, their own infirmity, and giving capability to enter

into the fellowship of His sufferings. As they suffer with
Him, so they come to share his experience and estimate
of a world disordered by sin and death. While they suf
fer together with creation, with all saints, and with
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The Spirit of Christ Aids

Christ Himself, they have a sustaining expectation of
coming deliverance and glorification together with Him.
Another aid is afforded by the spirit's pleading for them.
A conspicuous feature of our infirmity is that we are
ignorant of what to pray for, seeing that true prayer
must be according to God. In this condition the spirit
comes to our aid, pleading, for us and groaning with ns,
.26. God, the Searcher of hearts, is aware of the disposi
tion of the spirit. He finds something in the saints that
the soulish man never has—a disposition altogether like
Christ because it is from Christ. The pleading of the
spirit is in accord with God and His purpose, just as
Christ is, 27. This activity of the spirit, being in accord
with God, suggests that God has a purpose concerning
the saints, in accord with which He is working all to
gether for the good of those who love Him. While we do
not know in detail what to ask in accord with His work
ing, the disposition of the spirit is always in accord with
God. Subsequent verses reveal something of the process
and the purpose.
26. Now similarly to the fortifying expectation of
glory, the spirit also is aiding our infirmity. Though the
aid rendered is similar, yet the spirit is quite distinct
from us who entertain the expectation. This is indicated
by the word also. This last mention of the spirit in this
revelation tells how Christ, "Who lives in the saints, en
ables them, in spite of their infirmity, to enter into and
maintain a life of fellowship with God. Recognition of
the distinction between the spirit which quickens and
our human spirit which is quickened is necessary to the
understanding of this passage.
In verse sixteen the
same difference appears in the statement that "the same
spirit joins its witness with our spirit". This is not the
spirit of God, but the life-giving spirit of Christ. We are
not united to God as we are to Christ. The last Adam,
and not the Father, is the Head of the new humanity
and of the body of Christ. There is a gradation from
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creation to the saints, then from the saints to the spirit
itself, which emphasizes the distinction. The verb is aid
ing occurs here and in Luke 10:40. The latter passage
illustrates its meaning. Martha wanted the Lord to bid
Mary "that she may be aiding me", that is, to share the
burden of the kitchen work that she may be eased. So
the spirit aids our infirmity by taking hold together with
us and joining ideal and inspired pleadings with our
ignorant petitions.
Our infirmity includes all that evil in our undeliv
ered condition that causes us to groan. Such infirmity
encompasses saints at their best. Even Paul with all his
spiritual endowment and unparalleled devotion was lim
ited by both the infirmity common to saints and his own
special infirmity. So that the choicest gifts and aids of
the spirit are not intended to remove infirmity. Saints
will continue to groan. because of infirmity until the
Lord's presence. Each saint knows something of his own
infirmity, and the more he aspires the more conscious of
it he becomes. It is true that the spirit aids us in many
ways, but never by removing our infirmity. We are aided
also when the fruit of the spirit abounds, when we rejoice
in the Lord while we recognize the reality of the causes
of suffering to Christ and His members. Popular cults
challenge the saint by presenting in teaching and prac
tise the possibility of living without fear, fretfulness, or
worry. As far as they succeed they do so at the expense
of truth, for they ignore the facts of sin, sickness, mor
tality, and death. But while we groan because of infirm
ity Christ's power tabernacles over us, and every afflic
tion is sweetened by His sufficient grace.
While we
groan, we have much occasion to rejoice. Special aid is
given because our infirmity is felt most in a disability
in our prayer activity. But recognition of the fact that
our present infirmity is by God's appointment should
make us acquiescent to it and more trustfully dependent
on the aid He has sent us.
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Ignorance as to Our Real Need

For we are not aware what we should he praying for,
to accord with what must be. There is a must concerning
every step of our pilgrimage. Our lives are planned by
One Who works all together for our good. If we could
perceive what God is doing with us in all the circum
stances and events of our lives, we might then pray al
ways in harmony with God's plan. This is the reason
for the aid which the spirit gives, for we are ignorant.
In the Greek there is an article which is difficult to ren
der into English, yet it has some meaning. The the binds
the clause together thus: for the what-we-should-be-praying-for. We paraphrase the sentence to give its meaning
—for, to give one example of our infirmity, the specific
boon we ought to pray for that our petitions may accord
with God, this we are unable to perceive, hence we cannot
always pray for the best that God intends to give us.
Hence a wise prayer would be:.
Choose for us, God, nor let our weak preferring
Cheat us of good Thou hast for us designed:
Choose for us, God, Thy wisdom is unerring,
And we are fools and blind.

Unbelief urges this ignorance as a reason why men
ou^ht not to pray. It is always easier for some men to

rationalize their unbelief than to obey God. The false
inference that the divine laws and purpose leave no
room for the action of prayer is really a good example
of the folly of human reasoning concerning the ways of

God with man. To say nothing of his inspiration, Paul
had too keen a mind to make such an inference, for in
this epistle he urges perseverance in prayer. He does not
say that we ought not to pray because we have not per
ceived what it is we need most and because we may be
asking something God cannot give. Rather, he urges us
to pray because when we do so, though we are ignorant,
we are turning to the only Source of the bounty we need;
and when we pray ignorantly, our poor prayers are com
plemented and made acceptable to God by the spirit's

Yet Need Induces Petition
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pleading. Nor does he ever say that the pleading and
groaning of the spirit is a substitute for ours. If we

argue that we cannot pray as we ought and therefore

need not pray, would it not be as true to say we can do
nothing as we ought, therefore we will be idlers? We
cannot teach and preach and witness and serve God as we
ought. Shall we therefore say that we ought to leave all
this work to be done by the spirit?
We are not totally ignorant because God has told us
many things for which we should pray. He has given us
great examples and patterns of true prayer, such as •
Paul's prayers for the saints and for all men. God wants
us to pray for and to love those who persecute and injure
us. All Scripture gives us the principles of true prayer,
though some petitions found there are out of harmony
with the present grace. The scope of prayer is as wide
as all human interests. Every need is a call to pray.
Great needs are often the receptacles of God's bounty,
as when Jehovah commanded the thirsting armies of
Israel and Judah: "Make the valley full of trenches."
Empty trenches only spoke of an unsatisfied thirst, but
they were the receptacles which Jehovah filled with
water. All that men could do only spoke of need; the
supply came from God. Without wind or rain the valley
was filled with water sufficient for man and cattle and
beast (2 Kings 3: 9-20). Pressing need usually banishes
the disinclination to pray. Sometimes God brings His
servants into such straits and perplexities that they
realize they can do nothing but pray. Trouble is always
God's call to prayer. No saint who has enjoyed blessed
fellowship with God in the secret place can ever again
neglect prayer without a burdened heart and conscience
and a feeling of loss. To him reasonings as to the futility
of prayer are vain and foolish because he has had experi
ence of the reality of communion with God.
Prayer
destroys the apparent distance between God and the one
who prays. It makes living unto God a reality as well as
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a reckoning. On the other hand, believers who cease to
pray are unable to preserve a clear consciousness of God
and faith diminishes. They become idolatrous even when,
like Israel at Sinai, they profess to be worshiping God.
They give service to men and methods and movements,
and mistake an ignorant zeal for true devotion. Such
men are ready to accept as an excuse for prayerlessness
the reasoning that prayer is not reconcilable with the
reign of law. The fact is that a living faith and secret
prayer are incompatible with an idol cherished in the
' heart. The most subtle idolatry is when one rests in
doctrine, however true, when an "it" is substituted for
Him. This prevalent sin has killed prayer.
The example of infirmity here given is that seen in
our prayers. Disability in prayer is probably our worst
infirmity because it mars the perfect accord which should
exist between God and one who prays to Him, To be dis
abled in the exercise of that which is our highest privi
lege and our most spiritual activity is indeed serious. It
is here that we most need the saving aid of the spirit,
that intercourse with God may be maintained and prayer
become all it ought to be. We must not wait till our in
firmity is removed, for then we shall not pray at all.
Despite our ignorance we should go to God with all our
needs and worries.
Some have asked long and apparently in vain, or
God has seemed to deny our requests. "Should one go
on teasing God as a child does who ignores the parent's
refusal?" God is never "teased" or displeased with be
lieving, persevering prayer, though it be ignorant, as it
must be. He urges persistent and unceasing prayer.
When men with unsatisfied desires cease praying, they
turn from God to others. God wants all our expectation
to be from Him alone. A visitor in Italy who greatly
enjoyed the music of the serenaders there observed that
as soon as he gave the players some money the music
ceased. He found he could get more music by withhold-
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ing his gifts awhile. Sometimes it seems that the only
way God can keep His children in His presence is to
withhold something they need. If the presence of the
Giver meant more to us than the boon that we seek He
could more readily grant it and trust us with it. He
longs for the music of His children's voices appealing
to Him in prayers of faith. Infirmity does not hinder
our prayer or God's answer any more than the child's
ignorance hinders the mother's ministrations. Disobedi
ence and lack of faith are real hindrances.
There are sometimes special crises and circumstances
in which one is so disturbed and perplexed that one is
distracted. At such times one hesitates to ask or asks
amiss, but even then he should talk to God about it, for
He will instruct. Even our Lord was so perturbed that
He hesitated to put His desire into words. "Now is My
soul disturbed. And what may I be saying? 'Father,
save me out of this hour'? But because of this I came
into this hour.'' He was momentarily distracted between
a natural shrinking from the inconceivably terrible or
deal He faced and the desire to glorify His Father by
doing His will. Then He asked with full assurance that
His prayer was right: "Father, glorify Thy name," and
that prayer had an immediate, vocal answer which gave
reassurance and strength. Similarly, Paul was so per
plexed that he thrice entreated his Lord to remove the
splinter in the flesh. He was not to be blamed for such
a prayer. In answer to it he received such a revelation of
the Lord's design to give grace sufficient and to perfect
His power in Paul's infirmity that he accepted all his
infirmities with delight and gloried in them. So it is
better for us at present to be infirm even in prayer, see
ing that because of our infirmity we pray not alone, but
the spirit of Christ aids us by pleading for us. Our very
weakness is the reason for this divine activity in and
for us.
But, a strong word which introduces the contrast
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between our ignorance and inefficiency in prayer and the
pleading of the spirit which is effectual because it is in
closest accord with the purpose of God, the spirit itself
is pleading for us with inarticulate groanings.
This
specifies the most helpful way in which the spirit aids
our infirmity. Another way was mentioned in verse six
teen, where the same spirit witnesses with our spirit that
we are children of God. The Greek auto to pneuma was
there identified as the spirit of sonship in which we are
crying, "Abba, Father!" In our present verse the same
spirit groans with us. The auto, same, or itself, again
brings into prominence the spirit as distinct from our
spirit, so as to express whence the pleading with groan
ing comes. Saints groan and pray, and the spirit itself
groans and prays with them.
Thus in the ascending
order of thought the climax is reached in the spirit's
pleading with groanings. This is the spirit of Christ
Who lives and manifests Himself in all His members,
the spirit of His Son which God has placed in our hearts
(Gal. 4:6). The spirit itself is not a separate personality
dwelling in each or all saints, but it is Christ in us as we
are in Him. God's Son knows what we should pray for
and He is the Source of all His spirit's activities in the
hearts of the saints, hence the pleading of the spirit of
Christ is in accord with God just as He is in accord with
God. The spirit of Christ has no such infirmity as still
remains with us who have the firstfruit of the spirit. The
same function is here predicated of the spirit as in verse
thirty-four is predicated of Christ.
The spirit itself is pleading for us, just as one person
may pray for others. The pleading therefore does not
originate with us. Though it is for us it is not made in
heaven, but in our hearts, and in and through the pray
ers of our hearts. As Christ teaches and acts in and
through His members, so His spirit pleads in and
through and together with their prayers, and groans with
their groanings. That is why we should pray persever-
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ingly, because, no matter how faulty and selfish and even
injurious our prayers would be apart from the spirit's
pleading, they are never apart, but are supplemented,
corrected, perfected, and made acceptable to God. Apart
from Christ we can do nothing. He is the Saviour of our
prayers. Indeed He is the Inaugurator and Perfecter of
prayer as well as of faith. In prayer we approach God,
not in our individual capacity but as united to Christ,
and aided by His spirit. The pleading, both ours and
that of the spirit, is addressed to God, which implies that
both are distinct from God. Pleading is possible only
betweei; two or more persons. The chief persons in this
transaction are God and Christ, the Inspirer of ideal
prayer through the saints. Wesley's verses expressed
this beautifully:
O Thou, Who earnest from above
The pure, celestial fire to Impart,
Kindle a flame of sacred love
On the mean altar of my heart.
There let it for Thy glory burn

With inextinguishable blaze;

And trembling to its source return
In humble prayer and fervent praise.

We cannot agree with those expositors who say that
there is a promiscuous and equivalent use of the terms
"the Spirit of God" and "the spirit of Christ", both
found in this chapter. One might as reasonably say that

the names God and Christ are used interchangeably. The
Spirit of God, the spirit of Christ, and "our spirit" are
very clearly distinguished throughout the argument. Dif
ferent functions are predicated of each, as a careful
reading will show. God does not pray to God, but Christ
did and still does, pleading on behalf of those whose
standing before God is in Him (verse 34). By His spirit
He carries on th.es same activity in our hearts.
"Our
spirit," again, differs from the spirit of Christ. All ani
mal life is sustained by the spirit which God gives to each
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at birth and takes at death. Every man has spirit, but
only those who are in Christ have the spirit of Christ.
Pleading with inarticulate groanings is a different
view of prayer from what many hold to be the correct
one. Fluency of speech and fervent utterance is not the
highest kind of prayer. Inarticulate groanings are profounder than any expression. Our groans are in our*
selves, as the spirit's groans are in our hearts. A man's
heart is deeply moved when he groans within himself,
addressing none but God. In such case there is nothing
insincere or hypocritical. An idea needs to be embodied
in speech if it is to be intelligible to man, but God hears
what is inarticulate to human ears. The spirit groans
in concert with our inward groans and our uttered pray
ers, entering into fellowship with our sufferings and
pleading for us without the limitations of our ignorance.
No prayer of ours is uttered without the pleading of the
spirit accompanying it, making what is superficial and
ignorant harmonize with the profoundest reality. Cer
tain musically gifted guests at a summer resort were

much pained by the excruciating noises made by a girl
who was learning to play the piano. One day the evilsounding noises were suddenly changed into the most
delightful harmony, so that those who heard flocked back
into the music room to enjoy a rare treat. To their sur
prize they saw the girl still playing, but beside her was
Edvard Grieg also playing and blending with her dis
cordant notes all that was necessary to make the result
a beautiful symphony that made both seem to be great
musicians. Similarly our ignorant and poor prayers are
made delightful to the ear of God in a sweet concord
produced by the spirit's pleading.
Of course this does not mean that all true prayer is
only a groan, but rather that none of our petitions are
adequate or effectual without the spirit's aid. We are
privileged to pray, and must not only persevere in it,
but be Scriptural and spiritually intelligent, using
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method, order, and deliberation in our approach to God.
Careful reading of Scripture will show us many things
we must pray for, and also keep us from asking what is
not God's will. Those who know Him will be as careful
and reverent in speaking to God as in addressing men in
His behalf, or much more so. Many of our random and
inconsiderate utterances are not worthy to be called
prayer. No well-taught believer will ask God for the con
version of the world in this age. Recently a radio preach
er asked God to be merciful and to save all who heard his
"'message". Yet if someone should tell that preacher
that his prayer would be answered and that all who
heard him would surely be saved sometime, he would
consider the statement a dangerous heresy.
How shall we pray? Take time to say to God all that
is in your heart. Speak of your fears and worries and
problems. Take time to have fellowship with Him, and
to speak of all your concerns, of your loved ones and of
your* enemies. He is interested and lends a willing ear.
You can tell Him what you would not wish men to know,
and it. is always wiser to speak of your troubles or aspira
tions to God than to men. Few men will listen understandingly and lovingly, and none but God can help and
succor at all times. And when you do not know what to
ask for, you can tell Him so. When sorrow and despond
ency or desire and aspiration are too much for words,
then wait in silence before God, expecting from Him
only (Psa. 62:5). The heart that yearns for God pre
sents a better plea than understanding and eloquence
can frame. Best of all there are the pleadings of the
spirit unheard by any but God.
27. Now, de, is slightly adversative, meaning that
though the groanings are not articulate, yet He Who is
searching the hearts is aware of the spirit's disposition.
God alone can search the hearts that He has made, "for
man looketh on the outward appearance, but Jehovah
looketh on the heart" (1 Sam. 16:7). "God knoweth
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your hearts'7 our Lord told the Pharisees, and the fact
is stated often in Scripture (Luke 16:15; 1 Kings 8: 39;
Prov. 15:11; Acts 1:24; Un. 2:23). David delighted
that God knew him so thoroughly. He asked, "Search
me, 0 God, and know my heart/' with the implied
thought that any wicked way undiscovered by himself
might be revealed and put away (Psa. 139). It is a
precious, yet awful fact that God is so interested as to
what is in the hearts of men that He searches out all that
is there. One saint said, "God is so great that it seems
inconceivable that he should care for me, yet He tells me
He does, and I believe Him". So also David and hosts
of others have felt (Psa. 8:3-4). "Closer is He than
breathing, and nearer than hands and feet." That fact
goes a long way toward answering all our questions as to
how God can hear prayer, uttered or unexpressed. Wire
less transmission has been said to solve our problems, but
the true answer is that God knows all that is in the
human heart. The language of the heart speaks more
truly than the utterance of the tongue, otherwise the
learned and eloquent would have an advantage over the
slow of speech. When God created man's heart He gave it
a capacity for love that only He can satisfy. No matter
how ignorant and depraved and wicked a man may be, it
is not his nature to be happy without God, Who finds in
our hearts aspirations and needs, "an aching void" that
He wants to fill with a holy love.
How terrifying it would be to know that God searches
our hearts, were it not that we know that He radically
dealt with our sin, crucifying our old humanity, and
justifying us from what He must see there! Since we
know that the law of sin which is in our members cannot
bring us into condemnation, we welcome the closest
scrutiny. Like David we desire that God shall search us
and see if we are walking in ways that are of the flesh.
We would see ourselves, not as others see us, but as God
sees us, that we may discover and put away the sins that
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so easily deceive us. What a precious thing it is for us to
know that God sees in our hearts a desire for Him which
delights Him! Such a love is the fruit of the spirit, en
tirely free from the taint of the flesh. As He searches us,
we, in spite of our consciousness of failure, are able to
say with Peter, "Thou art aware of all things. Thou
knowest that I am fond of Thee."
But the specific truth of the text is that the HeartSearcher is aware of the spirit's disposition which He
finds within us. Each saint still has in him two opposing
laws and dispositions derived respectively from Adam
and Christ. The law of sin and death and the disposition
of the flesh remain in us, yet are not a necessary part of
us. We shall get rid of them. The law of the spirit of
life and the disposition of the spirit are imparted to us
by Christ and are permanently in us, as we are in Christ.
He has not only given us life as Adam gave us death, but
He lives in us. Just as Christ and I are two distinct per
sons, differing in many ways, yet united in one spiritual
organism, so the spirit of Christ and my spirit are dis
tinct, though indissolubly united. Even we who have
the firstfruit of the spirit cannot pray as is necessary,
but the spirit itself has no such infirmity and does plead
according to God.
That the disposition is that of the
spirit itself is clear from the fact that the Searcher of
hearts perceives it to be altogether in accord with Him
self, with such accord as exists between Him and Christ.
No matter what conflicting doctrines, divergent aims
and practises divide the saints, yet God perceives in the
heart of each a disposition of the spirit that unifies them
all in Christ Jesus.
Two thoughts expressed here form the theme of the
subsequent verses—that the pleading is in accord with
God and that it is for saints, because these are the special
objects of His care as the instruments of His purpose.
God is aware, seeing that the pleading is in accord with
God. God does not plead with God; Christ and saints do.
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But only Christ is altogether in accord with God. His
pleading echoes the Father's will because His will is one
with the Father's.
Yet the pleading of the spirit of
Christ is real; it voices the needs of suffering saints.
There is always a plea that God is waiting to grant be
cause it expresses His own will and promotes His pur
pose. All that Christ does is for God and for the saints.
He was and is a Man of prayer, and He still pleads for
and in us. In the all-important matter of prayer His
power is perfected in our infirmity, and saints with all
their sufferings and needs are carried along in the cur
rent of the intercourse between the Father and the Son.
Hence there can be no thought of the spirit's pleading as
though God were hard to be intreated. His plan for us
is not to be changed but to be achieved by means of the
pleading.
The spirit itself always and continuously
pleads for what God is waiting to give at any time pre
senting the particular needs of saints individually. God
loves and saves men as individuals, for He has made no
two alike, and each has his own special need and history,
concerning which He has a plan.
Such pleading as God perceives in our hearts is not
the cry of cowardice or fear. It has no taint of the flesh,
but is the expressed desire of Christ Who knows and
fellowships and cares for the sufferings of creation, of
the world of men, but especially of the saints. Originat
ing with Him, it reaches the heart of God, Who responds
to it, for no divine energy is vain or is wasted. True
intercessors, like Isaiah and Daniel, always identify
themselves fully with those for whom they plead. So the
spirit prays as being involved in the sufferings of the
saints. Saints are not always in accord with God either
in their prayers, their beliefs or their walk. Discord pre
vails and strife has discreditably marked the conduct of
the church throughout its history. That being so, it is
sure that God could not answer the prayers that accord
with the flesh which is so evident in the saints. To do so
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would bring loss and injury and a curse to ourselves and
others. Hence it is essential to our salvation that the
spirit itself should aid by pleading God's cause in us.
The accord between God and Christ is an assurance that
when we are conformed to Christ we shall be conformed
to each other, and the distressing discords of the present
will be removed at the dais of Christ.
It is for the saints who so much need it that the spirit
pleads, for others have not the spirit of Christ. Having
made us saints it is to be expected that God should give
us this most necessary aid while we are expecting our
glorification. The word saints reminds us of the fact of
His ownership. He has interests in us which He will
never relinquish. He has placed us before Himself in
Christ. How much the Christ in us is doing for all the
saints we cannot discern at present, because it is done
before the eye of the Searcher of hearts. Yet the knowl
edge of such an activity is an incentive to make our life
of prayer accord as much as possible with the revealed
will of God and the impulsion of the spirit.
Reasonings and faith are always at variance. The
former draws the false inference that since we cannot
pray as the spirit does, we had better not pray" at all.
Faith, however, is occupied with God and must pray
when it is at all active. The heart of the saint yearns for
God, and must cry to Him or be very unhappy. Like
the faith of the heart, the cry of the heart always brings
salvation. God may refuse the form of our prayer while
He grants the substance. Monica, the mother of Augus
tine, prayed God to keep her dissolute son near her that
she might restrain him, but God took him to Milan and
Ambrose, and so brought him to the knowledge of Him
self. When Mary and Martha sent for the Lord in the
hope that He would cure their sick brother Lazarus, the
form of their request was denied, but the substance was
given when He raised Lazarus from the dead. So God
does more than we request or think necessary to satisfy
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us. A saint may be " an infant crying in the night . . .
and with no language but a cry". But, better than an
infant's mother, God can interpret the cry and minister
what is best. God's command given through one of the
most prayerful of men is "Be persevering in prayer,
watching in it with thanksgiving" (Col. 4:2). Lord,
teach us to pray.

QUESTIONS
What things have been predicated of the spirit of Christ in
this chapter? What is the spirit of God said to do? What is

said of our spirit?
Though God has done so much for us,
what infirmity remains? Whence is our infirmity?
How is
infirmity in prayer seen? Can we escape infirmity in this life?
Is there a necessity that prayer should accord with God's
purpose?
Would God be good to give us something that
accords with our ignorance?
Could He grant petitions that
are in accord with the conflicting aims of men?
Should we
seek instruction as to our petitions?
Should we because of
our ignorance refrain from prayer?
Does realized need incline to prayer? Does infirmity cause
God to withhold His gifts? Do we sometimes lose by prayerlessness? How has God provided for our weakness in prayer?
How does the spirit aid us? Do we or others hear the spirit's
petitions? To whose ear is true prayer addressed?
May we pray in articulate words?
Does God invite our
prayer and praise for all that concerns us? (Phil. 4:6-7)
Are
some of our prayers inaudible to all but God?
What does God find in the heart of every saint? Does He
know your heart better than you do? Are there things that
displease Him there as well as the spirit's disposition? What
has He done about our flesh? What are we to do? Do these
verses encourage us to pray? Is the spirit's pleading a sub
stitute or an aid to ours?

Geo. L. Bogers

Discordant

THE PAROTTSIA

The Greek word paronsia presents an illuminating ex
ample of the common mistake of making a proper out of
a common noun. In my early days pamphlets wei*e issued
with the title "The Parousia", and I received the im
pression that a particular time, a special event, connected
with our Lord's return was entitled His "Parousia",
and this term could not be used of His presence at any
other time. It cost me a great deal of perplexing thought
to figure out just when this would occur, and what saints
would have a part in it, until a concordant study of the
term opened my eyes to the folly of such childish notions.
The word simply means presence. Where, and when, can
be gathered only from the context, not from the word
itself. This affords an excellent example of the difference
between the meaning and the usage of words. The mean
ing applies everywhere, the usage does not.
Parousia
everywhere denotes presence, but the time and place
depend on each context.
Since then, whole " movements" have made this ex
pression one of their chief foundation stones-..
The
"secret presence" of the Lord today is held by many,
notwithstanding our Lord's warning that His presence
would not be secret (Mat. 24: 27), so far as it pertains
to His return to Israql and the earth.
In order to remove it from the sphere of controversy,
where we are not blinded by preconceptions, let us con
sider its application to the apostle Paul. The following
is a concordance of the word when used of him. To in
crease the range of evidence we will include the verb.
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Parousia as Used
THE PAROUSIA OF PAUL

Gal.

4:18

20

IN GALATIA

and not only in my presence with you

yet I wanted to "be present with you at present
IN THESSALONICA

Acts 17: 6

These who raise the inhabited earth to insurrec
tion are present in this place also
IN CORINTH

1 Co.

5:

3

10

For I, indeed, being absent in body, yet present in
spirit, have already, as if present, judged
I may not, being present, have courage
his bodily presence is weak and his expression
such as we are in word, through epistles, being
absent, such also are we in act, being present
And when I was present with you and in want
and I am predicting as if being present the second
time
I am writing this being absent that, being present,

1:26

in Christ Jesus in me through my presence with

2 Co. 10: 2
10
11
11: 9
13: 2

IN PHILIPPI

Phil.

2:12

you again

as you always obey, not as in my presence only

From these passages it is evident that there was no
particular time when Paul had a "parousia". He was
present somewhere all the time.
Not time, but place,
determined his parousia. When he was present in Galatia
he was not in Thessalonica, or in Corinth, unless it be in
spirit. Whenever he was absent he was not present. Is
not the simple meaning of the word clear and convinc
ing? Let us not imagine that calling a visit of Paul to
Corinth a "parousia" alters it in the least. It is,a very
suspicious sign when a Greek word, which has a perfect
equivalent in English, is substituted for the English,
simply in order to invest it with a mystic significance
which it utterly lacks in the original.
Not only Paul, but Titus (2 Cor. 7: 6) and Stephanas
and Fortunatus (1 Cor. 16:17), the Tyrians and Sidonians (Acts 12:20), Judas (Mat. 26:50), Cornelius and
his household (Acts 10:33), the men he sent to Peter
(Acts 10: 21)—all of these had a "parousia". As a mat
ter of fact, though I cannot give chapter and verse for it,
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the reader of these lines is perpetually having a "parou
sia", wherever he goes. It is one of the commonest of
words and expresses a universal experience of sentient
beings. Let us not allow any hokus pokus to transform
it into a theological mystery. Things may be present or
have a pwrousia. Peter speaks of present truth (2 Pet.
1:12). Discipline is often an unwelcome presence (Heb.
12:11).
THE PRESENCE OF OUR LORD

The only time we read of our Lord's presence in the
past is at the tomb of Lazarus. Martha told her sister
Miriam, "The Teacher is present, and is summoning
you" (John 11: 28). Shall we deduce from this that He
was "present" only on this occasion?
Was this the
"parousia" of His coming in flesh in the past? Shall
we single out this event from all the rest and say He was
not present at Bethlehem or on Golgotha ? That is what
many are doing with regard to His future coming. Only
at the particular points where the word is used would
they have Him present, although it is self-evident that
His parousia includes every occasion on which He makes
contact with His saints or with the earth. In fact He is
present now in the heavens. This is His parousia there.
The following are the passages which speak of His
future presence, segregated according to His titles, for
the character in which He appears, as well as the context,
has much to do with the particular time intended:
CHRIST

1 Co. 15:23

thereupon those who are Christ's in His presence;

1 Th.

4:15

Jas.

5:7

the living, who are surviving unto the presence
of the Lord
Be patient, tnen, brethren, till the presence of the
Lord.
seeing that the presence of the Lord has drawn

LORD

8

near.
LORD JESUS

ITh. 2:19

even you, in front of our Lord Jesus, at His pres
ence.
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ITh. 3:13
2Th.

2:

8

1 Th.

5:23

in the presence of our Lord Jesus with all His
saints
whom the Lord Jesus . . . will abolish by the
advent of His presence
LORD

2 Th. 2:1
2 Pet. 1:16

JESUS

CHRIST

be kept blameless in the presence of our Lord
Jesus Christ
in behalf of the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ,
we make known to you the power and presence of
our Lord Jesus Christ
THE SON OF MANKIND

Mat; 24: 3

what is the sign of Thy presence and of the con
clusion of the eon?

27, 37, 39 thus shall be the presence of the Son of
Mankind.
HIS

2 Pet. 3: 4
1 Jn. 2:28

PRESENCE

Where is the promise of His presence?
not be put to shame before Him in His presence

A careful study of these passages will show that it is
not limited to any particular phase of His return/ This
is indicated only by the context, and, to some extent, by
the title used. The presence of Christ is not limited to us
or, to the Circumcision. It includes every event of His
coming and stay. The title Lord, alone, as in James,
seems to be the equivalent of Jehovah, as in the Septuagint, and refers especially to the predictions in the
Hebrew prophets. But when it is combined with His
personal name and with His title, then it may apply to
an earlier phase of His presence, as well as to that in
which He is accompanied by all His saints. But as the
Son of Mankind He will not be present until the conclu
sion of the eon.
The fact that Paul (as well as Peter and James and
Matthew) speaks of our Lord's presence, should give us
pause, for he was the apostle for the Uncircumcision, and
he spoke to the nations of a presence of which the Cir
cumcision knew nothing. But in his classification of
those who are to be vivified, he ignores these distinctions.
The Circumcision are Christ's just as much as the Uncir
cumcision, and when Paul needed a wide, all-embracing
term to include the vivification of both, though they
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occur at different times, he chooses this term, for the
verification of all saints occurs only at His presence.
These events will be separated by more than seven years,
yet they are all one presence, just as the widow of Nain's
son and Lazarus were raised from the dead at the pres
ence of Christ in the past.
This elementary study is intended especially for those
who have not clearly grasped what "Concordant" study
really is. Like all good things, it can be abused. The cen
tral meaning of a word may be extended to every pas
sage in which a word occurs. But too often, we carry
with it a part of the context also. Because "parousia" is
used of the coming of Christ in glory to Israel in some
passages, it has been inferred that this is true in other of
its occurrences, and that this is the meaning of the word.

But the meaning must fit all passages, and the applica

tion must not be transferred from one to another, or
untold confusion will result.
For us and for all His saints there is one certain
test whether Christ is present or not, and that is viviftcation. When He is actually present the saints of this
economy who are reposing will be made alive, and we
will be changed. Death never could abide His presence
in the past. Jairus' daughter, the widow of Nain's son,
and Lazarus—all portray to us the great truth that He is
the Life, and death must flee from His presence. For us
the parousia is the portal from mortality to immortality,
from corruption to incorruption, from weakness to
power, from dishonor to glory. And it will not be a sud
den dazzling spectacle, which will soon be over, for thus
shall we be always together with the Lord. Let us then,
not speak of His "parousia" as if it were not His pres
ence, and as if we did not desire it. For His parousia
with us will be life and glory for the eons.
A. E. K.

THE POTSHERDS OF LACHISH

One of the remarkable things about the excavations in
Palestine has been the scarcity of real Jewish antiquities.
On this account great interest has been aroused by the
finding at Tell Duweir, now identified as Lachish, of a
few sherds on which were written letters dealing with
names and incidents recorded by Jeremiah just before
Lachish was captured by the king of Babylon. Such
names as Gemariah, Jaazaniah, Hagab, Neriah, etc., to
gether with references to an unnamed prophet, seem to
pioint clearly to that Uriah who upheld the words of
Jeremiah and fled to Egypt, but was brought back and
slain (Jer. 26:20-23). In fact, the contents of these let
ters would be difficult to understand without the back
ground we have in the Scriptures.
For those who feel that the Bible needs confirmatory
evidence these few sherds will appear most valuable, for
they are in absolute harmony with the sacred scrolls, even
to the smallest element of style, such as the invocation
"as Jehovah lives!'' They clearly show that letter writ
ing was a common means of communication in those
days, although it was probably carried on by means of
scribes. The sender of the letter claims that he does not
know how to read. Hence he did not write it, himself,
but dictated it. This is confirmed by the appearance of
the writing, which is not amateurish but professional.

One of the amusing features is the way in which the

writer, with true oriental adroitness, evades a confession
of ignorance. Instead of saying plainly that he does not
know, which might have brought him a reprimand, he
transforms his failure into a pious wish. "May Jehovah
grant my lord [a knowledge of] that which I do not
know myself !" And this comes after wishing his lord
peace and calling himself a cur.
In the trenches of the excavators of the last few
' decades there is room enough to bury all the learned
ignorance which has sought to discredit the immutable
Word of the living God.—A. E. K.
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UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE FOR
THE RESURRECTION
(1 Corinthians 15:1-11)
The richest and most far-reaching revelation concern

ing resurrection, rousing, and the recall to life is spread
before us in the fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians.
The hopeless heresy, that none will be raised, provoked
the gracious revelation that all will be made alive. The
apostle first deals with the resurrection of Christ and
the evidence for it (1-11). Then he shows the utter hope
lessness of the saints in case the heresy should be true
(12-19). From this he goes on to give the grand outlines
of God's future dealings with death, in order that He
may become All in all (20-28). After again dealing with
the negative side of the subject (29-34), he goes on to
discuss the manner of the resurrection as well as the
character of the body that shall be (35-49). The climax
comes when he reveals the secret change which will come
to all of us when the Lord's trump calls us to Himself
(50-57).
Some among the Corinthians were saying that there

is no resurrection of the dead (1 Cor. 15:l£). To com

bat this fundamental error the apostle does not confine
himself to proving the resurrection, but reminds them
of the evangel which was the basis of their belief, because
the resurrection is an essential and indispensable feature
of the glad tidings. The attack on the resurrection was a
thrust at the very vitals of the evangel. All was false

and futile without it. Their acceptance, their standing,
even their salvation involved a belief in the resurrection.
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Christendom Ruins the Resurrection

Either they have received it or their "faith' 'has no
foundation, and is not genuine.
There was, even in those days, the possibility of a
sham belief. Today, Christendom is composed mostly of
these sham believers, who are not saved by a knowledge
of the evangel. The difference is in the acceptance of the
evangel, and in standing in it. The great mass today,
especially where Christianity is the prevailing religion,
hear and assent to the facts of the evangel without any
actual acceptance or appreciation, or any standing in it.
That is why the evangel itself has gradually shifted
around from a glad message concerning Christ to a sad
message concerning sin. Sham believers fail to appropri
ate the vital values of His sacrifice, so they still stand
in themselves and their own doings. This question of
lifeless church members is not always easy to solve, since
the genuine have accepted a sadly enervated evangel and
stand in a cloud of traditions, and the sham may easily
appear to possess as much as the real ones. profess.
Modern evangelical preaching has deteriorated into
a moral protest against the sins of men, an exhortation
to forsake them, spiced with a varying amount of help
from a compassionate Saviour, and perhaps a few dim
references to His "atoning" death and shed blood. Sel
dom do we hear a ringing testimony concerning His res
urrection, with all its vital implications. The devitalized
evangelism of this unbelieving end time does not deny
the resurrection, but it ignores it. Its object is " conver
sions ". Hence the belief engendered is too often a sham.
It is centered in self and sin, instead of in Christ—His
suffering and shameful death, His glorious resurrection,
His celestial ascension and promised return.
DEALING WITH "FUNDAMENTAL ERROR"

What is "fundamental"? The word has assumed an
importance in our day which it never had before. I well
remember when two laymen in the city in which I lived

Serious Error should not Separate
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gave enormous sums for the printing of books on "The
Fundamentals'', which were distributed free, if I re
member correctly, especially among the clergy. Accord
ing to these, nearly everything held by those who bor
rowed their doctrines from so-called "Plymouth Breth
ren " was "fundamental"—except points of practise in
which the fundamentalists themselves differed from their
teachers. This led to the "fundamentalism" of today,
in which the inspiration and inerrancy of the Scriptures
seems to be the principal foundation stone which is to be
actually taught error utterly subversive of our salvation,
and to God's glory cannot well be denied, and deserves
our heartiest approval and support. Only, in most cases,
tradition is mistaken for Scripture and human creeds are
camouflaged, as if they were in the Bible.
It is usually taken for granted that one who holds
fundamental error is either an unbeliever or unfit for
fellowship, and he must be put out of the assembly.
Severance on account of differences in doctrine is the
order of the day and no one seems to see that this itself
is a serious error, which has caused much more havoc
than many "fundamental" departures from the truth.
There were those in Corinth who not only held but
actually taught error utterly subsersive of our salvation,
both present and future. They were saying that there
is no resurrection. The point that should strike us all,
because it differs so radically from present practise, is
the action of Paul in the presence of this fundamental
heresy.

The thought of separation never seems to have
entered his mind, although that was the course taken
with the man who was immoral. Doctrinal differences
are not a ground for division.
Had these men been
thrown out of the Corinthian ecclesia, they might have
started the first sect in Christendom.
Instead, Paul
shows the absurdity of their teaching, and undoubtedly
convinced the heretics of their error, for nothing more
is said of it in the second epistle.
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Christ ?s Death, Burial and Rousing
THE EVANGEL

Christ is the solitary subject of the evangel, and three
facts concerning Him, all of which took place within the
narrow compass of three days, constitute its essence. He
died, was entombed, and has been roused. His death was
for our sins, His resurrection is a token of their removal.
So simple, yet so sublime, is the message that saves! Who
can measure the depths of love which it reveals, or scale
the heights of glory which it unveils? It sinks the most
august Personage in the whole universe down into the
deepest degradation and it carries Him up to the high
est heights in the heavens. It concerns God's anointed
Saviour and that part of His career which effects our
salvation. Apart from these three facts there is no evan
gel. The death of Christ is sad news, not glad tidings,
apart from His resurrection. To be sure, there is much
more to be said as to the effects of His sacrifice Godward
and manward. Especially today, as the second epistle of
Paul to the Corinthians makes clear, we should herald
the conciliation, for God is conciliated in this adminis
tration. If we faithfully bear witness to the work of
Christ and the influence it has had upon God, then its
application to mankind will not fail to accomplish its
mission.
A TEACHING EVANGEL

Many a time, in my early efforts to serve my Lord,
have I heralded the evangel to the lost. In preparation,
I often pondered the opening words of the fifteenth of
First Corinthians, and sought to make it the basis of
my message. But the bare facts of the evangel are soon
stated, and more was needed to fill in its outline. So.it
was that I gradually took to what was then called a
"teaching gospel", and this eventually led to teaching
the saints in place of evangelizing sinners.
I would
heartily commend this "teaching evangel". It seeks to
fill out the skeleton here given from other portions of

are the Essence of the Evangel
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the Word. This is, in fact, suggested by the phrase
"according to the Scriptures", which is twice used in
this condensed outline, as if to show its importance, and
to intimate that these brief words are but an epitome of
vast fields of truth which are elaborated elsewhere in the
Sacred Scrolls. The great subject of sacrifice is involved
in His death. And the greater subject of resurrection
is implied in His rousing. All of the themes in this series
on the Mystery of the Eesurrection may serve as appro
priate enlargements of the third item of the evangel.
The secret for today—the conciliation—must not fail.
CHRIST—THE ANOINTED

.

Until we know Who it is that died, the evangel will
have little meaning or power. In Christendom somewhat
is known of His life of humiliation on earth, but how
little of His official glories as God's Anointed Prophet
and Priest and King! The mere mention of the name
'' Christ'' in any gospel assembly should awaken feelings
and thoughts such as the name " Messiah" brings up in
an intelligent synagogue of the Jews. The most Blessed
Being in the universe, the Image of the Deity, the Chan
nel of all creation, the Effulgence of God's glory, His
Beloved Son, the Jehovah of the ancient theophanies,
when He appeared in the form of God, the promised
Seed of the woman Who will bruise the serpent's head,
the Seed of Abraham and David's Heir, the Prophet like
Moses and the Priest after the order of Melchisedec, the
promised Saviour of the world—such is the One Who
died, was entombed, and rose. He should be made known
to all as the Lord of life so that they may realize, in
some degree, what it meant for Him to die. He should
be exalted to His place supreme so that men may get at
least a glimpse of His humiliation.
DIED FOR OUR SINS

That such a Christ should die—this is the great m&r-
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Types of His Sacrifice

vel. That He, through Whom all life has come, should
enter the realms of death, opens up to our gaze the vast
vista of God's love, for death could never have touched
Him except as a Sacrifice for the sins of others. But
here, again, false conceptions of death rob the truth of
all reality. Death has lost its sting. It is regarded as
only a higher form of life. Apart from the physical suf
ferings, Christendom makes death a portal to glory in
stead of the gate to shame. Knowing not the high honors
of Christ nor the deep disgrace of death they cannot
compute the vast distance between them, so cannot real
ize or appreciate the descent of Christ to the cross or
the glory of His resurrection.
ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURES

Tp trace the types of Christ which speak of His death
for sin is a task by itself, beyond the scope of the present
treatise. Before the entrance of sin God provided Him,
as a flawless and unspotted Lamb (1 Pet. 1: 20), Whose
precious blood alone could cleanse away the sin that
was to come. And when sin actually entered, Jehovah
straightway made coats of skins for Adam and his wife,
to clothe them (Gen. 3: 21), and these must have come
from animals who died for their sins. Abel brought to
Jehovah the firstborn of the flock and of their fat (Gen.
4:4). "When God chose to dwell among His people Israel
He could be approached only through the death of vic
tims on sacrificial altars slain, all of which foretold the
death of Christ. Unnumbered multitudes of animals
yielded up their souls merely to portray His death for
sin. Rivers of blood have flowed merely to point onward
to the precious blood of Golgotha.
In every case the shadow had the shape of the reality.
There is a marvelous harmony between the types and
the august Antitype. Under the ritual of the law, only
flawless animals could be offered, so that His flawlessness
might be recognized. All of the details of His death were

Christ Himself was in the Grave
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presented typically by the various offerings, especially

those for sin, and by the Passover lamb, and the sacri
fices on the day of "atonement" or propitiation. I would
press upon those who preach or teach the gospel, to

dwell upon the way in which His sacrifice fulfilled all
that was written of it in the Scriptures. Let not the mere
statement suffice. So may we kindle a living faith in God
and His Word in breasts that know Him not, should
we show how fully the substance satisfies the shadow.
HE WAS ENTOMBED

As an evidence, both of His death and of His resur
rection, we must press the fact of His entombment.
There must be no question of the reality of His entrance
into the death state, or it will react upon the reality of
His resurrection. Let us note exactly what is said, for
very few in Christendom now believe it. The attack on
the great truth of the resurrection begins by setting aside
the words, "He was entombed," and putting in their
place, "His body was buried, but His soul and spirit
were alive outside the tomb." As a matter of fact, few
actually believe that He died for our sins. They have no
need for the tomb, except as a temporary receptacle for
His outer shell, not His real self.
The reverent student who reads God's account of the
creation of mankind will note that Adam was formed of
soil from the ground (Gen. 2:7). Later this is made still
more emphatic. In judging him God said, "In the sweat
of your face shall you eat bread, till you return to the
ground, for from it you were taken, for soil are you, and
to soil shall you return" (Gen. 3:19). Humanity is not

composed of spirits clothed with a mantle of flesh. It has
no expression apart from a body. The spirit imparts life
and power and makes it a living soul, but, apart from the
body, it is not a spirit or a soul. When a man dies he is
buried or entombed, not his body merely. If this is not
so, resurrection is a farce and deserves the fate which
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The Testimony to His Rousing

has befallen it. Christendom has repudiated death, so
why should it witness to the resurrection? If He was not
entombed, neither was He raised.
ROUSED THE THIRD DAY

As we have already occupied ourselves with the re
covery of the truth of His resurrection on the third day,
and with some of the types which foreshadowed it, this
need not be enlarged upon again. These, however, were
concerned only with the third day. Besides this there are
other pictures of resurrection, such as the two birds used
in the cleansing of the leper in the fourteenth chapter of
Leviticus. One bird was not enough to set forth the truth,
for it was slain and its blood applied. So another was
associated with it by dipping it in the blood of the slain
bird. With this token of death upon it, it was set free to
fly away into the heavens, a blessed and beautiful exhibi
tion of life beyond suffering and death.
WITNESSES OF HIS RESURRECTION

" At the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of
three witnesses, shall a matter be established" (Deut.
19:15). Men are fallible, and may be mistaken, so it was
laid down in the law of God that matters of importance
should not be determined by the testimony of a single
witness. The thought of a double witness is employed in
a variety of ways in establishing the most important
event which has ever occurred in the history of the earth.
He was seen by individuals and by more than five hun
dred at once. Two of the pillars of the Circumcision saw
Him, Cephas and James. He was seen at least twice by
the twelve, who would be especially competent to testify,
as they had spent so many months with Him before.
paul's witness

Still the most striking and satisfactory testimony of
all is that of Paul himself. All of the other witnesses

Paul's Witness to His Glory
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were friends of our Lord and inclined toward His teach
ing. Saul of Tarsus was His worst enemy. He perse
cuted those who believed in His resurrection. There can

not be the least suspicion that his testimony is biased in
favor of our Lord. He lacks what the Circumcision had,
a personal acquaintance with Him before His death, but
this is far more than balanced by his enmity, which
would dispose him to testify against, not for, the truth.
Though Paul saw Him last after His resurrection, at
the same time he saw Him first as a foretaste of His re
turn to earth. He saw Him in glory so bright that it
struck him blind. He saw Him as Israel will see Him in
the future, not as the disciples saw Him in the past. In
the regeneration, when the nation shall be born at once,
then the Messiah will appear in His glory and they will
see Him as Paul did on the road to Damascus, returned
to earth, surrounded with celestial splendor. Will any
one who sees Him thus need any further evidence of His
resurrection? So overwhelming was this proof to Paul
that it instantaneously transformed him from a fanatical
persecutor to an adoring slave, just as will be the case
with Israel in the future. Is not this why he calls him
self an abortion? While Israel is not regenerated, he
was, in a figure, because he saw the glorified Christ,
Whom none of the others had yet seen.
Paul's whole career, after He had met the Lord in
glory, was evidence for the resurrection, for the power
of Christ's resurrection wrought in him. And this power
came to him through the channel of grace. Let us not
miss the emphasis which he places on this, the reigning
characteristic of this administration. This he declares,
in one of those beautiful examples of divine rhetoric in
which lovers of literature delight (15:10):
By the grace of God I am what I am,
And His grace, which is in me, did not come to be for naught,
But I toil more exceedingly than all of them—yet not 1,
But the grace of God which is with me.
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We Partake of His Resurrection Power

It is this grace, operating in God's saints today, which
first empowered Paul, which beats witness to a living,
glorified Christ, at God's right hand. Later, in the Philippian epistle, Paul expands this thought. Through the
power of Christ's resurrection, fellowship in His suffer
ings, and conformity to His death, he strove to attain to
an experience such as will be ours in the resurrection
(Phil. 3:10, 11). The conduct of every saint should be
ample evidence that Christ is no longer in the tomb, but
is risen and gracious in His glory.
Thus the apostle lays before those who deny the
resurrection, the evidence which supports it. He gives
the historical testimony of actual witnesses, fully com
petent to decide, in sufficient numbers and reputation to
shut out all deception. No event in the history of the
world is better attested. But the evidence is not confined
to the past. It is a vital force operating in every true
believer. Just as in the coming eons, no one will need to
fall back upon the testimony of the Circumcision as to
the resurrection of the Messiah, seeing that He Himself
is present in power, and the whole conduct and attitude
of mankind is influenced thereby, so it should be now
among the saints. The grace which flows from His glori
ous resurrection produces a power which should trans
form our lives so that we may walk as partakers of the
power of His resurrection, and living reflectors of His
glory.
A. E. K.
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As we close another year of testimony to the truth, we
invite all who have profited by it to join in thanksgiving
for the truth itself, the marvel that our eyes have been
opened to perceive it, and for the privilege of making it
known, especially for any suffering which it has entailed.
Over and above the transcendent grace which is ours in
Christ, is the added grant of service and of suffering.
No earthly position can compare with the privilege of
serving the Supreme, and no honor is so great as the
shame which we suffer as we bear the cross in the world
which crucified our Lord, Let us be zealous for these
surpassing grants of grace.
Not only is there a great reward for faithfulness in
the midst of unfaithfulness in the future, when we all
are manifested before the bema of Christ, but even now,
in the midst of our distress, it is ours to joy in doing His
will and in enduring pain for the sake of His name. It
is a joyous ministry which we all may share, each in
the place where God has placed us. We urge all our read
ers to seek to have a part in it, and enjoy the blessedness
of making others happy as they unfold to them the glo
ries of the God of all grace, and His surpassing love.

We take this occasion to thank all our many friends
for their help and loyalty in these distressing times. We
have been kept going by using up the reserves of former
days, and we hope to manage thus until the times enable
us not only to pay our way but to enlarge the list of pub
lications. There is much that we would like to do which
must wait until (D. V.) the way is opened.
It is over twenty years since we began the series on
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The Mystery of the Kesurrection. We have often wished
to finish the subject, and especially to open up the fif
teenth of first Corinthians and the final revelations of
Ephesians in regard to this theme, but there were always
unsolved problems which made us hesitate. But now
these have cleared up, and we hope, in the next volume,
to find room to finish this series, and unfold some of the
most precious revelations concerning our future which
are to be found in Holy Writ.
In order to fully appreciate the series on Eomans,
take the best commentaries you can find and consult
them on the fifth and sixth and seventh chapters. Then
you will see what substantial food is being offered in
these articles. I have just had an opportunity of glancing
at a commentary of the very highest class, scholarly, a

classical style, but—! The author seems to have failed to
grasp the great outlines of the truth, and his logic and
elegance only mislead when he applies them to prove that

the plain statements of the fifth chapter mean otherwise
than what they plainly predicate. Perhaps this coming
year will see the conclusion of the first part of the epistle,
and our entrance into the important section which deals
with Israel and the nations. All this is of principal inter
est to the saints today and deserves close consideration.
When the Lord gives time and strength we hope to
prepare a series on Philippians, continuing that on Ephe
sians. But the next year is so full of laborious duties
that I dare not promise this before it is actually done.
Besides keeping about a dozen helpers busy on the
Hebrew work, we hope to issue the Keyword version in
German, and possibly in English, so will have our hands
overfull without writing for the magazine at all.
We especially appreciate original suggestions, such
as Brother Lumber's concerning the messengers who
keep not their own sovereignty (Jude 6), as well as vig
orous and striking restatements of well-known truth, as
"Will God Save All?" by Brother Rebmann. All real

for Next Year
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investigation is most welcome, but, of course, it must be
concerned with facts as these are found in the originals.
Those who have the version are in an advantageous posi
tion for this, as they are not dependent on any transla
tion, but are enabled to go back to the Greek text.
Soon after the truth was revealed it was assailed, and
Paul found it necessary to defend it. Hence we have a
large percentage of Paul's letters devoted to the correc
tion of error. As the withdrawal from the truth is ever
so much more advanced in these days, there should ac
cordingly be a still greater proportion of time and space
given to exposing error. But if we kept up this propor
tion, most of our pages would be corrective. Considering
the difference in the times, we devote much less of our
time to this aspect than do the Scriptures. But for a
while, special requests, and extraordinary circumstances
have led to a number of articles of this nature. We have
not allowed ourselves to be as sharp as was Paul to Peter,
but have sought to be mild and helpful in our criticisms,
the rather to gain than to antagonize those whom we take
to task.
We wish to remind our readers that we have a large
supply of back numbers, so that, as a rule, such a series
as Romans may be secured from the beginning. We are
also willing at all times to cooperate in making known
the magazine by supplying or sending sample copies to
those who may be interested. May we have your whole
hearted cooperation during the coming year? We wish
to serve you and through you all whose hearts God has
opened for the glorious things He has committed to our
keeping.—A. E. K.

I have just been enjoying(? ) a glance through a book
containing topical Bible studies. Under each topic the
texts are given which are supposed to refer to it. This
method of study is commended as the best by one of the
leading Bible teachers of the last generation. That this
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Topical Bible Study

method of study has its merits no one can deny, but,
based on an inconsistent version, without dispensational
discriminations, and almost heedless of the various con

texts, the examples given in this book make it one of the
most delusive aids to Scripture study ever invented. This
is aggravated by the lack of logic in the reasoning. Every
where false human expressions are laid down and proof
texts are given for their support. This is the reverse of

the divine order. God did not wait until man had stated
the truth before He gave "proof texts''. Such books
appear to be scriptural, and for that very reason are
subtle snares to the innocent.
Topical Bible study, as a rule, is a merry-go-round.
We arrive just where we started. Beginning with manmade theology, and making a feint as if inquiring at the
Word of God, we come back with our human thoughts
gilded by a divine glamour, and far more dangerous than
they were before. For instance, under "Hell", we find,
"The place of disembodied spirits, Ac. 2: 31," which dis
tinctly mentions the soul of our Lord, not His spirit.
Then, "The place of future punishment... 2 Th. 1: 9,"
which has to do with the coming of Christ, not the pun
ishment of the wicked.
All of the benefits which can come from this method
of study, and much more, may be had from concordant
study, that is, of the original, or of an English concord
ance which follows the original. With this you begin
with God's words and come back enriched by His own
thoughts. One method begins and ends with man. The
other commences and consummates with God.
Concordant tools cannot be overvalued. That is why,
with God's help, I hope to devote the rest of my life to
the publication of such wx>rks, simpler and cheaper than
heretofore. I feel that I and all who help me in this
great task will not only have the heartfelt gratitude of
thousands, but will win the commendation of our ador
able Lord as by no other work on earth. Let us make it

A Great Sensation!
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so that all can break through the barriers of human tra

dition and get into contact with the living Word of God!
A. E. K.

The Bible Witness of September-October, 1935, appeared
with startling headlines on the first page in red ink, as
follows:

"Universal Reconciliation" Exposed
By THEOPHANE S L. BARPAS
(Per Air Mail from Jerusalem)
SEE PAGE 3

Turning to page three, we were indeed surprised, for
the bulk of the article consists of quotations from B. W.
Newton, one of the so-called Plymouth Brethren who
lived in the last century! It seems that the editor of the
Witness dares not attempt to answer us himself, so he
seeks to make an imposing front by bringing in a Greek
from Jerusalem. But the Greek also seems to feel his
inability, so he falls back on an out-of-date Brethren!
And he acknowledges that "whenever circumstances are
avowedly and confessedly temporary, the words 'for
ever' mean simply till the termination of the circum
stances so recognized as temporary7'.
And who is to decide when the circumstances are
temporary? The Word of God or the ignorance of men?

Men are to tell us when "for ever" means temporary or
endless! That is the real exposure here. The Bible Wit
ness refuses the Word of God and falls back on the judg
ment of men. And B. W. Newton is notorious as an
unsafe teacher. They could hardly have chosen a worse
authority. They only expose themselves.
We, who allow the word eon the same meaning at all
times, do not need to fall back upon human interpreta
tion and tradition to tell us when it means this and
when it means that, for we believe God, and He has not

left so important a matter to our feeble minds. Go on
exposing yourselves, brethren! Honest hearts will see
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What is "The Mystery"t

that you appeal not to the facts of God's Word, but to
Greeks, and to "air mail'V and to discredited teachers,
and to human opinion. I have asked you, and everyone
else who wishes to expose us, to explain the difference
between the three phrases, the eon of the eon, the eon of
the eons, and the eons of the eons, and to hold your peace
until you can do so. Otherwise you only expose your
selves.—A. E. K.
Considerable confusion still exists among my corres
pondents and others as to what "the mystery" really is.
Instead of close investigation of the facts there is a ten
dency to futile reasoning based on a general idea that
"the mystery" was hid in God. At one time some went
to the extreme of cutting out all revelation except the
prison epistles as "Jewish". Now there are various un
satisfactory ideas, some taking Romans and refusing
Thessalonians, others including John's gospel, and some
6ven taking parts of Matthew. It is evident from this

confusion that something is wrong. It would be a vast

help to me as well as to my correspondents if all the
readers of the magazine would make a special effort to
attain true clarity as to what "the mystery" really is.
As our pamphlet, The Mystery : What Is It ? Who
Receives It?, goes into the subject in detail, we will not
repeat it here, but advise all to thoroughly master its
contents. We will only point out what it is not. It is not
that the church is Christ's "mystical" body. A part of
it consists in a change in the character of that body,
making it a joint body. It is not the entire body of truth
for today. It takes the truth of Paul's evangel and makes
us joint partakers of it. It is not a new promise, which
was unknown before. It keeps the old promise in Christ
Jesus in the evangel of which Paul had been the dis
penser, and makes the nations joint partakers of it. This
disposes of the reasoning about Thessalonians, and con
firms rather than sets aside these epistles.

The Unveiling Book
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There are few subjects which still seem so hazy and
which are so much distorted. Even Dr. Bullinger was
concerned about the end of Romans, which he wished to
include in '' the mystery''. He had an indefinite idea that
everything "written before Acts twenty-eight" could not
be in the mystery, so he made an appendix of it and had
Paul add it later. And still he did not set aside the rest
of Eomans. So I beg of my friends to study Ephesians
3: 6-9 with the utmost thoroughness and see that all rea
soning which seeks to do away with any of Paul's previ
ous epistles is absolutely contrary to its terms. The mys
tery is a modification of Paul's previous ministry, not a
repudiation of it. If this should lead to the removal of
the cobwebs of tradition which still cling to this "mys
terious mystery" in the minds of any of my friends, so
that they cease to reason away Paul's revelation to us, it
will be a great satisfaction to me as well as to them.
A. E. K.

"The Unveiling" is now ready for sale, and we are con
fronted with the problem of its distribution. The usual
avenues are practically closed to us, as the reviews of
the religious press would be expensive and unfavorable.
But the Concordant is a big "concern", as all our
friends should consider themselves our fellow workers.
In this matter we have a great advantage, for they are
scattered in many places. May we ask each one to con
sider himself a branch of the advertising department?
Do what you can in your vicinity to make it known. Ask
for a review in the local paper. We will provide a vari
ety of "copy", which will make this easy. Have it dis
played in the local book stores. Most booksellers are glad
to get books on this theme now. See what your library
can do. Loan it to all the preachers and Bible teachers
if you cannot persuade them to buy. If you wish to make
a business of selling, our terms are very liberal, three for
the price of two.—A. E. K.

COMING HORRORS
THE LAST GEEAT WAR

The West Against the East
CHRISTENDOM CLASHES WITH THE
RELIGIONS OP THE ORIENT

According to the latest book on
the Eevelation, called "The Unveil
ing of Jesus Christ", the Bible
symbolizes the great religions of the
world under the figure of wild
beasts.
One, with iron teeth and
copper claws, stands for the west
ern Christian nations, and the
others, Mohammedanism, Brahmanism and Buddhism, are seen as
a lion, a leopard, and a bear. The
Bible prophesies that the west will
conquer the east in the greatest
conflict of the ages. Read in the

light of this book, the present revolt
of Japan and the colored races
against .the dominance of the whites

is a fulfillment of Bible prophecy
and must soon lead to a clash of

arms. It also shows that this is only
a preliminary to the millennium,
which cannot be far away.
The
book contains a new, exact transla
tion from the Greek, and fully ex
plains all of the visions on the basis
that it means what it says. Con
cordant Publishing Concern, 2823

East Sixth Street, Los Angeles,
California, U. S. A.

A Faithful Friend Reposes
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ALBERT E. WOODS

The Sheffield Concordant Scripture Class has sustained a loss
in the death of its founder, Brother Albert E. Woods. At the

age of seventy-one, after a brief illness, he was put to repose
on August 19, 1935, and laid to rest in Norton Cemetery three

days later, awaiting the vivifying call of his Lord, After the
customary service, those who had enjoyed fellowship with him
gathered to the graveside and Brother H. Bedford read 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 from the Concordant Version.
In his early days Brother Woods sought during the dinner
hour to interest and instruct his work mates in the Scriptures,

and it is over thirty years since he established the Sheffield
Class. In a quiet way, and one which was all his own, he did
a great work toward promoting scriptural knowledge. At one
time connected with the Brethren, he realized that they had
not recovered all the teachings of God's Word. The death of
some of his relatives pressed the question of eternal torment to

practical issues in his mind. Did God's Word really teach this?
Was the soul immortal?
Brother Woods was thus led to real scriptural enquiry, and
he gained some acquaintance with Hebrew and Greek, using
these to get behind the Authorized Version, for he had learned
that the "Bible" did not always represent what God had said.
In his own words; he "searched the world for literature on
God's Word", and found "Things to Come" in its early days.
From Dr. Bullinger he learned many things. Later Brother
Woods saw the announcement of the magazine "Grace and
Glory" to which he subscribed, and he carefully preserved the
few issues of that magazine, for he regarded the discovery of
"Grace and Glory" as a great event, it being the opening to
Unsearchable Riches and then to the Concordant Version,
bringing to him the great blessing of knowing the scriptural
facts as to the eons and also universal reconciliation.
It was a great joy to our brother to seek to "correctly par
tition the word of truth" and also to interest other believers
in such matters. Those who gave ear to him have much cause
for thankfulness. The Sheffield district owes its acqaintance
with the Concordant Version, and all that it means, to the
efforts of Brother Woods.
Such was his regard not merely for the Bible but for the
Scriptures that, when a certain Bible Society adversely and
unfairly criticized the Concordant Version, he journeyed to
London to attend their advertised meeting, and distributed
literature repaying to the criticism.
An incident which occurred shortly before Jiis death illus
trates his generous spirit. Asked if he knew a certain brother,
he replied: "My word I do! He came to me as a pupil, but now
he is my teacher!"

Brother Woods!

By the operation of His mighty strength
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we will, with you and all His saints, meet the Lord in the air,
to enjoy those spiritual blessings among the celestials.
these you taught us.—The Sheffield Class (England)

Of

Note: Brother Woods made a present of the Version to the
Sheffield Public Library. Just lately two have become inter
ested through seeing it there. One has bought a version for
himself and the other is expecting to do so. "Their works do
follow them."—A. E. K.
REPORT OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST
Dear Fellow-Saints in Christ:
Greetings!
Many "moons" have passed since I have given a report of
my activities in the field. This has not been due to either in
difference or vacation, but to lack of time. It is humanly im
possible for one person to keep pace with all the demands com
ing to me from the work. I have never had richer opportun
ities or been busier in all my life. Every possible minute, day
and night, is being devoted to some phase of the work, and I
am most thankful to God for the blessed privilege.

We began our summer itinerancy in June. The first series

of meetings was held in the Community church in Detroit, of
which Brother Rood is pastor. We had a good hearing with
much grace on the ministry, and left most every one rejoicing
in a richer assurance of understanding in God, and His pur
pose, love, and grace. Brother Rood is carrying on a faithful
ministry, and is enlarging his field of witness to other vicin
ities and groups of saints. While in Detroit, we visited Almont
and learned more of the unique and constructive ministry
Brother Lynwood Crystal is effecting there. It was gratifying
to meet the saints with whom we had been privileged to share
spiritual grace in former years.
Our next stop was in Chicago, where we had a week of
meetings and fellowship. A most gratifying interest is grow
ing in that great city for "rightly dividing the word of truth"
and witnessing "the mystery", for which we are profoundly
thankful to God. Yet it is the heart desire and prayer of the
older fellowship of saints there, with whom I ministered, who
are rejoicing so richly in the truth of universal reconciliation,
that the Father glorious may be pleased to lead many others
into the grand truth of the reconciliation of all through the
peace made in the blood of His cross.
Leaving Chicago, we stopped in Elgin for two services, and
had a blessed fellowship. Plans for a longer series were set in
order, and at this writing, the Lord prospering our way, we

expect to open meetings with them for a week, on October 13.

From Elgin we went to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where Sister
Cora Patterson has been used of the Lord to share spiritual
grace with a large group of saints. There we had a most enjoy-

Makes His Report
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able ministry for two weeks, with new ones gathered and read
justed, and all blessed with a richer assurance of understand

ing. Good tidings have come to us of the interest and progress
of the work there since we left. I am thanking God for Sister
Patterson and the ecclesia of her house.
Our next engagement was in St. Paul. Brother Skomsvold,
formerly a Lutheran minister, whose heart has been opened to
receive the truth of universal reconciliation, led the way for a
series of meetings in his city. In spite of the extremely hot
weather and the vacation season, we had a good hearing. The
Minneapolis ecclesia gave their presence and support. Several
saints received the teaching for the first time and were rejoiced
with the richer assurance of understanding. At the close of
the series, by request, I renewed my promise, in the will of
the Lord, to serve the Minneapolis ecclesia again this fall. And
the Lord "down-straightening our way to them", it is our
desire to reach them by the 20th of October.
After the St. Paul ministry, we returned to Kewanee, 111.,
for two weeks. The ecclesia there is led by Brother Roy Somers. They gave us a hearty welcome and a loyal support. A
good place was secured for holding the meetings. Several new
ones heard and received the teaching with much blessing,
while all were "reminded" and refreshed in the assurance of
the Word of His grace.
The Rock Island-Moline ecclesia, served by Brother Harold

L. Carver, postponed their meetings until our return this fall.
From Kewanee, enroute home, we stopped with relatives in
Melvin, 111., and Indianapolis, Ind. In Indianapolis we called
on Brother G. B. Hiller, for many years the Editor of "The
Promise", and author of many helpful expository works on the
Scriptures. Though in his eighty-fourth year, he is energetic,
enthusiastic and busy in the work of the Lord. He gave me
great encouragement by laying on my heart for consideration
and prayer a plan that may open a wider field of ministry and
service to the saints.
We reached home after three months spent in blessed serv
ice to the saints. Then, on September 1, we had our annual pic
nic or "love-feast" with the saints out in my old home com
munity, in Sullivan county, near Blountville, Tennessee, where
we conducted five weeks of meetings last summer* By noon

about 150 had gathered. Then under the shade of a large weep
ing willow tree, close by a beautiful spring, where a long table
had been prepared, a bounty of good things was spread. All
ate with gladness and joy of heart. After dinner we assembled
on the porch and lawn in front of the house, and I brought
them a message on Faith or "Believing God". After the mes
sage a number of testimonies were given in expression of the
peace and joy that had come to them as a result of the meet
ings held last summer. Then plans were set in order to raise
funds for erecting a building to be known as Grace Taber-
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nacle, a place of worship and fellowship for all saints.

A

building site was offered by a friend, but committees from dif
ferent churches brought pressure to bear by which the gift was
withdrawn! But we are not discouraged, and by the grace of
God we expect to have a place, free from the restraints of
denominationalism, to worship God in spirit and in truth.
Seeing the interest and concern for the truth in its con
cordant purity and fullness of expression, rightly divided,
much opposition in the community has been set in order, A
Christian church minister published a large book entitled
"Heaven's Kingdom on Earth", in which the twenty-second
chapter was devoted to the annihilation of the teaching of the
Concordant Publishing Concern! I replied to the chapter and
incidentally invited him to meet me before the people of the

community in debate on the following propositions:
1. Resolved, that the Sacred Scriptures teach that a new
dispensation began at th§ close of the book of Acts ("the dis
pensation of the Mystery"), different from the one which began
on Pentecost.
2. Resolved, that the Sacred Scriptures teach more than one
gospel.
3. Resolved, that the Sacred Scriptures teach that "the
Bride, the Wife of the Lamb", and "the church which is the

Body of Christ" are two different companies, the former with
a terrestrial allotment and the latter with a celestial.
4. Resolved, that the Sacred Scriptures teach but one bap
tism for this dispensation of the Mystery, the baptism in Holy
Spirit, and that Christ is the Baptiser.
5. Resolved, that the Sacred Scriptures reveal the Christian
church to be unscriptural in both doctrine and practise.
I am to affirm and the Christian minister is to deny. He has
secured two able brethren to assist him. The time was set for
October 7th to 11th. But our plans were thwarted and the
time has been postponed indefinitely, probably until late fall
or early spring. Leaders of the different churches got together
and made it impossible for us to secure the court house audi
torium (the only adequate building in the community for hold
ing the discussion), saying, "It will hurt all our churches!"
Some have said, "Shall we have to go on in error and suffer for
the lack of the truth, in order to save the churches?" Though
I had hoped to hold the discussion out in the community where
the interest was already awakened, it now seems that we may
have to transfer it to Johnson City, as interest is growing,
with demands to bring it here, from towns and communities
near by, and even fifty miles away. I have the leading that it
will afford the most wonderful opportunity for sounding forth

the truth, correctly partitioned, that I have ever had in this

southeastern section.

On September 8 we opened another series of meetings with
the ecclesia in Danville, Virginia. We had a large hearing
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from the very first, and many new ones were gathered, read
justed, firmed, and founded in a richer assurance of under
standing. Funds were raised and two broadcasts of one hour
each were given over the radio, the first being "Rightly Divid
ing the Word of Truth", and the second, "The Lord's Return";
Both were well received by the public, many new ones coming
to the hall for the meetings. The Danville ecclesia is happy,
faithful, and zealous in the service. They are rejoicing with
real joy in the assurance of their salvation and the expecta
tion reserved for them in heaven in accord with the true ex

pression of the evangel. *rhey are faithful in their endurance

and patience under the afflictions and persecutions which come
to them, counting it all joy in the Lord. And they are zealous
in their giving for sharing the evangel with others in other
fields. Truly they are a Pltflippian ecclesia, for I bear them
witness that their great heart concern is to sound forth the
Word to others for enriching them in the spiritual blessings
which they are enjoying. Each month they send a generous
grace gift for our needs in the ministry. I am confident our
heavenly Father will be increasing it for their account of joy
and rejoicing in the on-coming eons of glory.
At this writing we are at home, making plans and prepara
tions for another itinerary through the Middle West. I earn
estly request all the saints in every place to be persevering in
prayer for us, that .'we may have strength, wisdom, and spirit
ual understanding for meeting the trying demands of the work
and sharing the truth in all its purity and fullness of expres
sion, correctly partitioned, for enriching and ennobling the
saints and leading them into maturity and full assurance in
all the will of God.
"Grace be with all who are loving our Lord Jesus Christ in
incorruption!"

Faithfully yours in His service,
Adlai Loudy, Concordant Evangelist
Johnson City, Tennessee.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY DISTRICT
Last Sunday, September, 1, 1935, the friends in the class at
Oakland, California, had the pleasant surprise of a visit from
Brother J. E. Shakespeare, traveling representative for the
Concordant Publishing Concern. He favored us at that time
with a short account of his experiences in placing the Con
cordant Version in some seventy-eight theological colleges,
among many ministers, and in hundreds of homes throughout
the United States and some of the provinces of Canada.
On Thursday evening, September 5, we held another meet
ing in Berkeley. At this meeting Brother Shakespeare gave us
a more extended account of his work. In his approach to peo
ple of so many different doctrinal beliefs he must necessarily

use a great deal of wisdom, and we believe from his accounts
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that God has been supplying the need. The placing of the
Version in so many colleges and among so many ministers

will no doubt do much to break down prejudice when, upon
examination, they commence to realize its strict adherence
and fidelity to the original. We thank and praise our heav
enly Father for these evidences of His watch-care over His
blessed Word, and for those whom He has raised up to give
us such a close rendering of it into English, as well as for
those who are laboring to spread it far and wide that more
may drink of its deliciousness.-—Benning L. Rentfrow.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
On Sunday, October 27, 1935, regular attending members of
the Oakland Scripture Study Class were guests at 2136 East
Twenty-Second Street, Oakland, to celebrate the fiftieth wed
ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Fitch and also his
seventy-fifth birthday. Both are natives of the state of Indiana
and were married in Indianapolis, October 27, 1885. Following
the regular Scripture study refreshments were served.

FIVE NEW DUTCH PAMPHLETS

A. Oostebhttis has been publishing articles regularly in the
Oeldersche Post. These have now been reissued as pamphlets.
One is entitled, "Judas Iscariot, His Sin and His Salvation".
Another, "Election, as Seen in the Light of God's Purpose".
Then there is "Inherited Sin", and "The Trinity", and "Free
Will, a Human Delusion". Each one.is to be had, ajt /0.20
from the author or from the Arnhemsche Drukkerij, Koningstraat 21, Arnhem, Holland. It is a source of great satisfaction

to see the truth making its way in the Netherlands.—A. E. K.

"FREEDOM"
The first number of Volume II is a double number for July
and August. The series on Wisdom, the Signs in John's Gos
pel, Galatians, and Reconciliation are continued. Other short
articles concern God's Word, Paul's Sufferings for the Unsaved,
Suffering, How I Came to Believe in the Reconciliation of All,
etc. It announces a new meeting place at Bournemouth, W, at
"The Nest", Alders Road, Branksome, Sundays 11 a. m. and
6:30 p. m. and Thursdays at 7:30 p. m.—A. E. K.

"THE LANTERN"
The August number commences a series on "The Unveiling of

Jesus Christ" and concludes that on "Scientific Bible Study".
There are also short studies on "The Times of the Gentiles,"
"God Almighty," "The Apostles' Creed," and correspondence.
The September number begins a study of Matthew's evan
gel, and gives an exceptionally good introduction. The series
on the Unveiling is continued, dealing with the Day of the
Lord and the first vision. There is also a discussion of "The
New Knowledge", the latest position in archaeology.—A. E. K.

From Near arid Far
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"OUR FAITH"

The September number commences the third volume. The
main article concerns The One Body of Christ, and deals with
the presentations of this theme in Corinthians and Ephesians.
Studies in Galatians and Corinthians are continued.—A. E. K.

BRITISH-ISRAELISM

In the past we have confined ourselves to positive teach
ing and the defense of the truth, although much pressure
has been brought to bear on us to expose popular depart
ure with a view to protecting the saints from current

delusions. We have been asked to write on British-Israelism, but acceded only after the leader of the movement

in the United States of America attacked us in their
official publication. We will not reply to his false charges,
but simply compare the teaching with the Scriptures.
The matter will be dealt with at considerable length
in our January, 1936, issue. It is our desire that this be
circulated freely among the advocates of British-Israelism, in order to acquaint them with the Scriptures which
bear directly upon the subject. In order that we may
know how many additional copies to print, we ask those
interested to let us know their needs.—A. E. K.
APPROPRIATE PRESENTS
Most of our subscriptions run with the year, so our
friends are reminded that their remittance for 1936 is
probably due. Possibly the pocket edition, now selling at
fifty cents, will help solve the problem of holiday gifts
for some of our readers. We can also still supply the
s6ts of Concordant wall texts, at $1.00 for the set of
nine. They are beautifully printed in Old English type
on variegated stock of various shades. This is the most
convenient time to order a supply of literature for use
during the coming year.
We expect to print a fresh

supply of advertising literature shortly, and shall be
glad to send some to those who wish to help spread the
good news.—E. 0. K.
-
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So many are now helping in various ways that it is diffi
cult to keep the work in hand. I therefore suggest that,
whenever a new issue of the magazine arrives, it will be
the signal for each worker (unless he has recently been
in contact with me) to send me a postcard with a brief
statement telling me just what he is doing and what pro
gress has been made. This will help me in planning and
distributing future tasks.—A. E. K.
As all but the letter S is now finished on the seven copies
of the typewritten concordance, in which the passages
appear in full, we would like to have reports from all
who have parts, letting us know what letters they have,
and how many copies of each, so that those who did the
work may be relieved of their copies, and those to whom
they go may complete theirs.
Send reports direct to
Stepenitz.—A. E. K.
It is our desire to keep up-to-date the notices of meetings
which appear on the back cover of the magazine, but we
cannot do so without the cooperation of our friends. If
any of the meetings are listed incorrectly, to your knowl
edge, we would greatly appreciate the correct informa
tion, in order to save delay and disappointment to new
or traveling readers.-—E. 0. K.
GEORGE A. GREEN

We have just received word of the death of our Brother
George A. Green of Auckland, New Zealand. Brother
Green was one of our most active workers, and it was
largely through his influence that the truth has become
widely known in New Zealand. His loss will be felt
keenly by the saints there, yet we are aware that his work
must have been finished. We hope to have a more de
tailed report of his life and work in our next issue. He'
fell asleep on September 27th, and was laid to rest in
the cemetery at Hillsbdrough, "till He come".—E. 0. K.

In Defense

STRAIGHTENING OUT A DIFFICULTY

The Moody Monthly for September, 1935, contains sev
eral articles on future punishment. One, with this title,
simply reasons that, because God allowed the horrors of
the great war, and Christ foretold the destruction of
Jerusalem, therefore there must be " future punish
ment". As we insist that God will pay each one in accord
with his acts, "indignation and fury, affliction and dis
tress, on every human soul which is effecting evil" (Eom.
2:9), we are in hearty agreement with the argument,
but protest against the unsound word, "punishment",
which God never uses in relation to the future of man*

kind as a whole. The Greek word which really means;
punishment (timoria) occurs only in Hebrews 10:29, is
limited to a small class and is temporal in its application.
The verb, punish (timoreo)f occurs only twice (Acts
22: 5; 26:11), and is used of Saul's persecution of the
ecclesia before he met the Lord Jesus. The Scriptures
speak of future judgment, not punishment. In this lies
all the difference between truth and error. If we refuse
to hold fast the pattern of sound words, the truth will
elude us. Man speaks of "responsibility" and "punish
ment" while God speaks of "accountability" and "judg
ment".

But the most interesting and important contribution
is the answer given by the Editor-in-Chief to a letter

asking him to explain the lack of harmony between those
Bible statements which teach that God will draw all to
Him, every knee should bow to Him, etc. This letter also
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Christ will Draw All to Him

asks for the meaning of aim and aidnios. The xeply is
short and sets forth the evangelical position so clearly
that it deserves extraordinary consideration.
Besides
this, it is generally acknowledged that the writer is per
haps the ablest champion of eternal torment now; before
the public. We shall therefore test his words by the
Scriptures, and seek to find the cause of the apostasy
from the truth in this matter. We will reprint the whole
of his reply in smaller type, followed by our discussion.
We have repeatedly asked for a similar courtesy, but,
while we are not afraid to let our readers see all that is
written against us, others do not care to have their fol
lowers see both sides.
Dear Friend:
Yours of the thirteenth does not offer me a very pleasant
subject to write upon, except as every subject is pleasant which
brings us to the interpretation of the Word of God.
First, let me say that I believe Christ in John 12:32 means
by "all men", both classes of men named in that chapter,
Greeks as well as Jews, if they will believe on Him (see verse
20). The words cannot teach universal salvation because if so,
they would contradict Christ's words in other places, to say
nothing of the inspired words of the apostles.

First, let us acknowledge that the passage "I . . .

shall be drawing all to Myself" (John 12: 32) is not the
best one to teach universal salvation. It were far better
to quote "God, our Saviour, Who wills all mankind to
be saved . . ." (1 Tim. 2:4) and "we rely on the living
God, Who is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of

believers" (1 Tim. 4:10). Still, it clearly denies eternal
torment.

The scope of the word "all" is always defined by the
context. The previous verse speaks of the world. That
is the scope of the immediate context. Should our Lord
be exalted out of the earth, He will be drawing all [the

world] to Himself. There is no word for "men" in .the
Greek. It is simply "all". Is it wise to go back a dozen
verses, when our Lord was engaged with a different topic,

Not Merely Jews and Greeks
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in order to find the scope of "all" ? If it were a question
of two classes, then the word would not have been all
(which is plural in the accusative), but both (cf. Eph.
2:14). All refers to world, not to Greek and Jew.
But does this argument not evade the real point?
Are we to understand that all Greeks and Jews are to be
drawn to Him, but not all of other nationalities? Does
this not lead to far more difficulties than if we take it to
mean all the world? I feel sure that everyone who really
investigates will find that the limitation of "all" by
"Jews and Greeks"■ is contrary to the grammar of the
original, it rejects the immediate and proper context for
an artificial and irrelevant one, and it creates far more
difficulties than it " straightens '\ Why should our Lord
single out the Greeks from the other nations, place them
with the Jews as the two which He will draw to Himself?
Seasoning which goes so far should continue and prove
that all in these nations will be saved. Is it not evident
that this is a false turn ?
The real point lies in the phrase which is added to
God's Word, "if they will believe on Him". The Moody

Monthly once charged me with adding to God's Word,
so I know how fearful and painful such an accusation is.
They have never withdrawn their charge publicly, al
though the writer of the article did so privately. But am
I not justified in saying that, for all practical purposes,
The Moody Monthly has here added thoughts, if not
words, which are not in the record? God has not con
nected faith with the drawing of all to Christ. He has
not limited salvation to believers. They are a special
class. He is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of
those who believe (1 Tim. 4:10). Now, in this adminis
tration, faith is essential. This truth has been exagger
ated to such an extent that its light has become darkness.
It should not be forced into passages where God has been
pleased to omit it.
The argument that, if these words actually mean
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what they say, they would contradict Christ's words in
other places exposes one of the greatest snares before
God's people today. Instead of really and heartily be
lieving God's Word in each case as it stands, and seeking
to get rid of the erroneous ideas which make it difficult
for them to do so, they refuse to believe some, and seek
to hide their unbelief even from themselves. It is exceed
ingly difficult to rouse them out of this self-deception,
and it is only the truest kindness and the most genuine
exhibition of love to trumpet into their ears: You do not
believe! At first they resent it, but I find that it is whole
some in the end. Therefore I solemnly and considerately
charge The Moody Monthly with seeking to distort and
to add to John twelve thirty-two, because they refuse to
believe it as it is written.
There is not a single one of Christ's words in other
places, or one among the words of the apostles, which
contradicts this passage as it stands, provided they are
taken accurately, as they stand, in the original. If it
were not so, we would not have a divine revelation. If
each and every passage must be changed or limited by
human expositors, so as to agree with the rest, the Bible
becomes a book of riddles, as indeed it has become among
those who follow this system. It is like a lie. Another is
usually needed to support it. If we begin with error
(and we all do), and seek to mold the Bible to conform
to it, we will treat it thus. But if we wish the truth we

will let each passage stand as it is, acknowledge to our
selves that we do not believe, and wait until God opens
the eyes of our hearts to believe Him. Let us believe that
our Lord was exalted and will draw all to Himself. Not
some, but alll
THE

NAME

ABOVE

EVERY

NAME

Secondly, Paul's words in Philippians 2:10, 11, "Every
should bow and every tongue should confess," include,
lieve, both friends and foes of Christ in that day when He
sit on the throne of His glory. It is subjugation rather

knee
I be
shall
than

and will Acclaim Him Lord
reconciliation that is taught there.
Bible points to that.
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" Jesus" denotes Jehovah-Saviotir. In His name is
salvation. AH who bow in this name are saved. But
Philippians is the epistle of service. It was written by
slaves (Phil. 1:1) to supervisors and servants. Hence
all will acclaim Jesus Christ as Lord. Subjugation is

there, but it is of the heart. And it is for God's gfory as

Father. There is not the slightest hint of enmity in this
passage. The reference to "the throne of His glory" is

unfortunate, for our Lord is not presented here in the
character of King. He will sit upon the throne of His
glory at the beginning of the kingdom, when all nations
will be judged for their treatment of His brethren ac
cording to the flesh. There can be no reference to this
in Philippians, for this bowing includes many other
creatures, celestial and subterranean, which do not ap
pear before the glory throne.
When "the trend of the Bible" is appealed to, it is
always well to call for specific texts, for, strange to say,
this text and many other texts do not agree with this sup
posed "trend". In fact a close analysis of every text
which could be presented would show that no text agrees
with the trend of the Bible, but that this is a euphemism
for our own [mis] understanding of the Bible. We make
each text conform to this, so, as a result, we have no inerrafit divine revelation, but a human light, which we con
sider superior to the Scriptures. This has marked the
downward course of Christendom.
Councils, creeds,
Catholicism, and "Evangelical" teaching—all with some
light, yet all held as the light which is to illumine even
the Scriptures, so that it operates as darkness, and keeps
us from the true light which comes from God only.
THE INJECTION OF FAITH

The same is true also in the instance of Romans 5:19,
which you quote. Paraphrased it means that as by the dis
obedience of the one man (Adam) the many in that case were
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constituted sinners, so too by the obedience of the one (Christ)
the many in that case, the many who believe on Him, are con
stituted righteous. You cannot isolate a scripture like that
from its context and make it teach that which it would then
seem to teach. It must be considered in the light of the whole
revelation of which it is a part, and when that is done the
paraphrase above is conclusive.

What has been said above is well illustrated by this
"paraphrase". The actual and vital context says nothing
of faith. Up to Romans 5:12, especially in connection
with justification, faith was essential. But in this whole
section, dealing with Adam's one act as illustrating
Christ's one sacrifice, the word faith does not even occur,
and the thought is not only foreign, but confusing. What
right has anyone to insert it? None of the parallels be
tween Adam's sin and Christ's death have anything to
do with faith. All of Adam's descendants are sinners
whether they believe in Adam or not. As this passage
begins with "for", the statement immediately before it
is the closest context. It reads, "as it was through one
offense for all mankind for condemnation, thus it is
through one just award also for all mankind for life's
justifying". The parallel demands no faith. May God
forgive us when we seek to better His own revelation!
EON AND EONIAN

Coming to the Greek word aim or aionios, it is true that
Dr. Young defines it "age-lasting", but it also means "eternity".

The Greek language has no stronger word to express the idea

of eternity, and Dr. Young himself uses it of "everlasting life"
and "the everlasting God".

If aion means "age-lasting" and also, "eternity",
who is going to tell us when it means one, and when the
other? Once more we are delivered into the hands of
men, when we wish to hear the words of God! There is a
world-wide difference between those who claim that the
word has several meanings and those who take it to have
dnly one. The latter need no human inspiration to inter
pret any passage but rely only on God, and they are
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never disappointed. The others take it upon themselves
to say that, when God said one thing, He meant one thing
here and another there. The light in such interpreters
becomes darkness, and it is very great. God is the God
of the eons in a very special sense, just as He is the God
of Israel, or of the believer, in a special sense. Yet they
say He cannot be the eonian God. Then neither can He
be their God, for He created all! Knowing that their life
in Christ is endless, they fail to see that a part of it is
eonian, and think they must correct God's Word to agree.
The Greek language has a number of terms to express
endlessness, all of which are "stronger" than aion, for it
never expresses endlessness. Five distinct "eternities"
are clearly marked in the Scriptures.

How can any one

of them be endless? This present eon is about to end
with Christ's advent. That will usher in the coming eon,
which will not last much longer than a thousand years.
The rendering "forever and ever" ought to show even a
sober English reader that "forever" cannot be endless.
The words akataluton, indissoluble (Heb. 7:16), aperanton, interminable (1 Tim. 1:4), involve endlessness, as
do aphtharton, incorruptible, and athanasiay immortal
ity. In each case Greek uses the negative to express end*
lessness. The strongest expression is ouk telas, no con
summation (Luke 1:33). Here again Scripture is made
subject to tradition, and man's word replaces God's.
RESPONSIBILITY, PUNISHMENT VS. ACCOUNTABILITY,
JUDGMENT

It seems to me, my dear friend, that you have an erroneous
idea of the purpose of punishment. You think the "lake of
fire" is purifying, but there is nothing in Scripture to justify

that thought. The rich man in hell (Luke 16) was not purified
and did not become penitent. He made no effort and offered no

prayer to be delivered from the place of torment, but only
wished to have his condition there made more comfortable;
You are in error even concerning the cause of endless pun

ishment, for you speak of it as "too great to fit the crime".
But souls are not in hell for crime, but for sin, which is quite
different from, and antecedent to crime. .»,
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Here it seems, the letter writer as well as the answerer
has left the ground of Scripture. One would suppose
that the thought of the "punishment" of the lost per
vaded the Scriptures. We must admit that there is a

good reason for confusion on this theme, for the Author
ized Version uses the word punishment only four times
in the so-called "new Testament", yet each time for a
different Greek word! These are: ekdikesis, vengeance
(1 Pet. 2:14), epitimia, rebuke (2 Cor. 2:6), kolasis,
chastening (Mat. 25: 46), and timoria, punishment (Heb.

10: 29). No wonder there is murkiness in the minds of
those who use it! In no case is it applied indiscrim
inately to all the lost. In the one passage from which the
phrase "everlasting punishment" is taken, it is limited
in scope to the living nations at the commencement of the
day of the Lord, and in time to the eon of the kingdom.
"Everlasting punishment" is unknown to God's holy
Word in the original.
Let us hold ourselves to the one passage, in which
"everlasting punishment" (eonian chastening) is men
tioned. Why are they "punished"? Because they are
sinners? No. But because they did not succor Israel
(Mat. 25:31-46). Not for their sin or their sins are
they "punished" at that time. Thtey will have to answer
for their sins laterr at the great white throne. And is
their "punishment" "purifying"? The term used is a
special word which denotes that which is for the good
and improvement of the offender. It is chastening, not
"punishment". But none of this has to do with the
final destiny of those concerned. It is all limited to the
kingdom in this passage. The judgment of the dead,
after the millennium, is not in view.

When the dead stand before the great white throne,
after being roused, then is the time for "punishment"
if such is the mind of God. But this word does not occur
in this connection, because it is not in line with God's

thoughts. Man talks about "future punishment". God
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speaks of future judgment. But, alas, the woi*d judg
ment has also been spoiled by theology. In God's Word
it always means to set right, whether by good or evil.
We " judge" the widow by helping1 her. The dead out of
Christ will be judged by suffering evil and distress in
accord with their acts. There is no "punishment" in the
unseen. ^ The rich man and Lazarus is a parable of
Israel's present torment. No one will go to "hell" be
cause he is rich, nor to Abraham's bosom because he is
poor. Either accept the whole literally or all of it figura
tively.

The evil which is the portion of all those out of Ghrist
in the judgment, comes not in any "hell", either Gehen
na, which is for the corpses of evil doers in the kingdom,
or in the lake of fire, which is the fate of all unbelievers
after they have been judged, or in the unseen (sheol,
hades), for the dead must be roused out of it before they
can be judged. They suffer in the judgment, not in
"hell". And this judgment is meted out according to
their acts. The idea that unbelievers suffer in hell
for all eternity because of inherited sin is so unutterably
horrible and such a slander upon the name of God and
His Christ that I protest against it with all the vehem
ence of my being. No fiend could compare with this cari
cature of the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
... Indeed, your error is still, deeper, for you ask if God is

going to be "thwarted by men's puny will", as if God ham
mered men into heaven! He draws men. They are free moral
agents, and "whosoever will, may come". History discloses
that the fear of hell is one of the means which a benevolent
God employs to draw men to Him. The great Faber said, "We

cannot doubt but that hell has sent into heaven more than half
as many souls as it contains itself."

What a wonderful means for a ''benevolent" God to
use! Hell has •"sent" to heaven half as many as it tor
ments! Let a man carry a similar plan into execution
and his name will be cursed by everyone. If this is ben
evolence, give us justice! But why emphasize the thought
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that God draws men? In the first passage considered our
Lord said that He would draw all, not a third.
Are we so sure that God does not use force in break
ing man's opposition? Is not drawing using force? How
about Saul of Tarsus, who is the pattern for this time?
He was not coaxed or wheedled or even asked. In the
kingdom, our Lord gives orders to. His slave to compel
them to come (Luke 14:23). "Free moral agency" is
human philosophy, without a shred of support in God's
Word. Nor may we take a passage concerning conditions
on the new earth in the far future, on a different theme,
and apply it at any time to human destiny in general.
It is better to go to a passage that definitely deals with
this subject, as the ninth of Komans. It is not of him who
is willing. We are clay. God is the Potter. No one can
withstand His intention (Rom. 9:19). He locks all up
together in stubbornness, that He should be merciful to
all (Rom. 11:32).
I do not know whether the foregoing will be of any real
help to you, but it shows that I have taken the time to go into
the subject for your sake as well as I know how.

To sum up: It is evident that the one who replied as
well as the writer of the letter recognizes the fact that, in
the passages discussed, the obvious sense is that Christ
will draw all unto Him, that every knee will acclaim
Him Lord, that by the obedience of Christ the many will
be constituted just, just as, by the disobedience of Adam,
the many were constituted sinners. In each case the
article in The Moody Monthly wishes to make the words
mean what they do not say by injecting words or
thoughts from their own system of teaching. Instead of
Scripture correcting them, they correct God. The Bible
as it stands is not acceptable to Moody. It must needs be
modified to accord with the type of teaching to which
they are committed. I once held this teaching, but a
study of God's Word caused me to abandon it. With
them God's Word is really only secondary, so its force
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is weakened and it fails to convince them of their error.
This is not written to criticise the reply but, by ex
amining the method used, to glean valuable lessons for
ourselves, for we all are strongly tempted to corrupt
God's Word by injecting our own ignorance into it. Let
us learn to-be subject to its most minute intimation, and
value even an omission more than any addition that
we may deem necessary. The greatest help, however, in
connection with this theme, is to seek out those passages
where God has really spoken of the final outcome of His
purpose, such as the consummation, God All in all
(1 Cor. 15:28), the universal reconciliation (Col. 1: 20),
and especially Romans 9 to 11, above all the closing
words, "all is out of Him and through Him and for
Him". Knowing the end by faith, we will not wish to
change His holy Word, but will admire its superhuman
exactitude and divine perfection, and have the delicious
assurance that we are believing, not men, but God.
As this article is all ready to be published, comes the
news of the death of the writer of the letter quoted. Our
first impulse was to cancel it out of respect for his mem
ory. But we are satisfied that he himself would not have
us make this a personal matter. Moreover, we are sure
that, in the great reunion in the presence of our gracious
Lord, he will be thankful for anything which was true to
God's Word, even if it was opposed to his own inter
pretation of it. He was a really great man, and stood
staunch for evangelical orthodoxy, which he deemed the
best guide for the elucidation of the Scriptures. And,
indeed, humanly speaking, great institutions, such as the
Moody Bible Institute, which depend on the religious
public for their supplies, dare not do anything to disturb
the confidence of their supporters. Hence he was not in a
position to receive what we so ardently wished to share
with him. God greatly used him in his forty years at
Moody, and his reward will be great.
A. E. K.

56 9 6
In a review of the past Jewish year (A. M. 5695), the organ of

British Jewry makes some statements which are of special

interest to us, in that they confirm the wisdom of God's deal
ings with them and reveal the necessity of severe inflictions
before they are prepared to play their part in the coming eon.
The position is taken that men are not mere automatons, but

that they can bear a part in shaping their own destiny. There
is an old Jewish tale, we are told, that the angels implored the
Deity to say when the New Year should begin. But they were

told io refer their question to a worldly court, for it was with

men, quite as much as with God, that it rested, whether a new
and better time would dawn. The stirring message for the new
year is hope, and above all "Jewish endeavor". They expect to
arise through their own courage and unity.
It is more than likely that those of the nation who are in
actual distress are not so self-centred as this. But it is evident
that those who have not felt the rod have a long way to go
before they, are ready for God's salvation. Israel's blindness is
as great as ever and their heart is quite as calloused. It will
take the great tribulation to rid them of self-righteousness.
A few of the facts in this review will serve to show the
present position of the nation. Great progress was made in
reclaiming the land. Palestine is probably the only prosperous
land today, with a shortage in the labor market. The Palestine
Electric Corporation has had* all it can do to supply the increas
ing demand for electricity. The chemical works at the Dead
Sea not only supplied the local market, but is now exporting.
The citrus crop was especially good.
At the beginning of 1935 the population of Palestine was

slightly more than one-fourth Jewish.
There is now less
opposition on the part of the Arabs. The larger cities are plan
ning great improvements.
The Hebrew University has ex
panded, including a new hospital. The Levant Fair at Tel
Aviv and the Jewish olympiad, Maccabiah, were successfully
carried out.

The Zionist Congress was held at Lucerne, Switzerland.
The Revisionists, the radical element who want a Jewish state,

seceded and held their own congress at Vienna. But the other
divisions united in putting Dr. Weizmann back at the head of
the movement.
Anti-Semitism has been generally active in central Europe.
Russia has founded a Jewish settlement in eastern Siberia,

where they will not suffer from the anti-religious campaign.
Yet all over the world there are signs that God is preparing
hunters and fishers to drive them back to the land of promise.
The enlightened mind cannot fail to discern the hand of God
actively engaged with His ancient and beloved people. Beyond
the darkness that lies just ahead is the dawn. The day of their
redemption is drawing near. And, so much the more, is the

moment of our transformation and vivification.—A. E. K.

Cla** &tubte*

GOD WORKS ALL TOGETHER
FOR GOOD
Romans 8:28-30

Suffering saints live and move in the heart of a divine
conspiracy of love and wisdom which unfailingly
achieves their good. Their life from day to day instead
of being determined by fickle chance and uncontrolled
circumstance is planned in accord with God's purpose.
The history of each saint is conceived of as originating
before the eons and as an essential factor in the fulfill
ment of the purpose of the eons. God is working for us
and outside of us, a work in which we may have no share.
He is operating forces beyond our power to direct or
control. We are turned from the inward forces of flesh
and spirit with the resultant conflict which exercises us
and calls for our unceasing effort to the contemplation of
God's working. The saint and all that nearly or remotely
affects him are being moulded by the hands of almighty
Love and Wisdom in a universe that is plastic to those
hands. Life is not only a fight of faith; it is the pro
gressive fulfillment of a destiny. The knowledge that
each saint lives in a divine plan brings dignity and
strength into humble and obscure lives.
Two themes have so far been separately presented in
the epistle. They are the gospel promised before and
the secret of the gospel. The latter has been continuously
before us since 5:12. In the remaining part of this
chapter the two distinct themes are merged. The verses
before us mark the transition to the general subject of
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the gospel. Adam and Christ and the destructive and
saving forces of flesh and spirit respectively flowing from
these two heads are no longer the special subjects dealt
with. There is a return to the chief subject of the earlier
part of the epistle where justification is expounded. Yet
the theme of sufferings and glory which has occupied so
much of the apostle's attention continues to the end of
the chapter. The saints are supposed to be aware that
for those who love God He is cooperating all things
together for their good. The lovers of God are further
identified as those who are the called of God, and that
calling is according to a purpose and is a confirmation
of the principal statement that He is working all things
together for the good of those described, 28. Support of
this statement is given in the two following verses. Be

fore God called the saints He took two other steps toward
His final goal for them. He foreknew them as those He
would designate beforehand to be conformed to the

image of His Son, that He should be Firstborn among
many brethren, 29. Having passed over the intervening

steps between foredesignation and glory Paul now goes
back to show that such a foredesignation involves other
necessary steps. These are the call, by which God makes
certain the application of His salvation to certain in
dividuals, and the justification which comes to the called
and believing. These stages in the divine activity lead
to the predestined glory, 30. This activity, for want of a
Scripture word, is called the providence of God, which is
defined in the Standard Dictionary thus: "1. [Provi
dence is] the care, control, and guidance exercised by the
Supreme Being over the universe in all its parts and
contents. In its widest sense providence includes (1)
foreknowledge, (2) foreordination, and (3) efficacious
administration, including preservation and continual
government, the last element being all that in ordinary
usage is thought of."
28. Now, even while enduring sufferings that cause
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us to groan we are aware that God is working for us.
We do not know what to pray for, but we know with an
assurance based on our understanding of the grace
method what God is working for. Our reading of in
spired history, the facts of God's supremacy and gov
ernment, and in a lesser degree our observation and
experience make us aware of the beneficent working of
God on our behalf. The statement is restricted to those
who are loving God. These words, standing in the em
phatic position in Greek, limit their application to those
who have already been named sons of God and saints.
Men are divided into the class that loves God and the
class that does not. The majority of men do not love God
because they do not know and trust Him. While some
are indifferent to Him others are positively hostile. It
is a pathetic commentary on the stubbornness of the
hearts of men that nothing that God has done for His
dependent creatures seems to win their confidence. Only
believers in whose hearts His love has been poured out
really love God. We love because He first loved us. Just
as the sun is seen in its own light, so God is loved with
the love which He has put in us and commended to us.
Believers have much in common with unbelievers, some
of whom have virtues that are admirable. Yet we are
pained to find in them a blind unbelief and absence of
love to God. On the other hand, despite the differences
which divide saints, they all have a love for God that
marks them as His.
This is the only mention in Eomans of the saints'
love to God. But much is said of faith, and where there
is faith there is love and expectation also. Our love can
not but follow our faith. The greater our faith the more
ardent will be our love, because faith occupies us with
the great Lover, and love begets love. Should one ask,
How may I know I am called? he may get his answer by
asking another question, Do I love God ? Love to God in
our hearts witnesses to the fact that we have been called.
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Our love to God is the token by which.to may know
that what is said in this passage is true of ourselves. We
know if we do love God, even though we lament that our
love is cold and faint. Paul begins with what id'known
and his subsequent assertions concern only the lovers
of God. If we doubt our love, we may be reassured by
occupation with God and His Word, remembering that
believers may become fond of their own gratification
rather than of God (2 Tim, 3:4). Love to God is a pres
ent positive effect which may be traced back to its cause
in the divine call, the divine foredesignation, and the
divine foreknowledge. To discover love to God in our
hearts gives us definite assurance that we are living in
the heart of a predestined plan which will eventuate in!
the consummate glory of the sons of God.
AH true
believers are lovers of God (1 Gor. 2:9; Eph. 6:24;
James 1:12; 2:5).
God i$ working all together for good. God is found
in manuscripts A and B. Without it Paul would be
personifying all forces as cooperating for the good of the
saints. The Person Who wields all forces is God. All
comprehends everything that in any way affects the
saint whether it be good or evil. It has been well said
that all means nine hundred and ninety-nine in a thou
sand plus one. All provisions of nature and grace, all
favorable and unfavorable forces and circumstances, our
heredity, environment, education, health or sickness,
wealth or poverty, race and class, everything that in any
way contributes to our weal or ill is comprehended in the
all. Augustine included our sins. And surely if our
mistakes and sins were allowed to frustrate the working
of God, if they were not included in His over-ruling, we
could derive small comfort from these words. We note
that in the life of Moses a moral fault was the occasion
of his training in the sequestered valleys of Midian. No
prophet is made save iii solitude and travail of soul. The
error of avenging his brethren by violence was God's
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opportunity to promote him from the court of Pharaoh
to the school of adversity and solitude till he lost his
rashness and self-trust and came to a new faith in God.
Did iiot God so retrieve the sin of Saul of Tarsus which
had excluded him from the people (Acts 3:23; 7:58;
8:1)? The chief of sinners was overwhelmed with the
transcendent riches of God's grace such as the gospel of
the Circumcision cannot give. While those who sin must
suffer and involve others in suffering, including Christ,
yet God makes sin and the agony of the cross the occasion
of the revelation of His redeeming grace.
God works all together, both the good and the evil.
This is a luminous explanation of our contradictory ex
periences. It is impossible to believe that every single
thing that comes to us is good. Many things in them
selves are unmitigated evils. But things that are evil
when viewed singly are good when wrought together
with something else. The crucifixion of Christ viewed as
the act of man faas the most damnable crime that was
ever perpetrated. Yet when the act of man and the act
of God are put together the word of the cross is the
result. By the blood of the cross the universe shall be
reconciled to God. It is one of the most agonizing experi
ences of life to be told that some things contribute to our
good unless we can see the hand of God placing some
resultant, compensating good beside it. No single event
can interpret God's process, and faith alone knows the
truth of our text.

God makes opposing forces cooperate in the physical
universe. One force pulls the earth toward the sun, to
its heat and its gases, and so to ruin. Another force pulls

the earth away from the sun, from its light and heat, and
so to ruin. If either force worked singly, the result
would be ruin. Yet centripetal and centrifugal forces
working together hold the earth in its orbit and so work
together for good. God is working all together even here

and now amid conditions so threatening as to eclipse the
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tiltimate issue. The glory ofttimes seems to be too far
away because we need immediate succor. God assures
us that He continuously works for our good in all things
and at all times. He never expects us to scheme and plan
for ourselves. Our plans always fail; His plan never
fails.
What is the good God achieves for us? Much depends
upon our idea of what is good. God is not giving us what
the worldling calls good.
Men want " prosperity",
wealth and power, and the means of self-gratification, the
wherewithal to gratify the lust of the flesh, the lust of
the eye, and the braggadocio of life. They do not value
the good which God gives. It includes every phase of
present salvation, all experiences of reproof, correction,
discipline, clouds with their silver lining, deliverances,
victories, benefactions, all that God delights to lavish on
us for our need and comfort as we journey to the goal
of conformity to Christ. God works through the schemes
and actions of enemies for our good. About everything
that is evil and injurious to us we can say that "God
meant it for good" (Gen. 50:20).
Lovers of God are further identified as those who are

called. Only the called love God, and all who love Him

are the called. Those who love God have in the fact of

their loving Him the witness that they are the called
according to His purpose. The call has been effective,
faith is evoked, and the spirit of Christ has been given.
The believers at Rome were saluted as "the called of
Jesus Christ" and "called saints". Another reason why
God works for saints is that they are called. Indeed the
calling itself is a part of His working. Since the calling
accords with His purpose, it is impossible that He will
permit the frustration of His work. Almost all theolo
gians today believe that God has provided a salvation
for every man, that God loves the whole world of sin
ners, and that One died for the sake of all. Yet many of
these believe that God does nothing to secure the benefits
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of Christ's death to those for whom He died. The saving
application of the gospel is thought to be subject to the
caprice of men or to be jeoparded by His bungling serv

ants.
God's effectual call is, however, a part of His
power for salvation. He not only provides a salvation
but effectively applies it. Sovereign grace imparts to the
preacher the spirit of victory.
"Defeatism," a word
coined during the war, describes the spirit of so-called
evangelism. God is unfailingly calling those who are
being saved in this era.
Every true believer has been called according to a
purpose.
Paul always speaks of God's work for the
saints as being in accord with a purpose. The verb to
purpose occurs only thrice, every occurrence being found
in the Pauline writings. It is used once of Paul's pur
pose (1:13), once of the divine action (3: 25), and once
of God's purpose (Eph. 1:9). The secret of His will,
which He purposed in Himself (or in Christ) is to have
an administration in which he will head up the universe
in the Christ. The purpose is, therefore, not elective, but
universal. If God has more than one purpose, nothing is
said of it. "The purpose of the eons" seems to be one
great comprehensive purpose made before the eons, run
ning through all the eons, and consummated in the final
eon. This purpose is the reason for the eons, it binds
them together, and when it is achieved they pass away,
there being no other reason for their existence. The pur
pose of QqA is not the election of Israel nor the foredesignation of the saints in Christ Jesus. These are in
accord with the purpose, but are not the purpose. The
notion that the salvation of an elect company is the pur
pose of God has blinded the readers of Scripture to the
racewide and universal working of God in harmony with
a universal purpose.
We would do well to note all the occurrences in which
the purpose of God is mentioned. "Being designated
beforehand according to the purpose of One Who is oper-
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ating the universe" (Eph. 1:11).

The foredesignation

is not the purpose; it is according to it, because it deals
only with those whom He chooses in Him. The purpose
is not attained in any group of elect men, but in Christ.
"That now . . . may be made known . . . the multi
farious wisdom of God, in accord with the purpose of the
eons" (Eph. 3:10-11). The revelation of the secret ad
ministration is not. the purpose of God, but it is in accord
with it. "God Who saves us and calls us with a holy
calling, not in accord with our cacts, but in accord with
His own purpose and grace which was given us in Christ
Jesus before eonian times yet now is manifested through
the advent of our Saviour, Christ Jesus (2 Tim. 1: 9-10).
Again, our salvation and calling are not the purpose.
These are given in accord with His purpose, and are
evidences of a grace which was given us before eonian
times. Romans 9:11 is slightly different. Usually some
thing is in accord with the purpose, but here the purpose
is being achieved according to an elective method. The
purpose of God remains and is being wrought out accord
ing to election, of which His choice of Jacob rather than
Esau is given as an illustration. Again the purpose and
the election are quite distinct. Unfortunately most of
the great expositors still believe that the saving of an
elect few is God's goal and purpose.
There is a correspondence between our present text,
in which God is said to work all together for good to
those who are called according to a purpose, .and Ephesians 1:11, which states that God is operating the uni
verse. Eomans refers only to the church, while Ephesians speaks of universal Headship. In both passages
God foredesignates some in accord with His purpose.
29. The next two verses confirm what has been said.
It is true because God's calling is only one feature in the
long perspective of God's gracious design for us. There
are five steps in the saving process all of which are God's,
and which are in accord with a purpose. Nothing is said
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of faith. It is not one of the links which God has forged
together into an unbreakable chain. God lets down the
middle link so as to touch the sinner. We may count the
links either way. If we have been called, we had been
fore-designated and foreknown. Or, going the other way,
we are justified ai}d shall be glorified. When we are glori
fied we can trace each of the steps backward to the fact
that He foreknew us. This revelation makes Paul ex
claim, If God is for us, who is against us?
Before considering these statements we should remem
ber that the preciousness of these facts of the evangel
has been lost to many because of fruitless disputation.
These words of "the judicious Bishop Hooker" (15531600) should be heeded: "Dangerous it were for the
feeble mind of man to wade far into the doings of the
Most High: Whom although to know be life, and joy to
make mention of His name; yet our soundest knowledge
is to know that we know Him not as indeed He is, neither
can know Him; and our safest eloquence concerning Him
is our silence, when we confess without confession that
His glory is inexplicable, His greatness above our capac
ity or reach." These words should check all debate as to
what God can foreknow. Our safety consists in planting
our steps in the words of inspiration. The way is full of
pitfalls for those who venture into explanation or deduc
tion. We are wise not to rationalize but to believe what
God reveals. We are dealing now with divine revelation
which we receive not by experience but by faith.
Seeing that whom He foreknew, He designates before
hand. These verses give some reasons for our awareness
of God's cooperation of all forces for our good. Whom
He foreknew cannot mean that God foreknew all men,
because He is speaking only of those who are justified.
To speak here of God's prescience, or general foreknowl
edge, would be irrelevant to the subject of the chapter.
The meaning of foreknew must be determined by its use
in this and other contexts. Because God foreknew His
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people Israel He does not thrust them away (Rom.ll: 2).

When God says to Israel, " You only have I known of all
the families of the earth: therefore will I visit upon you
all your iniquities" (Amos 3:2), He is not declaring His
ignorance of all other families, but that He knows Israel
as His peculiar people*
To some who say to Christ,
"Lord! Lord.!" He will say in a future day, "I never
knew you" (Mat. 7:23). To know in these passages
means to know favorably. To foreknow means in this
verse that God foreknew whom, that is, the particular
individuals whom He would later call
"Whom He foreapproved," is interpretation, not
translation.
In its Scripture usage foreknowledge is
scarcely separable from a gracious love. The foreknown
are those whom God before the eons contemplated as His
chosen. Many interpreters seek to make the calling of
God rest upon His foreknowledge of merit or faith in
the called. This introduces into the passage something
that is quite foreign. Faith has not been mentioned in
the chapter. Such interpretation attempts to make all
that God does for saints to depend on man's cooperation.
Indeed it makes man the arbiter upon whose decisions
the design of God depends for its success. It says in
effect that God does not choose men; they choose Him.

But God is here doing things in which man can have tio

part, hence the certainty that they will be done. It is
God Who works all together for the good of impotent
saints. He foreknows, He foredesignates, He calls, He
justifies, and He glorifies. And man can resurrect him
self just as easily as He can do any one of these things,
all of which were determined before he was created. Of
course God's foreknowledge is unlimited and therefore
covers everything about the persons who are the subjects
of it He surely knew that they would love Him. But
does He call men because they love Him, or do they love
Him because they have been called? They love because
love is the fruit of the spirit given to those He calls.
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Designates beforehand is a translation of proorizo,
and in other versions is rendered foreordain and predes
tinate. Horizo without pro will be recognized in the Eng
lish word horizon, the line that marks the bounds of our
view. That which we see is thus marked off from the
larger unseen part of the earth and sky. The called of
God were definitely marked off from the rest of mankind,
and that before the eons.

Foredesignation flows from

foreknowledge. The divine determination is based on the
divine foreknowledge. Augustine said, "There can be no
predestination without foreknowledge, but there might
be a foreknowledge without predestination." But in this
passage the foreknowledge spoken of is strictly limited
to those He foreordains. A general prescience or fore
knowledge of everything and every person is manifestly
necessary before even God can purpose or plan or create.
Men cannot plan wisely because they have no foreknowl
edge. Many parents have tried to predestinate their boys
to the presidency of the United States. If they had had

foreknowledge, they would have known that some of

these boys would arrive in the penitentiary instead. God
alone foreknows and is able to predestinate because He
only is supreme and absolute, the One Who operates the
universe in accord with the counsel of His will.
The
saints will arrive at their predestined glory only because
He is working all together for their good.
Foredesignation expresses the idea of a predeter
mined result, and the result in this case is our glorifica
tion. The accomplishment of this design involves the
divine control and cooperation of all forces that nearly
or remotely affect the called of God, so that it guarantees
to us our present good and future glory against every
possible contingency. Such a revelation of God's power
is not given to be a matter of speculation and debate. It
is given to assure those who are suffering that God's
power to save is adequate to bring them to glory. The
>vord foredesignate is always followed by a statement of
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what is designated. " Foreknowledge is of persons: foreordination is of blessing to be bestowed on them." In
our text that which is foreordained is conformity to the

image of God's Son; in 1 Corinthians 2:7 it is God's
wisdom-in a secret . . . which God designates before the
eons for our glory; in Ephesians 1;5" God designates us
beforehand for the place of sons; and in Ephesians 1:11
our lot is cast in Him, being designated beforehand ac
cording to His purpose. The remaining occurrence is in
Acts 4: 28, where Pilate, the gentiles, and Israel are seen
doing what God foredesignated to occur. AH He fore
ordains comes to pass.
We are to be conformed to the image of His Son.
Paul leaps from foredesignation to glory, but returns in
the next verse to trace the intervening steps, calling and
justification. This conformity is identical with our sonPLAoing, or sonship, which is the deliverance of our body.
Although we are sons with the spirit of sonship, though
Christ is in us and our spirits are life because of right
eousness, we are not yet conformed to the image of God's
Son. In many practical ways we are becoming con
formed to the character and spiritual glory of our Lord.
But the glory we expect cannot be attained while we are
wearing the image of the first man, who was out of the
earth, sottish. We shall wear the image of the second
Man only when the Saviour we await out of the heavens
transfigures the body of our humiliation and conforms
it to His body of glory.
Were it not for our mortal body we could be per
fectly conformed to the image of God's Son even now. As
we reckon ourselves dead to sin we are conformed to His
death to sin. On the positive side we are exhorted to put
on the young humanity which is being renewed into rec
ognition to accord with Him Who is the Image of God.
In Him God creates the new humanity. Again, as we
view the Lord's glory as in a mirror we are being trans
formed into the same image, even as Moses' face reflected
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the glory of Him with Whom he had intercourse at Sinai
(2 Cor. 3:7-11, 18). But not until our bodies are de
livered and glorified will God have the humanity He had
in view when He said, Let us make man in our image. It
is not said that we are to be conformed to God's Son or to
the Image of God, but to the image of His Son. There is
a unique relationship between the Father and Son into
which we cannot enter. It would seem that Christ as the
last Adam, by His emptying, His obedience to the death
of the cross, and His exaltation, has attained to a type of
humanity of which we are to be the image, as He is the
Image of God. Thus we are not to be conformed to the
Image of God, though the young humanity is made to
accord with Him.

God has predetermined that Christ shall be the First
born among many brethren.
In relation to creation
Christ is the Firstborn and He is also the Firstborn from
among the dead. The firstborn is related to the later
born as one of the same family. We may incidentally
remark that to the firstborn belong the rights of kins
man-redeemer. The word firstborn emphasizes His rela
tionship to His brethren as distinct from His relationship
to God. In relation to God He is the Only-begotten and
the only Image. In relation to the called He is the First
born among many who through Him should become sons
of God. These shall wear the image of the second Man.
We are the brethren of the last Adam, but we are not
brethren of the only-begotten Son. Through Him we
receive our sonship and share the glory, the dignity of
the Firstborn; all sons in the family of God, each con
formed to His image. It has been said that "God is so
well pleased with His Son that He determined to multi
ply His image." How else could He so honor and reward
His Son than by creating in Him a new humanity just
like Him ? Each one of the brethren will be a fragrance
of Christ for God.

30. Now whom He designates beforehand, these He
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calls, also; Progressing from the foreordination of God
before eonian times, Paul speaks of the realization of that

foreordination in calling, justifying, and glorification.

The pronouns whom . •. .. these, occurring three times,
identify the individuals concerned, and carry each of
them through every step into the glory which consum
mates the foreknowledge. The steps are so linked that
where there is one the rest must unfailingly follow. Fore
knowledge is followed by -also, four times repeated.
Whom He foreknew, He also . . . also . . . also ... also.
He calls subsequently to foredesignating, and He calls
each separately. God thus shows a particular grace in
the call by which He makes manifest what was unknown
till the call came. When Paul speaks of the called he
always means that the call has been effective, and all
saints are defined as the called of God. He never applies
it to those who have been invited but do not come, as in
Matthew 22:14,."For many are called, yet few are
chosen." With Paul the called are the chosen. Calling
is the first great event in the process of our individual
salvation. It is the divine side of what is called "con
version", or turning to God. Calling is the act of God:
turning or returning is man's response (Acts 15:3;
1 Thes. 1:9). A call comes to all who hear the evangel,
but only to the foredesignated is the call effectual. God
is revealing truth to all, and on the basis of truth known

and refused will men be judged. A royal invitation is a
command, and none of those whd are foreordained fail
to be effectually called in their day and hour. The out
ward preaching is accompanied by an inward, creative
call of God. It is a mistake to say that God has done His
best for all men. When He does His best men are irrefistibly attracted to Christ.
And whom He calls, these He justifies also. We have
^en that justification is by the grace of God, by the blood
of Christ, and by the faith of men. But none of these
are slow nttotio»ed. Ju$tificatito is isolated from faith
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that we may be occupied solely with God and His saving
activity. Had Paul been contemplating faith as a factor
it would have been most suitable to mention it in connec
tion with justification.
It must be noted that all the
called are justified, and they are justified as a sequence
to God's calling. No mention is here made of sanctification. Justification assures of glory, because God cannot
visit wrath upon those He has declared righteous. They
stand in grace and are enjoying the peace of reconcilia
tion. Such may be rejoicing in the certain prospect of
the glory of God.
Now whom He justifies, these He glorifies also. Thus
Paul steps directly from justification to the climax of our

salvation. The glory is already attained by the second
Man. He reached it by way of His cross, His tomb, and
His resurrection. Thus we get an intelligent view of the
glory. It is not so much a place, as a conformity to
Christ, a filial relationship to God reached by the way of
crucifixion of the old and creation of the new humanity.
It introduces us into a redeemed and glorified family, a
society in which all will be lovable and attractive because
each will wear the beauteous image of the perfect Man.
Our bliss will consist not so much in where we are as in
what we and our brethren are. Best of all none will have
to lament his unlikeness to Christ, and each will bring
delight to the heart of God as He contemplates the image
of His Son and the beauty of His workmanship as seen
in us.
The saints have a special place in the divine scheme.
Each has a place in glory which none but himself can
occupy. God will have no vacant chair in His home, for
each person that He has created and delivered will be
a distinct witness to the grace and wisdom and power of
God. Such a revelation of discriminating grace does not
lead to an unsanctified boasting.
God knows how to
chasten His chosen ones. The chosen people have not
escaped chastisement and even wrath. Their exclusive-
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ness and pride are rebuked by the revelation that God
had made another and earlier choice.
To the questions, "If God foredesignates some, what
is the use of preaching to all?" and "Why preach to any
but the foreordained?" the sufficient answer is that God
has entrusted His evangel to us and, like Paul, we are
debtors. And if you know before their calling who are
the predestined to glory, then preach to them first*
When you have done so much you will obey God and
preach to others also. And Paul has an instructive word
for us in 2 Timothy 2:10.
QUESTIONS
When does God first take an interest in those who are
believers? Has God a particular interest in all that concerns
individual saints?
What is providence?
Does God care for
those who do not love Him? (Psa. 145:9) Why do we love God?
Can those without faith love God?
What does our love for
God prove?
How much does God's work on our behalf comprehend? Is
every single circumstance or happening good for us? Who are
the called of God? Are all the called lovers of God? Is God's
call a part of His power for salvation? Is the achievement of
God's purpose doubtful? Or dependent on man's help?
Has God more than one purpose? Is the scope of His pur
pose as narrow as His selections of a people and a church?
Who are comprised in the five links? Are all the called glori
fied? Are all the justified foreknown? Has God done what is
necessary to secure an elect company?
Do these facts show
that God must work all together for good to those He calls?
To what are saints foredesignated? What is Christ's rela
tion to the other sons of God? Can the links in the chain of
grace be broken? Is allowance made for a lapse from the num
ber of the foredesignated?

Geo. L. Eogers
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HOW ETERNITY SLIPPED IN
(Continued)
TERTULLIAN

At this point we* must turn to Carthage in North
Africa, and in particular to TertuUian, and take careful
note of their profound and lasting influence over Christ
endom. Tertullian lived from about 160 to 220 A.D. Born
at Carthage, he became a well-read scholar, an attractive
orator and writer, a keen controversialist, and a clever

lawyer.

What Origen was, about the same period, to

Greek or Eastern Christianity, Tertullian was to Latin
or Western Christianity. He was the first one to set
about systematically to explain the Scriptures in the
Latin tongue of North Africa, and the first theologian
to establish a technical Latin terminology for Christian
ity.
It is no exaggeration to say that the choice of
terms of this Latin scholar has profoundly affected
all succeeding theological thought. It is to Tertullian
that we owe such terms as trinity, substance, person,
redemption, justification, sanctification, sacrament, and
many more, including probably such as perdition, perish,
destroy, punish, torment, damnation, dispensation, pre
destination, revelation, priest, mediator, minister, con
gregation, propitiation,—all terms from the Latin, al
though it is possible some of these may be due to Jerome.
These terms are all different from the Greek words used,
although some of the meanings correspond fairly well.
Tertullian was the first writer to set out to expound the
difficult doctrine of the " trinity", and to use this term,
which, however, he does not use as a name for God. Dr.
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Tertullian Formulates

Glover says, "He was the first man of genius of the Latin
race to follow Jesus Christ, and to reset his ideas in the
language native to that race". Archbishop Benson says,
"When Tertullian began to write, theological Latin had
to be formed". Harnack says, "What influenced the
history of dogma was not his Christianity, but his mas
terly power of framing formulae". Up till his time
Eoman Christianity had been essentially Greek in form,
but when he embraced it, Latin terms and thoughts were
introduced, which gradually but steadily altered the
whole character of its teaching, and paved the way for
the Roman Catholic system of dogma. Dr. Swete says,
"The Church in North Africa was the first Christian
community so far as we know which offered the Euchar
ist for the benefit of the departed". One of the terms
introduced by Tertullian was "satisfaction". Harnack
says, "He was the first to regard definitely such ascetic
performances as 'satisfaction' as propitiatory offerings
by which the sinner could make amends to God". Ac
cording to Tertullian, a comparatively brief ascetic pun
ishment inflicted by the believer on himself took the place
of what the damned were awarded—eternal punishment.
It should prove instructive to glance at some of his other
views.
Like many today, he could never come to grasp the
important yet elementary fact that God is spirit. That
God was conciliated was quite unknown to him and to
those who followed in his steps. Being well trained in
Eoman law he looked on God much more as the Judge
who gives the law and must be obeyed, than as the Father
of all. All relations between God and man partake of
the nature of legal transactions, and thus a good act by
mail brings satisfaction to God and merit to man. But
the fundamental relationship is that of fear on man's
part. The great difference between the Greek Church
aixd the Latin Church consisted in this, that.the Greek
Church looked upon revelation as expressing God in His
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relation to man, while the Latin Church began with man*

and saw primarily man as in relation to God. God's
nieasureless love and grace were viewed as at the disposal
of man, or man was viewed as the fallen and guilty rebel
measured up before the Judge, The one commenced with
God and His love, operating all things in accord with
the counsel of His will from past ages for the ultimate
good of the race, ever seeking to draw man to Himself
and instruct him with a view to his well-being and growth
in grace. The other saw man as on probation, and God
as the magistrate. Instead of men being gradually in-.
structed in the ways and mind of God, they must sub^
scribe without question or discussion to the Creed, the
rigid and crystallized expression of the Latin Church's
views. As Farrar says, the centre of Origen's system was
God and hope, while that of Augustine's was punishment
and sin; whereas Origen yearns for a final unity, Augus
tine almost exultingly acquiesces in a frightful and abid
ing dualism.
It was reserved for three great Carthaginians, Ter*
tullian, Cyprian, and Augustine, so to influence the Latin
Church that it deflected and declined into a system of
dogmatic hierarchy and spiritual despotism. But Tertullian wa;s the individual who set this current in motion.
Through his powerful instrumentality Christendom, at
the critical juncture, took the wrong turn, and his in
fluence still prevails. Neander says of him, that his mind
was often at a loss for suitable forms of phraseology, as
he had more within him than he could express, and for
this purpose he was obliged to create a language for the
new spiritual matter, out of the rude Punic Latin. It
has been said that Tertullian often makes use of words
not found in general use outside of the very early writ
ers, and that he often imparts to words a new or unu&ual
force.

This, then, is the man in the hollow of whose hands,
lay the clay which was to be moulded into concrete Latin
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dogma. This is the man in whose hands reclined the fate
of the word eternal. What meaning did he give to it?
Its old meaning, akin to the Greek eonian, or something
beyond that? Being quite devoid of any understanding
of the eons of Scripture, destitute of a real perception of
the fact that God is love> unable to view God but as a
stern Judge who must somehow or other be "satisfied"
or placated, how was it possible for him to look on the
mass of mankind otherwise than as damned? Augustine,
who later outdid Tertullian and his doctrines, main
tained that the whole human race was "one damned
batch and mass of perdition" (conspersis daninata, massa
perditionis), out of which a few. are elected to salvation,
while all the remainder are lost for ever. He beheld evil
as a force integral in a universe apart from God, while
Origen believed that all is out from God, even evil, which
God must undo and banish. One who has no place for
eons to come must needs look on the future as a shoreless
eternity. Having failed to grasp what God had revealed
concerning the eons, Tertullian had no alternative but to
impart to the Latin word eternal that sense which it now
bears. Not only so, but this special meaning of the Latin
word, taking advantage of the steady decline of Greek
as the language of theology and the rise and ascendency
of Latin, reacted upon, and was imposed upon, its Greek
equivalent eonian, which henceforth in theology was
"made to express" the meaning of everlasting.
At this point it will be interesting to bring forward
the evidence of the ancient versions made from the Greek,
and see whether they corroborate the conclusions to
which we have come.
HOW THE OLD VERSIONS RENDERED AION

The Old Syriac version is thought to have been made
from the Greek about the end of the first century or

some time during the second century. The language is
closely akin to Hebrew, and was very like the Aramaic
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which was spoken in Palestine side by side with Grefek
in the first century. To translate the Greek eon and
eonian it uses oZm, which is exactly the word used in the
Hebrew Scriptures, meaning "obscure", or "obscurity",
that is, eonian and eon. The same constructions as occur
in the Greek are shown, such as, from the eon (mn dim),

for the eon (l-olm), this eon, that eon, for the eons to

come, for the eon of the eons (l-olm olrnin), the conclu
sion of the eons.
To prove that dim did not and could not stand for
eternity, it may be stated that the Greek word hosmos
(world) is generally rendered in the Syriac version by
dim, as in John 1:10 (thrice), John 17:24, where the
Syriac has, "preceding the disruption of the eon". The
Syriac Version knew nothing about an eternity, and
nothing in it is called eternal.
The ancient Gothic version is of peculiar interest to
the English-speaking and German-speaking peoples. In
it are preserved the sole relics of a Germanic tongue
spoken round 350 A.D., which was very closely akin to
the old German and old English spoken about that time.
It was translated direct from the Greek, although only
fragments have survived, mostly of the New Testament.
It is a very faithful and literal rendering, and at times
even reproduces the pronunciation of Greek words, where
these are transliterated. Needless to say, being entirely
free from the influence of Jerome's Latin version, it does
not contain Latin terms such as perish, damnation, per

dition, torment, eternal, punishment. It uses exclusively
what were then native German words, very simple and
elementary. The Gothic is the first rendering of the
Scriptures into any Teutonic tongue. The Goths were a
very virile people from the North of Europe, who domi
nated most of Europe about the time this version was
produced by Wulfila. Spreading southwards, they over
ran Greece and Italy, and captured Rome in 410 A.D.

Eventually they seem to have died out of the Mediter-
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ranean countries, and as a distinct people they became
lost to history.
To show how close Gothic comes to modern English,
it may be pointed out that the following words are either
spelt or sounded exactly the same in each: all, arm,
blind, brother, corn, daughter, door, dumb, finger, full,
grass, hand, heart, hard, lamb, land, light, little, lust,
while, white, year, young.
Very often the Gothic preserves the truth where
modern English and German versions have become cor
rupt. Thus where the Anglo-Saxon version and the

Authorized Version often put life instead of soul, the
Gothic has soul (saiwal), as Wiclif generally has also.
In Luke 6:1, where the A.V. has, "on the second sabbath
after the first" (C.V. "on the second first sabbath"),
Wiclif has "in the secunde firste saboth", the Angle has
"on the after rest-day first", while the Gothic, one thou
sand years before Wiclif's time, has, "in sabbath second
first" (in sabbato antharamma frumin). The Vulgate is
also here correct. Similarly, in Mark 16: 9, the Vulgate
and the Gothic support the C.V. ("in the morning, in
the first sabbath"), the Gothic reading "in morning, in
first sabbath" (in maurgin frumin sabbato). Wiclif here
departs from the Vulgate by putting, "erly in the first
day of the wouk", while Tyndale is also wrong, with
"the morowe after the sabboth daye".
How then does the Gothic render the Greek eon and
eonian? For the adjective it has in every one out of
twenty-four occurrences aiweinos, not very dissimilar
from the Greek aidnios. For the noun aion it shows aiws
(or aivs) twenty out of twenty-five times, once it has life
(libains), and elsewhere two other expressions. Aiws is
the exact equivalent of the Latin aevum and the Greek
aion. The following expressions are met with: du aiwa

(to or for the eon), in aiwins (in the eon), und aiw

(until the eon), fram aiwa (from the eon), this aiwis
(this eon), yainis aiwis (yon eon, that eon), in the eon
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to come, from the beginning of the eon. In 2 Tim. 1:9
the Gothic reads, faur mela aiweina (before eonian
times), and in 2 Cor. 4:4, guth this aiwis (the god of
this eon).
,.
Unfortunately, we are not able to tell how the Gothic
read in most of Paul's epistles and the Unveiling, as
little has come down to us except parts of the four
Gospels.
The Coptic version, made probably about the end of
the second century, for use in Egypt, and still used
there, appears to render the Hebrew dim and the Greek
aion by eneh, a word which is defined in Coptic diction
aries as meaning nothing more than "time".
The Armenian version is ascribed to Mesrop (354-441
A.D.) and others. Conybeare says it "fits the Greek of
the Septuagint as a glove the hand that wears it-; keeping
so close to the Greek that it has almost the same value
for us as the Greek text itself, from which the translator
worked, would possess' \
For the Greek aion it generally uses yavidyan, a word
meaning eon. Sometimes ashkharh, meaning "world*',

is used instead.

In Eph.2:2 (C.V. "the eon of this

world'') the two words are used together, yavidyeni
ashkharhis, meaning the same as does the C.V. All the
special expressions in the Greek containing aion (which
are unknown to classical Greek) are found reproduced
in the Armenian. In the Psalms, the same expressions
which are found in the Septuagint occur in the Armen
ian, such as "for the eon and for the eon of the eon".
The root of the word yavidyan is yaved, which is
shown in Armenian dictionaries as meaning "more, at
most, a great deal". There is a verb, yavyelourn, which
means to "add, increase, augment, grow". Yavidyan is
defined as "age, life, world", but when used in a theolo
gical sense, it is obliged to take on the opposite meaning,
of "eternity, perpetuity".
The Ethiopic version, in the Semitic language former-
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ly spoken in Abyssinia, is thought to have been made in
the fourth or fifth century, from the Greek. It repro
duces the usual Greek expressions containing eon. The
word used is dim, exactly the same as in Hebrew and
Syriac. In Jude25 it reads, "and for all the eons"
(u-l-kul olmth), showing the plural form. In Heb. 9: 26
it reads, "at the conclusion of the eon" (1-cMqth dim)..
In Eph. 3: 21 it reads, "in every generation and for the
eon of the eon" (b-kl-thuld u-l-olm dim). In the Psalms
it has a few times, as in 45:17, 48:14, and 52: 8, "for
the eon arid for the eon of the eon" (l-olm, u-l-olm dim).
That this word dim assuredly could not signify "eter
nity" is placed beyond all doubt by the fact that it is
also used to represent the Greek word for world (kosmos)
generally, as throughout John 17. It also stands for the
Greek word for era (kairos), as in Mk. 10: 30 and Luke
18: 30, and even for generation (genea) as in Luke 16: 8.
Old English versions were made not from the Greek,
but from the Latin Vulgate, between the years 680 and
995. The four Gospels were done, and probably other
parts. The Latin adjective aeternum (which Jerome used
for eonian) is always rendered by the little word ece.
Where Jerome for the noun has seculum, the Old English
uses worulde (world) in all sixteen cases. Where Jerome
has in aeternum, the Old English eight times has ecnysse,
five times never (with a negative in the Latin), and once
ever. The two words, ece and world, will amply repay a
little investigation.
The once very common English word ece, which can
be traced down till about 1260 (although it disappeared
as an adjective soon after that), is stated to come from
the Old English verb ecan, meaning to "prolong, aug
ment, increase". The word survives as a verb, to eke,
meaning to add, lengthen, and as an adverb, meaning,
also, in addition.
A nickname was originally "an«eke
name", that is, an added name. In Scottish Law, an eik
is an addition to a legal document.
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The reason why the simple word ece was forced out of
English probably was that it was too equivocal. Theology

was trying to make it stand for "everlasting", whereas
it only meant "lasting'7. These latter terms were to take
its place, as in Cursor Mundi (The Course of the World,
a metrical version of Bible history, written about 1320),
which has the line, "Through Jesus come to life lasting"
(Thoru Jhesu com to liif lastand). Soon after this time,
the word everlasting took the place of ece and lasting, a
transition which made a very great deal of difference.
In present day English, we may use the word "world"
in two senses. We may speak of the world before the
Flood as meaning the race of mankind that lived then,
or society as it then existed, or we may speak of it as
meaning the physical earth as it then was. The latter
sense was quite unknown in Old English, and only began
to creep in about the year 1200, when it was so used in
the long poem, The Ormulum. Prior to that time, world
meant only the lifetime of man, the living generation of
men, society as a whole at any time. It answered well to
the Latin seculum, and was used from about the year 700
to translate it. Then it came to mean the physical earth
on which the generations of men lived, and in much more
recent times it came to be used of others planets also.
It might here be remarked that an extraordinary
change was going on in English speech between the
twelfth and the fourteenth centuries. Up till the year
950 there was very little admixture of Latin or Danish
words. The result of the Danish invasion meant that
thousands of fine old poetic words became lost. From
1200 to 1280 was the most disastrous of all periods. A
great many prose words disappeared, and the upper
classes discarded English for French. For about eighty
years after 1280 there was a vast inroad of French words
to take the place of English words driven out of circula
tion, or forced to become merely dialectal. From about
1360 a new standard of English was spoken at Court,
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French ceased to be fashionable. It was what has
been described as this "wild anarchy of speech" that
was raging in England from 1300 to 1500 that caused
many words to take on new meanings or lose their old
meanings. These facts have been noted briefly merely
because of their connection with John Wiclif, and so that
we may understand more clearly his usage of the word
"world".
WICLIB1 AND HIS VERSION

John Wiclif was probably the first person to translate
the whole Bible into the English tongue. He was born
about 1320, at the time when the language of England
was in the melting-pot. He commenced by translating
the Unveiling in 1356, and, with the help of collabora
tors, finished the entire Bible by 1382. Two years later
he died. Well did he live up to one of his sayings, that
"Christian men ought to travail night and day about
text of holy writ". He is noteworthy as having been
described as the one Englishman who during the past
eleven hundred years was able to mold Christian thought
on the continent of Europe. Not only was his private
life irreproachable, but in his opposition to the claims of
the Roman Church he was without fear of any man. In
addition, he was a true scholar, and wrote a great many
books, mostly in Latin. These became very popular in
Bohemia (now part of the modern Czecho-Slovakia), as
King Richard II of England had married the devout
Princess Anne of Bohemia, a lover of the Scriptures.
While at Prague university, John Huss came under the
influence of Wiclif's writings, and in 1415 he was burnt
at the stake for his faith. The followers of Huss became
very numerous, and long-continued wars against them
failed to extirpate them. Their powerful influence spread
to the neighboring parts of Germany, including Saxony,
where Martin Luther was born, who became a fearless
champion of the Scriptures.
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The Latin Vulgate version dominated Europe for the
thousand years which lay between Jerome and Wiclif,
and longer. No one seems to have thought in those times
of a Greek original, and in any case, the Greek language
was all but forgotten in Europe. The Catholic Church
used Latin in its services, and Latin had displaced Greek
completely as the universal language of courts and clergy
and scholars. It will therefore be of great interest to
observe how Wiclif rendered the Latin of the Vulgate,
and to note his views concerning the future. We shall
find that his language differs markedly from that used
by the various translations which were made from the
time of Tyndale, one hundred and fifty years after
Wiclif, including Coverdale's (1535), Cranmer's (1539),
the Genevan (1557), and the Eheims (1582), down to
the Authorized of 1611. Never once does Wiclif use the
expression "for ever", or "for ever and ever". Though
he uses "everlasting", he never uses "eternal". Had
the Authorized Version been the next English version to
be made after Wiclif's it would never have found accep
tance. As it was, it enjoyed the benefit of following
closely on the lines of a number of fairly similar versions,
which thus paved the way for it. Though the expressions
used by Wiclif are far from perfect, great is the decline
manifested in the next English version to be published,
Tyndale's. Tyndale brought in "for ever", "for ever
and ever", "for evermore", where Wiclif expressed no
such thought. Instead of the Eeformation and the re
vival of learning bringing in added light regarding the
times to come, they brought about gross darkness and
confusion.

As has been stated, Wiclif used "world" to represent
the Latin seculum, which Jerome used for the Greek
aidn. Instead of the modern "for ever" and "for ever
and ever", twenty-nine times he has "in to worldis" or
"in to worldis of worldis". In Luke 1: 70 he has "from
the world", where the A.V. has "since the beginning of
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the world" (C.V. ''from the eon"). In Eph. 3: 9 he has

"fro worldis", where the A.V. has "from the beginning
of the world" (C.V. "from the eons"). In Unv. 15:3
he lias "king of worldis", where the A.V. has "king of
saints" (marg. nations, or ages. C.V. "king of the
eons"). In Heb. 1: 8 he has "in to the world of world"
for the Latin "into the seculum of the seculum", where
the A.V. has "for ever and ever" (C.V. "for the eon
of the eon"). The following renderings from Eph. 3: 21
may be contrasted:
Wiclif:
Tyndale:

Geneva:

"in to alle the generaciouns of the worldis".
"thorowout all generacions from tyme to

tyme".
"throughout all generations for ever".

Rheims:
"unto al generations world without end".
Coverdale: "at all times for ever and ever".
A.V.:
"throughout all ages, world without end".
C.V.:
"for all the generations of the eon of the
eons".

In Heb. 9: 26 Wiclif has "in the endyng of worldis",
where the Eheims version also retains the plural, "in
the consummation of the worldes". Tyndale, Coverdale,
Cranmer and the Genevan all corrupt this into "in the
ende of the worlde", which is followed by the A.V. (C.V.
"at the conclusion of the eons"). Similarly, in Heb.
11:3, Wiclif and the Rheims preserve the plural
"worlds", corresponding to the Vulgate seculums (C.V.
"the eons"). In Heb. 13: 8, Wiclif alone preserves some
semblance of the truth, reading "in to worldis", where
the later English versions have "continueth for ever"
(A.V. "for ever"; C.V. "for the eons").
In 1 Peter4:11, Wiclif has "in to the worldis of
worldis". Tyndale wished to bring in eternity, and at
the same time retain "world". He therefore rendered
by "for ever and whyll the worlde stondeth". The other

versions of about his time relapse into "for ever and
ever".

In Psalm 90: 2 anyone can see how much more faith-
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ful Wiclif is to the Hebrew, which reads, "from olam
until olam Thou art Deity ".
A.V.:

"from everlasting to everlasting, thou art
God".
Coverdale: "thou art God from everlastinge and worlde
Wiclif:

with out ende".
"from the world and into the world thou
art God".

We have seen that the Latin Vulgate had an extraor

dinary reading in Exodus 15:18, "into eternity and
further". This must have seemed very strange to Wiclif
and his assistants. They might have compromised by
putting what the later versions put, "for ever and ever".
But they wished to be as faithful as their light allowed
them. Considering that they understood by "world"
what we now understand by eon, it is greatly to their
credit that we should find them rendering this, five hun
dred and fifty years ago by, "The Lord schal regne in to
the world, and ferth'e" (further).
A rendering of Wiclif's which it is stated "many will
find preferable to the Authorized Version" is found in
John 11:26, "Eche that lyveth and bileveth in me schal
not die withouten ende" for "shall never die". Only
three times does Wiclif use the word never. None of
these has any reference to life or salvation. In Mark
11:14 and John 13: 8 he had :
Wiclif: "Now never ete ony man fruyt of thee more".
C.V.:
"No longer may anyone be eating fruit of you

for the eon".
Wiclif: "Thou schalt never waische my feet".
C.V.:
"Under no circumstances should you be wash
ing my feet for the eon".

But in the revision of Wiclif's Bible by Purvey
(1388) this is altered to "now no more with outen ende"
in the former case, while the latter reads, "Thou schalt
not waische to me the feet in to with outen ende". In
fact, Purvey altered about half or more of the occur
rences of "withouten ende" into "in to with outen
ende". It would therefore appear that both Wiclif and
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Purvey did not feel satisfied regarding the expression
"without end", which might be, and certainly later was,
misunderstood. They must have had more than a sus
picion that "without end" was not an adverbial phrase,
equivalent to "endlessly", but really a noun, as in Latin
and Greek, meaning a period of time whereof the end
was not disclosed. Just as the periods or olams in He
brew are "obscure" in duration, so Wiclif looked on the
coming eons as periods whose ends were not defined.
What we call the eon he called the "with outen ende".
THE WORLD

What did Wiclif understand by this word? We have
seen that about his time the word was coming to take on
a new meaning which it never had before, that of the
physical world, whereas formerly it had only referred to
the transient world of humanity as seen in connection
with the passing course of time. Wiclif used it in the old
primitive sense, as equivalent to eon. This was the sense
in which the word was used in the Old English versions,
for seven hundred years before Wiclif. To express the
physical world or earth, Old English, and also Old Ger
man, used another term, middan-geard (middle-yard or
ward), which was the middle region between heaven
above and the region below. A sermon on Matt. 24:43
once much preached by Dan Michel of Northgate (1340),
but very popular long before his time, contains the words,
"Those that dwell in Thine house for worlds of worlds"
(tho thet wonyeth ine thyne house in wordles of wordles).
No one could have understood "worlds of worlds" as
meaning a succession of new earths or of planets. The
words meant ages, or eons.
Wiclif, it would seem, came near to restoring a great
truth to its proper place. Had he had the Greek text be
fore him, there is little doubt that he would have accom
plished this. As it was, the inconsistency of the Latin
Vulgate obliged him also to be somewhat inconsistent,
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and this may be the reason why versions which came
after his time most unfortunately used " world" in a
sense different from his usage. By Tyndale's time, world
had come to be used as meaning a state or place, rather
than a limited period of time.
In his "Synonyms of the New Testament", Arch
bishop Trench draws a contrast between kosmos (world)
and aion (eon), both of which are rendered in the Auth
orized Version by l' world' \ In the case of aion he thinks
more use might have been made of "age". He regrets
that the translators did not somehow mark the difference
between kosmos (mundus), the world contemplated un
der aspects of space, and aion (seculum), the same con
templated under aspects of time, as Latin, like Greek,
has two distinct words, where we have, or have acted as
though we had, but one. In a note he shows that the
word "world", etymologically regarded, more nearly
represents aion than kosmos. Our old word weorulde is
composed of two distinct parts, and where the primitive
pronunciation is preserved, two very distinct syllables
are still heard. The former part of the word consists of
wer, a man (like the Latin inV, as in virile, and the -er in
words like speak-er, also the wer- in werwolf, the manwolf). The latter part of the word is aid, or elde, mean
ing age or generation. World is therefore defined as
"the generation of men". That there is a close connec
tion between the old word world and "eon" was beauti
fully shown by the old Gothic version, which, in 2 Tim.
4:10 has, for "this present world" (C.V. "the current
eon"), the reading, tlw nu aid, meaning, "this now age".
Quite apart from the manner in which Wiclif trans
lated the Scriptures, however, we are not left in any
doubt as to his views Regarding future time. Among his
voluminous works in Latin, there ife one called Trialogus,
or a discussion between three parties, whom he calls
Truth, Liar, and, Prudence. This contains a dissertation
on the distinction between eternity, eons, and time, ex-
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tending to over a thousand words. He says, "It is one
matter for a thing to exist always, and another for a

thing to be eternal; the world exists always, because at
every time, and yet it is not eternal, because it is created,
for the moment of creation must have a beginning, as
the world had". Between God and the world he draws
a sharp distinction as regards their mode of existence.
God alone can be eternal, without change or mutation,
without fore and after. The world, on the other hand,
has a mutable existence, including a fore and an after.
The world experiences the continual succession of time.
Yet for the saints, and spiritual beings, such as angels,
he perceived a third form of existence, the aewwm life,
which we should term eonian life. He supposed that in
this life there would be no succession of time. Neither
would it be the brief fleeting life of this world, nor would
it be eternal. It would be something in between these.
Doubtless Wiclif did not have full light regarding the
eons to come, yet it seems extraordinary that he could
have seen so much as he did, when we consider that he
had to depend altogether on the blurred light and in
consistent evidence of the Latin Vulgate. Many there
are today, who, with all the clear evidence of the Greek
Scriptures set out before them, deliberately reject the
terms which God has seen fit to use, and fall back on
expressions which are certainly not found in the Scrip
tures. They imagine that the teaching regarding the eons
is a modern invention. One such, an educated man, who
passes for a scholar, and has written a book dealing with
the Greek language, recently made the charge regarding
the term eonian in the Concordant Version that it is a
word " which looks as if it had been coined for the pur
pose"! It required to be pointed out to him that this
was exactly the expression used by God frequently in
the Scriptures, and that the terms he preferred, such as
"eternal" and "everlasting", had really no authority
in revelation.
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One fine old book, published in 1761 and entitled
"Universal Restitution", consists of well over four hun

dred pages showing forth proofs that "eonian" is the

proper scriptural term to use. We shall close our review
by giving a few extracts. "Christ is the very God of the
aeons, and may be called the aeonian God and King, not
on account of his eternal nature, but because he shall
reign aeonianly, as universal king; and because he is
most strictly speaking the God of the aeonian life
and also because the ages or aeons are all under his
government and direction." "In this view of things
death, and hell, and pain, and sorrow, appear to be (not
as usually looked upon, accidental creatures that stole
into existence by a sort of chance, or some kind of inad
vertency in God, but) the provisionary creatures of
God's wisdom, and goodness; preordained, by reason of
a fitness in their nature, to produce, in the contingent
casualties fore-seen, the great events of his benevolence,
and communicative inclinations; which, when they shall
have fully served (being creatures of a temporary, and
aeonian consistence) they must vanish and be no more."
Thus briefly would we summarize the conclusions we
have arrived at. The facts of revelation regarding the
eons having been early obscured and lost, and the Greek
Church having declined, the Latin Church, with its own
version, rose into prominence. The Latin version was
only a translation, and was therefore not inspired. It
changed the import of certain very important inspired
time-words as found in the Greek, and gave them a dif
ferent shade of meaning. The effect was sufficient to
produce an utterly distorted outlook on the entire future,
and to make God appear to be at one and the same time
both a loving Father and a cruel and capricious monster
—in fact, no God at all. The Reformation, which was a
reformation along certain lines only, instead of undoing
and reversing this grievous error of the Latin Church,
actually confirmed it and established it. On the other
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hand, every ancient version of the Scriptures, and every
modern or medieval translation, either by its consistency
where it is consistent, or by its inconsistency, proves the
Concordant Version to be correct in its renderings of
the words under examination. Every translation which
does not consistently use the words "eon" and "eonian",
or "age" and "age-abiding", or some such terms, is
obliged to make use of at least two mutually contra
dictory expressions.
Verily indeed, it is a strong claim which we make on
behalf of the Concordant Version, but we make it with
out fear of its being refuted, and without fear of any
opposition, that it is the only version, which, by its
system, adequately recognizes the Scriptures as Godbreathed.
Alexander Thomson
THE INTERPRETATION OF THE UNVEILING
We wish to remind our readers again that our interpre
tations are based on the exactitudes of the originals and
not on current translations. This applies especially to
the grammar of the last few chapters of the Unveiling,
where there is a frequent change of tense in the Greek.
The Version as a whole is written as though John were
actually seeing and hearing as he writes. But when he
changes to the future, his standpoint changes back to
Patmos, the time of writing, not the time of the vision.
This is the key to many perplexing passages. If we do not
watch the grammar most carefully we will go astray.
The stock argument against five eons rests on this loose
ness (Uri. 22: 5). John says that the saints will be reign
ing for the eons of the eons, not after one of them is past,
but writing from Patmos, when both are yet future.
There is no more night in the new creation when John is
in it in spirit. But there will be no more night, looking
at it from Patmos. John could not have looked forward
to the Lord's coming at that time (Un. 22: 7).—A. E. K.
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